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The research has the four objectives as follows:
1. To examine and develop a causal model of factors influencing of Demographic
characteristics, Communication skills, Attitude toward Thai people, Interpersonal
communication and Media usage behavior to be affected the foreign football players'
adjustment in Thailand league football clubs.
2. The analysis of the direct effect, indirect effect and total effect, is focused on
testing the Demographic characteristics, Communication skills, Attitude toward Thai
people, Interpersonal communication and Media usage behavior that affect the foreign
football players' adjustment in Thai football league clubs.
3. To study factors that affect to the foreign football players' cultural adjustment in
Thai football league clubs.
4. To study communication strategies of foreign football players' adjustment in
Thai football league clubs.
This study employed both qualitative and quantitative research techniques. Data
for the quantitative research was collected from 299 foreign football players regarding
their adjustment in the Thai Premier League football clubs. The data collected was
analyzed using Path Analysis in the LISREL statistical package. The quantitative
research consisted of in-depth interviews from 29 foreign football players, who had
experience playing in the Thai League, coaches, along with Thai football players and
journalists, who had experience in foreign football clubs.
The results can be summarized as follows:
1. Intercultural communication model has an impact on foreign football players'
adjustment in the Thai football league clubs. This is consistent with empirical data as
evidenced through the model Goodness of Fit.
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2. The factors that have positive direct effect impacting foreign football players'
adjustment in Thai football league clubs were Demographic characteristics,
Communication skills, Attitude toward Thai people, Interpersonal communication and
Media usage behavior. It is also found that foreign football players who exhibited high
levels in the aforementioned factors also had a high ability for adjustment.
3. Foreign football players' adjustment in Thai league football clubs comprises of
five factors, which are Demographic characteristics, Communication skills, Attitude
toward Thai people, Interpersonal communication, Media usage behavior and Cultural
adaptation. Furthermore, these factors can be categorized as the means to communicate
with foreign football players and the necessary support from Thai people in the
community.
4. Communication model for foreign football players' adjustment in Thai football
league clubs called SMART model which comprises of 5 dimensions: 1) (S) Learning
social media usage pattern; 2) (M) Usage's monitor; 3) (A) Use for adaptation; 4) (R)
Use for make relationship in Thai society; and 5) (T) Use for training in football and in
daily routine learning.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research Background
Evolution of Sports
“Sports” is one activity that has been part of human society since time
immemorial. There is no confirmation when humans first started playing sports.
However, the importance of sports has grown together with human evolution.
Humanity has always used sports for the development and support of body, mind,
emotions, and social interaction.
Sports has its roots from the word “desportor”, which comes from the Latin
word “lususnature” meaning tools for relaxation or hobby that is satisfying. The word
“to sport” has the meaning to amuse oneself (Suwanpanich, 2002).
Today sports has varied meanings as presented in the Encyclopedia Americana
(Thaneerat, 1984). Some interesting definitions include 1) pastime –activities that
create enjoyment; 2) play –including games especially simple activities that do not
have complicated rules a majority of which are outdoor including racing, fishing, and
hunting; and 3) contest –includes any competitive activity that promotes physical
grace and strength as well as direct development of personal skills. From the
aforementioned definitiosn this includes sports ranging from bridge to wrestling and
from chess to basketball. The goal is for individuals to relax through recreational
activities during free time. In addition it helps with agility, strength, and endurance
resulting in enjoyment and mental entertainment. These roles of sports is still
important from the past to this very day.
Sports has a long history dating back to ancient Greece. It originated with the
purpose to prepare for warfare before it came to be an honor (Dunning, 1999). The
Olympics in ancient Greece was competed based on speed (citius), height (aitius), and
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strength (fortius). The goal was to create a populace that was strong to protect the
nation from invasion from other states (Thaneerat, 1984).
During the Middle Ages in Europe sports was classified into four groups based
on the social status of those joining the competition. First is the tournament, which
was extremely popular towards the end of the Middle Ages. The second is hunting,
which was favored by the nobles and knights. The third is archery, which was favored
by the middle class. The fourth is the competition of the peasants, which included
cock fights and dog races. During the 12 – 16 centuries the tournaments became more
civilized. The violent and realistic fights became mock competitions, which suited the
taste of the spectators. Later more noble women joined the spectators and sports
became transformed to its modern day form (Modern sports) (Dunning, 1999).
Over time it was found that sports was not only found in Europe, where it
orginated. It spread to every corner of the world with the transition of time and
development of technology. Sports reach various parts of the world through trade,
war, and expansion of territority or colonialization during the 16th Century. It can be
said that sports today is different from its precursor in the past. It has evolved to
become a spectator sport that plays an important role in the imagination and thoughts
of the people. Capitalism has also used sports as a means to maintain its system
(Eiamrarai, 2003).
Guttmann (1993) has explained the evolution of premodern sports to modern
sports. The author explained that first and foremost it was a secular activity. Although
it was a highly emotional ritual, it did not invoke any religious belief. Secondly, it was
based on equality. People of all races and status can compete equally under the same
rules. Thirdly, it is a bureaucratic practice, with an organization managing the
competition rather than relying on religion or its priests. Fourthly, is the specialization
of athletes to each particular sport. Fifth is the rationalization of the rules of the game
that can be adapted to suit the circumstances of the competition. The athletes would
be trained and technology would to increase effectiveness of the training. Sixth is the
quantification of the results that can be collected as statistics of the competition.
Seventh is the obsession with records that would be kept until it is deemed suitable to
destroy it.
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Modern sports is a major source of entertainment that makes a major
economic, political social, and cultural contribution in every corner of the world.
Examples include the World Cup, FIFA Champions League, NBA Basketball,
American Football, Olympic Games, Wimbledon Tennis Competition, Tour de France
Cycling Compeition, and Paris Dakar Rally, have seeped into the every day lives of
people. Regional competitions such as Asian Games, SEA Games, and national
competitions have also become part of the life of its audiences.
Sports as a Business
Sports plays a major part in national and international economics as a business
enterprise (Andreff, 2007). It is found that sports contributes to about 3% of the global
economy. The majority of the contribution comes from the professional leagues and
international competitions such as the World Cup (Söderman & Dolles, 2008). It is
also found that the value of sponsorship has grown continuously. The advertising
budget in sports amounts to about 7% of the global advertising expenditures. In
addition it is found that 84% of sponsorships is found in sports followed by culture
(6%) and other live broadcasts (5%) (Fenton, 2009).
In the late 1970s sports started to flourish giving rise to related businesses
such as sporting equipment, apparel, sporting arenas, and television. Sports was no
longer simply about exercising for good health but it has become a product or the
commodification of sports. Capitalization has spurred the coverage of sports on
television leading to the phenomenon of global sports (Thanapornphan, 2001).
Popularity of Football and Hiring Foreign Talent
Data from numerous websites suggest that the most popular sport in the world
is football. FIFA had made a global study and found that 265 million people in the
world play football (Mootoo, 2010). The World Cup 2014 held in Brazil had a record
breaking audience of 3.16 watching the matches in the stadiums, which is 98.3% of
capacity (Sport-Classic, 2014). The World Cup Finals match between the national
teams of Germany and Argentina was watched by about 1 billion people, while the
total competition had about 2.1 billion viewers (Siamsport-Online, 2015). These
statistics indicate how football is a very popular sport among the citizens of the world.
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In addition the football club is a place where people of different cultures meet
and communicate with one another. The football clubs were established in England in
1863. The regulations set by these football clubs have formed the basis of the rules
used in modern day football. England was also one of the first countries to have a
professional football league. In 1888 Division 1 was started and about two decades
later Aston Villa of Birmingham had about 20,000 fans watch the match in the
stadium. In the 19th century football spread through the colonies of England to the
various continents around the world (Panyakaew, 2014).
Colonization coupled with the industrial revolution that took place between
the end of the 18th century and the mid 20th century saw a movement of laborers
from the colonies to the land of their colonial masters. These included countries like
England, Germany, Italy, France, Spain, the Netherlands, and Portugal. Capitalism in
these countries gave rise to the professional football leagues such as the Premier
League, Calcio Series A, La Liga, and Bundesliga. The popularity of football made
the pay in the professional leagues lucrative attracting players from those who have
moved from the colonies. However, employing foreign players was not widely
practiced. Alfredo Stefano the Argentinian Striker, a famous footballer, was hired by
Real Madrid in Spain becoming a legend there from 1953 – 1964 (Thairath-Online,
2014).
Towards the end of the 20th century football rose in terms of popularity and
profits, which at that time was only the UEFA Champions League. The cup winners
would receive US$65 million or 2.145 billion baht (Sanook-News, 2014). The prize
money for the English Premier League is 72 million Pounds or 3.6 billion Baht. In
addition the 20 teams in the Premier League will get an equal cut from the income
from the live broadcasts, which is approximated at 54 million Pounds or 2.7 billion
baht (90min, 2016). This has led to the employment of foreign players. In England
alone there are about 290 foreign players (Wikipedia, 2017). The record-breaking
price paid for player transfer is for Paul Pogba, who is French of Guinea descent. His
move from Juventus in Calcio Series A to Manchester United in the English Premier
League was 89 million Pounds or 4.5 billion baht (Smm-Sport, 2016). In addition the
highest earning foreign football player is Lionel Messi (2.390 million per year)
(Sport-Sanook, 2016). He is an Argentinian player who has played for Barcelona
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making them the unrivalled champions of all competitions in the season of 2014 –
2015. Therefore, football teams need to employ these seasoned players to ensure their
winning streak, which comes with the opportunity to earn through the broadcasts of
the matches as well as tickets to the matches and other related earnings.
Employing Foreign Players in the Thai League
Thai League has employed foreign players from the very start of the league in
its inaugural season of 1996. At that time it was called the Johnny Walker Thailand
League. However, there were not that many foreign players because the football clubs
did not have enough money to employ such talent. In the beginning the popularity of
the Thai League was low thus there was not much income from the matches. As a
result it was not worth it to pay for expensive players. At that time there were about
20 foreign players in the league, which is considered a very small number. The most
successful player is Adabayo Gadebo, who played for BEC Tero until this time
(Thanamahamongkol, 2015).
In 2006 the Football Association of Thailand renamed the tournament 10th
Thailand Premier League with teams from each of the provinces such as Chonburi
F.C. and Suphanburi F.C. competing to increase the popularity of the matches.
However, this was not sufficient to increase the popularity of the league to increase its
earnings to pay for foreign players. Three years later in 2009 under the guidance of
the AFC, the tournament was renamed Thai Premier League. The popularity of the
league started to take off and football clubs sprouted in every province. This led to the
increase in following of the football clubs and their players (Panyakaew, 2016). Thai
players also rose to fame such as Teerasil Dangda, Sarut Yooyen, Thanaboon Kesarat,
as well as quality foreign players like Diego Luis Santo, Mario Gjurovski, John
Baggio, and Cisco Kiminez.The Thai League today has come a longway from being a
semi-professional league to a full-fledge professional league. Each of the football
clubs are run in the format of a company limited. This allows the football clubs to
make the necessary decisions based on their income from the reward money,
broadcast rights, and sponsorship. This is a significant incrase from the past
(ASEANFootball-Page, 2015). The NIDA Poll found that the number of audience of
the Thai Premier League has already outnumbered the English Premier League. This
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has resulted in the broadcasting rights auctioned by True Visions in the past three
years to reach 1.8 billion baht (from 2014 – 2016). In addition the ratings for the Thai
Premier League is the highest on True For You Channel. This is inline with
information from Thaipublica (2015) that football clubs have income from four
sources, which are broadcasting rights, monetary support for the clubs, share from
ticket sales, and sales of souvenirs and sponsorships. Buriram United won all three
local competitions in 2015 earned a whopping 405.23 million baht.

Figure 1.1 Thai Football Landscape
Source : (Thaipublica, 2015)
Due to the massive income generated in the league, the number of foreign
players has also risen. As of 2017 there are a total of 90 foreign players in the highest
league. The highest numbers are from Brazil (25 players), which is a 12% increase
from the previous season. From the total of four leagues there are 475 foreign players
(ThaiLeague, 2017).
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Table 1.1 Statistics of Foreign Players in Thai Premier League 2017
Source : (Thai League, 2017)
Thai League 1
Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics

in

Thai

league
Celio Santos

Brazil

Defender

8 matches 0 goals

Lee Ho

South Korea

Midfield

8 matches 0 goals

SCG

Naoaki Aoyama

Japan

Defender

55 matches 3 goals

Muangthong

Leandro Assumpcao

Brazil

Striker

121 matches 52 goals

United

Heberty Fernandes

Brazil

Striker

90 matches 65 goals

Ko Seulki

South Korea

Midfield

34 matches 9 goals

Andres Tunez

Venezuela

Defender

47 matches 14 goals

Diogo Luis Santo

Brazil

Striker

52 matches 39 goals

Buriram

Jakson Coelho

Brazil

Striker

9 matches 8 goals

United

Rafael Bastos

Brazil

Midfield

5 matches 2 goals

Dragan Boskovic

Monte Negro

Striker

109 matches 52 goals

Mehrdad Pooladi

Iran

Midfield

5 matches 0 goals

Mario Gjurovski

Macedonia

Midfield

154 matches 71 goals

Chinedu Obinna Ede

Germany

Striker

2 matches 0 goals

Yohan Tavares

France

Defender

6 matches 0 goals

Gilberto Macena

Brazil

Striker

56 matches 29 goals

Jaycee John

Bahrain

Striker

41 matches 29 goals

Rafael Coelho Luiz

Syria (Brazil)

Striker

8 matches 6 goals

Vander Luis

Brazil

Midfield

8 matches 4 goals

Felipe Azevedo

Brazil

Striker

8 matches 4 goals

Jandson Dos Santos

Brazil

Striker

3 matches 0 goals

Everton Goncalves

Brazil

Defender

10 matches 1 goals

Ryotaro Nakano

Japan

Midfield

6 matches 0 goals

Thiago Cunha

Brazil

Striker

71 matches 10 goals

Renan Marques

Brazil

Striker

101 matches 34 goals

Prince Amponsah

Ghana

Striker

33 matches 14 goals

Fodé Bangaly Diakité

Ivory Coast

Defender

191 matches 24 goals

Angdre Joel Sami

Congo

Defender

18 matches 1 goals

Bangkok
United

Chiang

Rai

United

Chonburi F.C.

Alharbi El Jadeyaoui

Morocco

Midfield

10 matches 2 goals

Ratchaburi

Marcel Essombe

Cameroon

Striker

7 matches 3 goals

Mitr Phol F.C.

Takafumi Akahoshi

Japan

Midfield

10 matches 2 goals

Carlos Javier Acuña

Paraguay

Striker

0 matches 0 goals
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics

in

Thai

league
Jurato Ikeda

Japan

Defender

7 matches 0 goals

Matthew Smith

Australia

Defender

50 matches 4 goals

Bangkok

Ariel Rodriguez

Costa Rica

Striker

49 matches 26 goals

Glass F.C.

Daniel Garcia (Toti)

Spain

Midfield

61 matches 18 goals

Jhasmany Campos

Bolivia

Midfield

10 matches 2 goals

Marcelo Xavier

Syria (Brazil)

Defender

9 matches 2 goals

Elizeu Melo Batista

Brazil

Midfield

6 matches 0 goals

Suphanburi

Lazarus Kaimbi

Namibia

Striker

141 matches 23 goals

F.C.

Guilherme Dellatorre

Brazil

Striker

36 matches 17 goals

Nicolas Velez

Argentina

Striker

7 matches 3 goals

Sergio Suarez

Spain

Midfield

88 matches 23 goals

Andrija Kaluderovic

Serbia

Striker

5 matches 1 goals

Nagasato Genki

Japan

Striker

73 matches 18 goals

David Rochela

Spain

Defender

79 matches 8 goals

Josimar Rodrigues

Brazil

Striker

38 matches 21 goals

Mario Abrante

Spain

Defender

27 matches 2 goals

Michael N'Dri

France

Striker

37 matches 13 goals

Jaka Ihbeisheh

Slovania

Midfield

2 matches 0 goals

Kalifa Cisse

France

Defender

93 matches 4 goals

Sadney Khoetage

Namibia

Striker

50 matches 18 goals

Katano Hiromichi

Japan

Defender

38 matches 6 goals

Jung Myung-oh

South Korea

Midfield

62 matches 0 goals

Sukhothai

John Baggio

Madagascar

Striker

42 matches 9 goals

F.C.

Anton Zemlianukhin

Kyrgzstan

Midfield

32 matches 10 goals

Diouf Bireme

Ivory CoastBrazil

Striker

204 matches 54 goals

Striker

16 matches 6 goals

Port F.C.

Police

Tero

F.C.

Rodrigo Maranhão

Pattaya United

Royal
Navy F.C.

Thai

Lee Wonyoung

South Korea

Defender

9 matches 1 goals

Wellington Priori

Brazil

Midfield

10 matches 1 goals

Aleksandar Jevtic

Serbia

Striker

2 matches 1 goals

Kim Taeyeon

South Korea

Midfield

6 matches 0 goals

Milos Stojanovic

Serbia

Striker

10 matches 6 goals

André Luís Leite

Brazil

Striker

77 matches 10 goals

Seiya Kojima

Japan

Midfield

62 matches 1 goals

Rodrigo Vergilio

Brazil

Striker

53 matches 29 goals

Adefolarin Durosinmi

Nigeria

Midfield

69 matches 21 goals

Bang Seungwhan

South Korea

Midfield

7 matches 0 goals
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics

in

Thai

league
Luben Nikolov

Bulgaria

Defender

53 matches 1 goals

Ketsada Souksavanh

Laos

Defender

51 matches 0 goals

Ramsés Bustos

Chile

Striker

18 matches 2 goals

Lee Keonpil

South Korea

Midfield

11 matches 0 goals

Guilherme Rodrigues

Brazil

Midfield

9 matches 0 goals

Denis Viana Da Silva

Brazil

Defender

6 matches 1 goals

Leroy Lita

Congo

Striker

9 matches 2 goals

Björn Lindemann

Germany

Midfield

164 matches 47 goals

Isaka Cernak

Australia

Midfield

10 matches 1 goals

Mariano Berriex

Argentina

Midfield

22 matches 3 goals

Dominic Adiyiah

Ghana

Striker

68 matches 9 goals

Paulo Rangel

Brazil

Striker

44 matches 33 goals

Nakhon

Victor Chukwuekezie

Indonesia (Nigeria)

Defender

40 matches 2 goals

Ratchasima

Antonio Pereira Pina

Brazil

Midfield

37 matches 3 goals

Mazda F.C.

Krest Velkoski

Macedonia

Striker

3 matches 0 goals

Victor Cardozo

Brazil

Defender

79 matches 25 goals

Carlos Silva

Brazil

Striker

5 matches 3 goals

Nebihi Bajram

Kosovo

Midfield

9 matches 6 goals

Kenta Yamazaki

Japan

Midfield

29 matches 4 goals

Thiago Santos

Brazil

Striker

4 matches 3 goals

Michitaka Akimoto

Japan

Defender

21 matches 2 goals

Rafael Lima

Brazil

Striker

9 matches 4 goals

Jesus Ricardo

Brazil

Striker

41 matches 19 goals

Gustavo da Silva

Brazil

Midfield

4 matches 0 goals

Ronir “Roninho”

Brazil

Midfield

5 matches 1 goals

Super

Power

F.C.

Srisaket F.C.

Ubon

UMT

United

Thai

Honda

F.C.

Thai League 2
Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Yendrick

Costa Rica

Striker

21 matches 7 goals

Hristiuan Kirovski

Macedonia

Striker

23 matches 11 goals

Chiang

Bruno Wellington

Brazil

Midfield

31 matches 9 goals

Mai F.C.

Deasun Jung

South Korea

Striker

- matches - goals

Hyu Jin Kim

South Korea

Midfield

- matches - goals

Kazumichi Takagi

Japan

Defender

19 matches 0 goals

Air Force

Ruiz
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Central

Aleksandar Kapisoda

Croatia

Defender

14 matches 1 goals

Kayne Vincent

New Zealand (Japan)

Striker

17 matches 13 goals

Bruno Correa

Brazil

Striker

19 matches 4 goals

F.C.

Valdomiro “Valdo”

Brazil

Midfield

23 matches 12 goals

Krabi F.C.

Mbengan Isaac

Cameroon

Striker

- matches - goals

Kone Seydou

Ivory Coast

Defender

101 matches 8 goals

Maeda Ryohei

Japan

Striker

7 matches 1 goals

Aron Da Silva

Brazil

Striker

282 matches 112 goals

José “Almir” Neto

Brazil

Striker

13 matches 3 goals

Benjamin James

United Kingdom

Striker

- matches - goals

Nakhon

Yuki Bamba

Japan

Midfield

- matches - goals

Pathom

Henri Jöel

Ivory Coast

Defender

167 matches 7 goals

United

Lesley Ablorh

Ghana

Midfield

- matches - goals

F.C.

Berlin Ndebe-Nlome

Cameroon (Belgium)

Striker

- matches - goals

Nascimento Neto

Brazil

Striker

- matches - goals

Laércio Gomes Costa

Brazil

Striker

36 matches 12 goals

Yusei Ogasawara

Japan

Midfield

63 matches 17 goals

Kwon Dae-he

South Korea

Defender

139 matches 13 goals

Willen Mota Inácio

Brazil

Striker

56 matches 38 goals

Amadou Ouattara

Ivory Coast

Midfield

56 matches 11 goals

Kazuki Murakami

Japan

Defender

133 matches 1 goals

Jeong Woo-geun

South Korea

Striker

161 matches 87 goals

Dennis Murillo

Brazil

Striker

67 matches 40 goals

Anthony-Komenan

France

Midfield

153 matches 40 goals

Saeid Khabaz

Iran

Defender

- matches – goals

Seiya Sugishita

Japan

Striker

29 matches 18 goals

David Bayiha Ngan

Cameroon

Midfield

- matches – goals

Harrison Cardoso

Brazil

Midfield

- matches – goals

Ivan Bošković

Monte Negro

Striker

96 matches 38 goals

Thiago Santos

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Razafindramboa

Madagascar

Midfield

- matches – goals

Ekue Andre Houma

Togo

Midfield

- matches – goals

Moon-Ju Kim

South Korea

Midfield

- matches – goals

André Araújo

Brazil

Striker

- matches - goals

Whoo Hyun

South Korea

Defender

220 matches 22 goals

Prachuap
F.C.

PTT
Rayong

Rayong
F.C.

Samutson
gkhram
F.C.
Songkhla
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Diego da Costa Lima

Brazil

Midfield

- matches – goals

Giorgi Tsimakuridze

Georgia

Midfield

125 matches 14 goals

Francis Suárez

Spain

Midfield

- matches - goals

David Mendes

Portugal

Striker

- matches – goals

Terukazu Tanaka

Japan

Defender

69 matches 2 goals

Mike Ott

Philippines (Germany)

Midfield

21 matches 7 goals

Angthong

Bernard Doumbia

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.

Marc Landry Babo

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

Satoshi Nagano

Japan

Defender

136 matches 8 goals

Theodore Yuyun

Cameroon

Midfield

- matches – goals

Bangkok

João Paulo

Brazil

Striker

30 matches 23 goals

F.C.

Kouassi Hermann

Ivory Coast

Striker

167 matches 72 goals

Jae-Ho Yoo

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

El Mehdi Sidqy

Morocco

Defender

49 matches 4 goals

Pedro Paulo Alves

Brazil

Striker

0 matches 0 goals

Lampang

David Bala

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.

Melvin de Leeuw

Netherlands

Striker

37 matches 6 goals

Kai Hirano

Japan

Midfield

98 matches 18 goals

Rodrigo Frauches

Brazil

Defender

12 matches 0 goals

Zdenko Kaprálik

Slovakia

Defender

98 matches 0 goals

Army

Marcos Vinícius

Brazil

Striker

0 matches 0 goals

United

Diego Oliveira Alves

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Milad Zeneyedpour

Iran

Midfield

10 matches 1 goals

Jong-Oh Park

South Korea

Defender

12 matches 0 goals

Gorka Unda

Spain

Midfield

88 matches 10 goals

Chainat

Diego Emilio Silva

Uruguay

Striker

28 matches 12 goals

Hornbill

Florent Pongolle

France

Striker

36 matches 27 goals

Mustafa Azadzoy

Afghanistan

Midfield

35 matches 14 goals

Erivaldo

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Felipe Ferreira

Brazil

Midfield

- matches – goals

Yoon Si-ho

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

Douglas Cobo

Brazil

Defender

65 matches 9 goals

Barros Tardeli

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

United

Trat F.C.
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Kasetsart
F.C.

Nongbua
Pitchaya
F.C.

Huỳnh Kesley Alves

Brazil

Striker

28 matches 10 goals

Jonatan Ferreira Reis

Brazil

Striker

36 matches 28 goals

Boubacar Koné

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Tiago Chulapa

Brazil

Striker

35 matches 14 goals

Dai Min-Joo

South Korea

Defender

102 matches 10 goals

Masaya Jitozono

Japan

Midfield

0 matches 0 goals

Jardel Capistrano

Brazil

Striker

10 matches 6 goals

Andrey Coutinho

Brazil

Striker

0 matches 0 goals

Victor Amaro

Brazil

Midfield

122 matches 5 goals

Position

Statistics in Thai

Thai League 3 Upper Zone
Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

league
Takamitsu Yoshino

Japan

Midfield

0 matches 0 goals

Richard Cardozo

Australia

Striker

16 matches 11 goals

Khon

Romain Gasmi

France

Striker

167 matches 58 goals

Kaen F.C

Seong-hyeon Kim

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

Darko Tasevski

Macedonia

Striker

114 matches 36 goals

Kim Ji-Hoon

South Korea

Striker

- matches – goals

Joo Sung-hwan

South Korea

Midfield

72 matches 14 goals

Ayutthaya

Valery N Djomon

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.

Junior Bamba

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

Mouty Diomandé

Ivory Coast

Midfield

- matches – goals

Kiyotake Kakyo

Japan

Midfield

- matches - goals

Vinicius Silva

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Ozu Kazutaka

Japan

Striker

- matches – goals

Kim Ki-Hwan

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

Njifon Abdouramai

Cameroon

Goal Keeper

- matches – goals

Shota Wada

Japan

Goal Keeper

- matches - goals

Kamphaen
gphet F.C.

Ezeofor Odiri.

Nigeria

Defender

- matches - goals

Singburi

Jang Gyu-hyeon

South Korea

Striker

- matches – goals

Bangrajun

Kensuke Enjo

Japan

Midfield

- matches - goals

F.C.

Tomoki Kai

Japan

Defender

- matches – goals

Ayutthaya

Kentaro Takamatsu

Japan

Midfield

- matches - goals

United

Fabricio Carneiro

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Kendall Jagdeosingh

Trinidad and Tobago

Striker

110 matches 49 goals

Noah Chivuta

Zambia

Midfield

83 matches 6 goals

Aliou Seck

Senegal

Striker

- matches – goals

Michael Denteh

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Sakaeo

Isaac Oduro

Ghana

Defender

- matches – goals

F.C.

Seth Awuakye

Ghana

Midfield

- matches – goals

Jacques Nyamsi

Cameroon

Defender

- matches – goals

Chacheon

Thierry Tchobe

Cameroon

Midfield

- matches – goals

gsao

Joshua Jokic

Australia

Midfield

- matches – goals

Jonathan Campbell

USA

Striker

- matches – goals

Hideto Ozaki

Japan

Defender

- matches – goals

PhathanaPhommathep

Laos

Midfield

19 matches 2 goals

Kalasin

Martin Muwanga

Uganda

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.

Caio

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Sho Shimoji

Japan

Midfield

93 matches 34 goals

Ali Diarra

Ivory Coast

Defender

197 matches 26 goals

Valci Júnior

Brazil

Striker

193 matches 115 goals

Hironori Saruta

Japan

Midfield

258 matches 46 goals

Florent Obama

Cameroon

Defender

- matches - goals

Tomohiro Onodera

Japan

Striker

- matches – goals

Anye Zefor Angwafor

Cameroon

Midfield

- matches – goals

Hi-

tech F.C.

Udon
Thani F.C.

Ngono Victor Yves

Cameroon

Defender

- matches – goals

Amnaj

Victor Mensah

Ghana

Midfield

- matches – goals

United

Hong Sang Won

South Korea

Midfield

- matches – goals

Ubon

Alex Ávila

Brazil

Defender

- matches – goals

Ratchatha

Bouba Abbo

Cameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

ni F.C.

Paul Ekollo

Cameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

Yang Kwang-Hyun

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

Alaan Bruno

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Ahmed Safaat

Egypt

Defender

- matches – goals

Daiki Okamoto

Japan

Defender

- matches – goals

Phayao

Tomoyuki Unno

Japan

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.

Melvin Kicmett

Liberia

Striker

- matches – goals

Amidu Jamal

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Dieudonne Ndengue

Cameroon

Midfield

- matches – goals

Phrae
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Yuta Nakagaito

Japan

Midfield

- matches – goals

Nelisson

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Néné Bi

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Lee Han-Gook

South Korea

Midfield

- matches – goals

Ibrahima Diabaté

Guinea

Defender

- matches – goals

Lamphun

Nelson Kasum

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Warrior

Kim Young-Kwang

South Korea

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.

Emmanuel Wango

Cameroon

Defender

- matches – goals

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai

United

Thai League 3 Lower Zone
Team

Foreign Player

league
Rajpracha

Abdoukwu Zalla

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

Eric Okechukwu

Nigeria

Midfield

- matches – goals

Francis

Cameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.
Megoale

Armand Njikam

Cameroon

Defender

- matches – goals

Ranong

Sanou Oumar

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

United

Itubu Kevin Adeno

Congo

Striker

- matches – goals

Surat

Saidu Zila-Sani

Nigeria

Striker

- matches - goals

Thani F.C.

Daisuke Kobayashi

Japan

Defender

- matches – goals

Mafa Soumahoro

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Lamine Kourouma

Ivory Coast

Midfield

- matches – goals

Serge M'Boa

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Banbueng

Soumah Ibrahima

Guinea

Midfield

- matches - goals

F.C.

Farivar Torabi

Iran

Striker

- matches - goals

Wu Chun-ching

Taiwan

Midfield

- matches – goals

Sarfo Otis Adjei

Ghana

Striker

- matches - goals

Mostafa Karimi.

Iran

Defender

- matches – goals

Lee Dong-Kyu

South Korea

Defender

- matches - goals

Diego Barrera

USA (Colombia)

Striker

36 matches 19 goals

Alpha Oumar Barry

Guinea

Striker

- matches – goals

Victor Moraes

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Paintsil Victor

Ghana

Defender

- matches – goals

Kasem
Bundit
F.C.
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Tetsuro Inoue

Japan

Midfield

- matches – goals

Nakhon Si

Daniel Mensah

Ghana

Defender

- matches – goals

Thammara

Emmanuel Nwachi

Nigeria

Striker

- matches – goals

t Unity

Samuel Ampofo

Ghana

Midfield

- matches – goals

Abdou

Togo

Midfield

- matches – goals

Douglas Carneiro

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Batista Weslei

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Giuberty Neves

Brazil

Midfield

- matches – goals

Anayo Onuora

Nigeria

Defender

- matches – goals

Islam Osama

Egypt

Defender

- matches – goals

Malik Swadi Fakaar

Egypt

Midfield

- matches – goals

Michel Ange Boka

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

Brahima Ouattara

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

Trang F.C.

Nara
United

Yacoubou

Rodrigo Silva

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

MOF

Efe Obode

Nigeria

Striker

- matches – goals

Customs

Lucas Daniel

Argentina

Goal keeper

- matches – goals

Ibrahim Coulibaly

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Simork

Akinkumi Akibu

Nigeria

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.

Karamoko Doukoure

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Keslley Ribeiro

Brazil

Midfield

- matches – goals

Khampheng

Laos

Striker

68 matches 24 goals

Mitsad Saitaifah

Laos

Midfield

- matches – goals

Krungthon

Tatsuya Fujioka

Japan

Midfield

- matches – goals

buri F.C.

Soma Ôtani

Japan

Midfield

- matches – goals

Faramarz Derakhshan

Iran

Defender

- matches – goals

Song Ileum

South Korea

Striker

- matches – goals

Lee Min-Kyu

South Korea

Striker

- matches – goals

Samutsakh

Guy Hubert

Madagascar

Defender

193 matches 12 goals

on F.C.

Thales Lima

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Wellington Cruz

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Lee Joon-Ki

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

Thiago Elias

Brazil

Midfield

- matches – goals

United

Bangkok
U. Deffo

Sayavutthi
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Chamchur

Daiki Higuchi

Japan

Defender

- matches – goals

i United

Cho Hyun-Woo

South Korea

Goal keeper

- matches – goals

Hiroyuki Sugimoto

Japan

Striker

96 matches 23 goals

Alassane Karamoko

Ivory Coast

Midfield

- matches – goals

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai

Thai League 4 East Zone
Team

Foreign Player

league
Park Young-Jin

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

Lee Jung Hun

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

Chanthabu

Mbassegus Mbarga

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

ri F.C.

Aso Hiroki

Japan

Striker

- matches – goals

Simon Ngoumou

Cameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

Dawda Dibba

Liberia

Defender

- matches – goals

Gouadonaid Gael

Congo

Midfield

- matches – goals

Eshun Daniel

Ghana

Defender

- matches - goals

Felix Aboagye

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Frimpong Kwasi Sasu

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Prachinbur

William Kamande

Uganda

Defender

- matches - goals

i

Akira Niiho

Japan

Midfield

- matches - goals

Mustafa Kasolo

Uganda

Striker

- matches – goals

Boateng Kwabena

Ghana

Striker

- matches - goals

Kader Coulibaly

Ivory Coast

Midfield

- matches - goals

Hallelujah
Pattaya
F.C.

Nakhonna
yok F.C.

United

Amidu Jamal

Ghana

Striker

- matches - goals

Saimitr

Njuntapnvui Njoya

Cameroon

Defender

- matches – goals

Kabin

Kameni Ferdinand

Cameroon

Midfield

- matches – goals

United

Hidaka Yuki

Japan

Goal keeper

- matches – goals

Marines

Jislin Sandjo

Cameroon

Midfield

- matches – goals

Clement Boahen

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Lionel N'zola

Cameroon

Defender

- matches – goals

Diogo Figueira

Brazil

Defender

- matches – goals

Eric Akitikpa

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Eureka
F.C.
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Pluakdaen

Kim Bo-Guk

South Korea

Midfield

- matches – goals

g Rayong

Lee Sang-Jun

South Korea

Midfield

- matches – goals

United

Ratinho

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Bankhai

Coulibaly Bangaly

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

United

Jaouad Afri

Morocco

Striker

- matches – goals

Edmund Borketey

Ghana

Midfield

- matches – goals

Loureiro Diego.

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai

Thai League 4 South Zone
Team

Foreign Player

league
Samuel ngouafck

Cameroon

Defender

- matches – goals

Phuket

Ynnick Touguessong

Cameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.

Hamed Diarrassouba

Ivory Coast

Midfield

- matches – goals

Kone Mathieu

Ivory Coast Japan

Midfield

- matches – goals

Endo Shiyu

Cameroon

Defender

- matches – goals

Phatthalun

Beng Abel Marcel

Ivory Coast

Midfield

- matches – goals

g F.C.

Henri Joel

Defender

177 matches 7 goals

Ngueyou Miguel

Cameroon

Striker

- matches - goals

Taiga Watabe

Japan

Midfield

- matches – goals

Surat

Patrick Enninful

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Thani City

Mfeyet Njoya

Cameroon

Goal keeper

- matches – goals

Bayemi Bayiha

Cameroon

Defender

- matches - goals

Yannick Tougessong

Cameroon

Striker

- matches - goals

Phangnga

Jonathan

Nigeria

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.

Boateng Kwabena

Ghana

Striker

- matches - goals

-

-

-

-

Chang Seung Weon

South Korea

Midfield

- matches – goals

Abakar Moussa

Cameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

Ibrahim Dicko

Mali

Striker

- matches – goals

Mamadou Djade

Ivory

Defender

- matches – goals

Yoon Sug Hee

Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

Amarachi

Hatyai
F.C.

Pattani
F.C.

Coast

South
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Masawudu

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Burnel Okana-Stazi

Congo

Striker

- matches – goals

Yala

Sulley Kadiri

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

United

Solomon Tetteh

Ghana

Midfield

- matches – goals

Gordon Recardo

Jamaica

Striker

- matches – goals

Mohamed Bamba

Ivory

Defender

- matches – goals

Elvis Job

Cameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

Caio

Brazil

Midfield

- matches – goals

Daiki Konomura

Japan

Striker

- matches – goals

Julius Ononiwu

Nigeria

Striker

- matches – goals

Tishan Hanley

St. Christopher and

Striker

22 matches 8 goals

Abass

Satun
United

Chumphor

Coast

Nevis

n F.C.

Sungaipad
ee F.C.

Addmore Guri

Zimbabwe

Defender

- matches – goals

Passeka Kargbo

Sierra Leone

Striker

- matches – goals

Richard Apetor

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Daniel Omaboe

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Issa Adamu

Ghana

Midfield

- matches – goals

Thai League 4 Bangkok Metropolice Area
Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Eric Fotou Kamdem

Cameroon

Midfield

- matches – goals

Ramin Modarresifar

Iran

Striker

- matches – goals

-

-

-

-

Yoshinari Sato

Japan

Striker

- matches - goals

Yun Jae Yong

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

PTU

Olivier Bango

Cameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

Pathumthani

Mfeyet Njoya

Cameroon

Midfield

- matches – goals

F.C.

Jonathan Ezequiel

Argentina

Striker

- matches – goals

Samut
Prakan
United

Dome F.C.
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Marcel Togbe

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches - goals

Sun-Hoo Lee

South Korea

Midfield

- matches - goals

Babacar Ndiaye

Senegal

Goal Keeper

- matches – goals

Sako Seydou

Guinea

Defender

- matches – goals

Jamil Zobeidi

Iran

Midfield

- matches – goals

Djibril Soumah

Guinea

Striker

- matches – goals

Lucio

Brazil

Striker

- matches - goals

Joseph Owens

Ghana

Defender

- matches – goals

Adama Diomandé

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Platel Remi Albert

France

Striker

- matches – goals

Lassen Danker

Denmark

Striker

- matches – goals

Gustavo Adolfo Gil

Spain

Midfield

- matches – goals

Utecht Timo Uwe

Germany

Goal Keeper

- matches – goals

Samut

Dennis

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Prakan F.C

Boritteer

Cameroon

Midfield

- matches – goals

Jean Befolo Mbarga

Spain

Midfield

- matches – goals

Joaquín García

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Gabriel Mintah

Iran

Goal keeper

- matches – goals

Nikwei Isaac

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Ludovick Takam

Cameroon

Striker

160 matches 58 goals

RSU F.C

Grakcu
Tabfah
Pathumthani
F.C.

North
Bangkok
. BCC F.C.

.

Borketey

Sajjad Ghasem Nejad

Kopoon
Warrior

Thai League 4 West Zone
Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Pathumthani
United

-

-

-
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Ryan onwukwe

Nigeria

Goal keeper

- matches – goals

Almamy Sylla

Guinea

Striker

- matches – goals

Alpha Sama

Guinea

Striker

- matches – goals

Peter Alexander Itaas

Philippines

Striker

- matches – goals

Jimmy Bageya

Kenya

Midfield

- matches – goals

Ozor Enoch

Ghana

Striker

- matches - goals

Kedi Amang Roger

Cameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

Makoto Ishihara

Japan

Striker

- matches - goals

Assumption

Mohamed Keita

Ivory

Defender

- matches - goals

United

Ulrich Munze

Cameroon

Goal keeper

- matches - goals

Opara Kingsley

Nigeria

Striker

- matches – goals

Owusu Hayford

Striker

Striker

- matches – goals

Nonthaburi

Stephen Nii Armah

Ghana

Defender

- matches – goals

F.C.

Hayato Nakamura

Japan

Goal keeper

- matches – goals

John sam

Ghana

Midfield

- matches – goals

Bernard Kouakou

Ivory Coast

Goal Keeper

- matches – goals

Diego

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Lee Heon-Ju

South Korea

Midfield

- matches – goals

Thierry Ratsimbazafy

Madagascar

Defender

- matches – goals

Yoo Chang-Soo

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

Koffi Ludovic Loic

Ivory

Defender

- matches – goals

Samut Sakhon

Kissi Omar Fernandez

Senegal

Striker

- matches – goals

United

Dadie Babou Eric

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

Vananava Hua

Roland Doku

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Hin City

Bruno Tchakounte

Mali

Midfield

- matches – goals

Dorian Louis Treport

France

Striker

- matches – goals

Gimba Ali

Mali

Midfield

- matches – goals

Ali Mohammadi

Iran

Defender

- matches – goals

Position

Statistics in Thai

Look

E-San

F.C.

Muang

Kan

United

BTU United

Coast

Coast

Thai League 4 Northeast Zone
Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

league
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Hwang Seong Jun

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

Mohamed Aly Shehata

Egypt

Midfield

- matches – goals

Ahmed Shabaan

Egypt

Striker

- matches – goals

Diop Badara Aly

Guinea

Striker

- matches – goals

Abraham Armah

Ghana

Defender

- matches – goals

Kelvin Amponsah

Ghana

Midfield

- matches – goals

Chaiyaphum

Imoro Pachocho

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.

Joseph Amponsah

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Sakon Nakhon

Ekejiuba Wellington

Nigeria

Striker

- matches - goals

Abass Ouro-Nimini

Cameroon

Striker

- matches - goals

Mukdahan

Lee Chong-Hee

South Korea

Midfield

- matches - goals

Chaiyuenyong

Yapi Abinguet Herbert

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

F.C.

Awereou Adji

Togo

Striker

- matches - goals

-

-

-

-

Ousmanou

Cameroon

Striker

188 matches 97 goals

brahima Traoré

Guinea

Midfield

- matches – goals

Romuald Dongmo

Cameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

Li Xiang

China

Defender

- matches – goals

Tomoyuki Unno

Japan

Striker

- matches – goals

Kim Jun Hyeon

South Korea

Striker

- matches – goals

Yun Song Youl

South Korea

Defender

- matches – goals

Ali Ranjbar

Iran

Striker

- matches – goals

-

-

-

-

Abdoulaye Aboubacar

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

Mamadou Bamba

Ivory Coast

Midfield

- matches – goals

Moussa Saib Kone

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

Sow Mamadou Oumar

Senegal

Defender

- matches – goals

Nakhon

Nwabueze Okechukwu

Nigeria

Striker

- matches – goals

Ratchasima

Fabrice Mbimba

Senegal

Striker

- matches – goals

Roiet United

Muang

Thai

F.C.

Mahasarakham
F.C.

Yasothon F.C.

Surin City

Sisaket United

Loei City F.C.
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Huai Thalaeng
United
Muang

Loei

United

Stephen Ayei

Ghana

Striker

- matches – goals

Zozimar

Madagascar

Midfield

- matches – goals

Baba Awuni

Ghana

Midfield

- matches – goals

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai

Thai League 4 North Zone
Team

Foreign Player

league

Pitsanulok F.C

Takahiro Yokota

Japan

Defender

- matches – goals

Aboubacar Sidick

Ivory

Midfield

- matches – goals

Henri Bayano Sobze

CoastCameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

Aboubacar

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Sidiki

Nakhon Sawan

Sidibé Kentarô Kawai

Japan

Midfield

- matches – goals

F.C.

Mun Te-Su

South Korea

Midfield

- matches – goals

Adejoh Friday Philip

Nigeria

Striker

- matches - goals

Paknampho

Lee Hu-min

South Korea

Midfield

- matches – goals

NSRU F.C.

Stephane Landry

Cameroon

Striker

- matches – goals

Bounde Yvan Lopez

Cameroon

Striker

- matches - goals

Fofana Cheick Abib.

Ivory CoastJapan

Defender

- matches - goals

Rei Ishikawa

Ivory Coast

Midfield

- matches - goals

Striker

- matches – goals

Nan F.C.

Souleymane Touré

Uttaradit F.C.

Noh Hyeong-Cheol

South Korea

Striker

- matches – goals

Charles Tibingana

Rawanda

Striker

- matches – goals

Aboubacar Sanogo

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

Lion N'Guatta

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Tewidikum Tah Nivan

South Korea

Striker

- matches – goals

Henry Cheetham

Rawanda

Striker

- matches – goals

Kensei Kanai

Ivory Coast

Striker

- matches – goals

Shoya Yokoyama

Ivory Coast

Defender

- matches – goals

Luis Fernando Cardozo

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Maryson dos Santos

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

Ali Ranjbar

Iran

Striker

- matches – goals

Tak City

Chiang
City

Rai
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Team

Foreign Player

Nationality

Position

Statistics in Thai
league

Anggello Machuca

Paraguay

Midfield

160 matches 41 goals

Tangeni Shipahu

Namibia

Striker

51 matches 13 goals

JL Chiang Mai

Taku Ito

Japan

Midfield

- matches – goals

United

Josimar Tiago Da Silva

Brazil

Striker

- matches – goals

The player that has the highest pay is Bruno Moreira, the Portuguese player
who moved from Parcos in the Super League in Portugal to Buriram United in the
season of 2 0 1 6 , earned 2 .6 million Pounds or 9 5 .9 million Baht (FourFourTwo,
2016). However, due to problems in adjusting he has already changed his team.
Second top grossing player is Diego Luis Santo, who moved from Palmeiras in
Brazil’s top league to Buriram United. He earned about 1.13 million Pounds or 52.6
million Baht (FourFourTwo, 2015).
Football has transformed from an entertainment for the masses to a multibillion dollars dollars business. It has become a sport that has a strong fan culture
generating income, careers, and players while fostering the exchange of culture
between players and spectators through the game.
Adjustment Problems of Foreign Football Players
Although the success of football globally and internationally has resulted in
the employment of highly qualified foreign players, problems were lurking in the
background. These problems resulted when foreign players had to adjust to new
surroundings within a different cultural context. The initial problems included issues
in intercultural communications. When players and coaches come from different
cultures and must work together, they must adjust. In some cases players experience
culture shock because they must work in a culture that is different from their own.
Culture shock has an impact on communications and socialization. People who
experience culture shock might not join social activities and avoid strangers, which
might be interpreted negatively by those in the new environment (Wiwatananukul,
2016). The awareness of this cultural difference results in the feeling of being
threatened due to the loss of the person’s social identity ( Samovar, Porter, &
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McDaniel, 2 0 1 3 ). Foreign players who learn to adjust to their new environment can
deal with culture shock resulting in a smooth relationship with the new culture.
A study of the history of the foreign players in football clubs reveals a mixture
of successful and failed cases. Argentinian winger, Angel Di Maria, who moved to
Manchester United from Real Madrid in La Liga Spain, did not have a successful
career in the English Premier League. This is due to the major social and cultural
difference between his native Argentina and England (Wmwrestling-MainforumFreestyle, 2016). Differences in language, food, and daily routines coupled with
personal problems including a robbery in his home and injuries along with differences
in playing styles led to his quick transfer to another team. Di Maria ended up staying
in the UK for less than a year. Another Argentinian player facing similar problems in
the Asian League is the striker Carlos Tebez, who plays for Shianghai Shenhua F.C.
He is currently struggling to cope with the Chinese culture in particular the major
barrier, which is the Chinese language (Annop, 2017).
Finally, an examination of foreign players in the Thai League reveal similar
issues. One example is the ex-footballer Robbie Fowler from Liverpool, who was
employed by Muangthong United. Fowler experienced problems in adjusting as a
player and later as a coach for the team. He ended up staying in Thailand for slightly
over year before returning to be a football critic and ambassador for his native
Liverpool (FourFourTwo, 2017). Another case is the most expensive footballer,
Portuguese striker Bruno Moreira. He had problems adjusting and injuries resulting in
his removal from the team for only half the season (FourFourTwo, 2016). The
aforementioned cases illustrate the impact of the differences in environment and
culture at both international, regional, and local leagues.
Problems in Intercultural Communications of Foreign Players in the Thai
League
Intercultural communications can occur between people of all genders, social
groups, status, and occupations. People learn communications naturally in different
ways. Their culture as well as family, religion, social situation, culture, and
environment shape people. However, when people are exposed to new cultures, they
must learn the differences between the cultures to successfully transition to the new
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environment. It is undeniable that people need to adjust to the culture in the new
environment. Problems arising from intercultural communications are not new. They
stem from differences in the cultural context and diversity of society.
These problems become more pronounced in football because it is a team
sport requiring interaction among players, coach, and fans. Communications is not
restricted only to the matches but includes practice and the daily life of the players.
Culture has an impact on food, daily routines, weather conditions, and religious
practices. These differences end up being a major barrier for foreign players in
adapting to new cultures.
The success of the Thai League has spread from the local fanbase to an
international audience. This leads to the necessity of employing more foreign players
to improve the performance of the football clubs. These foreign players must adapt to
the Thai culture, which is different from the locals, who are at ease in their native
environment. Therefore it is important for intercultural communications in this
diverse context to facilitate the adaptation of foreign players in a systematic way. This
requires cooperation from other players, staff coach, and fans as well as more interest
on the issue. As a result the researcher proposes the topic “Communication for the
Foreign Football Players’ Cultural Adjustment in Thailand League Football Club”.

1.2 Research Objectives
1. To identify the causal relationship between demographic characteristics,
knowledge/ability in communications, attitude towards Thai people, interpersonal
communication behavior, and mass media usage on the adaptation of foreign players
in the Thai football clubs.
2. To analyze the direct, indirect, and interaction effects of demographic
characteristics, knowledge/ability in communications, attitude towards Thai people,
interpersonal communication behavior, and mass media usage on the adaptation of
foreign players in the Thai football clubs.
3. To study the factors that have an impact on the adaptation of foreign players
in the Thai football clubs.
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4. To study the communication practices used in the adaptation to culture of
foreign players in the Thai football clubs.

1.3 Research Hypotheses
1. Interpersonal communication behaviors of foreign players in Thai football
clubs have a direct impact on the adaptation in the Thai League.
2. The use of mass communications of foreign players in Thai football clubs
has a direct impact on the adaptation in the Thai League.
3. Demographics charactertistics of foreign players in Thai football clubs have
a direct impact on the adapation and an indirect impact mediated by knowledge/ability
in communications, attitude towards Thai people, interpersonal communication
behavior, and mass media usage on the adaptation of foreign players in the Thai
League.
4. Knowledge/ability in communications of foreign players in Thai football
clubs have a direct impact on the adapation and an indirect impact mediated by
interpersonal communication behavior, and mass media usage on the adaptation of
foreign players in the Thai League.
5. Attitude towards Thai people of foreign players in Thai football clubs have
a direct impact on the adapation and an indirect impact mediated by interpersonal
communication behavior, and mass media usage on the adaptation of foreign players
in the Thai League.

1.4 Scope of Research
1.4.1

Research Methodology

Quantitative : The survey methodology was used to collect data for statistical
analysis using descriptive and inferential statistics for hypotheses 1 - 2. Path Analysis
would be used to analyze the causal relationship between the factors that have an
impact on adaptation in the Thai League.
Qualitative : In-depth interview methodology is used to collect data for
hypotheses 3 – 4.
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1.4.2

Sampling Frame

The sampling methodology is the simple random method. The data would be
collected from the foreign players in the Thai football clubs. Also included would the
coach and other football players, who may have the experience working abroad along
with reporters, who have the experience in reporting international matches, and
experts in the field of intercultural communications.
1.4.3

Period of Study

The study would be conducted during the Thai League Season of 2017 – 2018.

1.5 Definition of Terms
Intercultural communications is defined as the communications between
people of diverse cultural backgrounds. In the context of this research it is the
communication between foreign players in the Thai League.
Factors impacting adaptation includes the factors that have an impact on
adaption of foreign players in the context of the Thai League.
Native culture is the cultural and environmental context of the person from
birth.
New culture is the different cultural and environmental context that the
person is not familiar with. When an individual is exposed to a new culture interacting
with new environments the process of social learning would take place.
Adaptation process when a foreign player plays in the Thai League, the
person would learn the differences in culture in order to facilitate communications.
The person must be able to adapt to the daily routine situations including playing in
the matches to ensure survival in the Thai League environment.
Communications for adaptation is the necessary communications to
facilitate adaptation of foreign or Thai players, who must work in a different cultural
environment.
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Knowledge/Ability in communications is the result of communications with
people from other cultures comprising of knowledge, motivation, and language skills
that is necessary for foreign players in the Thai League.
Attitude towards Thai people is expressed through feelings, thoughts, and
actions of foreign players towards Thai people.
Intercultural communication behaviors include the communications
between people such as the context of foreign and Thai players. This is inclusive of
communication through translators. The study focuses on the frequency and type of
communications such as conversations and seeking advice.
Mass media usage is the consumption of mass media by foreign players to
ease their adaptation. The type of media measured includes the media used and
interests in content for adaptation.
Foreign players include players born and raised abroad or those born in
Thailand but do not hold Thai citizenship and ethnicity playing in the Thai League.
Thai players include players who have Thai nationality and ethnicity playing
in the Thai League.
Coach includes the team designing the strategy and game play for the team.
They must also make the choices between foreign and Thai players, who are born and
raised in the country.
Experience in playing in foreign leagues include those players who have
experience in playing in foreign leagues regardless of their success or failure in
adapting to a new culture.
Thai League is the highest league in Thailand established in 1996. Currently,
there are five divisions. The first is Thai League 1 or the Toyota Thai League. The
second is Thai League 2 or the M150 Championship. The third is Thai League 3 or
the Euro Cake League Pro. The fourth is Thai League 4, where in the teams come
from AIS League Division 2. In 2016 the league includes the teams that did not make
it to Thai League 3 and the Amateur Tournament.
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1.6 Significance of the Study
1. Thai football teams in the Thai League can develop training for Thai
language and culture to improve adaptation of foreign players. This should be useful
for their daily life, practice, and competition in the Thai League.
2. The research results can be used by the coach to improve the play with
players who are both foreign and Thai. There should be an effective intercultural
communications so the player can make the most of communications. In addition the
players can communicate to effectively guage the success of intercultural
communications.
3. The findings should provide a benchmark for both Thai players and
students, who wish to work in foreign leagues.
4. To provide a knowledge sharing with relevant offices such as the Ministry
of Tourism and Sports as well as Sports clubs to further enhance the adaptation of
players, who wish to join foreign leagues.

1.7 Conceptual Framework
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Figure 1.2 Conceptual Framework

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND THEORIES

In the study titled “Communication for the Foreign Football Players’
Cultural Adjustment in Thailand League Football Club”, the researcher has
reviewed the related literature as follows:
2.1 Intercultural Communications Theory
2.2 Adjustment
2.3 Interpersonal Communications
2.4 Communications Skills
2.5 Attitude
2.6 Communication and Mass Media
2.7 Sports Psychology
2.8 Football and the Thai League
2.9 LISREL Analysis
2.10 Relevant Research and Documents

2.1 Intercultural Communication Theory
2.1.1

Intercultural Communication

Intercultural Communication is the English term that has been used to explain
communications between different cultures (Wiwatananukul, 2016).
Sucontarat (1999) explained that intercultural communications is based
interpersonal communications between those who have different beliefs and cultural
values or behavioral aspects.
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Therefore, intercultural communications is the process of transferring meaning
across different cultures. The interaction and symbolic transfer between those of
different cultures is done within the communications context.
Cultural communications occurs within the level of the communications of the
sender. The interaction between those within the culture rather than members of a
nation state. On the other hand intercultural communications can occur between those
within the same country from different cultures such as Mexican – American or
Chinese-American.
As explained in the previous section, the process of communicating meaning
would be successful between those from different social backgrounds or culture
requires mutual understanding.
This is because culture is part of the creation of meaning and culture is part of
communication and communication is imbued through culture.
Wiwatananukul (2016) explained that the differences at the cultural level and
sub-culture level depended on the comparison between cultures, which can be derived
from geographic classifications.

Figure 2.1 Cultural Differences at Various Levels based on Geographic Factors
Source : (Wiwatnukul, 2016)
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2.1.2

Cultural Dimensions

In the daily life of humans, culture is an important part of communications.
This is because all humans have foundations based in different cultures.
Culture is a complex phenomenon. While individuals communicate among
one another, they would acknowledge the differences of their conversation partner in
order to ensure the success in communications. Learning about the culture of each
individual is not only about those from different countries. This is also inclusive of
those in the same country and even those in the same organization, who may have
differences in culture. These differences may come from regional, ethics, religion,
gender, generations, and social status (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005).
Individuals can learn about the foundations of culture through observation.
This includes the facts about culture, business organizations, marriage, family, and
social organizations, language, military, gender, and law. These activities reflect the
culture of individuals (Hall, 1981)
The definition of culture can be interpreted in many ways. Herskovitz (W.
Gudykunst & Kim, 2003) explained that culture involves everything that humans do.
Hall (1981) explained that culture is communications while communications is
culture. Context of the individual is culture, which is not only one aspect of that
person but rather it also dictates the uniqueness of that respective individual. Thus it
can be said that this would be inherent in behavior, way of thinking, movement, or
solution of problem.
Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) explained that culture is the phenomenon of the
group. This is because it involves the sharing among individuals who live or used to
live within the same context. Thus, in culture there is a common learning that shapes
an individual from birth.
From the differences in culture, academics concluded that culture is an
accumulation of learning in all humans. It does not only happen among those within
the same country. Therefore, when humans need to communicate, differences among
culture cannot be avoided. People want to be successful in communications. Thus it is
important for individuals to learn and understand the differences in culture prior to
communciation.
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Foreign football players who come to play in Thailand cannot avoid learning
the intricacies of the differences in culture. These players need to learn to adapt to
these differences in culture for their survival in Thai society. Hall (1981) have
categorized culture into systematic context as follows:
1. High Context Culture In this type of cultural communication between
people and the involvement of individuals. The empowerment of individuals in this
type of culture is not only true in theory but is also reflected in the conversations.
Individuals in this culture system expect that whatever they communicate can be
understood by their conversation partner without speaking directly. Information in
this culture system is imbued in the context and characteristics of the communicator.
Thus it is not clear in use of symbolism tha tis part of the communications.
Individuals in this cultural system cannot make sense of the message simply from the
words but need to examine the physical action and environmental context. Nonverbal
communications is very important in the communications within this cultural system.
In addition in High Context culture, behavioral expression is based on past
foundations. Change is slow resulting in high stability.
Often times there is the use of art to be part of the communications. The power
is within the same group and stability. The creativity of individuals in this cultural
system tend to invoke their past experiences even in new contexts. Individuals in this
context often communicate only within their own context. They would attempt to save
face, avoid conflict that might result in loss of face, and take any comments as being
shameful. The emphasis is on keeping the relationship that best suits the person, norm
and opportunity. Countries with this type of cultural system are from Latin America
such as Mexico and Asia such as Japan, China, Korea, and Thailand.
2. Low Context Culture Within this type of cultural system, the relationship
between members in this society is quite fragile. It is easy to anticipate problems and
conflicts in advance among people within this culture. Those who are not confident in
the group can either move or remove oneself from the system. In the Low Context
System the responsibility is imbued in the system. When a situation occurs in this
system there would be protection for members in their own group. It would be
necessary to seek a scapegoat when necessary. In addition within the Low Context
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culture, the expression would consider the most recent event and the expression may
increase in intensity depending on the situation.
People in this type of system have a feeling of harmony. Everything can
change easily and quickly. Individuals operate within this sytem wherein everything is
clear. The meanings of words are clear in their own regard. The meanings are directly
inherent in the words communicated. As a result communications in this system is
done in a straight forward manner. All of the expressions are done in an open manner.
Less importance is given to individuals. People prefer written documents and like to
debate in order to prove themselves right. In addition individuals in this culture are
creative and like to experience new cultures. People in this type of culture would have
a problem when they have to work with those who are attached to old ways of doing
things. Innovation happens quickly in this type of culture. Countries with this type of
culture are the United States, Germany, Switzerland, and Scandinavian countries such
as Sweden and Norway.
From the context of these two culture types presented by Hall, it is evident that
foreign football players who play in Thailand come from cultures that are different
from Thai culture. This difference may result in intercommunication problems. Thus
they have to learn and adapt in order to successfully engage in intercultural
communications in Thai society.
As a result foreign football players working in Thailand need to understand
intercultural communications. This is not only about understanding the requirement of
those in the same group (Jandt, 2018).
In interpersonal communications within the context of different cultures
assists individuals to learn from experiences through behavior (Trenholm, 2018).
Differences among different cultures have an impact on culture in four levels
(Wiwatananukul, 2016).
1. Individual Level is the communications at the level of the person, which is
the most basic communication that is comprised of the following major processes.
- Information Acquisition is defined as listening, reading, seeing, and
touching.
- Information Processing is defined as thinking, learning, and remembering.
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- Information Transmission is defined as speaking, writing, action, and
movements.
In addition communications at this level incorporates the ideas of others such
as understanding and the development of language including the roles in of
individuals in intercultural communications. The process of communications as such
occurs in the situation of intercultural communications in every context, time, and
location. Most of the time the most important factor would be the communication
process and communication at the individual level.
2. Interpersonal level Communication at this level is usually between two or
more individuals. This is inclusive of small group communications such as interviews,
conversations, meetings, and debates on certain issues. Communication in this context
requires attraction, source credibility, immediate feedback, interpersonal trust, and
status relationship.
3. Organizational level At this level communication is on a bigger scale than
interpersonal communications. It is communication at the organization level, which
involves intercultural communication.
4. Mass level Communication at this level involves a large audience through
mass media such as television, radio, newspaper, and magazine. Today it can be
observed that mass communications has been used to convey issues and situations of
those from other cultures.

2.1.3

Cultural Adjustment Process

When foreign football players work in Thailand, they have to go through
cultural adjustment process. The impact of the cultural adjustment process is not only
centered upon the stranger but also involves the conditions and the development of
the host society. The cultural adjustment involves the interaction between the stranger
and the cultural context. Two individuals who have similar experiences in cultural
adaptation may have different reactions in different environments (W. Gudykunst &
Kim, 2003).
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Gullahorn & Gullahorn (Gullahorn & Gullahorn, 1963) presented the model
that has 7 stages that can presented as a W-Shaped Model that explains cultural
adjustmentof those who temporarily live in a different culture. The stages can be
defined as follows:
1. Honeymoon Stage This is the stage wherein the individual is excited with
the new culture. The individual is curious regarding the new culture and enviornment.
They also have some feeling of homesickness.
2. Hostility Stage This is the stage where there are feelings of stress,
separation, and confusion. The individual does not know how to act in the new culture
and lack the confidence. They feel discouraged in interacting with the host culture.
3. Humorous Stage This is the stage where the individual feels in sync with
the new culture. They learn and understand the differences in culture from their past
experiences.
4. In – Sync Stage This is the stage where the individual feels sage and part of
the host culture.
5. Ambivalence Stage It is the stage where the individual returns to his/her
own culture and feel something is off and miss the new culture. They are also excited
in returning home.
6. Reentry Culture Shock Stage This is the stage where the individual
returns home culture and feels that it is different from their expectations and from
what it was in the past.
7. Resocialization Stage This is the stage where the individual returns and
adapts to one’s own culture.
This model of cultural adjustment was used by the researcher for the analysis
of cultural adjustment of foreign football players in the Thai League.

2.1.4

Obstacles in Intercultural Communication

When individuals from different cultural backgrounds need to communicate,
problems in intercultural communications. Thus, it can be inferred that individuals
from different cultures would have differing perception and interpretation. As a result
the lack of common experience or social reference becomes an obstacle in
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communications. This might create misunderstanding or lack of understanding. In
addition there are other obstacles in communications stemming from differences in
culture as explained in the following section (Wiwatananukul, 2016).
1. Cognitive
1.1 The inability to understand language is inclusive of the inappropriate use
of language. This includes instances where foreigners live in Thailand but cannot
speak Thai. Language in this context thus incorporates verbal communications using
words and non verbal communications that communicates without using spoken
words.
1.2 Lacking the knowledge of the particular culture can be classified as
follows:
- No in depth knowledge or experience of the culture
- Know General culture but not fully
- Know Cultural basis without Socio-cultural basis knowledge, which may
differ from region to region through the sub-culture of each locality.
- Don’t know the real information or have a misunderstanding of the reality
1.3 Differences in perception and thinking in cultures result in differences in
categorization of issues and objects.
2. Attitude and Feelings Obstacles
2.1 Ineffective Awareness
- Freezing perception or the refusal to change the thinking or perception of
others or situations even in different environments
- Stereotype or emphasis on negative perception
- Perception either in black & white such as the perception that people from a
particular society are either all good or bad
- Jumping or rushing to conclusions or the tendency to judge others from the
very start of the communication exchange
2.2 Attitudes that are obstacles such as
- Bias / prejudice towards those who have similar characteristics while
discriminating those who are out group.
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- Ethnocentrism is the use of one’s own culture to judge others resulting in
feelings of superiority.
2.3 Lack of supportive feeling with regards to the acceptance between
individuals to support those from other cultures in the effective adjustmentto the new
culture. These people need to express feelings that are positive and friendly towards
those in the host country in order to create smooth intercultural communications.
3. Behavioral Obstacles Some behaviors that are obstacles to intercultural
communications include the following:
- Lack of interest in learning culture and environment context
- Avoid meeting strangers or those who are different
- Not making any effort to adapt to live with others in the new culture
- Being attached to their belief, thinking, and behavioral frame lacking
flexibility to adapt to the changes
- Judge cultural differences in a negative way
- Not respect other cultures or try to violate rules within other cultures
- Lack of language and communication skills
It can be observed that intercultural theory is based on the differences in
culture of individuals. Society and organizations that have people with different
cultures living together, it is unavoidable to have issues regarding intercultural
communications. Each country has their own culture so does Thailand. Foreign
football players working in Thailand would have to work in the context of a variety of
cultures. Therefore, intercultural communications cannot be avoided. Thus, this study
incorporates

the

theories

of

intercultural

communication

to

study

the

adjustmentstrategies of foreign football players in the Thai League.
Foreign football players who work in Thailand come from a variety of
cultures. They have been formed by their own culture, thus it is unavoidable that they
would have to be involved with intercultural communications. This is because each
society has its won culture. In addition these foreign football players have different
races and languages. They all have their own cultures that determine their actions.
Therefore, the intercultural communications theory is an important framework used in
this study. It explains how the differences in culture can influence intercultural
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communications of foreign football players, who come from a culture that is entirely
different from Thai culture.

2.2 Adjustment
In addition to Intercultural Communications Theory is the concept of
adjustment, which is important to living in a new culture. The problems in adjustment
are important for newcomers (Brein & David, 1971). The adjustment strategies are
not only important for the stranger in the culture but also for those in the host culture.
Adjustment strategies involve interaction with those who are strangers to the culture.
They come from cultures that have different social contexts which influence the
interaction between individuals (W. Gudykunst & Kim, 2003).
W. Gudykunst (2005) explained that cultural adjustment strategies of strangers
would occur when there is an effective interaction with people of the host culture. The
behavioral expression of individuals has to be appropriate to the culture of the host
culture. In addition the intercultural adjustment process includes feelings regarding
convenience in living in the host culture. This includes issues in communications and
behavioral expression that is in line with the host culture. The author further
elaborated strangers may act and communicate in ways of their own culture, which
might not be appropriate in the host culture. As a result the individual may not be
successful in cultural adjustment in the host culture. People who grow up in different
cultures have been formed differently. This process is called “Enculturation”. When
individuals who have been formed in a different culture have to join a new culture, the
process is called “Deculturation”.
When entering a new culture that is different from one’s own, the individual
must interact with the environment. This exposure takes time before the formation
through the interaction with the new culture would start. This process is called
“Acculturation”, which might require the change of basic values, which is not easy to
do (Wiwatnukul, 2016) as presented in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Process of Entry to New Culture and Adjustment
Source : (Wiwatnukul, 2016)

It can be concluded that individuals who come from different cultures enter a
new culture that they are not familiar with, the learning process and adjustment,
acculturation would start to take place. The individual would start to have new
thoughts and behaviors for adjustment into the new culture. However, when the
individual has successfully adjusted to the new culture, the person would start to shed
their original culture or deculturation. Eventually, the individual would leave their
own culture (W. Gudykunst & Kim, 2003). Therefore, when individuals enter into a
culture that is different from their own, the person has to change in other to adjust to
the new culture. Therefore all individuals need to go through this adjustment process.
Intercultural communication is thus part of the cultural adjustment and can be
categorized as explained in the following section (Wiwatananukul, 2016).
1. Categorization based on Identity (Berry, Kim, Minde, & Mok, 1987) can
be based on cultural adjustment in four types as follows:
1.1 Ethnic – Oriented Identity is the attachment to one’s own ethnicity and
accept a small portion of the new culture or deny the new or main culture.
1.2 Bicultural Identity is the maintenance of one’s own ethnicity while
adapting to the new or main culture.
1.3 Assimilation Identity is the non-attachment to one’s own ethnicity and
view oneself as part of the new or main culture. As a result one’s own culture is
swallowed and disappears.
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1.4 Marginal Identity is the feeling of non-attachment to one’s own ethnicity
and to the new or main culture. This is usually found in those who are from marginal
groups.
Brislin (Matsumoto, Yoo, & LeRoux, 2005) explained that there are three
components in adjustment strategies as follows:
1. Successful in creating relationships with people from different cultures.
2. Feel the warmth and friendliness in the relationship and good cooperation.
3. Accomplishment of work in an effective and efficient manner
Therefore since foreign football players come to join the Thai League they are
thrust into the Thai context. As a consequence they have to adapt for intercultural
communication. There are many forms of adjustmentthat the foreign football players
can choose depending on the context and situation.

2.2.1

Culture Shock

Culture shock results when an individual is faced would obstacles to the
learning thus having difficulty in interpretation. This is because the cultural context
has changed. In addition culture shock occurs when the expectation one has of the
culture is different from reality (Wiwatananukul, 2016).
During the process of cultural adjustment, individuals have a variety of
frameworks for thinking. One of the strategies for successful adjustment is the
individual’s dealing with culture shock (Gudykunst, 2005).
Culture shock occurs when an individual enters an unfamiliar culture. It is the
fear of losing one’s own cultural identity (Samovar et al., 2013). The adjustment of
individuals involves the strategies of strangers in dealing with the new culture. For
instance it is the management of the stress resulting from culture shock or developing
means to create satisfaction in living in the host culture. Orberg (1960 cited in
Gudykunst, 2005) explained that culture shock is the stress that individuals feel when
they are denied from people in the host culture. Eventually, they reach a point when
they feel tired of the culture of the host country Bond (1970 cited in Gudykunst,
2005). Culture shock is the feeling or reaction of individuals who cannot predict the
behavior in the host culture. Most of the people explained that culture shock is
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negative however in the view of David (1971 cited in Gudykunst, 2005). Dealing
with culture shock would help individuals mature. Culture shock occurs when
individuals have obstacles in being open to new perceptions. It is difficult to interpret
due to the cultural context that has changed. In addition culture shock results when the
new culture is not in line with expectations.
Most academics believe that culture shock is related to the individual. Sill
believed that when individuals enter into a new culture they would go through the
following process (Wiwatananukul, 2016).
1. Discovery Stage In this first stage there is excitement and appreciation of
the country that is visited or recently moved into. Individuals would be enchanted by
the images and environment that is experienced. From the perspective of those from
another culture as a tourist would only have information from news papers or mass
media. The individual would be excited to explore cultural aspects that common and
different from one’s own culture.
2. Self – Alignment Stage In this stage individuals starts to be interested in
the differences and new objects in the unfamiliar culture. Individuals would learn that
living in another country and learning their culture, does not result in immediate
adjustment. The individual would feel that they are a stranger and uncomfortable
emotionally and physically. As a result culture shock may occur in this stage since the
moment the individual enters the new culture.
3. Participation Stage At this stage the individual starts to know more about
the traditions and host culture. The individual may develop their communications to
build relationships with people in the local area. When individuals experience life
they would learn to understand themselves. They can control themselves and
comeback to experience good feelings again. It is found that experiences and learning
new things depends on the context of the locality.
4. Devolution Stage This final stage explains the ability for complete cultural
adjustment in the new culture. At this stage the individual would start to display
actions that are in line with the local culture they have experienced. In addition the
individual can make friends and build relationships with others in the new society.
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They would be open to new experiences and realize the structure of the relationships
between cultures thus being able to react accordingly.
Foreign football players who work in Thailand come from different cultural
backgrounds. They are moulded from their own cultures thus it is not strange that they
would experience culture shock. Thus, the culture shock is part of the adjustment
strategies to the new environment. Therefore, culture shock is an integral part of the
cultural adjustment process.

2.2.2

Context Adjustment and Intercultural Communication

Context is created from society and acceptance in the communication
situation. The format of communications might be made through conversations in the
sports field, in church, and in the bars. Locations have an impact on communications
depending on context, which is created from social structure, politics, and history. It
would determine the form of communications (Martin & Nakayama, 2010).
Foreign football players who play in Thailand have been shaped by their own
societies that are different from Thai society. Thus the communications both within
and outside the field are different based on the context. Foreign football players would
then need to adjust accordingly to Thai society. The adjustment to suit the Thai
context would result in the ability of foreign football players to have successful
intercultural communications. They would also be successful in their career in playing
in the Thai football league.
Wiwatananukul (2016) explained that context and the environment have an
impact on various media. These factors include time, location, atmosphere, social
environment, environment, politics, religion, law, expectations, and role of social
media. This includes differences in other dimensions. Role and environmental factors
are related to culture through their mutual influence. Culture determines the role and
environmental factors have on the context of communications. This includes the use
of location and distance that is determined by culture.
Context is dependent on rules of communications. The legal flexibility and
society have an impact on the adjustment of individuals. At the same time the
environment determines the changes in culture. The ability and effectiveness of
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communications depends on the understanding and awareness of the various factors
involved in the communication process in intercultural communications.
Taft (1977 cited in Nitikasetsuntorn, 2015) presented the situation related to
the context of cultural adjustment and intercultural communications into five
categories as follows:
1. Groups of people who travel out of their country or home to a new country
or location that is a temporary change called by Taft as sojourning. These are
situations such as tourism, study, work, business endeavors, and other activities. The
individual enters a new culture with a goal whether they intend to go to the new
culture on their own or they have been assigned to do so.
2. The second group have relocated with the purpose of setting up a new life.
For instance they might be refugees. These people are willing and would like to be
part of the new society permanently. It is the same situation with those who are living
in small towns who move to the city. Also this is similar to those who relocate to live
in a foreign country. Refugees whether they stay in a country for a long time or short
time would have to adjust to the new country, where the culture is different.
3. This group must adjust within their own country. This occurs due
subcultural mobility. Thus the intercultural communications between groups that
change and cannot change due to the influence of the new culture creates a gap. This
happens when there are those who wish to keep their original identity and those of the
new generation, who accept the mainstream culture losing their ethnic identity.
4. This group has to adapt due to the changes in society. While the third group
has to change due to changes in values in society. This group faces changes in social
structure. Therefore groups 3 and 4 have similar relationships and are very similary.
The only difference is in the goal of each. The changes result in problems in
intercultural communication between those of different groups.
5. This group separates themselves from others due to changes in their own
status or segregation. As a result this group is also related to to intercultural
communications such as those who are retired, married, move from student status to
working status, or entry into the university.
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During the time when the individual leaves their own environment they have
to understand and adjust to the new culture (Nitikasetsuntorn, 2015). Sometimes
individuals do not act according to the expectations of society. This might result in
failures in communications.
Ittelson (1973 cited in Gudykunst & Kim, 2003) explained that humans
interact with the environment at 5 levels. This can be defined as follows:
1. Feelings that people have towards the environment
2. Manage the environment
3. Manage the situation that occurs in the environment
4. Determining the situation of interpersonal relationships between individuals
and the environment
5. Determine the scope of the environment that has an impact on behavior
Down & Stea (1977 cited in Wiwatanakul, 2016) explained the following.
1. Behavior that is suitable in one culture may not be acceptable in another
culture especially in the same environment.
2. An individual from one culture may not understand and not realize how to
act within a certain cultural context that is different from one’s own culture.
From the aforementioned review, it can be concluded that when people enter
into a new culture that is different from their own. Thus, it is only normal that they
would experience culture shock. The individual would experience feelings of being a
stranger in the new culture. When individuals experience these feelings, they would
try to learn and adjust to the new cultural context. In the new society the individual
cannot avoid adjusting to the new culture. Foreign football players who play in the
Thai Football League come from different cultures. The players come from cultures
that are different from the Thai culture. Therefore, when the foreign football players
start to work they have to learn to live in society that has a culture that is different
from their own.
Foreign football players need to face different situations requiring adjustment
strategies in order to reduce culture shock in order to live in the context of Thai
society. In order to ensure smooth working conditions in Thailand, foreign football
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players need to adjust to the new culture. This framework has been used to study the
adjustment of foreign football players.

2.3 Interpersonal Communication and Communication Skills
2.3.1 Interpersonal Communication
Lazarsfeld and Menzel (1961) explained that interpersonal communications is
important. This is because when the exchange is friendly between speaker and listener
the transfer of thoughts would be easier. Seeing differences in values in terms of
psychology makes persuasion more effective. The communicator would feel that they
are rewarded immediately. At least it is a means for expressing their thoughts.
Role of Interpersonal Communications
The Role of Communications based on the theory of Dance and Larson
(1976)
1. Linking Function Communications connects individuals with their
environment in order to develop the relationship with culture and society. The mental
connection that is formed between the individual and the environment is fostered
through communication and realization of the differences between individuals.
Communications helps to project their image to others and create relationships with
others. Therefore the communications process can be categorized in two forms as
follows:
- Assimilation is the change in individuals such as thoughts or values.
- Accommodation is the change in thoughts that is in line with the feelings of
others towards the individual.
2. Mentation Function is the consideration or total thinking process for
remembering, planning, and evaluating communications. This is because people learn
language and meaning. Humans have the mental capability to see more than their
current location. This is known as decentering, which allows humans to think about
others resulting in empathy.
3. Regulatory Function has three criteria as follows:
- Let others determine one’s own behavior
- Determine one’s own behavior
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- Determine other’s behavior
Interpersonal Communication Objectives
There are six interpersonal communication objectives, which individuals may
not be aware of when involved in interpersonal communications (Devito, 1995). The
objectives can be explained as follows:
1. To discover one self When individuals are involved in interpersonal
communications, they learn more about themselves. Interpersonal communications
allows individuals to learn more about one’s own likes, feelings, thoughts, and
behavior.
2. To discover the external world Interpersonal communications allows
individuals to better understand the outside world in terms of materials, situations, and
people. There are many sources of information from mass media. Often times
individuals would debate and learn through interaction with others.
3. To establish and maintain meaningful relationship The most important
wish of humans is to establish and maintain close relationships with others. Humans
spend a significant amount of time in interpersonal communications and maintain
social relationships with others. There is a relationship that helps to reduce loneliness
and sadness making individuals happy and feeling positive towards oneself.
4. To change attitude and behavior Oftentimes humans try to change
attitudes and behavior of others through interpersonal communications. The results of
the study and research compared the effectiveness of mass communications and
interpersonal communications. It is found that interpersonal communications has
more effectiveness in changing the attitude and behavior more than mass media.
5. To play and entertain Conversations with friends and joining activities on
weekends, commenting about sports, telling stories, comic moments, and talking to
kill time. These all require interpersonal communications to create entertainment.
6. To help Interpersonal communications assists mental healing and
consulting students helping them when they cry. Interpersonal communications can be
used to assist others in a non-professional manner. In addition there are professional
consultations by psychologists using interpersonal communications to help those who
have mental illness.
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Effective Interpersonal Communications
The effectiveness of interpersonal communications depends on the
characteristics of the communicator. For communications to be successful it is
dependent on environmental factors. In addition one type of effective communications
for one environment might not suit another. Therefore, it is important to consider the
communications for the context for effective interpersonal communications (Thiyao,
1998).
1. Openness This means the revelation of information in interpersonal
communications. When individuals communicate those in involved in the
communications display reactions to the information being exchanged, which can be
an expression of sincerity. However, when individuals communicate there should
responsibility in the information presented. Therefore, communicators need to be
responsible for the information and consequence of the communications.
2. Empathy The expression of feelings, thoughts, and attitudes in the same
direction as the communicator. This would help the individual to communicate
effectively. However, caution is necessary not to express too much feeling, which can
be interpreted as emotional displays that are insincere.
3. Positiveness This is the good feeling between the communicators, which
has an impact on the accuracy of the communications. In addition each communicator
has more willingness to communicate.
4. Equality In communications equality in terms of interpersonal
communication skills creates equality in communications, thus each communicator
has to take their role respectively.
5. Homophily Communications is more effective when communicators have
established a common understanding and foundations. For instance understanding is
better when the communications is done through a common language.
Attractive Characteristics in Interpersonal Communication The objectives
can be explained as follows:
1. Attractiveness There is attractiveness in terms of the looks and personality
of the individual making individuals interested in communications.
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2. Proximity The proximity or closeness is a factor that attracts people to
become friends with those around them rather than those who are further away. This
leads to more communications and convenience in communications.
3. Opposites The opposites in terms of material and social issues stimulate
communications.
4. Similarity Having common tastes, preferences, beliefs, and attitudes often
stimulate interpersonal communications including foundations in terms of occupation,
social, and ethnicity.
5. Supporting one another This is the principle that people are interested in
those who are different for instance people who are not good in school would like to
communicate with those who are good students.
Effectiveness of Interpersonal Communications
Everett M Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) explained that interpersonal
communications can create information exchanges more effectively in a short period
of time. The sender can change or improve the message being sent to suit the needs
and understanding of the receiver immediately while the receiver can ask and respond
to the message. The higher the response the less the obstacle in communications. This
is the result of the selection of information that is processed and retained. In addition
interpersonal communications can persuade individuals to change their attitudes. This
is especially effective when compared to mass communications, which would be the
source of thoughts. Human activities, however, result from interpersonal
communications.
Personal sources of information can be categorized into two components as
follows (Charoenyong, 1992):
1. Individuals would have a relationship with those who are close to them such
as family members, friends, and colleagues. People who are trustworthy are those
who may be in or outside of the local area. Oppenheimer & Prada explained that the
more a person is trustworthy, the more effective the communications. Therefore, in
the dissemination of information, the source has to be trustworthy in the eyes of the
receiver in order to ensure successful communications (Satawetin, 1997). Thus, it can
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be said that opinion leaders would have an impact as thought leaders. They have the
role in disseminating knowledge, thoughts, and persuade those in their own local area.
2. Similarity is the characteristics that the sender shares with the receiver.
Similarity is an important factor in interpersonal communications that has an impact
on persuasion. Everett M Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) explained that
communications would be more effective and successful when the sender and receiver
have similar characteristics, common understanding, similar attitudes, beliefs, and
languages.

2.3.2

Communication Skills

Linguists have defined communication competency or skills in different ways
as follows:
Munby (1978) explained that communication competency or skills is defined
as the relationship and interaction between the ability to use grammatical rules,
language skills, social language skills, and linguistic skills.
Hymes (Canale & Swain, 1980) explained that the meaning of competence or
skill in communications as follows:
1. There are certain issues that do not occur under normal circumstances at all
levels.
2. There are certain issues that occur to demonstrate the positive aspects that
result in the benefit or the lack thereof at certain levels.
3. There are certain issues that can be used to evaluate so that it would be
suited for all levels.
4. There are certain issues that need to be accomplished and acted out
accordingly at all levels.
In 1971 Hymes (1997) developed the definition of communicative
competence, which means the ability to use the language or interpret the words in a
suitable manner. The process of interaction is related to the social environment or the
assessment of language through the perspective of sociolinguistic competence.
Canale and Swain (1980) concluded the competence or skill in
communications. It is the system or knowledge necessary in communications for
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instance the ability to use words and the sociolinguistic competence. Knowledge is
anything that an individual knows whether they are conscious or not. It is about the
use of language in different aspects. Skill means the appropriate use of knowledge in
order to communicate.
Wolfson (1983) concluded that communication competency or skills requires
the knowledge of grammar and meaning. They need to have the knowledge regarding
the roles of speaking as well. This means knowing when to speak, what topics should
be discussed, what issues need to be spoken in each situation, and what kind of
language should be spoken.
Savignon (1983) concluded communication competency or skills as follows:
1. Communication competency or skills is the integrated concept that is fluid
and depends on the negotiation between two or more individuals. They use a common
system of symbols. Communication competency or skills

depends on the

interpersonal skills of the person more than the ability of the individual.
2. Communication competency or skills can be applied through written and
verbal communications.
3. Communication competency or skills is part of the environment that can
occur in a variety of situations. The success in each situation depends on the
understanding and environment based on previous experience.
4. Differences in theory between those who have communication competence
and performance.
5. Communications competency occurs as a continuous interaction that is not
complete within itself. Rather it depends on the players who are involved in the
interaction. It can be observed that communications competency is more than just an
understanding on the rules of using the language or grammar. It is the interaction
between the ability to use the grammatical rules and sociolinguistic considerations.
Competence involves the use of language appropriately to suit the environment,
situation, people, time, and location. It is a continuous relationship that needs to be
considered. This is the ability to be understood and accepted from people in society
beyond just correct grammatical use. The components of communications include the
following:
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Williams (1979) concluded that communications competency or skills is
comprised of four components as follows:
1. Mechanical rules based on the foundations of language grammar so
communications can be evaluated based on correct or wrong grammar.
2. Meaningful Rules that is connected to the world outside, this is selection of
the words that are important in order to ensure that the wrong words are not chosen
for communications.
3. Type of relationships among the people involved and rules regarding the
appropriateness of language use. This includes the selection of the form of language
use, word choice, and structure.
4. Non-Linguistic Conventions including mannerisms, eye movement, and
facial expressions.
Canale and Swain (1980) categorized communications competence as follows:
1. Linguistic or Grammatical Competence is defined as the use of the four
skills, which are listening, speaking, reading, and writing. It includes the Language
Elements or Components this includes pronunciation, word choice, and grammar.
Communications requires the knowledge of the grammatical rules. This starts with the
pronunciation level and word use as the smallest unit of communications to larger
systems such as rules of discourse. The meaning of discourse is not related to the
knowledge of grammatical rules but rather the ability of using those rules for
understanding.
2. Sociolinguistic Competence is the ability to use language in a manner that is
appropriate to the requirements of society. This depends on the social environment,
which includes knowledge about culture, social status, and roles of the individual. In
addition the individual has to learn to use language that is appropriate to the people
and occasion to use the proper level of formality. This is dependent to the norms and
culture of the language of the speaker in order to ensure the success of
communications and avoid any obstacles.
3. Discourse Competence is the knowledge regarding the relationship between
the use of rules of discourse and grammatical structure. The ability to connect the
meaning in language in order to appropriately anticipate the usage to suit the context.
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4. Pragmatic Competence or Strategic competence is the knowledge to adapt
to the situation. This includes the selection of the appropriate gestures, facial
expression, and tone of voice in the communication of meaning. This is the
communication that includes both verbal and non-verbal communications that
replaces the terms that cannot be recalled or the attempt to explain the gestures.
Savignon (1983) concluded that the communication competence or skill
composes of four factors including

Grammatical competence, Sociolinguistic

competence, Rules of Discourse, and Strategic Competence.
It thus can be concluded that the communication competence or skill is
comprised primarily of the ability to use language based on the rules of linguistics and
grammatical rules as well as rules of discourse. This would be used to create
appropriate understanding and communications. The ability to use the appropriate
language in terms of sociolinguistics competence promotes the undestanding of
culture. The culture of the individual would require the knowledge in terms of
sociolinguistics including the relationship of meaning as well as effective
communication. This includes the appropriate use of grammar and language ability in
order to connect the meaning through communications that are both verbal and nonverbal methods.
Intercultural Communication Competence is comprised of three components
as follows (Spitzberg & Cupach, 1984):
1. Knowledge is defined as the awareness and understanding in terms of
intercultural communications. The communicator has to have the ability to know the
information that is the basis of rules of communications.
2. Motivation is defined as the feelings, intentions, necessity, and drive to
generate intercultural communications. The factors of culture shock, attraction,
ethnocentricity, and biases lead to the decisions in communications. These include
influences on the decision to communicate leading to a negative impact on motivation
and avoiding interaction.
3. Skill is defined as the characteristics of the individual, which is the effect of
behavior in communications within the context. This includes communication skills
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such as listening, speaking, reading, and writing. This depends on the communication
objectives of each individual within the social situation and context.
The three components include knowledge, motivation, and skill, which are key
factors in intercultural communications. These components are necessary to
experience and practice from culture.

2.4 Theories Explaining Attitudes
ATTITUDE is derived from the Latin word, “APTUS”, which means bias or
appropriateness. Many theorists have explained attitude as discussed in the following
section.
Thurstone (Charlles, Barry, & Miller, 1969) explained that attitude is the total
feeling, thoughts, and fear regarding certain issues. This is expressed through their
words regarding objects around them. Attitude is dependent on intensity as well as
valence (positive or negative). It can include attitude towards many things such as
object, people, documents, organizations, and thoughts. The individual would have
feelings that distinguish whether they agree or disagree with a certain issue.
Allport (1967) explained that attitude is defined as the mental condition that
results from experience. This condition determines the direction of the reaction of the
individual to the object or situation. Attitude is the feeling or thought that influences
behavior.
It can be concluded that attitude is defined as the total mental condition and
feelings of the individual that is the result of experience leading to behavioral
reaction. The attitude of an individual thus can be translated as the behavioral
expression of that person.

2.4.1

Attitude Theories

1. Theories can be used to explain phenomenon that are consistent. For
instance Mr. A like Mr. B and Mr. B likes the things owned by Mr. C. There is a
possibility that Mr. A would like the things owned by Mr. C. Thus, it can be observed
that the relationship between attitude and behavior resulting in a condition of balance.
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However, if people have a condition of imbalance, the individual would attempt to
regain balance through the change in one’s thoughts in order to forget the feeling of
conflict.
2. Theory regarding the conflict explains the basis of the adjustment behavior
in humans. It can be concluded that humans cannot resist change, conflict, and
differences. When humans are in conflict they would try to remove that situation
through actions and directives in a certain direction. These actions might results in
feelings of uneasiness from the conflict that has to be dealt with.
3. Theory of Attitude Change leads to adjustment in society. This theory
explains that adjustment of individuals is the result of their attitude towards the
environment. The process of attitude change has two stages as explained in the
following section.
Stage 1 Individuals decide on the basis of consideration of the information
received. New information is added to the related existing knowledge.
Stage 2 Attitude occurs from the consideration or decision.

2.4.2

Components of Attitudes are comprised of the following:

1. Cognitive component is defined as the knowledge and understanding on
issues such as education. This is done is order to gain the necessary knowledge for
work in the future.
2. Affective component is a continuation of the first component. This means
recognizing the importance of education such as positive feelings towards learning.
Once there are positive feelings towards resulting in interest and satisfaction in
learning.
3. Psychomotor component results as a consequence from the first two
components. For instance awareness and understanding in what is beneficial such as
education would result in satisfaction and interest in learning. This would encourage
students to study regularly and pay attention to education. Also students would
engage with learning activities and dedicate to continuous research.
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Figure 2.3 Components of Attitude Model
Important Characteristics of Attitude
1. Attitude is the result of of learning and experience that is not inborn.
2. Attitude is the psychological component that has a influence on behavior.
3. Attitude is the psychological component that is enduring. This is because
individuals go through a learning process. However, attitude can change as the result
of environmental factors.
Attitude Change
Kelman explained that although people have attitudes and experiences or
personal thoughts, they are capable of change through spokesperson characteristics
through three processes.
1. Compliance results when individuals accept the influence of the person,
who has authority, in order to please and create satisfaction. The individual might
comply in order to be rewarded or accepted. This process creates compliance that
leads to adjustmentwith the environment in Thai society. People would accept and act
accordingly depending on the strength of the reward or punishment.
2. Identification results in acceptance when the individual accepts the stimulus
because of the relationship with the other person. In this process the individual fully
accepts the role of the individual or change their behavior accordingly. Kelman
explained that this means accepting change and copying the behavior. This is done in
order to order to maintain a relationship within society. The resulting change in
attitude depends on the desire to maintain the relationship with those in society.
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3. Internalization is the process when individuals accept the influence that
conforms with the individual’s desires or values. The behavior change is based on the
conformity with the values of the individual and satisfaction with the detail of the
behavior.

2.5 Communication and Mass Media

2.5.1

Mass Media

Mass media is part of the communications process that allow the
dissemination of information to a large number of people at the same time.
Satawetin (1995) defined mass media as the media that can disseminate
information to a large number of people quickly at the same time or almost the same
time. Media known as mass media includes newspaper, broacast media including
radio and television, magazine, and cinema.
Wongmontha (1990) defined mass media as the organization that has the role
in preparing humans to join society. Reading the newspaper, watching television,
listening to the radio, and watching movies infuse values, thoughts, and attitudes.
E M Rogers and Svenning (1969) classified mass media in four categories
namely newspaper, cinema, radio, and television. The indicator of the level of
consumption for instance includes the number of radio programs listened to in a week
or the number of movies watched in a year. The audience would be exposed to the
varied content including news, opinions, entertainment, and advertising.
1. Exposing the message to the senses of the receiver. Thus, mass media
connects the receiver to the sender despite the distance. The persuasion results from
the sense of sight or sound. The receiver can receive message from a distant sender in
two ways including sight and sound, which is used to categorize mass media as
follows:
Media that can be seen such as newspapers and magazines
Media that can be heard such as radio
Media that can be seen and heard such as film and television
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2. Communications feedback in mass media connects the sender to the
receiver. However, due to the distance between the sender and receiver, there are
limitations in the communications. When the sender receives feedback from the
receiver it is limited. Thus feedback in mass media is less than in interpersonal
communications and much slower.
3. One-way communications has limitations. Therefore, mass communications
that incorporates feedback is called Two-way communications. This is very different
from interpersonal communications that is much quicker and more in terms of
volume.
4. The message is more accurate. This is because mass media can reach a large
audience at the same time. The message in mass media has the same content no matter
who is the audience. Therefore, it has a high level of accuracy.
5. Cannot select the receiver. This is because the message can reach a large
number of audience at the same time. Mass media, thus, is not selective regarding the
receiver or group of receivers.
6. Effectiveness of mass media communications is limited. This is because the
receiver have different characteristics, have a large number, and is not selective.
Therefore, the preparation of message content in mass media for the satisfaction of
every audience is impossible.
7. Due to the lack of selectivity of the audience, therefore receivers go through
the perception process of selective exposure, selective attention, and selective
retention. The receiver is able to select to use or not to use mass media. The sender
therefore cannot avoid the lack of audience selectivity in the use of mass media.
8. Dissemination of information and news results in changes in attitude and
behavior of the receiver. This is the result of the choice of the receiver to use the mass
media. The use of mass media of the receiver is based on their needs, preferences, and
attitude. Mass media plays the role of supporting attitude or behavior of the receiver,
who can choose to expose to mass media, rather than changing the existing attitude or
behavior of the receiver.
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Influence of Mass Media
Satawetin (1997) explained the influence of mass media as follows:
1. The influence of mass media on the public is not a direct influence but
rather an indirect effect due to the following factors:
1.1 Predispositions of the receiver of mass media who are members of the
public and social organizations occur when individuals are exposed to mass media.
They would interpret it would their attitude and values resulting in influence on the
behavior. The influence may come from friends and members of the social
organization of the individual.
1.2 Selective Process occurs when members of the public choose to receive
media that is consistent with their opinions and interests. The interpretation of the
media seen or heard is also dependent on the values and traditions of the people. It is
found that individuals would choose to remember only the content that supports their
existing beliefs.
1.3 Personal Influence –The influence of mass media occurs indirectly. This is
because mass media does not reach members of the public through 2 steps.
Individuals take part in the transfer of information from mass media to other members
of the public such as those in the community or society based on the two-way
communications theory. There are those who are considered as opinion leaders
through their transfer of content from mass media to other members of the public.
These opinion leaders would interject their own opinions into the information
transferred.
1.4 Economic Aspects include the operation of business through the use of
mass media in the Free Market Economy that allows the Free Market Place of Ideas.
Mass media can compete freely and each group can openly express their ideas.
Individuals can choose whether they would believe the mass media.
2. Agent of Reinforcement Influence is the role of mass media of existing
attitudes, preferences, and biases. These serve to strongly reinforce the behavior of the
people, which is ready to be expressed when the motivation is sufficient and the
situation is appropriate.
3. Mass Media can also serve as the Agent of Change for the public. This
occurs when individuals have biases or predispositions. Mass media can present
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information that is consistent with the needs of the individual. The change in attitude
or behavior mass media has to provide the means for change.
4. Mass media can create new attitudes and values among members in the
public especially when the person has limited experience with the media. The new
attitude and values from the exposure to information requires repetition of the
message. The influence of mass media is a cummulative impact not an immediate
impact or achieved in a short period of time. The familiarity with the news or
information would result in interest, understanding, and acceptance as well as biases
resulting in behavior.

2.5.2

Communications Theory and Decision to Expose to Media

1. Exposure to Media Theory Receiver exposure to media is a choice that is
based on the following factors:
1. Availability
It is the nature of humans to have only a limited amount of effort. Thus, if
something is difficult to achieve, it would not be selected. Therefore, they would
choose whatever can be attained easily. Therefore, they would rather choose whatever
is easier. For instance people in the rural area would choose to listen to the radio. This
is because it is easy for them to have access to a radio. In another case the migrant
Burmese workers would choose media they can watch rather than listen, read, or
write.
2. Consistency
Consistency is the consumption of knowlege, values, beliefs, and opinions that
are consistent with one’s own attitudes. For example a foreigner who is a firm
believer in democracy would prefer to read newspapers that support the ideology. Or
those who like news would prefer television stations that provide updated and quick
news.
3. Convenience
Today receivers can choose to watch television, radio, or read newspapers or
magazines, or choose interpersonal communications. There are differences in the
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consumption of media based on convenience. For instance some people might prefer
to listen to the radio while driving or watch television or read a book in the library.
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4. Accustomedness
Normally there is a group in every society that is resistant to change. They
would use the same media that they have been using without wanting to change. They
are normally older and would keep using the same media. For instance if they listen to
the radio they would not shift to television or other media.
5. Specified
From the aforementioned topics, the need for communications is based on the
perspective of the receiver. This particular topic focuses on the specific characteristics
of the media that has an impact on the receiver. For instance the strong point of
newspaper is the ability to provide detailed information at a low price and can be
conveniently carried everywhere. Television provides realistic imagery creating
excitement and the feeling of presence in the situation. In addition it is colorful while
the radio is best for relaxation.
In addition the relationship between the receiver and the message can be
classified into four types as follows:
1. The need to use or Utilization of the receiver means the consumption of
information that is beneficial. This includes listening to music for entertainment,
listening to the news regarding sports, or reading news that is relevant to their career.
2. The need for Consistency with existing values, beliefs, and attitudes of the
receiver is defined as the consumption of information that reinforces existing
predispositions. The news or information that is inconsistent to existing values,
beliefs, and attitudes would be ignored. For instance the people of Myanmar who are
prodemocracy would read and write articles promoting the virtues and importance of
democracy.
3. The need for convenient access to information is Availability. Receivers
may have limitations in receiving information that is useful and consistent with their
beliefs. Therefore, if the information is difficult to access or not available the receiver
may not consume it. Therefore it is the behavior of the receiver to choose media that
is conveniently accessed. For instance foreigners may watch television in food shops
because they do not have their own access or read Burmese magazines in the hair
salon.
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4. Curiosity is the inherent need to have new experiences, which is the nature
of human beings. This is especially true in the current social situation where there are
always new experiences all the time. This has an important impact on the
consumption of information.
From the foundation of the four needs in consumption of media, McCombs
and Becker (1979) studied the reading of newspaper, listening to radio, and watching
television. The researchers made the following conclusions:
1. Surveillance function is necessary for individuals to keep up with what is
happening, keep up to date, and learn what is important.
2. Guidance in what is right and receiving the information that is necessary for
making the appropriate decisions in social situations.
3. Participated Communication in order to create conversation with others.
4. Create excitement and feeling of involvement with the situation.
5. Reinforcement or the use news from mass media to compliment existing
knowledge and support or reinforce action that has been taken.
6. For relaxation and entertainment
2. Cognitive Dissonance Theory Cognitive Dissonance Theory has three
important factors as follows:
1. Stimulus Factors
1.1 Sources is defined as the person or organization that orginates the message
this is inclusive of the program director and creator of television content.
1.2 Message is defined as the information or news content that would be
conveyed to the receiver. It could be in the form of images, symbols, and content of
programs that can be presented through television programs.
1.3 Channels is defined as the tools or means in conveying the message to the
receiver such as the television station and telephone. This includes the broadcast time
and duration.
2. Personal Factors
These are critical factors in terms of communications based on the theory that
is in line with the behavior in receiving information and decision making in choosing
to view different programs. This is dependent on the individual’s predisposition,
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which is based on the knowledge, belief, values, learning experience, and standard
within the group. The theory that explains these differences is called the Individual
Differences Theory.
3. Stimulus Factors
3.1 Awareness Stage is the stage wherein the individual knows about the
information or news. Some of the information might contradict or support the original
thoughts of the person. However, there is no denial or acceptance of the information
received.
3.2 Interest Stage is the stage wherein the person receives news and
information that is is consistent with the original thoughts of the individual resulting
in interest.
3.3 Comprehensive Stage is the stage when the individual is interested in the
information received with additional processing for better understanding in supporting
the existing belief.
3.4 Yielding Stage is the stage wherein the individual can truly understand and
accept the information.
3.5 Behavioral Stage is the stage wherein the person chooses to accept and
behave accordingly.
From the Cognitive Dissonance Theory that can be applied to the selection of
media, there are three factors that need to be considered. Stimulus factors which
explain that the receiver choose from different characteristics of the television
program based on their personal factors or predisposition. This includes their
knowledge, beliefs, values, experiences, and expectations in response to stimulus
factors, which occur in a hierarchy. This results in the decision, acceptance, and
behavior consequently. As a result the sender needs to present the message in a way
that is consistent to the existing predisposition of the receiver for instance the content,
program type, and time of broadcast in order to ensure familiarity with the receiver so
that the receiver can respond in the desired way.
3. Individual Differences Theory (Stimulus-Response) or S-R Theory has
been used to apply and explain about communications. The receiver that has different
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characteristics would have differing interest in receiving news. De Fleur (1966) has
further elaborated on this theory as follows:
1. People have different personalities and mental conditions
2. Differences are the result of differences in social learning
3. People in different environments would have different learning resulting in
differences in personality.
Klapper (1979) further elaborated that perception has a set of processes called
Selective Processes. It starts with Selective Exposure, which means that individuals
would choose to expose to information that is in line with their own beliefs. The next
stage is Selective Perception, which is the processing of information that conforms
with their own beliefs. Selective Retention is the choice to remember only the
information that conforms to their own beliefs.
These can be further classified as Filters in three stages as follows:
1. Selective Exposure or Selective Attention is the tendency of the receiver to
select only information from only a single source despite the choices available. For
instance choosing to read a certian newspaper or listen to a certain radio station or
watch a certain television program.
Theory explaining this phenomenon explains that individuals would seek out
information that supports their existing ideas and avoid those that contradict to their
beliefs. This is because consuming information that is inconsistent with their exisitng
beliefs or attitudes would result in imbalance and conflict. Therefore to reduce that
condition, it is necessary to consume only information that supports their existing
beliefs. When the decision has been made regarding two choices that are similar, the
individual has the tendency to seek information to support the decision.
2. Selective Perception or Selective Interpretation This is the next stage of
screening information. When receivers select their exposure to a certain source of
information, it does not necessarily mean that they would process the message as
intended by the source. Each receiver differs based on their knowledge and
experience. Thus, they might interpret the same piece of information differently. The
meaning of the message is not only inherent in the words used but is depended on the
attitude, experience, beliefs, expectations, motivation, physical condition, and
emotional state.
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3. Selective Retention This is the tendency to remember based on the
information that is in line with the interest, needs, and attitude of the individual. Thus,
individuals tend to forget the information they are not interested in or don’t agree
with. There are studies that examine the transfer of rumors from one person to
another. It is found that the message is never complete because each person would
only recall what they are interested in. For instance if a person has to relate the story
of a movie they just watched, they would only tell the parts that interests them.
However, the choice to select to watch a certain television program is in line
with the predispositions. It is dependent on the differences between individuals. In
addition the process of selecting to consume information is based on existing beliefs.
Also there are factors or popularity of the source, content of the message, or time of
broadcast.
4. Social Categories Theory
This theory explains that people with similar social conditions such as
education, income, occupation, race, religion, age, gender, and locality. The behavior
of communications are similar in terms of consumption of media and satisfaction.
Although today there is a large diversity in the receivers, this theory still posits that
those who have similar social characteristics would choose to exchange ideas and
communicate with one another. Thus, it can be said that those who share these
characteristics would be in the same group and consume similar mass media. It can
therefore, be surmised that social characteristics has an impact on the individual’s
communications process.
After 1930, a large number of sociologists were interested in studying
communications in particular the aspect of groups is society. Today leaders in the
media industry recognize the importance of segmenting the groups of media and the
interests of receivers. For instance the categorization of magazines based on the social
status of the individual for instance magazines for men or women or children. This is
also seen in television and radio based on the audience in order to suit the interest of
each group.
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Consideration of the decision making factors in selecting television programs
is dependent on the socio-economic status of individuals. For instance the aged might
prefer a certain type of content for entertainment. This is because of age differences.
5. The Social Relations Theory
De Fleur (1966) explained that mass media message does not reach the
receiver in a direct manner such as stimulus-response. However, there is the
intervening variable or the social relationship between the receiver and others. This
relationship is dependent on the primary or secondary group. The primary group
includes those who are closely related to the individual such as close friends,
colleagues, and family members. The intervening variable is the primary group
membership. The information is received from mass media and interpreted based on
the influence of the individual’s social group.
From this theory regarding communications, the emphasis is is on the
effectiveness of communications in the form of mass media, interpersonal
communications, and communications networks. Foreign football players in the Thai
League can use adjustment strategies in the social and cultural context. The
presentation is mass media use behavior including the response of individuals, which
all have an impact on adjustment.

2.6 Sports Psychology
2.6.1

Characteristics in Sports Psychology

In terms of sports physical, mental and environmental factors are all related to
performance (Greenleaf, Gould, & Dieffenbach, 2001). In terms of physical factors,
there are characteristics that lead to success such as stamina and muscle strength of
football players. These factors all lead to the prediction of the ability or talent of each
of the players. This is not inclusive of the tests of the relationship between the
connection between the nervous control on the muscles such as the eye and arm
coordination. The sports psychologist studied the skills of the athletes in dealing with
worry or mental exhaustion. Athletes, who can deal with their worry or stress would
determine the success of the individual in terms of atheletic performance. The study
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of Connaughton, Wadey, Hanton & Jones (Connaughton, Wadey, Hanton, & Jones,
2008) found that mental strength is an important factor predicting the atheletic ability.
Thus, factors that influence mental strength include accomplishment in sports,
competition, skills, education, and receiving the appropriate advic. This would result
in the development of mental strength that could be supported by social connections
that lead to the development of the athlete. These factors help to shape the atheletes’
success in career. Thus, it can be concluded that the psychological factors are the
starting point of the prediction and development of the athletes.
1. Mental Strength
Boonverabutr (1998) explained that mental strength includes mental
toughness, which in turn is comprised of self-awareness. In addition it is controlled
with mental discipline in practice and competitions where this is high pressure. In the
lifetime of an athlete the performance and skills include psychological prowess in
controlling thoughts, emotions, feelings, and awareness. This allows the control of
physical ability in that leads to full potential in terms of performance.
2. Self-confidence
Self-confidence is an important mental factor in sports psychology. This
results in the success of the competition of the athletes. This helps the athlete to have
positive feelings allowing for better concentration allowing for the development of
strategies in playing. In addition the effort and motivation (Weinberg & Gould, 2011).
3. Controlling Negative Energy
Controlling negative energy is the control of the level of alertness in order to
maximize the performance at the appropriate level for the athlete and type of sport.
Muangnapoh (2000) explained that the word “appropriate” is difficult to
defined. This is because appropriate differs based on the individual. This includes the
factors that lead to the level of alertness, which is intangible. It is dependent on the
coach and the athlete to find the level of appropriateness for the competition.
Therefore, the right level of alertness has to be agreed upon between the coach and the
athlete.
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In terms of personality of the athletes, the coach needs to be observant and pay
attention to these issues. The coach needs to be close and show affection to the
athletes in order to create a good relationship.
The characteristics of the nature of the sports, is the first issue to be
considered. Each sport is different and require differing levels of alertness. For
instance tennis requires a high level of alertness while golf requires less.
4. Concentration and Preserverance
Preserverance and concentration is very important to athletes. This is because
during a competition there are external factors that disturb the athlete. Sometimes it
cannot be separated from internal factors that are affecting the athlete. Therefore the
athlete needs to train to have perserverance and concentration. This would result in
the effective development of athletic performance.
Concentration training using anapanasati assists to reduce somatic and
cognitive anxiety. Thus, the athlete would not be disturbed from the external factors
such as the sound of the cheers. These enable the athlete to display their highest
performance (Karnjanakij & Juntaruthai, 1999).
5. Mental Imagery
Harns and Harns (Seedapeng, 2005) explained that the benefits of mental
imagery helps to coordinate effective physical movement. This is done through
knowing the positions of play and remembering the procedure to display their
prowess from muscle strength trained for skill and accuracy. Also the athlete must
learn to correct mistakes. In addition the athlete must develop the mental imagery to
develop their psychological strength in order to ensure the obstacles, which would
lead to ultimate success. Fear and worry needs to be reduced and while developing the
appropriate level of alertness. Having a positive outlook would result in the effective
creation of the mental imagery combining the psychological and physical
development.
6. Motivation
Motivation lies at the heart of sports. It is the psychological aspect of sports
that leads to action, behavior, and performance. This starts even before the
competition leading to expertise coming from continuous play. Each individual has
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different levels of motivation that might lead to differences in success (Boonverabutr,
1998).
Maslow (1970) explained that motivation helps athletes achieve the stage of
self-actualization, which means that all of the energy is focused on achievign the
ultimate performance. There is a need for self-actualization that drives the individual.
In terms of sports this self-actualization is the mature mental stage that promotes
athletes to have the appropriate behavior to succeed in competition.
When considering the motivation as presented by Gill (Pattanamontri, 2001),
it is comprised of the following aspects:
Intensity of behavior determines the level of effort that leads to the success of
the sporting performance. This would lead to the increase in the level of intensity of
behavior in order to achieve the desired success.
Direction of behavior, Athletes have the direction of behavior that leads to the
success. In case the athlete behaves in a manner showing denial or avoidance, the
situation has to be dealt with in a timely manner. In addition there has to be an
understanding in the behavior of the athlete regarding their decisions.
7. Positive Energy
Positive energy is the positive feeling that is beneficial to the athlete. This
includes practice and competition that leads to success. As explained by Atkinson,
motivation leads to the success through the interaction between individual and
situation aspects of the behavior. The goal is to avoid failure (Gill, 2000). Each
individual has differing levels of these two aspects. The personality of the individual
determines the mix of these components. This means that the effort each athlete is
dependent on the motivation to succeed. Motivation is the drive to avoid failure,
which makes the individual deal with challenges (Karnjanakij & Juntaruthai, 1999).
Muangnapoh (2000) categorized these characteristics of athletes based on the
level of stimulation and entertainment as well as the drive to participate with society
in order to feel valued.
8. Attitude
Wodkowski (1978) explained that attitude is a powerful drive of human
behavior. It is based on beliefs and experience that is expressed as attitudes that can
be either positive or negative.
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In sports attitude towards sports comprises of emotional aspects that are
expressed in performance despites differences in the situation (U-siri, 1999).
To gain success in terms of sports, athletes need to adjust their own attitudes
in terms of positivity to achieve desired results in communication despite situational
factors. It serves to drive the development of the individual to create satisfaction in
success and not give up. This drives the simulation in order to remedy past mistakes
to desired success in the future.
Factors of attitude towards sports (Triandis, 1971) include cognitive, affective,
and behavior. Cognitive is the knowledge and thoughts of athletes in reaction to the
stimuls. This knowledge or thoughts have the impact on the determination of the
characteristics and direction of the attitude towards sports. Athletes, who have the
knowledge and can connect with the stimulus, would have a clear positive or negative
attitude. Affective is the emotional reaction of the athlete towards the stimulus. This
affective component determines the type and direction of the attitude of the athlete.
Therefore, when the athletes have the appropriate feeling the result would be positive
attitudes towards the stimulus.
The behavioral component is the action of athletes in response to stimulus.
The behavior is determined from the characteristics and direction of the attitude.
Athletes that have a clear response to the stimulus would have attitudes that are either
positive or negative.

2.6.2

Sports Psychology for Football Players

Football is a team sport. Players need to understand the nature of the team that
as group harmony among the coach, athletes, and those related to the development of
the team. Therefore, sports psychology for athletes drives the them to continuously
develop systematically to suit the individual (Boonverabutr, 2004).
Sports psychology is the study of the behavior of athletes. It connects the
relationship between sporting performance, mental condition, emotions, feelings, and
environment. This includes the evaluation of the individual’s ability in differing
situations. Athletes must face low level pressure from practice and high level pressure
from competition require different psychological treatments. Football players need to
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understand and choose what psychological factors drive motivation for practice in
order create confidence, control and manage stress in communication. This also
includes the communications between the coach and the players.
The mental condition of the athlete also needs daily practice that must be done
systematically. It is part of each athlete and group that needs to be developed in order
to ensure the success in competition. This helps to build innoculation for football
players in the Thai League where there are both Thais and foreigners working
together. It would help to reduce the potential problems that could arise from
intercultural communications from the differences of football players who have
origins from a variety of countries. When these foreign football players can adjust
well, the team benefits greatly. This is especially important in attaining success in the
form of rewards, profits, and popularity.
Therefore the development of the ability in playing football to maximize the
potential of the athlete and coach. They should combine the four factors discussed in
the following section. Some of these factors can be controlled while others cannot.
This requires the cooperation of many people including the supporting staff, people
close to the football players, social circles, and Thai culture. All of these result in the
ability to adjust. The factors that result in the development for excellence as discussed
in the following section.
1) Physical factors include the physical structure, build suitable for being,
which needs to consider height and muscle tone for each position. It is necessary to
suitably develop the potential of the player for each position. This also includes ability
in playing football, strength, stamina, and agility. In addition the player has to be able
to adapt the tactic assigned by the coach and use it in the actual competition. To
achieve this the player has to have discipline, responsibility, creativity, and
cooperation from the intense training of the coach.
2) Psychological factors include the mental strength, determination,
concentration, as well as the ability to control both physical and psychological
prowess to achieve their goals. This includes the physical control to play well both in
practice and competition. Mental control is important in order to drive the player. It
includes the ability evaluate the situation and be determined that takes the player
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through the immense pressure such as during the competition. This sense of
awareness leads to the ability to play as a team. In addition this leads to the
motivation to practice that takes time to develop mental strength. Through skill
development, self awareness, and evaluation of positive aspects as well as points that
need to be improved or weaknesses that cannot be changed, creative self development
in order to be a better football player.
3) The environment and atmosphere can be divided into two parts. The
environment of the individual includes the trainer, coach, and management of the
organization. This includes the policy for training and development of the football
player that leads to both the direct and indirect growth of the person. Another part is
the environment that includes the practice location and competition as well as the high
technology equipment such as the sports training facilities. The goal is to create an
environment that promotes effective training. In addition there are personal and object
aspects of the environment outside the training facilities and pitch including the
football fans, family, accommodations, and benefits.
4) This is social process, sporting culture, communications, and influencers
impact in creating values, attitudes, play strategy, and football competition in society.
These have an impact on thinking, feelings, and awareness resulting in pressure.
Therefore the athletes and the coach have to deal with the pressures during matches,
practice, and beyond the pitch. In addition football players have to apply
psychological foundations in order to build confidence during the competition. This
leads to the development of strategies to deal with problems in order to achieve goals
through the use skills as explained in the following section.
Goal in Supporting Sports Psychology in Football can be listed as follows:
1. Development of learning processes to better search and develop
2. Create motivation for learning for improvement in the quest for success
3. Seek perfection for oneself
4. Express oneself
5. Development for excellence, enjoy challenge, pressure, and having
concentration
6. Create backup mental energy
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7. Share mental feelings with other members in the group
Sports Psychology Skills for Desired Results in Football
Football players would follow the 6 CS procedure continuously to adapt and
improve themselves through practice and competition.
1. Commitment and determination
2. Self-control
3. Self-confidence
4. Concentration
5. Self-concept
6. Self-communication
For football players there might not be significant differences in the ability to
play. This includes consideration of the physcial aspects that can be controlled
through sports science. However, mental conditions, environment conditions, and
social conditions beyond the pitch are more difficult to control. This research
incorporates the concepts of sports psychology that would present strategies for
effective cultural adjustment of foreign football players in the Thai League.

2.7 Origins of Football, Thai Football, and the Thai League

2.7.1

Football

Football/soccer is a team sport played between two teams. Each team has 11
players using a ball for playing. It is a widely accepted and the most popular sport in
the world. Players have to kick the ball into the goal, which is in the middle of the end
line on both sides of the pitch. The objective is to score by taking the ball into the
opponent’s goal. The goalie is the only player who can use his hands during the
match. Other players need to kick the ball to a desired destination on the pitch.
Players can use their bodies or head in order to block the ball that is in the air. The
team that scores more goals wins the match (Dunning, 1999).
In addition today football is a very popular sport that has the most followers in
the world. The competition is done at the club and national level. It is a sport that has
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a long history. The most important feature of this sport is the rules that can be easily
understood. It uses only a few pieces of equipment with only a few techniques in play
(Giulianotti, 1999). With the development of better communications technology there
are opportunities for broadcast through radio and television via satellites. There are
about 207 member countries of the Federation International Football Association,
which is more than member states of the United Nations (191 nations) (Kamnuanthip,
2005). These factors lead to the popularity of football in every corner of the world.
Football in the ancient times has been recorded in many countries such as
China, Japan, Roman Empire, and Italy. In ancient China football was called Tsu Chu.
Tsu means kick while Chu means ball, which is made from animal skin. In Japan it is
called Kemari. Both of these countries have developed football for more almost 3,000
years. In addition Romans and Greeks also have their own history regarding football
as well. It is known as Harpastum, later known as Episkyros. It is hypothesized that
wherever they invaded they also brought this sport along (Oliver, 1992).
The birth of modern football that is popular in many regions of the world can
be traced to England in 1855. The first football club was Sheffield FC in England
(Konglarp, 2004). The first football association was established in London or the
Football Association of London, which was later renamed as the England Football
Association. It is the result of collaboration between 11 teams on October 26, 1863
(Boonchalor, 2002).
After that modern football went through the transformation or sportization
(Guttmann, 1993). This meant that the sport is controlled using the same set of
regulations. This has led the sport to become popularized. It spread along with
colonialization. The English brought the sport with them to their colonies, taking it all
over the world.
Eventually the Federation International Football Association or FIFA, was
established in 1904. The founding members were the French Football Association
with six other member countries namely Belgium, Denmark, Netherlands, Spain,
Sweden, and Switzerland (Boonchalor, 2002). In 1930 the first World Cup
competition was held. It was hosted in Uruguay. The competition would be held every
four years after that. This led to the popularity of football that was propelled with the
development of information technology.
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2.7.2

Thai Football

From historical records Thai football was started during the reign of King
Chulalongkorn (Rama V). This is because he had sent his sons and civil servants to
study in England. It is said that Chaophraya Thammasakmontri (Sanan Thephassadin
Na Ayutthaya) is the person who brought football to Thailand. In the early years
people disagreed with the introduction of football because it was a sport that
originated from the West, which is a cold country. Later football became accepted
more widely. This is because foreigners residing in Thailand joined the practice and
competition (Samahitto, 2004). The people started to call it “Kick Chess”.
Later in Rattanakosin Era 119 (1900), the Ministry of Education initiated the
competition of football as part of the student games. The rules were called “Football
Rules 11”, thus changing its name to football. Later it became part of the physical
education curriculum (Suksote, 2005).
The first football competition in Thailand was reported in the Bangkok Times,
the English newspaper dated February 27, 1900. The news was titled “Football
Competition under the rules of Association”. It was held in the afternoon of Saturday
between Bangkok and the Education Ministry at the King’s College (Chantasen,
2000). The Education Ministry had only 4 – 5 Thai players. Therefore, the venue was
changed to Sanam Luang so that it would be more exciting. In addition members of
the public could also watch the competition (Ruekpetch, 1982).
The popularity of the game led to the Ministry of Education to organize the
first student football match in 1901. There were 9 schools that joined the competition.
Any team that lost a match was removed from the competition. The school that won
was the Teacher Training Academy (Rattanarasri, 1997).
During the reign of King Rama VI, he opinioned that football was better suited
to the Thai weather than rugby (Krisanapetch, 1982). During the period of September
11 to October 27, 1915, the King ordered the first football competition to win the first
King’s Cup in Thailand. There were some 8,000 spectators (Chantasen, 2000).
Chantasen (2005) explained the development of football in Thailand. On
November 1, 1915, King Rama VI established the Football Siam Federation. The
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objective is to select players to compete for the Ministry of Education Trophy and
King’s Cup to represent Thais as the “Football Players of Siam”. They were the first
Thai national team. Later on April 25, 1916, the King ordered the establishment of the
Siam Football Association.
Later the Siam Football Association joined FIFA. On June 25, 1925, the King
ordered a committee to draft the regulations and adapt it to be more suitable. In 1956
the association changed its name to be the Football Association of Thailand under The
Patronage of His Majesty the King. The association got the opportunity to compete in
the 16th Olympic Games at Melbourne, Australia, as the Thai National. Later in 1956
they joined the Asian Football Confederation or A.F.C (Thailand-FootballAssociation, 2006).
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2.7.3

The Thai League

The competition held by the Football Association of Thailand under The
Patronage of His Majesty the King after its name change from the Siam Football
Association, started in 1968. This was the first international competition for the
King’s Cup (Thailand-Football-Association, 2008). Later in 1969 competition for the
King’s Cup was called Football Division A, B, C, and D. The teams were categorized
into divisions based on their performance as done in England (Chantasen, 2005). In
1970 the Queen’s Cup competition was also started.
It can be observed that football in Thailand has a long history of over a
hundred years. However, Thailand did not have a professional football league. There
were only tournaments. The first football league was organized in 1984. When the
Football Association of Thailand under The Patronage of His Majesty the King
organized the first Thailand Soccer League competition in the same format as
England.
Thailand held competition only for teams in Bangkok and the metropolitan
area because it was deemed that they were more reach. The competition was held only
at the center field. Later in 1985 there were no more competitions due to many
problems such as budget restrictions in particular the necessary funding for
competitions in the provinces. Later in 1996 the professional football league was
called based on its sponsor, Johnny Walker Thailand League (Pongprasert, 2007)
After the Football Association of Thailand under The Patronage of His
Majesty The King continuously organized the league competitions based on the name
of the sponsors. The league names include the Caltex Premier League from 1998 –
2000, GSM Thai League 2002 – 2004 and Thai League in 2005. During the years
there have been additions and reductions in the number of teams playing in the
league. The competitions were still held in the center pitches that were usually in
Bangkok. This led to the reduction in the popularity of football in Thailand.
In 2006 the Football Association of Thailand under The Patronage of His
Majesty The King received the budget from the national sport development initiative.
This led to the organization of the Thailand Premier League 2006. From the original
10 teams, 12 teams competed and each team had their home pitch. Thus, the matches
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were no longer played only at the central pitches as it had been in the past. The two
additional teams came from the provincial league 2005, which were Chonburi and
Suphanburi. Also Football Division 2 competition was organized for the first time. It
was hoped that the league would be popular among the regional residents. However,
that was not the case because the competition lacked the professionalism in the
competition and management of the teams.
This later part, however, became the turning point for the Thailand Premier
League. The season of 2008 required that the teams in the league had to transform in
terms of professionalism in order to pass the criteria of the Asian Football
Confederation (AFC). This was used as guidelines for registering the football clubs.
The Football Association of Thailand under The Patronage of His Majesty The King
was assigned with the task to manage the competition through the establishment of
the Thai Premier League Co., Ltd. Vichit Wongyam was the CEO. This became the
company that would manage the Thailand Premier League competition (Main-Course,
2010).
The Thai Premier League or Thai League organized the competition since
2009 under the regulations of the Asian Football Confederation (AFC). From this
time of change, the Thailand Premier League received a major following from fans
who watched the matches and cheered their favorite teams. In 2009 the match
between Muang Thong United and Chonburi on October 4, 2009, there were about
20,000 fans who flocked to the stadium, which did not have enough seats. As a result
the organizers had to have a projector for the fans to watch the match at the Thunder
Dome. In addition there were viewers who followed the game on radio and television
such as Sport Radio F.M. 90, NBT 19, and NBT 11. The matches in other stadiums
were also filled with fans (Thaileague-Reporter, 2009).
Since 2009 the Thai Premier League or Thai League became well accepted
from fans both in Thailand and abroad. The statistics of the 18 teams in the league in
2015 had a total of 2 million viewers or averaging 50,000 viewers per week. This is
considered a major growth from 2010 which had a total 900,000 annual viewers
(Panyakaew, 2016).
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The latest season of 2017 is another time for a major change in the structure of
the league. This resulted in the change in the name of the league on the basis of the
performance of the division as five leagues as described in the following section.
1. Thai League or called based on the sponsorship as “Toyota Thai League”.
It is abbreviated as T1. This is the highest professional league in Thailand. In the
season 2017 it comprised of teams ranking 1 – 15 of the Thai League season 2016 and
teams ranking 1 – 3 of Thai League Division 1 totalling 18 teams. In the season 2019
there are only 16 teams in the league.
2. Thai league 2 or called based on the sponsorship as “M150
Championship”. It is abbreviated as T2. This is the second highest professional league
in Thailand. In the season 2017 it comprised of teams ranking 16 – 18 from the Thai
League season 2016, and teams ranking 4 – 15 from the Thai League Division 1 2016,
and 3 teams from the AIS League Division 2 season 2016 totalling 18 teams.
3. Thai league 3 or called based on the sponsorship as “Eurocake League
Pro”. It is abbreviated as T3. This is the third highest professional league in Thailand.
In the season of 2017 is the first season that there is upper and lower division. Teams
ranked 1 – 4 from 8 zones of the AIS League, which is Division 2 of season 2016
totalling 32 teams. The two zones each have 16 teams.
4. Thai league 4 is abbreviated as T4.It is divided as north/northeast/
west/east/Bangkok and metropolitan area/south. These teams come from the AIS
Division 2 season 2016. However, these teams cannot move up to Thai League 3.
5. Amateur tournament is amateur league for new born team or team that
relegate from Thai league 4.

2.8 Model for LISREL Analysis
For the analysis in this study, the researcher has selected to use intercultural
communications impact on the cultural adjustment of the foreign football players in
the Thai League. The researcher has chosen to use Path Analysis in the LISREL
program, which is a statistical analysis package. Thus, in this stage the researcher
would present the LISREL model and effects analysis using he program in the
following section.
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2.8.1

LISREL MODEL

Piemsomboon and Sawangnetr (1992) explained that statistical analysis of
traditional linear relations have methodological limitations. Thus, it cannot clearly
establish causal relations in the approximation of the prediction power because of the
error in measurement.
In addition it lacks the standard in terms of the rejection of the model. As a
result academics have later developed a statistical analysis that analyzes the linear
structure relationship model or LISREL model.
The statistical program package used for the analysis includes EQS, AMOS,
and PROCCALIS, and M-PLUS. However, the most popular social and behavioral
science is LISREL, which was developed in 1967 – 1979 by Karl Jöreskog and Dag
(Piemsomboon and Sawangnetr, 1992).
1) Definition of the LISREL model or the Linear structural equation model is
defined as the statistical model that represents a causal linear relationship between the
observed and latent variables. It is a popular tool in the social and behavioral sciences
research. This is because the analysis incorporates all types of analysis tools. It is
suitable to analyze models with causal relationships with multiple latent variables or
has measurement errors. There are residual relationships that can be analyzed using
the Covariance structural model. This is because the heart of the analysis is the
comparison within the covariance matrix. The covariance from the empirical data
would be explained in the matrix, which approximates the model based on the
assumptions. Therefore, to analyze the relationships within the model created from
theory and empirical data collected (Wiratchai, 1999).
2) Assumptions
There are four basic assumptions in the LISREL model (Wiratchai, 1999) as
follows:
1. All of the variables in the model have a positive linear causal relationship.
2. All of the endogenous and exogenous variables including the error have a
normal distribution with an average deviation that is 0.
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3. The variables have deviation that is independent to one another. There is
degrees of freedom for the variables and error.
4. For the analysis of Time series data that have two data points and
measurement of the variables that have influence from the overlap of the
measurement period.
3) Strength and Weakness of the LISREL Model
There are many statistical program packages that can be used for statistical
analysis such as SPSS and SAS. When LISREL is compared with other programs
there are strengths and weaknesses as presented in Table 2.1 (Wiratchai, 1999)

Table 2.1 Strength and Weakness of the LISREL Model
Strength

Weakness

1. Utilize Maximum likelihood

1. Writing commands and the

statistical theory) or ML as the basis for complicated use of symbols
data analysis, which has no limit on the
parameter values
2. LISREL model comprises of

2. The use of the

Hierarchical

the measurement model, which reduces nested data does not include error in the
the error in the structural equation model analysis.
explaining all types of relationships.
3.

Capable

of

empirically

3.The sample size has to be big

evaluating the fit between the model and and should have a normal distribution.
theory through the Chi-square values,
GFI, and RMR. If the figures are not
significant other paths can be defined.
4. There is no limitation in terms
of the initial assumptions as in other
programs. Therefore, it can be analyzed
more accurately.
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Strength

Weakness

5.PRELIS program assists in the
selection

and

conclusion

of

the

covariance matrix and relationships for
variables that are continuous and those
that are not.

4) LISREL Model Analysis
The LISREL Model Analysis is comprised of exogenous and endogenous
variables. There are two important models. The first is the measurement model and
the second is the structural equation model. The measurement model examines the
exogenous variables. The model that measures the linear relationship between the
latent and observable variables is the structural equation model. This model shows the
structural linear relationship of the variables. There are six steps in conducting the
LISREL analysis (Wiratchai, 1999) as presented in the following section.
Step 1 Specifying the model includes determining the matrix that would fit the
model. There are three specifications including parameters, which do not have
interaction with others thus being defined with the value 0. The parameters force the
effects between the variables that have a constant parameter with the value of 1. The
parameters have degrees of freedom that do not have specified value of *.
Step 2 specifies the value of the model. This determines that the model can be
used to estimate the value of the parameter. The model can be used to calculate the
parameters or the calculation of the model fit. However, if the calculation of the
estimates are too numerous, the result would be model overfit. On the other hand if
the calculation of the estimates are too few, the result would mean that the model does
not fit. Thus, there are three conditions that can be used to evaluate the model. The
LISREL model has necessary conditions depending on the number of parameters in
the model. The number of parameters with no specified values must be equal or less
than the members in the covariance matrix. This is called the T-rule or condition of
adequacy. There are many rules depending on the type of model. The LISREL model
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has measurement errors. This is the confirmatory analysis or CFA that follows the
necessary condiction, which has the highest level of effectiveness. The model fit
would show the structural relationship of the parameters that explain the variation and
covariance of the population.
Step 3 estimation of the parameters from the model including the
determination of the matrix S or Sigma that is closest in value. There are 7 ways to
estimate the parameter in LISREL. 1) Partial least square with no weighted value
(ULS); 2) Partial least square with normal assumption (GLS); 3) Maximum
Likelihood (ML); Partial least square with normal weighted value (WLS); 5) Partial
least square with diagonal weighted value (DWLS); 6) Instrumental variables (IV);
and 7) Two step partial least square (TSLS). The results of the estimation of each
method requires the appropriate selection by the researcher.
Step 4 measures the direct effects of the model. The estimation of the direct
effects is an important procedure in the LISREL analysis. This is because the
estimation is based on the research assumption from the empirical analysis. The
statistics estimating the direct effects can be done in many ways. Wiwatchai (1999)
presented 5 methods which are 1) standard error and parameters interaction
estimation; 2) interaction and prediction estimation; 3) statistics measuring goodness
of fit; 4) analysis of the errors; and 5) modification indices.
Step 5 Model modification is conducted because the model does not fit the
empirical data. The researcher can modify the model based on the modification
indices in order to create a new analysis until the model fits the empirical data.
Step 6 Interpretation of the analysis is the last step of LISREL model, which
is done after the modification of step 5 until the model fits the empirical data.

2.8.2

Path Analysis

Path Analysis is the analytical technique used for multiple variables. In Thai
this is called the effects analysis or path analysis. It is the analysis of effects and
relationship between the variables based on the conceptual framework of the research.
In this study this would be designated as the analysis of the effects as presented in the
following section.
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1) Causal relationship have many different relationship types in the study of
behavioral science and social sciences. The relationship of the variables can be
classified in 8 types (Singchangchai, 2005) as presented in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Type of Relationships among the Variables in the Model
Types of Relationships Among the
Variables
1) Examine the relationship or the
relationship between variables X and Y,
which is governed by variable Z.
2)

Examine

the

relationship

between variables X and Y influenced by
variable Z (wherein X and Y are not
related).
3) Examine the relationship of
variables A and Y through Z (mediating
variable).
4)

Examine

the

relationship

wherein Z is the antecedent of X but has
no relationship with Y, which is the
dependent variable.
5) Examine the model wherein
X,Y, and Z have no relationship.
6) Examine the relationship where
there is a direct relationship between X
and Y and there is an indirect relationship
through Z.
7)

Examine

the

covariance

relationship between X and Y.
8) Examine the causal relationship
between X and Y that is moderated by Z.

Model
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The type of relationships among the variables can be analyzed using the
correlation coefficient by using a statistical package such as SPSS. This can be done
only for the relationship types 1 – 5 but not 6 – 8. The analysis can be done using
statistical analysis for path analysis in LISREL that covers every type of relationship
(Wiratchai, 1999).
2) Basic knowledge in path analysis
Path analysis or causal relationships analysis is the type of study that is not an
experiment. This is because the researcher cannot control the variation that comes
from confounded variables by random assignment in order to determine causality.
This requires the use of all of the variables that are expected to have a causal effect on
the other variables in the study. The control can be done through pairing and
statistical control. As a result the researcher has to use theory to determine the
relationship to set the hypotheses to create the causal model (Wiratchai, 1999).
The analysis of the effects can be done using regression to estimate the path
coefficients. There are different regression analysis that can be conducted to examine
the independent variables relationship as specified the researcher to fit the reality
based on the theory reviewed (Prasitrathasin, 2007).
The objective of the path analysis is a test of the theory based on the creation
of the LISREL model. The test of the relationships between the variables in every
path is based on the conceptual framework of the study. In addition the analysis opens
the opportunity to examine the causal relationships between the variables. The
intensity and direction of the relationships can be determined to study the direct effect
and indirect effect.
It is used to predict and control the empirical phenomenon effectively
(Prasitrathasin, 2007). Thus, it can be concluded that the path analysis is important to
test the theory but not creation of theory (Singchangchai, 2005).
The basic assumptions of effects analysis in research (Wiratchai, 1999) are
defined as follows:
1. The relationship between the variables in the causal model are linear
positively related and have a causal relationship.
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2. The error value (e) has the following characteristics 1) all the variables have
normal distribution 2) has a total deviation of zero 3) constant variance for all
variables and 4) is independent of other variables.
3. Has One-way causal flow there is no reverse of direction
4. The variables are measured using the interval scale or ratio scale
5. There are no measurement errors
The important technique in path analysis needs to indicate the relationship
between all of the variables in the model (Wiratchai, 1999). It can be concluded that
the path model can be specified in three steps. The first step is to specify the variables
related to the phenomenon in the study, which includes the latent variables that the
researcher cannot measure directly designated as a circle (O). The observed variables
can be measured directly designated as a (

). Step 2 determines the causal

relationship between the variables. Step 3 determines the type and direction

of the

causal relationship between the variables. The causal relationship between the
antecedent and dependent variable is designated as an arrow
The dependent variable would be at the head of the arrow and the antecedent
would be at the end of the arrow. The path analysis has similar procedures as the
LISREL model, which is developed from theory and related research. The
determination of the only probability of the model in order to collect the empirical
data based on the variance or correlation matrix. This would be used to estimate the
parameter values that can be analyzed in the comparison matrix from the data. If it is
found that the difference has a statistical significance. This means that the model has a
poor model fit. Therefore, another analysis has to be conducted until the appropriate
fit is achieved.
The path analysis can be used as a reference to examine the direct and indirect
relationship between the variables. The analysis has limitations that the researcher has
to be careful (Prasitrathasin, 2007) as explained in the following section.
1. The number of sample used in the analysis should be fairly large. This is
because if the sample size were small the goodness of fit would have error. Therefore,
the sample ratio to the parameter should be 5:1 to 10:1.
2. The model for path analysis examines the positive linear relationship, which
is the limitation of the regression analysis.
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3. The indication of causal relationships that are based on theory and
assumptions. Therefore, the selection of theory to set the assumption and
determination of the direction of the independent and dependent variables is very
important.
4. The F-test significance test has a weakness. This is because the significance
level for the indirect effects is closer than the direct effect. Thus, the goodness of fit
would be significant especially the direct effect of independent (antecedent) variable
(x) and dependent variable (y). The result would bias towards the indirect effect
would be significant while the direct effect might be zero.
5. All the independent variables need to quantitative variables. If there are
independent variables that are ordinal, it should be specified as the dependent variable
of other independent variables. The normal regression analysis cannot be used, thus it
is necessary to use logistic regression for path analysis.

2.9 Related research and documents
2.9.1

Research and Documents Related to Intercultural Communication...

Boonchan (1989) of the University of Oklahoma conducted the study titled
“Communication Competence in Intercultural Communications of Americans
who Temporarily Stay in Thailand”. The study indicated that communication
competence is related to interpersonal relationships, adjustment, and the ability to
learn the local language, as well as acting in accordance to the local culture.
Wiwatananukul (1993) conducted the study titled “Type and Problems in
Intercultural Communications in Multinational Companies in Thailand”. The
research results lead to problems in mutual understanding. This is especially
problematic when both parties do not speak English well, have attitude problems, and
biases. The problem might occur in both Thais and foreigners in terms of
communications and working together. Some of the problems identified include the
inability to communicate the message as desired, lack of trust, sensitivity to use
nonverbal communications, and have difference levels of awareness. Thai employees
explained that problems were more than just communications. Survival was used as
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the standard, thus there was a lack of flexibility. In addition it is found that Thai
government agencies did not do a good job in explaining Thai culture to foreigners.
Yingpaibul (1995) conducted the study titled “The Search of Information
and News for Adjustment of Foreign Faculty Members in Graduate Business
Program in SASIN”. The results of the study indicate that the foreign faculty
members use personal and mass media such as English language newspaper as the
source of information. The primary source of information is other people. The source
of information can either come from one source of multiple sources depending on the
situation. This also depends on the level of difficulty in accessing the information.
The type of information can be used for work, entertainment, and information that is
specific to foreign reseasrch.
Shi (2001) authored the study “Hmong Student’s Personal Adjustment in
American Culture”. The research findings indicate the following:
1. Competency in using English has an impact on adjustment of students
studying in the US.
2. Teaching techniques, attitude, and the knowledge of the faculty member has
an impact on the adjustment of Hmong students.
3. Having self-respect has an impact on the adjustment of Hmong students.
4. Having support from society has in impact on the adjustment of Hmong
students.
5. The society within which Hmong students live has an impact on their
adjustment.
6. The age of entry into the US has an impact on the adjustment of Hmong
students.
7. Duration of time spent in the US does not have an impact on the adjustment
of Hmong students.
Kongkaew (2001) conducted the study titled “Communications and
Adjustment of Foreign Lecturers in Thai Universities”. The research findings are
as follows:
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1. Factor that has the relationship to adjustment of foreign teachers is the
duration of time spent in Thailand.
2. Factors that has the relationship with intercultural communications of
foreign teachers in Thailand is the nationality of the teacher and duration of time spent
in Thailand.
3. The ability to think and manage emotions and feelings has no relationship
with the adjustment of foreign teachers. The ability in terms of behavior and
communications competency in Thai culture together has an impact on the adjustment
of foreign teachers.
4. The nationality of the close friends, television watching behavior, Internet
usage behavior, and environmental factors do not have ah impact on the adjustment of
foreign teachers. However, the radio listening behavior does have an impact on
foreign teachers.
Maria (2004) conducted the study titled “Cross-Culture Adjustment and
Integration of Western Expatriate Woman in Bangkok”. The researcher
investigated the growing number of western women working in Thailand impact on
the harmony in society and culture. The study investigated the three levels of harmony
on three issues, which includes language and communications, assimilation process,
cultural adjustment. The research findings indicated that harmony in Thai society of
western women is in the low level. However, there are indicators that have been tested
that show that the status of the western women working in Bangkok is universal. The
respondents lacked social network, which is the major obstacle to the determination
and performance of western women in their assimilation into Thai society.
Sriwattananon

(2004)

conducted

the

study

titled

“Intercultural

Communication between Thai and Western Employees at Work”. Format of
communications can be classified based on the direction of the communications
namely upward, vertical, horizontal, and diagonal. The type of communications can
be classified based on channels such as one-way and two-way communications. In
terms of use it can be classified as formal or informal. The communication can be
classified based on the symbolic aspect or the communication through the use of
words or nonverbal communications. Thai employees and western employees use the
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communications that combines both verbal and nonverbal communications for the
maximum effectiveness. This includes face to face conversations and writing together.
The problem in intercultural communications of Thai and European workers arise
from language, values, beliefs, behavior, traditions, and norms. The factors
determining

effective

communications

include

language

competency

for

communications, adjustment of attitudes, and values.
Pensrinukoon

(2006)

conducted

the

study

titled

“Intercultural

Communication of Thai Students in USA "Work and Travel" Program”. The
research findings show that the factors that have an impact on intercultural
communications of Thai students include personality and personal traits, family
background, experience, knowledge/understanding of American culture, different
working conditions, and grouping of students. The regulations and policies of the
project in terms of intercultural communications govern the intercultural
communications of the students in their work and daily routine. The context of the
intercultural communications depends on the type of work. The problems and
obstacles in communications in the new culture include language used in work and
expectations before joining the project are higher than reality. The difference in
thinking and negative attitudes of colleagues towards people from certain ethnic races
results in Thai students sticking together. This has an impact on them making new
friends with foreigners thus hindering their learning of the new culture.
Chantarawet (2006) conducted the study titleed “Life in a Cross Cultural
Exchange Program : Globalization in the Experiences of Thai Youth”. The
research findings indicated that Summer Work/Travel Program : WAT is highly
popular among Thai youths. This project is driven from the need to have cheap labor
and the desire to get paid and gain experiences. The Thai youths have not been
sufficiently cared for by the government and social institutions. On the other hand
there are risks involved in this project due to the discrepancy in the work system that
is relevant to the project and organizations responsible for it. As a result the youths
have not been able to assess the risk that can be controlled. Instead they blame the
problems on misfortune and bad luck.
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Witwiroj (2009) conducted the study title “Communication Competence
and Acculturation of Foreigners Living in Bangkok”. The research findings are 1.
Foreigners studied are mostly male aged between 25 – 34 years. Most of them have
American citizenship. More than half are from the Western countries and are married.
The level of education is at the bachelor’s degree level or equivalent the most. Most
of them are students with an income of 70,000 baht per month. They are staying in
Thailand with duration of 1 – 3 years. More than half have previous experience
travelling to a foreign country before coming to Thailand. 2. Duration of stay in
Thailand has a relationship with the adjustment of foreigners. 3. Foreigners are in
different levels of adjustment and have differing intercultural communications. For
stage 1, honeymoon stage, it is found that they have good emotional control in
communications and are interested to interact with Thais followed by wanting to learn
Thai. This is followed by stage 2, frustration stage. In this stage the foreigner might
start to lost their emotional control when compared to stage 1. The reduction of the
emotional control is highest when compared to stage 1. They tend to be interested to
learn Thai followed by interest to adjust to Thai culture/society/and Thai culture. In
stage 3 or readjustment stage, includes the ability in exercising emotional control in
communications. The foreigners would start to express the desire to try Thai food
more. They would learn to think and understand the basis and connections in Thai
culture. This ability to communicate in behavioral terms is based on the expectations
of Thai culture the most. Stage 4 is the resolution stage wherein the foreigner has
successfully adjusted. This is a point of balance, ability to communicate ideas, and
behavioral communications.
Boon-arch (2009) conducted the study titled “Communication and Cultural
Adaptation of Thai Participants in Work and Holiday Visas Thai-Australia”.
The research findings indicate that 1) the type, characteristics of communications, and
cultural adjustment result in Thais communicating with their fellow Thai friends. The
topics include work related topics, personal issues, and living abroad. The media and
channels for communications they used most is face to face communications,
followed by communicating with Australians, and lowest would be communication
with foreigners from other countries. The opportunity for communicating with
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Australians depended on the type of work. The frequency of communications with
Thai, Australians, and supervisor advisors from other countries are about the same
level. The electronics media used most is the Internet. The exposure to media from the
government

is

very

limited.

2.

Problems and obstacles in

intercultural

communications identified from the survey indicated that there are three dimensions
in communications. These dimensions include knowledge and understanding, attitude
and feelings, and behavioral dimensions are in the moderate to high level. The indepth interviews identified problems and obstacles in many dimensions such as the
English language skills, different values such as saving water use, negative attitude of
Australians towards Thai women, racism in some Australians, preference in speaking
to fellow Thais, evaluating the cultural difference in a negative way, and the
avoidance to learn a new culture. 3. The components that would assist cultural
adjustment as follows a) motivation helps to assist cultural learning; b) ability to use
English; c) type of work and communications opportunities with Australilans;
d)interest in intercultural communications, which can be divided into 3 dimensions. It
is found that having Australian friends and ability to adjust in Thai students appeared
to be related. The variables explored include positive personality, use of social
networks to seek information, learning from the environment, and learning from
foreigner lover.
Suphonphak (2012) conducted the study titled “Awareness and Perception
and Communication for Cultural Diversity Management of Multinational
Corporations in Thailand”. The research results are discussed as follows:
1. Multinational companies have the awareness regarding the diversity in
terms of nationality (14 companies). This is followed by the dimension of gender (10
companies), age (8 companies), handicapped (3 companies), educational background
(3 companies), religion (1 company), and work experience (1 company) respectively.
2. Cultural diversity includes issues that can be controlled and those that
cannot be controlled. Consequently the organization needs to know the objective in
managing the cultural diversity. The consideration of cultural diversity in
multinational companies can be divided into two directives. First is the management
approach that creates equality in recruitment and employment selection (9
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companies), specify structure and roles (10 companies), determine compensation and
benefits (13 companies), promotion (5 companies), and creating atmosphere for
learning including Diversity Management or Diversity and Minority Affairs division
(3 companies). The second directive is intercultural communication approach. This is
the development of intercultural communication skills of the employees in order to
prepare them to cooperate and work together in the environment of diversity (14
companies), cultural training (11 companies), orientation (6 companies), and learning
language (5 companies). In addition there are other applications of diversity in
building

relationships

(12

companies),

building

organizational

culture,

communications within the organization, and public relations (10 companies), team
building (5 companies) and using the appropriate communications channels for
cultural diversity and knowledge management (3 companies).
Khunsith (2012) conducted the study titled “Communication and Cultural
Adaptation of Thai Expatriates Working in Subsidiaries of Multinational
Corporations in Neighboring Countries”. The research found that
1. a majority of the Thai employees were in supervisory positions and they
communicated with local residents using English. This is followed by the use of local
language and Thai respectively.
2. work values in the four countries are in the same direction. It is found that
there is an emphasis on the past and present that focuses on the importance of theory
and different experiences.
3. Most of the Thai employees exhibit bicultural type of adjustment wherein
they adjust to the new culture while retaining their Thai identity. There appears to be
an emphasis on being Thai and adjusting to the organization culture. In addition the
research suggested that there should be guidelines that would assist Thais in adjusting
to the work in each country.
4. Problems in communications and cultural adaptation indicate that Thais do
not have much problems. It is found that the problems were usually in terms of
attitude and feelings.
Kongmeng

(2013)

conducted

the

study

titled

“Cross

Cultural

Communications Competency of Chinese Students in Rangsit University”. The
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study utilized the mixed methods ressearch combining in-depth interviews and
survey. The research findings can be concluded as follows:
1. The native ideas of the respondents revealed that they avoided the highly
competition education system in China. In addition they wanted to increase their
opportunity for the future and like Thai people and culture. These are the reasons they
gave for studying in Thailand.
2. Cross cultural communications competency of Chinese students can be
classified into two aspects –ability to interpret meaning and skills in listening,
speaking, reading, and writing.
3. Adjustment of Chinese students can be classified in two aspects namely
cultural adjustment and educational adjustment.
4. Factors that influence adjustment are learning and acceptance of the
differences between Thai and Chinese cultures.
5. Problems and obstacles come from language barriers.
Huang (2013) conducted the study titled “Factors Influencing Intercultural
Communications on the Adjustment of Chinese Teachers in Bangkok”. The
research findings can be summarized as follows:
1. Chinese teachers, who teach Chinese in Bangkok, have intercultural
communications ability in a high level. The dimensions that contribute to this finding
are high ethnic social communication, high host communication competence, and
moderate host social communication.
2. Chinese teachers, who teach Chinese in Bangkok, have adjustment in the
high level. This is derived from the affective component (highest), followed by
behavior component, and cognitive component respectively.
3. The hypothesis testing reveals that intercultural communication includes the
Host Social Communication has a positive impact on the adjustment of Chinese
teachers in Bangkok. This is derived from the cognitive component, affective
component, and behavior component.
Awirutworakul

(2014)

conducted

the

study

titled

“Intercultural

Communication Process of Thai Students in Southern China”. The research
findings can be summarized as follows:
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1. Thai students use verbal and nonverbal communications in order to create
effective communications. They use verbal communications primarily followed by
nonverbal communications.
2. Communications can be classified as formal, which is primarily used in
their study, and informal, which is used in their daily routine.
3. Problems in intercultural communications are derived from 3 factors
namely –language/behavior/values, beliefs, and culture. The cultural adjustment is
done in four stages namely Honeymoon stage, Hostility stage, Recovery stage, and
Final stage.

2.9.2

Research Using LISREL Models

Kunjara (1982) conducted the study titled “Communication Forms of Thai
Students in the United States of Amerca in Intercultural Adjustment Process”.
The research findings are presented as follows:
1. Language fluency of the host culture has a positive impact on the
interpersonal communications with people in that society and access to mass media.
2. Acculturation motivation has a positive impact on the access to
interpersonal communications with people in the host country and mass media.
3. Interpersonal interaction potential with people in the host country has a
positive impact on interpersonal communications.
4. Host mass media access has a positive impact on the exposure to mass
media.
Tsiotsou and Alexandris (2009) conducted the study titled “Delineating the
Outcomes of Sponsorship: Sponsor Image, Word of Mouth and Purchase
Intentions”. This study used the structural equation model to explain the causal
relationship between 3 variables, which are purchase intention, word of mouth, and
sponsor image to team attachment. The study collected data from 470 professional
basketball fans in Greece. The data was collected before the competition resulting in
354 completed questionnaires or 75.3%. The result findings support that sponsors can
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access basketball fans resulting in positive image. This has an impact on the purchase
decision and word of mouth of the sponsor’s product.
Bootpo (2013) conducted the study titled “Developing the Causal Model of
Factors Influencing Fan Club Purchase Intention on Products and Services of
Football Clubs Sponsors in Thai Premier League”. The study found that
1. the causal relationship between the factors impacting purchase intention of
the Thai Premier League’s sponsor’s product or service fits the empirical data. The
goodness of fit test on the decision making indicated that the purchase intention of the
Thai Premier League’s sponsor’s product and services is 73.
2.The factors that have a total effect on purchase intention can be listed based
on their impact. The highest is loyalty to the sponsor, image of the sponsor, and
lowest is expectation of reference group.
Sukpun (2014) conducted the study titled “Bran Equity Building Strategies
for Football Clubs in the Thai Premier league”. The research found that
1. a majority of the respondents are male aged between 30 – 39 years with a
monthly income of 20,000 baht. They have rated the psychological factors of football
club image, integrated marketing communications (IMC), brand equity building
strategies, and affects on football club brand equity in a high level.
2. Factors that have an impact on the brand equity of football clubs in the Thai
Premier League. This is comprised of psychological factors of football club image
and integrated communications that have a positive impact on brand equity of the
football club. The image has a postive effect on the brand equity building strategies
using IMC. It has a direct and indirect on the brand equity through brand building
strategies.
3. Brand equity building strategies that create the brand equity of football
clubs in the Thai Premier League have the components of IMC in terms of word of
mouth followed by advertising, which has an impact on the effectiveness of brand
building. The value of the brand has an impact on the continuous purchase of products
and services the most. This is followed by feeling of being part of the football club.
These variables can be used to develop the brand equity building model, which has a
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good model fit ( Chi-square characteristics χ2= 352.82,df = 250, χ2/df=1.41, Pvalue=0.00002, RMSEA=0.024, GFI=0.96, AGFI=0.95).
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2.9.3

Research Related to Intercultural Communication in Sports

Swarts (2014) conducted the study titled “Adapting to Finland through
Professional Football : Perceptions of players and coaches”. The objective of this
research is to study the process of adjustment of foreign football players in Finland.
This study is a qualitative study conducted using the in-depth interview of 5 foreign
players. It is found that most of these players had a problem adjusting to Finland. This
is because local football players are not ready to work with foreign football players.
There are also major differences in communications between Finnish and foreign
players. This has resulted in conflicts on the pitch. In the present the football league in
Finland has developed significantly. However, there is a lack attention on the issue of
intercultural communications.
Maderer, Holtbrugge, and Schuster (2014) conducted the study titled,
“Professional Football Squads as Multicultural Teams: Cultural Diversity,
Intercultural Experience, and Team Performance”. This study examines the
impact of the Bossman regulations that was enforced in 1995. This allowed many
clubs to employ football players from various countries with different cultures, which
created cultural diversity in the professional football leagues in Europe. In addition
there are many challenges that football players with different languages, philosophies,
and knowledge about football. This is based on the structural model with the variables
of leadership and display of football performance. This is based on the structural
model with the variables of leadership and display of football performance. The study
was conducted on 2,483 football players from 98 clubs in five leagues in Europe
(England, France, Germany, Italy, and Spain). The research findings show that teams
with great cultural diversity especially in terms of football, it would have a negative
impact on the performance of the team. This is because the culture within the team
and coach’s experience in dealing with cultural differences.
Gulak-Lipka (2016 ) conducted the study titled “Intercultural Management
on The Basis of a Sport club”. This study explained that globalization is a
phenomenon that affects the work context. It is thus necessary to deal with differences
in culture. Most of the employees have no choice in their working colleagues.
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However, in order to build relationships in the workplace, it is necessary to respect
cultural differences, which is necessary in sports, where the impact of globalization is
unavoidable. The influence of sports is observed in every corner of the world.
Football clubs in Poland often employ numerous foreign players. However, this is
done without the sufficient recognition regarding the differences in culture,
insufficient preparation, lack of understanding, and lack of humility. This have led to
failures in communications in the sports organizations and result to problems in
cooperation. The research presented the importance of cooperation between coach and
players from high and low context cultures. The problem impacted many of the
professional sports leagues in Poland. In addition the case study of one of the female
basketball clubs in Poland indicated that it was necessary to have a change in the
structure of employment of foreign athletes. In addition there was an analysis of the
factors that had an impact on the club’s performance.

2.9.4

Research Related to Thai Football

Samdaengdej (2008) conducted the study titled “Media Usage for Identity
Construction and Maintenance of Chonburi FC Football Club's Fan”. This study
examines the motivation to cheer Chonburi FC and characteristics of the fanclubs. It
is found that the local residents had the motivation to support their home town. For
the fans who are not local residents like the performance of the team. Being a fan
combines both local residents and those outside the locality. They are dedicated to the
team and are emotionally engaged with the competition. They are very knowledgeable
about the team and use it as a topic of conversations. They are dedicated to the team
and local residents usually support their team to fulfill their personal preference.
In addition the study also examined the use of media to build and maintain the
identity of the fans of Chonburi FC in normal and special contexts. It is found that
media is used to build and maintain identity of the fans of Chonburi FC in normal
contexts such as new media, mass media, objects, and personal media. This is the free
space to create personal identity which is not every concentrated. In the normal
context fans would absorb identity in order to foster the relationship among the fans.
However, the construction and maintenance of identity in the special context, is
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separate from daily routine. It includes activities, objects, and personal media. This
results in the construction of a space to maintain their own identity.
New media is used to create a space for fan club activities. It is also found that
the Chonburi FC team has a unique characteristic in building engagement with the
lcoal community. They removed the old identity and developed a new cheering
identity and strengthening the relationships among fans. In addition the fans of
Chonburi FC are very enthusiastic and create the space to express their identity. For
instance on new media they have activities for the fans. Also Chonburi FC has
numerous local activities to build local community participation.
Onoparatvibul (2010) conducted the study titled “Communications Factors
and The Formation and Retaining of The Fanclub Fan Club in Thai Premier
League”. The results from the study of Muang Thong United fans indicated that the
club used marketing in the most systematic way. The marketing mix has the most
influence on the development of the fan club. For instance the use of place, which is
the arena or club that is near the people using the name of the district is stronger than
other elements of the marketing mix.
In the group supporting Muang Thong United and Pattaya United, there are
clear allocations in the roles and responsibilities. This is opposite of the fan clubs of
Port Authority FC and Chula United. The communications network in Muang Thong
United and Chula United is centralized. On the other hand the network in Port
Authority FC and Pattaya United involves everyone through group communications
of the clubs on their webboard and telephone.
The formation of the fan club of Muang Thong United because the receiver is
also the owner of the media through mass media and online media. The fans of Port
Authority and Chula United combine those who own and do not have their own
media. This includes special media, personal media, and online media using content
that would attract their fans. Important issues include the creation of the space to
provide information, number of fans, direction for cheering, and the management of
the club.
Panyachit (2010) conducted the study titled “Football Fan Clubs in the
Modern Thai Society: A Case Study of Muang Thong Nongjorg United Football
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Fan Club”. The research findings indicate that the fan club membership is influenced
by the background of the individual. This includes the behavior in watching football.
The activities that lead to the formation of the identity of the football club fans. This
includes the development of the cheering and annual merit making. The activities
developed by the teams create a social space and network for social interaction. When
football clubs have a common identity as members of the Muang Thong fan club, they
join activities that are in line with the directives of the group that build, promote, and
become the cheering civilization that would be passed on to the new members. This
also uplifts the standard of the cheering of Thai teams to the international level.
Noriya (2011) conducted the study titled “The Model of Professional
Football Agents in Thailand”. The research findings indicated that football agents
have three roles as follows:
1. In terms of management the characteristics, knowledge, skills, and other
issues, it is found that agents should be knowledgeable in terms of the regulations in
modern football. They should also be knowledgeable in terms of Thai and
international football. In addition they need to plan the financial and career benefits
for the football players. It is found that agents need to present the best professional
guidelines for the players. In order to present the best choices that would enable the
players to have the best opportunity during the career and after they end their
professional football career.
2.In terms of marketing it is important to evaluate the marketing potential of
the professional football player.
3.The agent must manage the contracts and negotiate the best interest of the
player and team transfers. In addition the agent has to provide the expert advice in
terms of law and documents that are necessary in the sports industry.
Phalajivin, Yimvilai, and Yuvanont (2012) conducted the study titled
“Strategies for the Successful Development of the Thai Professional Football”.
The research findings was used to develop 12 strategies or 11+1 as follows:
Strategy 1 Government policy supporting professional football in Thailand
Strategy 2 Implement government policy
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Strategy 3 Implement government policy to bring Thai football to the
international level
Strategy 4 Promote and develop professional football to the AFC standard
Strategy 5 Develop the individual in terms of football professionalism at the
international level
Strategy 6 Policy in managing the football club in Thailand to be on par with
the international level
Strategy 7 Management of marketing and public relations in the professional
football league
Strategy 8 The policy in managing based on sports science to drive
professional Thai football to reach the international standard
Strategy 9 Policy in managing the budget
Strategy 10 Policy in managing in terms of sporting facilities to provide the
ultimate convenience
Strategy 11 Policy in promoting the development of professional football in
Thailand
and Strategy 12 Policy in managing the fanclub
The study was conducted from team management, staff coach, umpires,
football players, team staff, and fan club. It is found that they agreed most with
strategies 1 – 6 followed by 7 – 10 at the high level, and strategies 11 and 12 at the
moderate level. Therefore, the study is aimed have the “11+1 Strategies” implemented
in order to ensure the success in the Thai professional football.
Siriwat (2012) conducted the study titled “Football Culture and Local
Culture: Case Study of Chonburi FC”. The results of the study indicated that
Chonburi FC is successful due to three communication facts. This includes
communications at the interpersonal, provincial, and club level. These factors build
upon one another. Other factors that came into play were social, cultural, economic,
and political factors. These factors resulted in the weekly meetings of the fans, which
had as many as 6 – 7 thousand participants, coming from different occupations and
localities. They became proud as members. This is the result of systematic group
forming processes. The major driving forces come from the club, management,
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province, and the Chonburi Fan Club or CFC. As a result they have a common
identity as “we” group and the feeling of ownership in terms of both personal and
public aspects.
Riyapan (2012) conducted the study titled “Characteristic of Effective
Soccer Coachs in Thai Premier League”. The objective of the study is to identify
the characteristics of effective coaching in the Thai Premier League. The findings
indicate that the factors of success are 1.Have football prowess as a coach; 2. Have
football coaching experience; 3. Professional; 4. Have leadership qualities; and
5.Have coaching psychology
Jirakraisothorn (2012) conducted the study titled “Innovative Management
Techniques Leading to Successful Football Clubs”. The research findings can be
surmised as follows:
1. The club must manage in terms of business in all regards not only football
performance.
2. Must have high investment or can access money for investment.
3. The football club must have the capacity to expand horizontally and
increase income sources.
4. Utilize marketing strategies that can increase the fan base, organize public
relations to show commitment to social responsibility and sustainability.
5. Set regulations for benefits that are clear in order to create stability in career
for players and staff in the club.
6. create and develop the youth team in order to enhance the sustainability of
the football club.
and 7. Create football arenas that have a high standard so that the premises can
be used to generate income and it would be beneficial in terms of public relations.
In addition the recommendations from the study can be used to manage
football teams in other leagues such as Division 1, Division 2, and can be used to
manage other sports such as basketball or volleyball.
Sangkeaw (2014) conducted the study titled “An Analysis of Factors
Affecting Football Coaches' Career Success in Thailand's Professional Football
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Clubs”. The research findings indicate that the sucess can be attributed to six factors
which are stamina, relationship to the career, leadership, self confidence, support from
the organization, and support from the family.
Pokard (2014) conducted the study titled “Psychological Performance
Profile of Professional Thai Soccer Players”. The objective of the study is to
identify the psychological characteristics of the football players in the professional
football league. It is found that the most important factors identified are stress,
followed by concentration and confidence. The means for demonstrating the ability of
the football players in terms of psychological control is talking to oneself, followed by
setting goals and mental imagery during competition. It is found that most football
players motivate themselves, followed by talking to themselves, and creating goals.
Chaiwong (2015) conducted the study titled “The Motivation Effects on
Thailands Professional Football Players”. The research findings are summarized as
follows:
1.Motivation has an impact on the choice to join the professional football
league. It is found that internal motivation has more impact than external motivation
in joining the professional football league. The respondents identified that internal
motivation is the most important factor, which involves the ability to excel in multiple
skills. In terms of external motivation the most identified factor is income and
benefits. It if found that students from the football school have a high internal
motivation in terms of excellence in multiple skills while external motivation is fame
and recognition.
2. Satisfaction in promoting professional football league in Thailand is highest
in terms of promoting professionalism in Thai football, which is rated highly. The
most important aspect of satisfaction is policy and management of the club.

CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The study titled “Communication for the Foreign Football Players’
Cultural Adjustment in Thailand League Football Club” is a study aimed to
examine the problems regarding the adaptation of foreign football players employed
in Thailand. The researcher has used mixed methodology combining quantitative and
qualitative research for a comprehensive study. The first is a quantitative research
utilizing the questionnaire as the data collection tool. The research is designed as a
one-shot case study. The data collected would be analyzed using statistics combined
with qualitative research that is conducted using the in-depth interview method. The
data collected from the two data streams would be corroborated to explain all the
issues examined. The statistical data would be interpreted in the context of society and
culture wherein the receiver is immersed. This would be combined with qualitative
data that would clarify the issues resulting in a more comprehensive analysis.

3.1 Population and Sampling Frame
3.1.1

Quantitative Study

The sampling frame of the quantitative study is determined from the
population of 475 non-Thai or foreign playersplaying in the Thai League 1 (Toyota
League), Thai League 2 (M150 Championship), Thai League 3 (Euro Cake
Championship) and Thai League 4. The data is collected from the statistics compiled
by the Thai Premier League Company (Thai League, 2017).
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3.1.2

Qualitative Study

The qualitative study uses the in-depth interview data collection method. The
aim is to gather data from foreign football players, who have experience in Thailand
both in the past and the present, Thai football players, and coaches, who have had
experiences in football clubs abroad along with media journalists, who have
experience with foreign football leagues. The total sample size is 29 respondents, who
have close affiliation and understanding towards the adaptation of foreign players.

3.2 Sampling Methodology
3.2.1

Quantitative Study

The sampling methodology was derived from Comrey and Lee (1992). The
authors proposed that the sample size depended on the analysis to be performed on the
model. It was suggested that the sample size of 50 is very poor, 100 is poor, 200 is
fair, 300 is good, 500 is very good, and more than 1,000 is excellent. As a result the
researcher has decided to collect data from 299 respondents from the three leagues
namely Thai League 1 (Toyota League), Thai League 2 (M150 Championship), and
Thai League 3 (Euro Cake Championship). The sampling method was the purposive
sampling methodology drawing respondents from the list of the foreign players
registered with the Thai League.

3.2.2

Qualitative Study

Purposive sampling methodology was used particularly the snowball sampling
method to derive the 29 respondents. The respondents included foreign football
players who could communicate in Thai or English, coaches, Thai players, who have
experience in football clubs abroad, and relevant individuals as presented in the
following list.
Foreign players both with past and present experience in the Thai League
1. Diouf Bireme Ivory Coast player from Sukhothai F.C. with 11 years
experience in Thailand
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2. Jung Myung-oh South Korean player from Sukhothai F.C. with 4 years
experience in Thailand
3. Katano Hiromichi Japanese player from Sukhothai F.C. with 5 years
experience in Thailand
4. John Baggio Madagascar player from Sukhothai F.C. with 3 years
experience in Thailand
5. André Luís Leite Brazilian player from Royal Thai Navy F.C. with 2 years
experience in Thailand
6. Gafar Adefolarin Durosinmi Nigerian player from Royal Thai Navy F.C.
with 7 years experience in Thailand
7. Jesus Da Silva Ricardo Brazilian player from Thai Honda F.C.with 1 year
experience in Thailand
8. Matthew Smith half English-Australian player from Bangkok Glass F.C.
with 3 years experience in Thailand
9. Daniel Garcia Rodriguez (Toti) Spanish player from Bangkok Glass F.C.
with 2 years experience in Thailand
10. Ryotaro Nakano Japanese player from Chonburi F.C. with 1 year
experience in Thailand
11. Bayano Sobze Cameroon player from Phitsanulok F.C. with 7 years
experience in Thailand
12. Nicolas Leandro Velez Argentinian player from Suphanburi F.C. with 1
year experience in Thailand
13. Adebayo Gadebo former Nigerian player/coach Suphanburi F.C. with 21
years experience in Thailand
14. Diego Robert Pishinin Mendes former Brazilian player/coach/translator
from Suphanburi F.C. with 9 years experience in Thailand
Former Thai players who have had experience in foreign football clubs
include the following:
1. Surachai Chaturapattharapong (Former Thai national team player/head
coach Bangkok Glass F.C.) experience abroad 4 years
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2. Terdsak Jaimun (Former Thai national team player/head coach Chonburi
F.C.) experience abroad 8 years
3. Sinthaweechai Hathairatanakul (Former Thai national team player/
Suphanburi F.C. player) with experience abroad 2 years
4. Nattaporn Punrit (Former Thai national team player/ Royal Thai Navy
F.C. player) with experience abroad 1 year
5. Acktaporn Chalitaporn (Former Thai youth national team player/ Head
coach Honda F.C.)
6. Harn-narong Chunhakunakorn (Former coach Trat F.C., Udon Thani
F.C., and assistant coach Thai Royal Navy F.C.)
7. Phipob On-moh (Former Thai national team player/ player Chonburi F.C.)
8. Khubfah Boonmatun (Former Thai national team player/ player Sukhothai
F.C.)
9. Thawil Butrsombat (Player Honda Ladkrabang F.C.)10. Nattapong Somna
(Former Thai national team player/ player Suphanburi F.C.)
10. Teerathep Vinothai (Former Thai national team player/ player Bangkok
United)
Media Journalists experienced with local and foreign football league news
include:
1. Buranij Rattanavichien pen-name “Bor-boo” (reporter and columnist
Siam Sports Syndicate) who has experience in reporting for the leagues from
England/Portugal/Russia/ Japan/South Korea
2. Jitakorn Srikamkrue pen-name “Yak Doi-dang” (reporter and columnist
Siam Sports Syndicate) who has experience in reporting for the leagues from
England/Germany
3. Arwut Jiworakan pen-name “James La-Liga” (reporter and columnist
Siam Sports Syndicate) who has experience in reporting for the leagues from Spain/
Latin America
4. Somtat Raisang pen-name “E-ka” (reporter and columnist Siam Sports
Syndicate) who has experience in reporting for the English league
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3.3 Data Collection Tools
3.3.1

Quantitative Study

The questionnaire was used to collect data from the 299 respondents. It was
divided into 7 sections including both closed-ended and open-ended questions.
Part 1 Demographics
Part 2 Communications in Thailand both on the field and outside
Part 3 Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society
Part 4 Interpersonal communications behavior
Part 5 Mass media use behavior
Part 6 Adaptation
Part 7 Recommendation

3.3.2

Qualitative Study

Qualitative study using the in-depth interview methodology used the the semistructured question guide, which are open-ended questions, to seek information that
complimented the quantitative study. These included questions regarding the use of
language, problems in communications, means in adapting. The questions used the
laddering technique in order to get detailed information along with observation for
additional nuances. The additional data from the observation would be used for
further analysis of the qualitative study.

3.4 Tests of Validity and Reliability
3.4.1

Quantitative Study

The items were verified by the dissertation supervisor along with 5 experts
from the field of mass communications to ensure validity and consistency.) The Index
of Item- Objective Congruence (IOC) was used to evaluate the items. Those that had
scores of 0.5 and above were then added to the questionnaire. The experts then
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evaluated the items based on its relevance with the research objectives with points
allocated as follows:
+1 Certain that the item is relevant to the research objective
0 Not certain that the item is relevant to the research objective
-1 Item is not relevant to the research objective
The scoring of the IOC is based on the following formula:
𝑅
IOC = ∑𝑖=1
𝑁

IOC is defined as Index of Item-Objective Congruence
R is defined as the score rated by each expert
N is defined as the number of experts
The reliability evaluation based on the IOC is defined as value ranging
between 0.50 and 1.00, which reflects the item representing the objective. If the value
is less than 0.50 it means that the item does not reflect the objective being measured.
The items with values exceeding 0.50 would be retained for use in the questionnaire
(Cheyjunya, 2015).
The questionnaire that has been developed would be tested for reliability from
a pilot test with data collected from a sample of respondents. The analysis would be
conducted using the SPSS for Windows program and evaluated against the criteria as
follows (Panpinij, 2006):
Reliability measure criteria
0.80 – 1.00 Very high reliability
0.60 – 0.79 Somewhat high reliability
0.40 – 0.59 Moderate reliability
0.20 – 0.39 Low reliability
0.01 – 0.19 Very low reliability
A total of 20 questionnaires were distributed to the group with similar
characteristics as the sample. The results were then used to run the Alpha-Coefficient
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or Cronbach’s Alpha tested at the significance level of 0.05 based on the following
formula:

𝛼=

n
1 − ∑ 𝑣12
{
}
𝑛−1
𝑣𝑡2

α

= value of entire questionnaire reliability

n

= number of questionnaires

Ʃv12

= Total variance within the questionnaire

vt12

= Total variance of each item resulted in reliability score of

0.98

3.4.2

Qualitative

The researcher developed the question guide for the football players and
relevant individuals by testing the reliability and validity of the questions before the
data collection. The researcher developed the question guide for the foreign players,
Thai players, and relevant individuals and requested advice from experts in evaluating
the questions for comprehensiveness and relevance to the objectives.

3.5 Variables used in the study
3.5.1

Demographic variables

1.1

Age (years) open ended question answer based on fact

1.2

Football club affiliation open ended question answer based on fact

1.3

Education

1.4

Time spent in Thailand (years/month) open ended question answer

based on fact
1.5

Continent*
Value

Asia

Code 001

Value

South America

Code 002

Value

Africa

Code 003
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1.6

Value

Europe

Code 004

Value

North America

Code 005

Value

Australia

Code 006

Value

Brazil

Code 001

Value

Japan

Code 002

Value

South Korea

Code 003

Value

Ghana

Code 004

Value

Ivory Coast

Code 005

Value

Cameroon

Code 006

Value

Iran

Code 007

Value

Congo

Code 008

Value

Australia

Code 009

Value

Spain

Code 010

Value

Argentina

Code 011

Value

Serbia

Code 012

Value

Macedonia

Code 013

Value

France

Code 014

Value

Madagascar

Code 015

Value

Nigeria

Code 016

Value

Laos

Code 017

Value

USA

Code 018

Value

Guinea

Code 019

Value

Egypt

Code 020

Value

Monte Negro

Code 021

Value

Germany

Code 022

Value

Morocco

Code 023

Value

Costa Rice

Code 024

Value

Namibia

Code 025

Value

Togo

Code 026

Value

Venezuela

Code 027

Value

Paraguay

Code 028

Nationality*
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Value

Bolivia

Code 029

Value

Slovania

Code 030

Value

Krygystan

Code 031

Value

Bulgaria

Code 032

Value

Chile

Code 033

Value

Indonesia

Code 034

Value

Kosovo

Code 035

Value

Croatia

Code 036

Value

New Zealand

Code 037

Value

UK

Code 038

Value

Belgium

Code 039

Value

Georgia

Code 040

Value

Portugal

Code 041

Value

Philippines

Code 042

Value

Netherlands

Code 043

Value

Slovakia

Code 044

Value

Uruguay

Code 045

Value

Afghanistan

Code 046

Value

Vietnam

Code 047

Value

Trinidad and Tobago Code 048

Value

Zambia

Code 049

Value

Senegal

Code 050

Value

Uganda

Code 051

Value

Taiwan

Code 052

Value

Bahrain

Code 053

Value

Liberia

Code 054

Value

Others

Code 000

*Note: The variables continent and nationality are nominal scales and have
been dummy coded for the purposes of analysis.
1.7 Experience abroad
1.8 Dependents (Friend/Family/Agent)
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3.5.2 Variables regarding ability in communicating in Thai society both
on and off the pitch
These include the variables that measure the communications ability in Thai
society both on and off the pitch namely knowledge, motivation, and skill. The total
accumulated points is 45, which are defined as follows :
2.1

2.2

2.3

Knowledge total 15 points (Items 1-5)
Value Correct

Code 3 points

Value Wrong

Code 0 points

Motivation total 15 points (Items 7, 8, 9, 13, 14)
Value High motivation

Code 3 points

Value Moderate motivation

Code 2 points

Value Low motivation

Code 1 points

Skills 15 points (Items 6, 10, 11, 12, 15)
Value High skill level

Code 3 points

Value Moderate skill level

Code 2 points

Value Low skill level

Code 1 points

Value No skill

Code 0 points

The interpretation of the average points regarding the communications in Thai
society can be analyzed as follows:
Points average between 10.01 – 15.00 High level of communication skills
Points average between 6.01 – 10.00 Moderate level of communication skills
Points average between 1.00 – 5.00

3.5.3

Low level of communication skills

Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society Variables

The various dimensions of attitude of foreign players towards Thai people in
Thai society are measured with a Likert Scale with definition of points as follows:
Very Good

Code 5

Good

Code 4

Moderate

Code 3

Poor

Code 2
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Very Poor

Code 1

The analysis is based on the average score of attitude of foreign players
towards Thai people with the criteria as follows:
Points averaged between 4.21 - 5.00 is defined as the very good attitude of
foreign players towards Thai people.
Points averaged between 3.41 – 4.20 is defined as the good attitude of foreign
players towards Thai people.
Points averaged between 2.61 – 3.40 is defined as the moderate attitude of
foreign players towards Thai people.
Points averaged between 1.81 – 2.60 is defined as the poor attitude of foreign
players towards Thai people.
Points averaged between 1.00 – 1.80 is defined as the very poor attitude of
foreign players towards Thai people.

3.5.4

Interpersonal communications

This variable includes the interaction and exchanges between individuals
including friends, family, boss, colleagues, and others, which are both Thai and
foreigners. These variables would be measured using the Likert Scale with definition
of points as follows:
Very Good

Code 5

Good

Code 4

Moderate

Code 3

Poor

Code 2

Very Poor

Code 1

The analysis of the average score of interpersonal communications of foreign
players can be analyzed as follows:
Points averaged between 4.21 – 5.00 is defined as the very good behavior of
foreign players.
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Points averaged between 3.41 – 4.20 is defined as the good behavior of
foreign players.
Points averaged between 2.61 – 3.40 is defined as the moderate behavior of
foreign players.
Points averaged between 1.81 – 2.60 is defined as the poor behavior of foreign
players.
Points averaged between 1.00 – 1.80 is defined as the very poor behavior of
foreign players.

3.5.5

Media Use Variables

These include the behavior of media consumption in Thailand, native country,
and in English language such as the frequency, type of consumption and location of
consumption. These variables would be measured using the Likert Scale with
definition of points as follows:
Frequent

Code 3

Moderate

Code 2

Not Frequent

Code 1

The analysis of the average score of media use of foreign players can be
analyzed as follows:
Points averaged between 2.61 - 4.00 is defined as foreign players’ frequent
behavior.
Points averaged between 1.61 – 2.60 s defined as foreign players’ moderate
behavior.
points averaged between 0.50 – 1.60 s defined as foreign players’ not frequent
behavior.

3.5.6

Adaptation

The following scale is used for Cognitive, Affective, and Behavior based on
the Likert scale as indicated.
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Agree with most

Code 5

Agree

Code 4

Fair

Code 3

Disagree

Code 2

Most Disagree

Code 1

The negative questions for reverse coding are coded as follows:
Most Disagree

Code 1

Disagree

Code 2

Fair

Code 3

Agree

Code 4

Agree with most

Code 5

The Adaptation scale values are defined as follows:
Points averaged between 4.21 - 5.00 is defined as the foreign football player
rated agree with most in regards to adaptation.
Points averaged between 3.41 – 4.20 is defined as the foreign football player
rated agree in regards to adaptation.
Points averaged between 2.61 – 3.40 is defined as the foreign football player
rated fair in regards to adaptation.
Points averaged between 1.81 – 2.60 is defined as the foreign football player
rated disagree in regards to adaptation.
points averaged between 1.00 – 1.80 is defined as the foreign football player
rated most disagree in regards to adaptation.

3.5.7

Recommendation

This is an open ended question to provide an opportunity for the foreign
football players to provide additional recommendations.
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3.6 Data Collection
1. The quantitative study utilizes the questionnaire for data collection from
299 foreign football players.
2. The qualitative study utilizes the in-depth interview for data collection from
29 respondents including foreign football players, Thai players, and relevant
individuals. These respondents represent those who are involved with the adaptation
for foreign players. Primarily the researcher carried out the in-depth interviews.
During the interviews, the researcher has made notes, recorded the interviews, and
took photographs for clarification in the analysis.
The mixed research methodology has been used for the collection and analysis
of the data. This has enabled the researcher to identify factors other than those defined
in the questionnaire. In addition this allows the observation of the real context of the
receiver and provides clarification regarding the respondents of the study. As a result
the researcher proposes the following data collection procedure:
1. Search for information regarding the foreign players, Thai players, coach,
and relevant individuals from the various football clubs through the websites,
Thailand Football Association, and asking experts in the field of football.
2. Once the list is compiled the purposive sampling technique is used to select
the respondents.
3. Collect the data based on the names sampled by contacting the
representatives or the football club and coach to collect both the qualitative and
quantitative data.
4. In case the data cannot be collected from the respondent sampled, another
player would be selected to fulfill the required number for the sample size.
5. The data for the quantitative study would be put through the coding process.
The basic descriptive analysis would be conducted using SPSS and model testing
would be done using LISREL. The data from the qualitative study and observation
would also be coded and combined for analysis. The various issues identified would
include adaptation strategies and intercultural communications. The data collected
would be linked to these issues to answer the research objectives.
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3.7 Statistical Analysis
1. Descriptive Statistics The descriptive statistics would include the use of
frequencies, percentage, mean, and standard deviation to explore the characteristics of
the variables.
2. Inferential Statistics The hypotheses testing based on the causal model
developed for this research would examine the direct, indirect, and total effects of the
constructs. The Path Analysis would be analyzed using LISREL.

3.8 Path Analysis Model
Is presented in the following figure
A

= Demographics (DEMO)

B

= Knowledge/ability in communicating in Thai society (COMP)

C

= Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society (ATT)

D

= Interpersonal communications (IC)

E

= Mass media use (MC)

F

= Adaptation (ADAPT)

Figure 3.1 Path Analysis
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For the common understanding in the presentation of the findings, the English
abbreviations have been explained based on the 6 latent variables and 48 observed
variables in the following section. :
- Latent variables
DEMO

= Demographics

COMP

= Knowledge/ability in communicating in Thai society

ATT

= Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society

IC

= Interpersonal communications

MC

= Mass media use

ADAPT

= Adapatation

- Observed variables :
CON

= Continent

AGE

= Age

EDU

= Education

PER

= Duration of work in Thailand

NEX

= Experience abroad

FOL

= Dependent

KNOW

= Knowledge in communicating in Thai society

MOTI

= Motivation in communicating in Thai society

SKILL

= Skill in communicating in Thai society

ATT 1

= Attitude towards Thai people as easy to smile and nice people

ATT 2

= Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as helpful and kind.

ATT 3

= Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as creative and like
to meet people.

ATT 4

= Attitude towards Thai people as always in a hurry and live life in
the fast lane.

ATT 5

= Attitude towards Thai people as being disciplined.

ATT 6

= Attitude towards Thai people as accepting those of different
religions, skin color, and social status.

ICT

= Interpersonal communications with Thai people.

ICF

= Interpersonal communications with foreigners.
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MCT

= Thai mass media use

MCH

= Native mass media use

MCE

= English language mass media use

FTVT

= Frequency of Thai television viewing

ATVT

= Type of Thai television viewing

FTVH

= Frequency of native country television viewing

ATVH

= Type of native country television viewing

FTVE

= Frequency of English language television viewing

ATVE

= Type of English language television viewing

FRAT

= Frequency of Thai radio use

ARAT

= Type of Thai radio use

FRAH

= Frequency of native country radio use

ARAH

= Type of native country radio use

FRAE

= Frequency of English language radio use

ARAE

= Type of English language radio use

FPT

= Frequency of Thai newspaper use

APT

= Type of Thai newspaper use

FPH

= Frequency of native country newspaper use

APH

= Type of native country newspaper use

FPE

= Frequency of English language newspaper

APE

= Type of English language newspaper use

FINT

= Frequency of Thai Internet content use

AINT

= Type of Thai Internet content use

FINH

= Frequency of native country Internet content use

AINH

= Type of native country Internet content use

FINE

= Frequency of English language Internet content use

AINE

= Type of English language Internet content use

COG

= Cognitive adaptation

AFF

= Affective adaptation

BEH

= Behavioral adaptation
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- Statistics
n

= Sample

X

= Mean

SD

= Standard Deviation

2

= Chi-square

- Statics to Analyze the Relationships in the Model
T-value

= relative error difference

P-value

= the relative error difference that indicates evidence against
the null hypothesis



= Standardized coefficient weight

SE

= Standard deviation of the distribution

GFI

= Goodness of Fit Index

df

= degrees of freedom

AGFI

= Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index

RMR

= Root Mean Square Residual

RMSEA

= Root Mean Square Error of Approximation

R2

= Regression coefficient determination

DE

= Direct Effects

IE

= Indirect Effects

TE

= Total Effects

Note : Definition of symbols used in this research

= Latent or unobserved variables

= Manifest or observed variables

= Paths representing supported hypothesis

= Paths representing not supported hypothesis
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Figure 3.2 Quantitative Research Model

CHAPTER 4

QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

The study titled “Communication for the Foreign Football Players’
Cultural Adjustment in Thailand League Football Club” would present the data
analysis in two parts. The first is the quantitative analysis in this chapter and
qualitative analysis in Chapter 5.
The analysis would be based on the objectives as follows:
1. To identify the causal relationship between demographic characteristics,
knowledge/ability in communications, attitude towards Thai people, interpersonal
communication behavior, and mass media usage on the adaptation of foreign players
in the Thai football clubs.
2. To analyze the direct, indirect, and interaction effects of demographic
characteristics, knowledge/ability in communications, attitude towards Thai people,
interpersonal communication behavior, and mass media usage on the adaptation of
foreign players in the Thai football clubs.
4.1 General Characteristics of Foreign Players in Thai League
4.1.1 Demographics
4.1.2 Knowledge/Ability in communications
4.1.3 Attitude/Feeling about Thai people
4.1.4 Interpersonal communications behavior
4.1.5 Mass media use
4.1.6 Adaptation
4.2 Study the Causal Model of Adaptation of Foreign Players in the Thai
League
4.2.1 To conduct an empirical analysis to verify the exogenous and
endogenous variables in the causal model which include the following:
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1) Model 1 exogenous variable -demographics
2) Model 2 endogenous variable knowledge/ability in communication
3) Model 3 endogenous variable attitude/feeling about Thai people
4) Model 4 endogenous variable interpersonal communications
behavior
5) Model 5 endogenous variable mass media use
6) Model 6 endogenous variable adaptation
4.2.2 The analysis of causal relationships between the exogenous and
endogenous varaibles impact on adaption of foreing players in the Thai League.
1) To empirically examine the generalizable of the causal model that
has an impact on the adaptation of foreign players in the Thai League.
2) To analyze the direct, indirect, and mediating effects of the causal
model explaining the adaption of foreign players in the Thai League.

4.1 General Characteristics of Foreign Players in the Thai League
4.1.1

Demographics

Table 4.1 Demographics Characteristics of Foreign Players in the Thai League
Demographics (DEMO)

Number

Percentage

1. Football Club
Thai League 1

93

31

- SCG Muangthong United

5

1.7

- Buriram United

5

1.7

- Bangkok United

7

2.3

- Chiang Rai United

5

1.7

- Chonburi F.C.

5

1.7

- Ratchaburi Mitr Phol F.C.

5

1.7

- Bangkok Glass F.C.

5

1.7

- Suphanburi F.C.

5

1.7

- Port F.C.

5

1.7
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Demographics (DEMO)

Number

- Police Tero F.C.

5

1.7

- Sukhothai F.C.

6

2

- Pattaya United

5

1.7

- Royal Thai Navy F.C.

5

1.7

- Super Power F.C.

5

1.7

- Sisaket F.C.

5

1.7

- Nakhon Ratchasima Mazda F.C.

5

1.7

- Ubon UMT United

5

1.7

- Thai Honda F.C.

5

1.7

Thai League 2 (DIV)

84

28.1

- Chiang Mai F.C.

5

1.7

- Air Force Central F.C.

5

1.7

- Krabi F.C.

5

1.7

- Nakhon Pathom United F.C.

5

1.7

- Prachuap F.C.

5

1.7

- PTT Rayong

5

1.7

- Rayong F.C.

5

1.7

- Samutsongkhram F.C.

5

1.7

- Songkhla United

5

1.7

- Angthong F.C.

5

1.7

- Bangkok F.C.

5

1.7

- Lampang F.C.

5

1.7

- Army United

5

1.7

- Chainat Hornbill

5

1.7

- Trat F.C.

5

1.7

- Kasetsart F.C.

4

1.3

- Nongbua Pitchaya F.C.

5

1.7

122

40.8

- Khon Kaen F.C.

5

1.7

- Ayutthaya F.C.

5

1.7

Thai League 3 (DIV)

Percentage
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Number

Percentage

- Kamphaengphet F.C.

5

1.7

- Singburi Bangrajun F.C.

5

1.7

- Ayutthaya United

5

1.7

- Sakaeo F.C.

3

1

- Chacheongsao Hi-tek F.C.

4

1.3

- Udon Thani F.C.

5

1.7

- Kalasin F.C.

4

1.3

- Amnat United

5

1.7

- Ubon Ratchathani F.C.

6

2

- Phayao F.C.

4

1.3

- Phrae United

5

1.7

- Lamphun Warrior F.C.

4

1.3

- Rajpracha F.C.

2

0.7

- Grand Andaman Ranong United

4

1.3

- Surat Thani F.C.

5

1.7

- Banbueng F.C.

5

1.7

- Kasem Bundit F.C.

5

1.7

- Nakhon Si Thammarat Unity

4

1.3

- Trang F.C.

5

1.7

- Nara United

4

1.3

- MOF Customs United

3

1

- Simork F.C.

3

1

- Bangkok U. Deffo F.C.

3

1

- Krungthonburi F.C.

5

1.7

- Samutsakhon F.C.

5

1.7

- Chamchuri United

4

1

299

100

- Asia

84

28.1

- South America

87

29.1

Total
2. Continent (CON)
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Number

Percentage

- Africa

85

28.4

- Europe

33

11

- North America

5

1.7

- Australia

5

1.7

299

100

- Brazil

77

25.8

- Japan

39

13

- South Korea

31

10.4

- Ghana

15

5

- Ivory Coast

24

8

- Cameroon

16

5.4

- Iran

6

2

- Congo

3

1

- Australia

4

1.3

- Spain

6

2

- Argentina

3

1

- Serbia

3

1

- Macedonia

4

1.3

- France

6

2

- Madagascar

3

1

- Nigeria

9

3

- Laos

4

1.3

- USA

2

0.7

- Guinea

3

1

- Egypt

3

1

- Monte Negro

2

0.7

- Germany

3

1

- Morocco

2

0.7

- Costa Rica

2

0.7

Tota
3. Nationality
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Number

Percentage

- Namibia

2

0.7

- Togo

2

0.7

- Venezuela

1

0.3

- Paraguay

1

0.3

- Bolivia

1

0.3

- Slovania

1

0.3

- Krygystan

1

0.3

- Bulgaria

1

0.3

- Chile

1

0.3

- Croatia

1

0.3

- New Zealand

1

0.3

- UK

1

0.3

- Georgia

1

0.3

- Portugal

1

0.3

- Philippines

1

0.3

- Netherlands

1

0.3

- Slovakia

1

0.3

- Uruguay

1

0.3

- Afghanistan

1

0.3

- Vietnam

1

0.3

- Trinidad and Tobago

1

0.3

- Zambia

1

0.3

- Senegal

1

0.3

- Uganda

1

0.3

- Taiwan

1

0.3

- Bahrain

1

0.3

- Liberia

1

0.3

299

100

5

1.7

Total
4. Age (AGE)
- Less than 20 years
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Number

Percentage

- 21 - 25 years

49

16.4

- 26 – 30 years

142

47.5

- 31 – 35 years

97

32.4

- more than and equal to 36 years

6

2

299

100

- Primary School

18

6

- Highschool/Vocational School

222

74.2

- Bachelor’s Degree

58

19.4

- More than Bachelor’s Degree

1

3

299

100

- Less than 1 year

98

32.8

- 2 – 5 years

154

51.5

- 6 – 9 years

42

14

- equal to and more than 10 years

5

1.7

299

100

- Have experience

172

57.5

- None

127

42.5

Total

299

100

- Have

209

69.9

- None

90

30.1

Total

299

100

Total
5. Education (EDU)

Total
6. Length of Time Worked in Thailand
(PER)

Total
7. Experience in Foreign Clubs (NEX)

8. Depedents (คFamily/Lover, etc.) (FOL)

From Table 4.1 the data collected from the 299 respondents is presented in
terms of demographics. The variables presented include the (1) football club, (2)
continent, (3) nationality, (4) age, (5) education, (6)length of time worked in
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Thailand, (7) experience in foreign clubs, and (8) dependents (family/lover, etc.). The
findings are presented in the following section.
Most of the foreign players interviewed play in the Thai League 3 (122
respondents or 40.8%), followed by Thai League 1 (93 respondents or 31.1%), and
Thai League 2 (84 respondents or 28.1%). The football club most players came from
is Bangkok United (7 respondents or 2.3%)ฃ, followed by Sukhothai F.C. and
Ubolratchathani F.C. (6 respondents or 2%). There are 47 teams that have been
double counted for five respondents (1.7%). The least number of respondents played
for Rajpracha F.C. (2 respondents or 0.7%) respectively.
The majority of foreign players in the Thai League come from the Latin
America (87 respondents or 29.1%) followed by Africa (85 respondents or 28.4%),
Asia (84 respondents or 28.1%), Europe (33 respondents or 11%), and North America
and Australia (5 respondents or 1.7%). Nationality of most players is from Brazil (77
respondents or 25.8%) followed by Japan (39 respondents or 13%), Ivory Coast (24
respondents or 8%), Cameroon (16 respondents or 5.4%), Ghana (15 respondents or
5%), and Nigeria (9 respondents or 3%). In addition it is found that players had other
nationalities as well. There are 25 nationalities that have 1 player or 0.3%.
Foreign players in the Thai League are mostly aged between 26 – 30 years
(142 respondents or 47.5%) followed by 31 – 35 years (97 respondents or 32.4%),
aged 21 – 25 years (49 respondents or 16.4%), more than 36 years (6 respondents or
2%), and less than 20 years (5 respondents or 1.7%).
The education level of foreign players is mostly high school/ vocational school
(222 respondents or 74.2%), followed by bachelor’s degree (58 years or 19.4%),
primary school education (18 respondents or 6%), and higher than bachelor’s degree
(1 respondent or 3%).
Length of time worked in Thailand mostly is 2 – 5 years (154 respondents or
51.5%), less than 1 year (98 respondents or 32.8%), 6 – 9 years (42 respondents or
14%), and more than 10 years (5 respondents or 1.7%).
Most foreign football players that have an experience in foreign football clubs
(172 respondents or 57.5%), while those who do not have the experience number 122
respondents (42.5%).
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Most players have dependents (family/ lover, etc.) coming to Thailand (209
respondents or 69.9%) while 90 respodnets (30.1%) do not have dependents.

4.1.2

Knowledge/Ability in Communications

Table 4.2 Knowledge/Ability in Communications of Foreign Players in the Thai
League
Knowledge/Ability

in Mean

S.D.

Skewness

Kurtosis

1.311

-1.939

1.481

1.465

-0.518

-0.533

3.527

-0.317

-0.451

communications (COMP)
- Knowledge in communications in 14.538
Thai society (Items 1-5) (KNOW)
- Motivation in communicating in 13.260
Thai/English (Items 7-9, 13-14)
(MOTI)
- Skill in speaking Thai/English 8.404
(Items 6, 10-12, 15) (SKILL)
From Table 4.2 analyzed the first group of endogeneous variable COMP from
the foreign players (299 respondents). It is found that KNOW has high level (𝑥̅ =
14.538, S.D = 1.311), MOTI has high level (𝑥̅ = 13.260, S.D = 1.465), and SKILLL
has moderate level (𝑥̅ = 8.404, S.D = 3.527). In terms of skewness of KNOW/ SKILL
in communications in Thai society of foreign players is negative. This shows that
foreing players have knowledge (KNOW), motivation (MOTI), and skills (SKILL) in
Thai society is higher than average with skewness approaching 0. This shows that the
values of the variables have the characteristics of a normal distribution of 1. The
varaibles that have values more than 0 are knowledge (KNOW). This shows that the
variables that have a high kurtosis. The remaining variables have negative values that
are motivation in communicating in Thai/English (MOTI) and skill in communicating
in Thai/English (SKILL). These negative values show that they have a low kurtosis.
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4.1.3

Attitude/Feeling about Thai People

Table 4.3 Attitude/Feeling about Thai People
Attitude/Feeling about Thai People Mean

S.D.

Skewness Kurtosis

(ATT)
- Most Thai people smile easily and have 4.903

0.296

-1.737

0.530

0.313

-1.499

0.276

0.566

-1.811

0.752

0.948

-0.031

-0.990

3.664

0.897

-0.310

-1.094

- Thai people are open to accepting those 4.836

0.370

-1.822

1.340

good nature. (ATT1)
- Thai people are nice and like to help. 4.889
(ATT2)
- Thai people are creative and like to meet 4.692
people. (ATT3)
- Thai people are always in a hurry and 3.668
live in the fast lane. (ATT4)
- Thai people are disciplined. (ATT5)

of different religions, skin color, and
social status. (ATT6)
From Table 4.3 the 299 foreign players latent variables have been measured
including Attitude (ATT). Attitude towards Thai people as easy to smile and nice
people (ATT1) was found to be at the very high level (𝑥̅ = 4.903, S.D = 0.296).
Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as helpful and kind (ATT2) was found to
be at the very high level (𝑥̅ = 4.889, S.D = 0.313). Attitude towards Thai people in
Thai society as creative and like to meet people (ATT3) was found to be at the very
high level (𝑥̅ = 4.692, S.D = 0.566). Attitude towards Thai people as always in a hurry
and live life in the fast lane (ATT4) was found to be at the high level (𝑥̅ = 3.668, S.D
= 0.948). Attitude towards Thai people as being disciplined (ATT5) was found to be
at the high level (𝑥̅ = 3.664, S.D = 0.897). Attitude towards Thai people as accepting
those of different religions, skin color, and social status (ATT6) was found to be at the
very high level (𝑥̅ = 4.836, S.D = 0.370).
In terms of Attitude/ Feeling about Thai people of foreign players, all have
negative values. It shows that Attitude/ Feeling about Thai people of foreign players is
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higher than average. The skewness approaches 0 which shows that the values of the
variables are close to normal distribution. There are four variables that have this
characteristics, which are Attitude towards Thai people as easy to smile and nice
people (ATT1), Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as helpful and kind
(ATT2), Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as creative and like to meet
people (ATT3), Attitude towards Thai people as accepting those of different religions,
skin color, and social status (ATT6). The group of variables that have negative values
are Attitude towards Thai people as always in a hurry and live life in the fast lane
(ATT4) and Attitude towards Thai people as being disciplined (ATT5). The negative
values show that these two variables have low kurtosis.

4.1.4

Interpersonal Communications Behavior

Table 4.4 Interpersonal Communications Behavior in Thai Society
Interpersonal

Communications

Mean

S.D.

Skewness Kurtosis

Behavior (IC)
- Interpersonal communications with Thai 4.278

0.703

-0.541

-1.491

0.504

-0.942

1.878

people. (ICT)
-

Interpersonal

communications

with 4.566

foreigners. (ICF)
Table 4.4 presents the latent variable Interpersonal Communications Behavior
(IC) from the 299 foreign players in the Thai League. It is found that most foreign
players in the Thai League have the behavior of Interpersonal communications with
Thai people (ICT) at the highest level (𝑥̅ = 4.278, S.D = 0.703). The Interpersonal
communications with foreigners. (ICF) variable is also at the very high level (𝑥̅ =
4.566, S.D = 0.504).
In terms of skewness of the behavior of Interpersonal communications with
Thai and foreign people, foreign players in the Thai league results show a negative
value in all dimensions. This shows that the behavior of Interpersonal
communications of foreign players is higher than average. The skewness approaches 0
which shows that the values of the variables are close to normal distribution. There is
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1 variable that has a positive value that is Interpersonal communications with
foreigners (ICF). The other variable Interpersonal communications with Thai people
(ICT) has a negative value. This means both variables have a low level of skewness.

4.1.5

Mass Media Use

Table 4.5 Mass Media Use (Total)
Mass Media Use Thai Mass Media

Native Mass Media

English

Language

Mass Media

(Total)
Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

- Television

105

35.1

10

3.3

17

5.7

- Radio

4

1.3

2

0.7

7

2.3

- Newspaper

1

0.3

2

0.7

2

0.7

- Internet

189

63.2

285

93.5

273

91.3

53

17.7

9

3

12

4

1-2 times per week 95

31.8

68

22.7

63

21.1

3-5 times per week 69

23.1

106

35.5

64

21.4

Everyday

82

27.4

116

38.8

160

53.5

173

57.9

215

71.9

133

44.5

1-2 times per week 49

16.4

61

20.4

80

26.8

3-5 times per week 57

19.1

19

6.4

50

16.7

Everyday

20

6.7

4

1.3

36

12

209

69.9

269

90

196

65.6

1-2 times per week 50

16.7

22

7.4

44

14.7

3-5 times per week 32

10.7

8

2.7

45

15.1

Type

of

Mass

Media

Frequency of Mass
Media Use
- Television
Not use

- Radio
Not use

- Newspaper
Not use
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Mass Media Use Thai Mass Media

Native Mass Media

English

Language

Mass Media

(Total)
Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

8

2.7

-

-

14

4.7

2

0.7

-

-

-

-

1-2 times per week 47

15.7

36

12

3

1

3-5 times per week 101

33.8

23

7.7

44

14.7

Everyday

49.8

240

80.3

252

84.3

16.4

6

2

18

6

46.2

63

21.1

51

17.1

54

18.1

137

45.8

74

24.7

all 58

19.4

93

31.1

156

52.2

56.2

207

69.2

113

37.8

23.7

61

20.4

84

28.1

Everyday
- Internet
Not use

149

Type of Use
- Television
Do not follow any 49
particular program/
topic/column
Follow
/topic

program 138
/column

occasionally
Follow
program/topic
/column of interest
Follow
program/
topic/column
- Radio
Do not follow any 168
particular program/
topic/column
Follow
program/topic
/column
occasionally
Follow

71
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Mass Media Use Thai Mass Media

Native Mass Media

English

Language

Mass Media

(Total)
Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

48

16.1

27

9

59

19.7

12

4

4

1.3

43

14.4

71.2

253

84.6

199

66.6

57

19.1

38

12.7

44

14.7

25

8.4

8

2.7

38

12.7

all 4

1.3

-

-

18

6

Do not follow any 4

1.3

-

-

-

-

40

13.4

27

9

7

2.3

94

31.4

38

12.7

54

18.1

program/topic
/column of interest
Follow

all

program/
topic/column
- Newspaper
Do not follow any

particular program/ 213
topic/column
Follow
program/topic
/column
occasionally
Follow
program/topic
/column of interest
Follow
program/
topic/column
- Internet

particular

program

/topic/column
Follow
program/topic
/column
occasionally
Follow
program/topic
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Mass Media Use Thai Mass Media

Native Mass Media

English

Language

Mass Media

(Total)
/column of interest

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

161

53.8

234

78.3

238

79.6

108

36.1

288

96.3

214

71.6

185

61.9

5

1.7

14

4.7

6

2

6

2

71

23.7

54

18.1

279

93.3

132

44.1

143

47.8

5

1.7

13

4.3

102

34.1

15

5.0

154

51.5

50

16.7

260

87.0

118

39.5

154

51.5

-

-

12

4

95

31.8

39

13

169

56.5

125

41.8

293

98

218

72.9

171

57.2

-

-

14

4.7

Follow all program
/topic/column
Location of Mass
Media Use
- Television
Home/Residence
Office/Sports and
Practice Centers
Other

locations

other than residence
and work place
- Radio
Home/Residence
Office/Sports and
Practice Centers
Other

locations

other than residence
and work place
- Newspaper
Home/Residence
Office/Sports and
Practice Centers
Other

locations

other than residence
and work place
- Internet
Home/Residence
Office/Sports and
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Mass Media Use Thai Mass Media

Native Mass Media

Language

Mass Media

(Total)
Practice Centers
Other

English

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

3

1.0

6

2

67

22.4

locations

other than residence
and work place
Table 4.5 presents the type of mass media use, frequency of mass media use,
and location of mass media use from data collected from the foreign players in the
Thai League. It is found that the most used media is the Internet (189 respondents or
63.2%). This is followed by television (105 respondents or 35.1%) and radio (4
respondents or 1%) in respective order. The media that is used the least is newspaper
(1 respondent or 0.3%).
The foreign players mostly had the behavior in consuming mass media from
the native country. It is found that the most used media used is the Internet (285
respondents or 95.3%). This is followed by television (10 respondents or 3.3%)
followed by radio and newspaper (2 respodents or 0.7% for each media).
In terms of English language mass media used, it is found that the most used
media is the Internet (273 respondents or 91.3%). This is followed by television (17
respondents or 5.7%), radio (7 respondents or 2.3%), and newspaper (2 respondents or
0.7%).
Foreign players in the Thai league have frequency in consuming mass media
based on the categories as follows:
- Television – It is found that most view television 1- 2 a week. The number is
95 respondents or 31.8%. This is followed with those who watch everyday (82
respondents or 21.4%). This is followed by 3 – 5 days of viewing per week of 69
respondents (21.3%). Do not use television has the least number of responses (53
respondents or 17.7%).
- Radio – Most of the respondents do not use radio (173 respondents or
57.9%). This is followed by use 3 – 5 days per week (57 respondents or 19.1%) and 1
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– 2 days per week (49 respondents or 16.4%). Listen every day has the least number
of responses (20 respondents or 6.7%).
- Newspapers – Most of the respondents do not read newspaper (209
respondents or 69.9%). This is followed by read 1 – 2 days per week (50 respondents
or 16.7%) and 3 – 5 days per week (32 respondents or 10.7%). Read every day has the
least number of responses (8 respondents or 2.7%).
- Internet – Most of the respondents use the Internet everyday (149
respondents or 49.8%). This is followed by 3 – 5 days per week (101 respondents or
33.8%) and 1 – 2 days per week (47 respondents or 15.7%). Do not use at all has the
least number of respodents (2 respondents or 0.7%).
Foreign players in the Thai league have frequency in consuming their native
mass media based on the categories as follows:
- Television – It is found that most of the respondents consume TV everyday
(116 respondents or 38.8%). This is followed by use 3 – 5 days a week (106
respondents or 35.5%) and 1 – 2 days a week (68 respondents or 22.7%). Do not use
at all has the least number of responses (9 respondents or 3%).
- Radio - Most of the respondents do not use radio (215 respondents or
71.9%). This is followed by use 1 – 2 days per week (61 respondents or 20.4%) and 3
– 5 days per week (19 respondents or 6.4%). Listen every day has the least number of
responses (4 respondents or 1.3%).
- Newspapers - Most of the respondents do not read newspaper (269
respondents or 90%). This is followed by read 1 – 2 days per week (22 respondents or
7.4%) and 3 – 5 days per week (8 respondents or 22.7%). Read every day has no
responses.
- Internet - Most of the respondents use the Internet everyday (240 respondents
or 80.3%). This is followed by 1 – 2 days per week (36 respondents or 12%) and 3 – 5
days per week (23 respondents or 7.7%). There are no respondents who reported not
using this media.
The foreign players had the behavior in consuming English language mass
media based on the categories as follows:
- Television – It is found that most of the respondents consume TV everyday
(160 respondents or 53.5%). This is followed by use 3 – 5 days a week (64
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respondents or 21.4%) and 1 – 2 days a week (63 respondents or 21.1%). Do not use
at all has the least number of responses (12 respondents or 4%).
- Radio - Most of the respondents do not use radio (133 respondents or
44.5%). This is followed by use 1 – 2 days per week (80 respondents or 26.8%) and 3
– 5 days per week (50 respondents or 16.7%). Listen every day has the least number
of responses (36 respondents or 12%).
- Newspapers - Most of the respondents do not read newspaper (196
respondents or 56.5%). This is followed by read 3 – 5 days per week (45 respondents
or 15.1%) and 1 – 2 days per week (44 respondents or 14.7%). Read every day has the
least number of responses (14 respondents or 4.7%).
- Internet – Most of the respondents use the Internet everyday (244
respondents or 84.3%). This is followed by 3 – 5 days per week (44 respondents or
14.7%) and 1 – 2 days per week (3 respondents or 1%). There are no respondents who
reported not using this media.
The foreign players had the behavior in consuming Thai mass media based on
the categories as follows:
-

Television

–

It

is

found

that

respondents

answered

follow

program/topic/column occasionally the most (138 respondents or 46.2%). Next is
follow all program/topic/column (58 respondents or 19.4%) then follow
program/topic/column of interest (54 respondents or 18.1%). Do not follow any
particular program/topic/column has the least number of responses (49 respondents or
16.4%).
- Radio – It is found that respondents answered do not follow any particular
program/topic/column the most (168 respondents or 56.2%). Next is follow
program/topic/column occasionally (71 respondents or 23.7%) then follow
program/topic/column

of interest

(48 respondents or 16.1%).

Follow all

program/topic/column has the least number of responses (12 respondents or 4.1%).
- Newspapers – It is found that respondents answered do not follow any
particular program/topic/column the most (213 respondents or 71.2%). Next is follow
program/topic/column occasionally (57 respondents or 19.1%) then follow
program/topic/column

of

interest

(25

respondents

or

8.4%).

Follow

program/topic/column has the least number of responses (4 respondents or 1.3%).

all
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- Internet – It is found that respondents answered follow all websites the most
(161 respondents or 53.8%). Next is follow website of interest (94 respondents or
31.4%) then follow website occasionally (40 respondents or 13.4%). Do not follow
any website has the least number of responses (4 respondents or 1.3%).
Foreign players in the Thai league have behavior in consuming their native
mass media based on the categories as follows:
-

Television

–

It

is

found

that

respondents

answered

follow

program/topic/column occasionally the most (137 respondents or 45.8%). Next is
follow all program/topic/column (93 respondents or 31.1%) then follow
program/topic/column of interest (63 respondents or 21.1%). Do not follow any
particular program/topic/column has the least number of responses (6 respondents or
2%).
- Radio – It is found that respondents answered do not follow any particular
program/topic/column the most (207 respondents or 69.2%). Next is follow
program/topic/column occasionally (61 respondents or 20.4%) then follow
program/topic/column

of

interest

(27

respondents

or

9%).

Follow

all

program/topic/column has the least number of responses (4 respondents or 1.3%).
- Newspapers – It is found that respondents answered do not follow any
particular program/topic/column the most (253 respondents or 84.6%). Next is follow
program/topic/column occasionally (38 respondents or 12.7%) then follow
program/topic/column

of

interest

(8

respondents

or

22.7%).

Follow

all

program/topic/column has no responses.
- Internet – It is found that respondents answered follow all websites the most
(234 respondents or 78.3%). Next is follow website of interest (38 respondents or
12.7%) then follow website occasionally (27 respondents or 9%). Do not follow any
website has no responses.
Foreign players in the Thai league have behavior in consuming English
language mass media based on the categories as follows:
- Television – It is found that respondents answered follow all
program/topic/column the most (156 respondents or 52.2%). Next is follow
program/topic/column of interest (74 respondents or 57.4%) then follow
program/topic/column occasionally (59 respondents or 19.7%). Do not follow any
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particular program/topic/column has the least number of responses (18 respondents or
6%).
- Radio – It is found that respondents answered do not follow any particular
program/topic/column the most (113 respondents or 37.8%). Next is follow
program/topic/column occasionally (84 respondents or 28.1%) then follow
program/topic/column

of interest

(59 respondents or 19.7%).

Follow all

program/topic/column has the least number of responses (43 respondents or 14.4%).
- Newspapers – It is found that respondents answered do not follow any
particular program/topic/column the most (199 respondents or 66.6%). Next is follow
program/topic/column occasionally (44 respondents or 14.7%) then follow
program/topic/column

of interest

(38 respondents or 12.7%).

Follow all

program/topic/column has the least number of responses (18 respondents or 6%).
- Internet – It is found that respondents answered follow all websites the most
(238 respondents or 79.6%). Next is follow website of interest (54 respondents or
18.1%) then follow website occasionally (7 respondents or 2.3%). Do not follow any
website has no responses.
Location of Thai mass media consumption of foreign players in the Thai leagu
based on the categories as follows:
- Television – It is found that respondents answered Office/Sports and Practice
Centers the most (185 respondents or 61.9%). This is followed by media consumption
at home/residence (108 respondents or 36.1%) and other locations has the least
number of responses (6 respondents or 2%).
- Radio – It is found that respondents answered Office/Sports and Practice
Centers the most (143 respondents or 41.8%). This is followed by media consumption
at other locations (102 respondents or 34.1%) and at home/residence has the least
number of responses (54 respondents or 18.1%).
- Newspapers – It is found that respondents answered Office/Sports and
Practice Centers the most (154 respondents or 51.5%). This is followed by media
consumption at other locations (95 respondents or 31.8%) and at home/residence has
the least number of responses (50 respondents or 16.7%).
- Internet – It is found that respondents answered Office/Sports and Practice
Centers the most (171 respondents or 51.2%). This is followed by media consumption
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at home/residence (125 respondents or 41.8%) and at othher locations as the least
number of responses (3 respondents or 1%).
Location of native country mass media consumption of foreign players in the Thai
leagu based on the categories as follows:
- Television – It is found that respondents answered home/residence the most
(288 respondents or 96.3%). This is followed by media consumption at other locations
(6 respondents or 2%) and Office/Sports and Practice Centers has the least number of
responses (5 respondents or 1.7%).
- Radio – It is found that respondents answered home/residence the most (279
respondents or 93.3%). This is followed by media consumption at other locations (15
respondents or 5%) and Office/Sports and Practice Centers has the least number of
responses (5 respondents or 1.7%).
- Newspapers – It is found that respondents answered home/residence the most
(260 respondents or 87%). This is followed by media consumption at other locations
(39 respondents or 13%) and Office/Sports and Practice Centers has no responses.
- Internet – It is found that respondents answered home/residence the most
(293 respondents or 98%). This is followed by media consumption at other locations
(6 respondents or 2%) and Office/Sports and Practice Centers has no responses.
Location of English language mass media consumption of foreign players in
the Thai leagu based on the categories as follows:
- Television – It is found that respondents answered home/residence the most
(214 respondents or 71.6%). This is followed by media consumption at other locations
(71 respondents or 23.1%) and Office/Sports and Practice Centers has the least
number of responses (14 respondents or 4.7%).
- Radio – It is found that respondents answered other locations the most (154
respondents or 51.5%). This is followed by media consumption at home/residence
(132 respondents or 44.1%) and Office/Sports and Practice Centers has the least
number of responses (13 respondents or 4.3%).
- Newspapers – It is found that respondents answered other locations the most
(169 respondents or 56.5%). This is followed by media consumption at
home/residence (118 respondents or 39.5%) and Office/Sports and Practice Centers
has the least number of responses (12 respondents or 4%).
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- Internet – It is found that respondents answered home/residence the most
(218 respondents or 72.9%). This is followed by media consumption at other locations
(67 respondents or 22.4%) and Office/Sports and Practice Centers has the least
number of responses (14 respondents or 4.7%).
Table 4.6 Mass Media Use
Mass Media Use (MC)

Mean

S.D.

Skewness Kurtosis

Frequency of Thai television media use 2.602

1.070

-0.028

-1.268

2.404

0.979

-0.366

-0.866

Frequency of Thai radio media use (FRAT) 1.745

0.987

0.949

0.471

Type of Thai radio media use (ARAT)

1.678

0.884

1.027

0.061

Frequency of Thai newspaper use (FPT)

1.461

0.790

1.604

1.570

Type of Thai newspaper use (APT)

1.398

0.699

1.703

2.142

Frequency of Thai Internet use (FINT)

3.327

0.759

-0.721

-0.597

Type of Thai Internet use (AINT)

3.377

0.764

-0.942

-0.047

Frequency of native television use (FTVH)

3.100

0.853

-0.487

-0.765

Type of native television use (ATVH)

3.060

0.774

-0.366

-0.559

Frequency of native radio use (FRAH)

1.371

0.665

1.825

2.893

Type of native radio use (ARAH)

1.424

0.711

1.588

1.708

Frequency of native newspaper use (FPH)

1.127

0.406

3.359

10.964

Type of native newspaper use (APH)

1.180

0.449

2.512

5.770

Use of Thai Mass Media (MCT)
- Television

(FTVT)
Type of Thai television media use (ATVT)
- Radio

- Newspaper

- Internet

Use of Native Mass Media (MCH)
- Television

- Radio

- Newspaper
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Mass Media Use (MC)

Mean

S.D.

Skewness Kurtosis

Frequency of native Internet use (FINH)

3.682

0.677

-1.857

1.774

Type of native Internet use (AINH)

3.692

0.628

-1.860

2.068

Frequency of English language television 3.244

0.921

-0.814

-0.622

0.939

-0.916

-0.317

1.046

0.710

0.773

1.069

0.498

1.040

0.909

1.285

0.359

0.928

1.381

0.628

0.399

-2.257

4.367

0.472

-1.956

3.081

- Internet

Use of English Language Mass Media
(MCE)
- Television

use (FTVE)
Type of English language television use 3.230
(ATVE)
- Radio
Frequency of English language radio use 1.963
(FRAE)
Type of English language radio use 2.107
(ARAE)
- Newspaper
Frequency of English language newspaper 1.588
use (FPE)
Type of English language newspaper use 1.581
(APE)
- Internet
Frequency of English language Internet use 3.832
(FINE)
Type of Engliah language Internet use 3.772
(AINE)
Table 4.6 presents the behavior of mass media use from the 299 foreign
players in the Thai League. Mass media use (MC) can be summarized based on the
Thai mass media use (MCT) as follows:
- Frequency of Thai television viewing (FTVT) is at the moderate level (𝑥̅ =
2.602, S.D = 1.070). Type of Thai television viewing (ATVT) is also at the moderate
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level (𝑥̅ = 2.404, S.D = 0.979). The skewness of Thai mass media use has a negative
value. This shows that the foreign players in the Thai league have usage of Thai mass
media use higher than average. In addition it is found that the values are close to 0.
This means that the variables have the characteristics of a normal distribution. The
negative values show that the variables have a low kurtosis.
- Frequency of Thai radio use (FRAT) is at the low level (𝑥̅ = 1.745, S.D =
0.987). Type of Thai radio use (ARAT) is also at the low level. (𝑥̅ = 1.678, S.D =
0.884). The positive values show that the foreign players have the behavior of using
Thai radio less than average. In addition the skewness is close to 0, which means that
the variables have the characteristics of a normal distribution. The positive values
show that the variables have a high kurtosis.
- Frequency of Thai newspaper use (FPT) is at the low level (𝑥̅ = 1.461, S.D =
0.790). Type of Thai newspaper use (APT) is also at the low level (𝑥̅ = 1.398, S.D =
0.699). The skewness show that the foreign players have the behavior of using Thai
newspaper less than average. In addition the skewness is close to 0, which means tha
the variables have the characteristics of a normal distribution. The positive values
show that the variables have a high kurtosis.
- Frequency of Thai Internet content use (FINT) is at the high level (𝑥̅ =
3.332, S.D = 0.759). Type of Thai Internet (AINT) is also at the high level (𝑥̅ =
3.377, S.D = 0.764). The negative skewness show that the foreign players have the
behavior of using Thai Internet more than average. In addition the skewness is close
to 0, which means tha the variables have the characteristics of a normal distribution.
The negative values show that the variables have low kurtosis.
Native mass media use (MCH) can be summarized as follows:
- Frequency of native country television viewing (FTVH) is at the high level
(𝑥̅ = 3.100, S.D = 0.853). Type of native country television viewing (ATVH) is also
at the high level (𝑥̅ = 3.060, S.D = 0.774). The negative skewness show that the
foreign players have the behavior of using native mass media use higher than average.
In addition the skewness is close to 0, which means that the variables have the
characteristics of a normal distribution. The negative values show that the variables
have low kurtosis.
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- Frequency of native country radio use (FRAH) is at a low level (𝑥̅ = 1.371,
S.D = 0.665). Type of native country radio use (ARAH) is also at the low level (𝑥̅ =
1.424, S.D = 0.711). The positive skewness show that the foreign players have the
behavior of using native country radio less than average. In addition the skewness is
close to 0, which means that the variables have the characteristics of a normal
distribution. The positive values show that the variables have high kurtosis.
- Frequency of native country newspaper use (FPH) is at a low level (𝑥̅ =
1.127, S.D = 0.406). Type of native country newspaper use (APH) is also at the low
level (𝑥̅ = 1.180, S.D = 0.449). The positive skewness show that the foreign players
have the behavior of using native newspaper less than average. In addition the
skewness is close to 0, which means that the variables have characteristics of a normal
distribution. The positive values show that the variables have high kurtosis.
- Frequency of Thai Internet content use (FINT) is at the high level (𝑥̅ = 3.682,
S.D = 0.677). Type of Thai Internet content use (AINT) is also at the high level (𝑥̅ =
3.692, S.D = 0.628). The negative skewness show that the foreign players have the
behavior of using native Internet use more than average. In addition the skewness is
close to 0, which means that the variables have characteristics of a normal
distribution. The positive values show that the variables have high kurtosis.
English language mass media use (MCE) can be summarized as follows:
- Frequency of English language television viewing (FTVE) is at the high
level (𝑥̅ = 3.244, S.D = 0.921). Type of English language television viewing (ATVE)
is also at the high level (𝑥̅ = 3.230, S.D = 0.939). The negative skewness show that
the foreign players have the behavior of using English language television use more
than average. In addition the skewness is close to 0, which means that the variables
have characteristics of a normal distribution. The negative values show that the
variables have low kurtosis.
- Frequency of English language radio use FRAE) is at the moderate level (𝑥̅
= 1.963, S.D = 1.046). Type of English language radio use (ARAE) is also at the
moderate level (𝑥̅ = 2.107, S.D = 1.069). The positive skewness of English language
radio use show that the foreign players have the behavior of using English language
radio slightly lower than average. In addition the skewness is close to 0, which means
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that the variables have characteristics of a normal distribution. The positive values
show that the variables have high kurtosis.
- Frequency of English language newspaper use (FPE) is at the low level (𝑥̅ =
1.588, S.D = 0.509). Type of English language newspaper use (APE) is also at the
lowe level (𝑥̅ = 1.581, S.D = 0.928). The positive skewness of English language
newspaper use show that the foreign players have the behavior of using English
language newspaper lower than average. In addition the skewness is close to 0, which
means that the variables have characteristics of a normal distribution. The positive
values show that the variables have high kurtosis.
- Frequency of English language Internet content use (FINE) is at the high
level (𝑥̅ = 3.832, S.D = 0.399). Type of English language Internet content use (AINE)
is also at the high level (𝑥̅ = 3.772, S.D = 0.472). The negative skewness show that
the foreign players have the behavior of using English language Internet use more
than average. In addition the skewness is close to 0, which means that the variables
have characteristics of a normal distribution. The positive values show that the
variables have high kurtosis.

4.1.6

Adaptation

Table 4.7 Adaptation
Adaptation (ADAPT)

Mean

S.D.

Skewness

Kurtosis

- Cognitive adaptation (COG)

4.482

0.347

-1.145

2.172

- Affective adaptation (AFF)

4.733

0.266

-2.204

4.563

- Behavioral adaptation (BEH)

4.803

0.469

-1.007

0.061

Table 4.7 4 presents the latent variable Adaptation (ADAPT) from the 299
foreign players in the Thai League. It is found that the majority of foreign players
have Cognitive adaptation (COG) at the very high level (𝑥̅ = 4.282, S.D = 0.347),
Affective adaptation (AFF) at the very high level (𝑥̅ = 4.733, S.D = 0.266) and
Behavioral adaptation (BEH) at the very high level (𝑥̅ = 4.803, S.D = 0.469). The
negative skewness show that the foreign players have the cultural adaptation behavior
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higher than average. In addition the skewness is close to 0, which means that the
variables have characteristics of a normal distribution. The positive values show that
the variables have high kurtosis.
In summary it can be concluded from the overview a majority of the observed
variables have skewness and kurtosis close to 0, which is inline with the basic
hypothesis for the LISREL model analysis (Viratchai, 1999). Thus, it can be
concluded that the variables have positive linear and causal relationship.

4.2 Causal Model Adaptation of Foreign Players in Thai League
4.2.1

Confirmatory Factor Analysis

This section of the analysis has been conducted using LISREL as indicated at
the end of Chapter 3. The analysis is conducted to test the basic hypotheses for further
statistical analysis. This is to ensure that the variables conform to the hypotheses in
order to avoid biases in the analysis resulting from hypothesis violations.
The LISREL model analysis includes Measurement model and Structural
equation model. The Measurement model is necessary to compensate for the
measurement error. The Confirmatory Factor Analysis is conducted to evaluate the
values of the latent variables, which would be used to empirically conform the model
based on the three objectives as follows (Viratchai, 1999).
1. Examine the theories used in the analysis of the constructs
2. Examine and specify the constructs
3. Tools for creating new constructs
This study proposes six models for presentation of the analysis as follows:
Model 1 exogenous variable demographics
Model 2 endogenous variable knowledge/ability in communications in Thai
society
Model 3 endogenous variable attitude/feeling about Thai people
Model 4 endogenous variable interpersonal communications behavior in Thai
society
Model 5 endogenous variable mass media use
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Model 6 endogenous variable adaptation
From the analysis of the 6 models, the researcher found evidence of
conformity. The parameter values were analyzed using the Generally weighted least
squares or WLS together with the Maximum likelihood estimates or ML. The
statistics reveal that the models are in line with the hypotheses tested statistically as
follows (Wiratchai, 1999):
2

1. Chi-square statistics :

The Chi-square statistics is used to test the hypothesis that function of
parsimony equal to 0. As a result the Chi-square is calculated from the results of
multiplication of degrees of freedom and the parsimony function. The high values of
the Chi-square show parsiomony that is different from zero at a statistically
significant level, which shows that the LISREL model is not in line with the empirical
data. Thus, the researcher would have to modify the model so that the Chi-square
value would be lower at a level that is not statistically significant. This would mean
that the LISREL model fits the empirical model thus the Chi-square should have the
same value as the degrees of freedom. This would be evidence of model fit.
2. Goodness of fit index : GFI
The Goodness of Fit Index : GFI and Modified goodness of fit index : AGFI
are ratios that show the differences in levels of parsimony of the model before and
after modification. The parsimony function before modification the GFI and AGFI
values range between 0 and 1. This is a value that is not dependent on the sample size.
The GFI and AGFI should be close to 1. This would show the parsimony with the
empirical data.
3. Root mean squared residual : RMR
The Root mean squared residual: RMR is an index that compares the level of
parsimony between the empirical data of two models. This is the comparison based on
the same data set. The RMR shows the residual value comparing the parsimony of the
models with the empirical data. The RMR index with values close to 0 shows that the
LISREL model has parsimony and fit with the empirical data.
4. Root mean square error of approximation : RMSEA
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The Root mean square error of approximation: RMSEA is a statistics based on
the hypothesis that is related to the Chi-square values. It shows that the LISREL
model has an improvement. In case the model does not fit it might be the result of the
of too many independent parameters, the index value would be reduced. This is
becase RMSEA is dependent on the degrees of freedom. RMSEA values should be
less than 0.05 and not over 0.08. This shows the development LISREL model
showing parsimony and fit with the empirical data.
Consideration of the Largest standardized residual and the Q-Plot would
reveal thhe relationship between the error and quartile values. The more steep the
diagonal line means that the LISREL model is developing in terms of parsiomony and
fit with the empirical data.
The presentation of the data from the analysis would be made in the following
section based on the designated order. The first step would be the Confirmatory
Factor Analysis. Next the second stage Confirmatory Factor Analysis would be
conducted on the 6 variables in the model.
1) Demographics Model (DEMO)

Figure 4.1 Demographics model
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The Demographics Model (DEMO) is comprised of 6 observable variables
including Continent (CON), Age (AGE), Education (EDU), Length of time in
Thailand, Experience abroad (NEX) and Dependent (FOL). The variable Continent
(CON) is not a continuous variable therefore it was coded as a Dummy variable.
Before the analysis the relationships in the Continent Model (CON) before conducting
the First order confirmatory factor analysis as presented in the following section.
Continent Model (CON)
For the analysis of this model the researcher used the statistical analysis
program to generate the matrix demonstrating the relationship of the constructs as
follows:
Table 4.8 Continent Model (CON)
Construct
CON 1
CON 2
CON 3
CON 4
CON 5

CON 1
1
-0.400**
-0.354**
-0.220**
-0.082

CON 2

CON 3

CON 4

CON 5

1
-0.404**
-0.226**
-0.84

1
-0.222**
-0.082

1
-0.46

1

From Table 4.8 it is found that continent variable (1 – 5) has a negative
relationship. The researcher then conducted the First order confirmatory factor
analysis as presented in the following model.

Figure 4.2 Continent Model (CON)
Table 4.9 Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the continent model (CON)
Variables

Factor Loading

R2

Coefficient Correlation
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Components of
Continent
CON 1
CON 2
CON 3
CON 4
CON 5
Chi-square = 1.49

df = 2

0.93
0.86
35.68
0.95
0.90
35.68
0.42
0.18
33.53
-0.24
0.06
33.52
-0.10
0.01
33.43
P-value = 0.475 RMSEA = 0.000

Table 4.9 presents the First order confirmatory factor analysis for the continent
model (CON). The factor loading of the dimensions that have value less than 0.30
were deleted, which are CON 4(Europe) and CON 5 (North America). The Modified
model is presented as follows:

Figure 4.3 Continent Model (CON) Modified
Table 4.10 First Order Confirmatory Analysis of modified continent model (CON)
Variable
Component
CON 1
CON 2
CON 3
Chi-square = 0.30

Factor Loading

df = 1

R2

Correlation Coefficients

0.87
0.76
5.75
0.95
0.90
5.85
-0.43
0.19
5.69
P-value = 0.586 RMSEA = 0.000

Table 4.10 presents the first order confirmatory factor analysis. It is found that
Chi-square is 0.30 with df of 1. The GFI and AGFI is 0.08 and 0.04 respectively at the
signficance level of 0.05. This means the rejection of the hypothesis, which means
that the model does not fit the data. The variable CON should be removed from the
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Second order confirmatory factor analysis. The Demographics (DEMO) model is
presented in the following section.
Demographics Model (DEMO)
For the analysis of this model the researcher used the statistical analysis
program to generate the matrix demonstrating the relationship of the constructs as
follows:
Table 4.11 Matrix demonstrating the relationship of demographic constructs
(DEMO)
Dimensions
AGE
EDU
PER
NEX
FOL

AGE
1
0.59
0.254**
0.366**
0.398**

EDU

PER

NEX

FOL

1
-0.154**
-0.70
-0.20

1
-0.184**
0.397**

1
0.218**

1

Table 4.11 presents the results that the demographics variables age (AGE),
length of experience in Thailand (PER), experience in foreign football clubs (NEX),
and dependents (FOL) have positive value. Education (EDU) is the only negative
variable.
The Second order confirmatory factor analysis was conducted on the
demographics model (DEMO) with results as follows:

Figure 4.4 Demographics Model (DEMO)
Table 4.12 Second Order Factor Analysis of the Demographics construct (DEMO)
Variable

Factor Loading

R2

Correlation Coefficients
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Dimensions
AGE
EDU
PER
NEX
FOL
Chi-square = 1.77

df = 2

0.51
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.25
0.27
0.07
0.79
0.62
P-value = 0.413 RMSEA = 0.000

0.04
0.11
0.12
0.29
1.29

Table 4.12 presents the Demographics model (DEMO). The factor loading of
the dimensions that have value less than 0.30 were deleted, which are EDU
(education) and NEX (experience in foreign football clubs). The model was then
modified and presented as follows:

Figure 4.5 Demographics model (DEMO) Modified
Table 4.13 Second Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the Demographics Model
Modified
Variable
Demographic
dimensions
AGE
PER
FOL
Chi-square = 0.12

Factor Loading

df = 1

R2

Correlation Coefficient

0.49
0.24
0.05
0.49
0.24
0.08
0.82
0.67
1.47
P-value = 0.729 RMSEA = 0.000

Table 4.13 presents that results that reveal the demographics model fit with
the data. It is found that Chi-square is 0.12 with df of 1. The GFI and AGFI values are
1 and 0.04 respectively at the signficance level of 0.05. This shows support for the
hypothesis confirming that the model fits the empirical data. It is found that the factor
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loading that the demographics model has parsimonious fit with the empirical data.
The Chi-square statistics is 0.12, which is close to 0, degrees of freedom (df) is equal
to 1. The GFI and AGFI is equal to 1 at the statistical significance level of 0.05. This
is in line with the main hypothesis that the model fits the empirical data. The analysis
shows that the variables of Age (AGE), Length of stay in Thailand (PER) and
Dependent (FOL) have positive values of 0.49, 0.49 and 0.82 respectively. This
shows that the demographic characteristics of the foreign football players are
dependent on the variables of Age (AGE), Length of stay in Thailand (PER) and
Dependent (FOL). From the analysis of the variance explained (R2) it is found that
Dependent (FOL) variable can explain demographics at the highest level (67%). This
is followed by Age (AGE) and Length of stay in Thailand (PER) both at 24%.
Therefore, the researcher would present the calculation of the Demographics (DEMO)
as follows:
DEMO

=

0.05 (AGE) + 0.08 (PER) + 1.47 (FOL)

2) Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai society model (COMP)

Figure 4.6 Knowledge/ability in communications in Thai society model (COMP)
For the analysis of this model the researcher used the statistical analysis
program to generate the matrix demonstrating the relationship of the constructs as
follows:
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Table 4.14 Matrix demonstrating the relationship of the knowledge/ability in
communications in Thai society model (COMP)
Dimensions
KNOW
MOTI
SKILL

KNOW
1
0.508**
0.428**

MOTI

SKILL

1
0.231**

1

Table 4.14 presents the findings for the variable Knowledge/ ability in
communications in Thai society (COM). It is found that the variables have a positive
relationship. As a result the researcher conducted the confirmatory factor analysis as
presented in the following section.

Figure 4.7 Knowledge/ability in communications in Thai society model (COMP)
Table 4.15 Confirmatory Factor Analysis of Knowledge/ability in communications in
Thai society model (COMP)
Variable
Correlation Coefficient
SKILL
KNOW
MOTI
Chi-square = 0.02

Factor Loading

df = 1

0.96
0.53
0.44

R2

Correlation Coefficient

0.93
0.28
0.20

0.26
0.04
0.03

P-value = 0.892 RMSEA = 0.000

Table 4.15 presents the Knowledge/ability in communications in Thai society
model. The variables included in the model are Knowledge in communicating in Thai
society (KNOW), Motivation in communicating in Thai society (MOTI) and Skill in
communicating in Thai society (SKILL). Each of the variables have factor loading
exceeding 0.30, therefore no variable has been removed from the analysis.
The analysis shows that model with the empirical data. The Chi-square value
is 0.02 with degrees of freedom (df) equal to 1. The GFI and AGFI values are equal to
1 at a level that is not statistically significant at the 0.05. This shows support for the
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hypothesis confirming that the model fits the empirical data. It is found that the factor
loading that the factor loading of the variables Skill in communicating in Thai society
(SKILL), Knowledge in communicating in Thai society (KNOW, ) and Motivation in
communicating in Thai society (MOTI) are positive at

0.96, 0.53 and 0.44

respectively. This shows that the Knowledge/ability in communications in Thai
society model is dependent on the variables Skill in communicating in Thai society
(SKILL), Knowledge in communicating in Thai society (KNOW), and Motivation in
communicating in Thai society (MOTI).
From the analysis of the variance explained (R2) it is found that Skill in
communicating in Thai society (SKILL)

can explain Knowledge/ability in

communications the most (93%). This is followed by Knowledge in communicating
in Thai society (KNOW) (28%) and Motivation in communicating in Thai society
(MOTI) (20%). Therefore, the researcher would present the Knowledge/ability in
communications in Thai society (COMP) model calculation as follows:
COMP

=

0.26 (SKILL) + 0.04 (SKILL) + 0.03 (MOTI)

3) Attitude towards Thai people model (ATT)

Figure 4.8 Attitude towards Thai people model (ATT)
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For the analysis of this model the researcher used the statistical analysis
program to generate the matrix demonstrating the relationship of the constructs as
follows:
Table 4.16 Matrix demonstrating the relationship of the attitude towards Thai people
in Thai society model (ATT)
Dimensions
ATT 1
ATT 2
ATT 3
ATT 4
ATT 5
ATT 6

ATT 1
1
0.534**
0.321**
0.124**
0.169**
0.221**

ATT 2

ATT 3

ATT 4

ATT 5

ATT 6

1
0.544**
0.181**
0.299**
0.392**

1
0.397**
1
0.155** 0.462**
0.302** 0.112

1
0.250**

1

Table 4.16 presents that Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society (ATT)
has a moderate positive relationship. Consequently, the researcher proceeded to use
the Correlation Coefficients for the Confirmatory Factor Analysis as presented in the
following section.

Figure 4.9 Attitude towards Thai people Model (ATT)
Table 4.17 Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the Attitude towards Thai people in Thai
society model (ATT)
Variable

Factor Loading

R2

Correlation Coefficient
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Dimensions of attitude
towards Thai people
(ATT)
ATT 1
ATT 2
ATT 3
ATT 4
ATT 5
ATT 6
Chi-square = 0.02
df = 1

0.46
0.21
0.79
0.63
0.67
0.46
0.23
0.05
0.40
0.16
0.49
0.24
P-value = 0.892 RMSEA = 0.000

0.10
1.51
0.67
-0.12
0.23
0.40

Table 4.17 presents the findings for the Attitude towards Thai people in Thai
society Model (ATT). The items that have factor loading less than 0.30 would be
removed. Consequently, the item Attitude towards Thai people as always in a hurry
and live life in the fast lane (ATT 4) has been removed. The analysis was hence
conducted on the model again as presented in the following section.

Figure 4.10 Attitude towards Thai people (ATT) Modified’
Table 4.18 Confirmatory Factor Analysis of attitude towards Thai people in Thai
society model (ATT) Modified
Variable
Factor Loading
Dimensions
attitude
towards Thai people in
Thai society (ATT)
ATT 1
0.46
ATT 2
0.80
ATT 3
0.67
ATT 5
0.39
ATT 6
0.49

R2

0.22
0.64
0.45
0.16
0.24

Correlation Coefficient

0.12
1.60
0.56
0.17
0.41
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Chi-square = 2.14

df = 3

P-value = 0.543 RMSEA = 0.000

Table 4.18 presents the Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society model
(ATT) Modified include the following variables Attitude towards Thai people as easy
to smile and nice people (ATT 1), Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as
helpful and kind (ATT 2), Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as creative
and like to meet people (ATT 3), Attitude towards Thai people as being disciplined
(ATT 5), and Attitude towards Thai people as accepting those of different religions,
skin color, and social status (ATT 6) have factor loading exceeding 0.30. Therefore,
there were no items further deleted.
The analysis of the model fits the empirical model. The Chi-square value is
2.14 with degrees of freedom of 3 and GFI and AGFI equal to 1 that is not significant
at the value of 0.05. This is inline with the main hypothesis which indicates model fit.
The analysis of the components of Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as
helpful and kind (ATT 2), Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as creative
and like to meet people (ATT 3), Attitude towards Thai people as accepting those of
different religions, skin color, and social status (ATT 6), Attitude towards Thai
people as easy to smile and nice people (ATT 1), Attitude towards Thai people as
being disciplined (ATT 5) has values of 0.80, 0.67, 0.49, 0.46 and 0.39 respectively.
This indicates the Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society model (ATT) is
dependent on the variables Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as helpful
and kind, Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as creative and like to meet
people, Attitude towards Thai people as accepting those of different religions, skin
color, and social status, Attitude towards Thai people as easy to smile and nice
people, and Attitude towards Thai people as being disciplined.
From the analysis of the variance explained (R2) it is found that Attitude
towards Thai people in Thai society as helpful and kind (ATT 2) can explain the
Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society model (ATT) the most (64%). This is
followed by Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society as creative and like to meet
people (ATT 3) (45%) and Attitude towards Thai people as accepting those of
different religions, skin color, and social status (ATT 6) (24%) respectively. From the
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analysis the researcher would present the Attitude towards Thai people in Thai society
model (ATT) model calculation as follows:
ATT
5)

=

0.12 (ATT 1) + 1.60 (ATT 2) + 0.56 (ATT 3) + 0.17 (ATT
+ 0.41 (ATT 6)
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4) Interpersonal communications behavior model (IC)

Figure 4.11 Interpersonal communications behavior model (IC)
For the analysis of this model the researcher used the statistical analysis
program to generate the matrix demonstrating the relationship of the constructs as
follows:

Table 4.19 Matrix demonstrating the relationship of the interpersonal communications
model (IC)
Dimensions
ICT
ICF

ICT
1
0.212**

ICF
1

Table 4.19 presents that Interpersonal communications (IC) has a positive
relationship. Consequently, the researcher proceeded to use the Correlation
Coefficients for the Confirmatory Factor Analysis as presented in the following
section.

Figure 4.12 Interpersonal communications behavior model (IC)
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Table 4.20 Confirmatory Factor Analysis of interpersonal communications behavior
model (IC)
Variable

Factor
Loading

R2

Correlation Coefficients

Dimensions of interpersonal
communications behavior
ICT
1.00
1.00
1.42
ICF
0.21
0.04
0.00
Chi-square = 0.03
df = 1 P-value = 0.868 RMSEA = 0.000
Table 4.20 presents Interpersonal communications behavior model with factor
loadings using the cut off point at 0.30. The analysis results in the deletion of the
variable that is less than 0.30 which is Interpersonal communications with foreigners
(ICF). Thus there is only one observed variable Interpersonal communications with
Thai people (ICT). Therefore, the confirmatory factor analysis of the latent variable
has resulted in one variable explaining the interpersonal communications behavior
model (IC).

5) Mass media use model (MC)

Figure 4.13 Mass media use model (MC)
The Mass media use (MC) behavior is comprised of Thai Mass media use,
Native Country mass media use, and English language mass media use which is made
up of 24 observed variables including Frequency of Thai television viewing (FTVT),
Type of Thai television viewing (ATVT), Frequency of native country television
viewing (FTVH), Type of native country television viewing (ATVH), Frequency of
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English language television viewing (FTVE), Type of English language television
viewing (ATVE), Frequency of Thai radio use (FRAT), Type of Thai radio use
(ARAT), Frequency of native country radio use (FRAH), Type of native country radio
use (ARAH), Frequency of English language radio use (FRAE), Type of English
language radio use (ARAE), Frequency of Thai newspaper use (FPT), Type of Thai
newspaper use (APT), Frequency of native country newspaper use (FPH), Type of
native country newspaper use (APH), Frequency of English language newspaper use
(FPE), Type of English language newspaper use (APE), Frequency of Thai Internet
content use (FINT), Type of Thai Internet content use (AINT), Frequency of native
country Internet content use (FINH), Type of native country Internet content use
(AINH), Frequency of English language Internet content use (FINE) and Type of
English language Internet content use (AINE).
The analysis is divided based on the 24 observed variables into three groups
including Thai mass media use (MCT), Native mass media use (MCH) and English
language mass media use (MCE) in order to test the relationships as follows:

Thai Mass Media Use Model (MCT)
For the analysis of this model the researcher used the statistical analysis
program to generate the matrix demonstrating the relationship of the constructs as
follows:
Table 4.21 Matrix demonstrating the relationship in Thai mass media use model
(MCT)
Dimensions FTVT

FRAT

FPT

FINT

ATVT

ARAT

FTVT

1

FRAT

0.777**

1

FPT

0.654**

0.868**

1

FINT

0.619**

0.451**

0.379**

1

ATVT

0.877**

0.800**

0.750**

0.565**

1

ARAT

0.743**

0.924**

0.822**

0.497**

0.809**

1

APT

0.647**

0.832**

0.911**

0.348**

0.744**

0.793**

APT

1

AINT
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AINT

0.725**

0.550**

0.443**

0.624**

0.664**

0.552**

0.448**

1

Table 4.21 presents the findings for the Thai mass media use (MCT). ). It is
found that the variables have a moderate positive relationship. As a result the
researcher conducted the confirmatory factor analysis as presented in the following
section.

Figure 4.14 Thai mass media use model (MCT)
Table 4.22 First Order Confirmatory Factory Analysis Thai Mass Media Use (MCT)
Variable
Factor Loading
R2
Correlation Coefficient
Dimensions of Thai
mass media use (MCT)
FTVT
0.79
0.09
0.63
FRAT
0.98
0.66
0.97
FPT
0.88
0.12
0.78
FINT
0.46
0.04
0.21
ATVT
0.81
0.05
0.66
ARAT
0.94
0.24
0.88
APT
0.85
0.03
0.72
AINT
0.56
0.01
0.32
Chi-square = 4.88
df = 5 P-value = 0.430 RMSEA = 0.000
Table 4.22 presents the results of the First order confirmatory factory analysis
of the Thai Mass Media Use (MCT) model. The analysis of the model fits the
empirical model. The Chi-square value is 4.48 with degrees of freedom of 5 and GFI
and AGFI equal to 1 that is significant at the value of 0.05. This is inline with the
main hypothesis which indicates model fit. The analysis of the factor loadings
indicate that Frequency of Thai radio use (FRAT), Type of Thai radio use (ARAT),
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Frequency of Thai newspaper use (FPT), Type of Thai newspaper use (APT), Type
of Thai television viewing (ATVT), Frequency of Thai television viewing (FTVT),
Type of Thai Internet content use (AINT) and Frequency of Thai Internet content use
(FINT) all have positive value (0.98, 0.94, 0.88, 0.85, 0.81, 0.79, 0.56 and 0.46)
respectively. This shows that the Thai mass media use of foreign football players is
dependent on Frequency of Thai radio use (FRAT) and followed by other variables
accordingly. From the analysis of the variance explained (R2) it is found that
Frequency of Thai radio use (FRAT) best explains the Thai Mass Media Use (66%)
followed by Type of Thai radio use (ARAT) (24%) and Frequency of Thai newspaper
use (FPT) (12%).
From the analysis the researcher would present the Thai Mass Media use
(MCT) calculation as follows:
MCT

= 0.63 (FTVT) + 0.97 (FRAT) + 0.78 (FPT) + 0.21 (FINT) +
0.66(ATVT) + 0.88 (ARAT) + 0.72 (APT) + 0.32 (AINT)

The Mass media use variable (MCT) that was used as observed variables and
subjected to Second order confirmatory factor analysis for the consequent
development of the Mass media use Model (MC).

Native Mass Media Use Model (MCH)
For the analysis of this model the researcher used the statistical analysis
program to generate the matrix demonstrating the relationship of the constructs as
follows:
Table 4.23 Matrix demonstrating the relationship of Native mass media use model
(MCH)
Dimensions FTVH

FRAH

FPH

FINH

ATVH

ARAH

APH

AINH

FTVH
FRAH
FPH
FINH
ATVH
ARAH
APH
AINH

1
0.545**
0.225**
0.393**
0.849**
0.415**
0.218**

1
0.123**
0.338**
0.544**
0.682**
0.154**

1
0.567**
0.246**
0.167**
0.668**

1
0.446**
0.364**
0.486**

1
0.640**
0.256**

1
0.197**

1

1
0.307**
0.166**
0.525**
0.737**
0.316**
0.171**
0.433**
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Table 4.23 presents the findings for Native mass media use. It is found that
the variables have a moderate positive relationship. As a result the researcher
conducted the first order confirmatory factor analysis as presented in the following
section.

Figure 4.15 Native mass media use model (MCH)
Table 4.24 First Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis Native mass media use model
(MCH)
Variables
Factor Loading
R2
Correlation Coefficient
Dimensions of native
mass media use model
(MCH)
FTVH
0.31
0.10
-0.09
FRAH
0.83
0.69
0.88
FPH
0.66
0.44
-0.07
FINH
0.25
0.06
-0.04
ATVH
0.52
0.27
0.24
ARAH
0.86
0.74
0.06
APH
0.75
0.56
0.99
AINH
0.27
0.07
0.01
Chi-square = 8.19
df = 7 P-value = 0.316 RMSEA = 0.024
Table 4.24 presents the findings of the First order confirmatory factor analysis
for the Native mass media use model (MCH). The items that have factor loading less
than 0.30 would be removed. Consequently the items Frequency of native country
Internet content use (FINH) and Type of native country Internet content use (AINH)
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have been removed. The resulting model has been subject to another confirmatory
factor analysis as presented in the following section.

Figure 4.16 Native mass media use model (MCH) Modified
Table 4.25 First Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis Native media use model (MCH)
Modified
Variable
Factor Loading
R2
Correlation Coefficient
Dimensions
Native
media use (MCH)
FTVH
0.30
0.09
0.18
FRAH
0.92
0.85
1.68
FPH
0.61
0.37
0.75
ATVH
0.52
0.27
0.31
ARAH
0.86
0.74
1.61
APH
0.75
0.56
1.57
Chi-square = 3.39
df = 2 P-value = 0.183 RMSEA = 0.048
Table 4.25 presents the results of the First order confirmatory factor analysis
Native media use model (MCH) reveals that the model fits the empirical data. The
Chi-square value is 3.39 which is close to 0 with degrees of freedom of 2. The values
of GFI and AGFI is equal to 1 that is not significant at the value of 0.05. This is inline
with the main hypothesis, which indicates the model fits empirical data. The analysis
of the factor loadings of the variables including Frequency of native country radio use
(FRAH), Type of native country radio use (ARAH), Type of native country
newspaper use

(APH), Frequency of native country newspaper use (FPH), Type of

native country television viewing

(ATVH) and Frequency of native country
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television viewing (FTVH) all have positive values (0.92, 0.86, 0.75, 0.61, 0.52 and
0.30) respectively.
From the analysis of the variance explained (R2) it is found that Frequency of native
country radio use (FRAH)

best explains the Native Country Media Use (85%)

followed by Type of native country radio use (ARAH) (74%) and Type of native
country newspaper use (APH) (56%) respectively.
From the analysis the researcher would present the Native Country Mass
Media use (MCH) calculation as follows:
MCH = 0.18 (FTVH) + 1.68 (FRAH) + 0.75 (FPH) + 0.31 (ATVH) + 1.61
(ARAH) + 1.57 (APH)
The Native mass media use (MCH) was created as an observed variable that
was subject to the Second order confirmatory factor analysis. The resulting Mass
media use Model (MC) is presented in the following section.

English Media Use Model (MCE)
For the analysis of this model the researcher used the statistical analysis
program to generate the matrix demonstrating the relationship of the constructs as
follows:
Table 4.26 Matrix demonstrating the relationship in the English media use model
(MCE)
Dimensions FTVE

FRAE

FPE

FINE

ATVE

ARAE

APE

AINE

FTVE
FRAE
FPE
FINE
ATVE
ARAE
APE
AINE

1
0.731**
0.290**
0.541**
0.846**
0.595**
0.315**

1
0.207**
0.406**
0.722**
0.841**
0.211**

1
0.487**
0.317**
0.236**
0.668**

1
0.540**
0.334**
0.519**

1
0.759**
0.327**

1
0.196**

1

1
0.493**
0.368**
0.557**
0.919**
0.477**
0.277**
0.559**

Table 4.26 presents the findings for English language mass media use (MCE).
It is found that the variables have a moderate positive relationship. As a result the
researcher conducted the first order confirmatory factor analysis as presented in the
following section.
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Figure 4.17 English langue media use model (MCE)
Table 4.27 First Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the English language media
use model (MCE)
Variables
Factor Loading
R2
Correlation Coefficient
Dimensions
English
language media use
(MCE)
FTVE
0.50
0.25
0.16
FRAE
0.99
0.98
0.72
FPE
0.74
0.55
0.42
FINE
0.31
0.10
0.12
ATVE
0.55
0.30
0.15
ARAE
0.99
0.98
0.34
APE
0.77
0.59
0.41
AINE
0.33
0.11
0.00
Chi-square = 1.83
df = 5 P-value = 0.872 RMSEA = 0.000
Table 4.27 presents the results of the First order confirmatory factory analysis
of the English language media use model (MCE) reveals that the model fits the
empirical data. The Chi-square value is 1.83 which is close to 0 with degrees of
freedom of 5. The values of GFI and AGFI is equal to 1 that is not significant at the
value of 0.05. This is inline with the main hypothesis, which indicates the model fits
empirical data. The analysis of the factor loadings of the variables reveal Frequency
of English language radio use (FRAE), Type of English language radio use (ARAE),
Type of English language newspaper use (APE), Frequency of English language
newspaper use (FPE), Type of English language television viewing (ATVE),
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Frequency of English language television viewing (FTVE), Type of English language
Internet content use (AINE), and Frequency of English language Internet content use
(FINE) all have positive values (0.99, 0.99, 0.77, 0.74, 0.55, 0.50, 0.33 and 0.31)
respectively. This shows that the English language mass media use of foreign football
players is dependent on Frequency of English radio use (FRAE) and followed by
other variables accordingly.
From the analysis of the variance explained (R2) it is found that Frequency of
English language radio use (FRAE) and Type of English language radio use (ARAE)
explain the behavior of English language mass media use (98%). This is followed by
Type of English language newspaper use (APE) (59%) and Frequency of English
language newspaper use (FPE) (55%).
From the analysis the researcher would present the English Language Mass
Media use (MCE) calculation as follows:
MCE = 0.16 (FTVE) + 0.72 (FRAE) + 0.42 (FPE) + 0.12 (FINE) +
0.15(ATVE) + 0.34 (ARAE) + 0.41 (APE) + 0.00 (AINE)
The English language mass media use (MCE) model is created from the
observed variables that can be analyzed using the Second order confirmatory factor
analysis for the Mass Media Use (MC).
The analysis includes Thai mass media use (MCT), Native mass media use
(MCH), and English language mass media use (MCE) into the Second order
confirmatory factor analysis of the Mass media use model (MC). The results of the
analysis are presented as follows:

Mass media use model (MC)
For the analysis of this model the researcher used the statistical analysis
program to generate the matrix demonstrating the relationship of the constructs as
follows:
Table 4.28 Matrix demonstrating the relationships in the mass media use model (MC)
Dimensions
MCT
MCH

MCT
1
0.421**

MCH
1

MCE
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MCE

0.183**

0.125**

1

Table 4.28 presents the findings for Mass media use (MC). It is found that the
variables have a moderate positive relationship. As a result the researcher used the
Correlation Coefficient to conduct the second order confirmatory factor analysis as
presented in the following section.

Figure 4.18 Mass media use model (MC)
Table 4.29 Second Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the mass media use model
(MC)
Variable
Factor Loading
R2
Correlation Coefficient
Dimensions of mass
media use (MC)
MCT
0.70
0.49
0.60
MCH
0.68
0.46
0.98
MCE
0.54
0.29
0.63
Chi-square = 0.10
df = 1 P-value = 0.748 RMSEA = 0.000
Table 4.29 presents the Mass media use Model (MC) including Thai mass
media use (MCT), Native mass media use (MCH), and English language mass media
use (MCE) with factor loadings using the cut off point at 0.30. The analysis results
show that there is no need to delete any variable from the model. The Mass media use
Model (MC) fits the empirical data as indicated in the Chi-square value of 0.10, which
is close to 0 with degrees of freedom equals 1 that is not significant at the 0.05 level.
This means the acceptance of the main hypothesis indicating that the model fits the
data.
The analysis of the factor loadings reveal that Thai mass media use (MCT),
Native mass media use (MCH), and English language mass media use (MCE) have
positive values of 0.70, 0.68, and 0.54) respectively. This shows that Mass media use
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of foreign football players is dependent on Thai mass media use (MCT) and followed
by other variables accordingly.
From the analysis of the variance explained (R2) it is found that Thai mass
media use (MCT) can explain mass media use (49%). This is followed by Native
mass media use (MCH) (46%) and English language mass media use (MCE) (29%).
From the analysis the researcher would present the Mass media use Model
(MC) calculation as follows:
MC

=

0.60 (MCT) + 0.98 (MCH) + 0.63 (MCE)

6) Adaptation model (ADAPT)

Figure 4.19 Adaptation model (ADAPT)
For the analysis of this model the researcher used the statistical analysis
program to generate the matrix demonstrating the relationship of the constructs as
follows:

Table 4.30 Matrix demonstrating the relationship in the adaptation model (ADAPT)
Dimensions
COG
AFF
BEH

COG
1
0.751**
0.780**

AFF

BEH

1
0.808**

1

Table 4.30 presents the findings for Adaptation (ADAPT). ). It is found that
the variables have a positive relationship. As a result the researcher used the
Correlation Coefficient to conduct the confirmatory factor analysis as presented in the
following section.
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Figure 4.20 Adaptation model (ADAPT)
Table 4.31 Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the adaptation model (ADAPT)
Variable
Factor Loading R2
Correlation Coefficient
Dimensions of adaptation
COG
0.85
0.72
0.66
AFF
0.88
0.77
1.07
BEH
0.93
0.86
1.10
Chi-square = 0.92
df = 1 P-value = 0.336 RMSEA = 0.000
Table 4.31 presents Adaptation Model (ADAPT) is comprised of Cognitive
adaptation (COG), Affective adaptation (AFF) and Behavior adaptation (BEH) with
factor loadings using the cut off point at 0.30. The analysis results show that there is
no need to delete any variable from the model. The Chi-square value is 0.92 which is
close to 0 with degrees of freedom of 1. The values of GFI and AGFI is equal to 1 that
is not significant at the value of 0.05. This is inline with the main hypothesis, which
indicates the model fits empirical data. The analysis of the factor loadings of the
variables reveal Behavior adaptation (BEH), Affective adaptation(AFF), and
Cognitive adaptation (COG) all have positive values 0.93, 0.88 and 0.85. This shows
that the cultural adaptation of foreign football players is dependent on Behavior
adaptation (BEH) and followed by other variables accordingly.
From the analysis of the variance explained (R2) it is found that Behavior
adaptation (BEH) can explain cultural adaptation the most (86%). This is followed by
Affective adaptation (AFF) (77%) and Cognitive adaptation (COG) (72%).
From the analysis the researcher would present the English Language Mass
Media use (MCE) calculation as follows:
ADAPT

=

0.66 (COG) + 1.07 (AFF) + 1.10 (BEH)
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4.2.2 Analysis of the Causal Relationship between exogenous and
endogenous variables on the cultural adaptation of foreign football
players in the Thai League
1) Causal Analysis of Model Influencing Adaptation of foreign football
players in Thai League using Empirical Data
This study was conducted to analyze the LISREL model parsimonious fit with
empirical data. The researcher has chosen to test the relationships using Model
generating: MG. The model could be modified if the model fit with the empirical data
is not achieved. The researcher could continue the modification to achieve the desired
explanation of the parameters (Joreskog & Sorbom,1993).
The test of the causal model confirms the modification of the cultural
adaptation of foreign football players to fit the empirical data to best explain the
parameters. This would answer the first research objective, which attempts to create a
causal model to explain the adaptation of foreign football players in the Thai league.
Thus, if the causal model fits the empirical data it would be used for further analysis.
In this study, the researcher has developed the causal model including model
Demographics (DEMO), Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai society
model (COMP), Attitude towards Thai people Model (ATT), and Mass media use
(MC) impact on Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football players in the Thai League,
which deleted the one variable that did not fit the empirical data. The deleted variable
is Interpersonal communications behavior.
The analysis of the causal model fits the empirical model. As a result the
researcher has prepared the relationship matrix to analyze the varaibles. The results
are presented in the following table:
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Table 4.32 Matrix demonstating the relationship in the causal model
Dimensions
DEMO
COMP
ATT
MC
ADAPT

DEMO
1
0.365**
0.143**
0.307**
0.316**

COMP

ATT

MC

ADAPT

1
0.591**
0.648**
0.727**

1
0.403**
0.724**

1
0.499**

1

Table 4.32 found that the variables in the causal model developed by the
researcher have a positive relationship. This provides a good understanding of the
variables studied. Therefore, the causal model is presented in the following figure.

Figure 4.21 Presents the causal model Demographics (DEMO), Knowledge/Ability in
communications in Thai society model (COMP), Attitude towards Thai people Model
(ATT), and Mass media use (MC) impact on Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football
players in the Thai league developed by the researcher based on the theory prior to
model modification
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Figure 4.22 Presents the causal model Demographics (DEMO), Knowledge/Ability in
communications in Thai society model (COMP), Attitude towards Thai people Model
(ATT), and Mass media use (MC) impact on Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football
players in the Thai league developed by the researcher based on the theory after
model modification
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The analysis showed that the model needed modification to fit the empirical
data. Thus, the researcher modified the model as presented in the following figure.

Figure 4.23 The causal model Demographics (DEMO), Knowledge/Ability in
communications in Thai society model (COMP), Attitude towards Thai people Model
(ATT), and Mass media use (MC) impact on Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football
players in the Thai league developed by the researcher based on the theory after
model modification
The

figure

presents

the

causal

model

Demographics

Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai society model

(DEMO),

(COMP), Attitude

towards Thai people Model (ATT), and Mass media use (MC) impact on Adaptation
(ADAPT) of foreign football players in the Thai league. The Chi-square value is 0.29,
which is close to 0 with degrees of freedom of 3. The values of GFI and AGFI is
equal to 1 that is not significant at the value of 0.05. This is inline with the main
hypothesis, which indicates the model fits empirical data. (The criteria is close to 0
and df is not negative, P value is not significant at the 0.05 level)
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2) The analysis of the direct effect, indirect effect, and total effects of the
causal model that has an impact on cultural adaptation of foreign football
players in the Thai league
The analysis is hence conducted to test the hypotheses as presented in Chapter
1 and answers research objective 2, which indicates that direct, indirect, and total
effects include Demographics (DEMO), Knowledge/Ability in communications in
Thai society model (COMP), Attitude towards Thai people Model (ATT),
Interpersonal Communication Behavior (IC), and Mass media use (MC) impact on
Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football players in the Thai league as presented in the
following figure.

Figure 4.24 Presents the direct effect, indirect effect, and total effects of the causal
model Demographics (DEMO), Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai
society model (COMP), Attitude towards Thai people Model (ATT), and Mass media
use (MC) impact on Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football players in the Thai
league
The figure indicates the model fit presented in the following table

Table 4.33 Shows Direct Effect (DE), Indirect Effect (IE) and Total Effects (TE) of the varaibles in the causal model Demographics
(DEMO), Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai society model (COMP), Attitude towards Thai people Model (ATT), and Mass
media use (MC) impact on Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football players in the Thai League
Causal
Variables
COMP

DEMO
ß

S.E
T
ATT
ß
S.E
T
MC
ß
S.E
T
ADAPT ß
S.E
T

COMP

ATT

MC

ADAPT

DE

IE

TE

DE

IE

TE

DE

IE

TE

DE

IE

TE

DE

IE

TE

0.37

-

0.37

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.10
6.76**
0.14
0.02
2.49*
0.09
0.02
1.82
0.10
0.01
2.65**

0.23
0.01
5.89**
0.22
0.02
4.49**

0.10
6.76**
0.14
0.02
2.49*
0.31
0.02
5.63**
0.32
0.02
5.75**

0.60
0.01
10.43**
0.40
0.01
7.83**

0.01
0.01
0.47

0.60
0.01
10.43**
0.42
0.01
9.44**

0.04
0.05
0.75
0.46
0.04
11.16**

0.00
0.00
0.40

0.04
0.05
0.75
0.46
0.04
11.18**

0.02
0.05
11.47**

-

0.02
0.05
11.45**

-

-

-

Chi-square = 0.29 df = 3 P-value = 0.961 *p<0.05 **p<0.01 RMSEA = 0.000 GFI = 1 AGFI = 1
R2COMP = 0.13 R2ATT = 0.02 R2MC = 0.44

R2ADAPT = 0.67
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Table 4.33 presents the direct, indirect, and total effects impacting cultural
adaptation of foreign football players in the Thai league testing the hypotheses as
presented in Chapter 1 and answers research objective 2, which indicates that direct,
indirect, and total effects include Demographics (DEMO), Knowledge/Ability in
communications in Thai society model (COMP), Attitude towards Thai people Model
(ATT), Interpersonal Communication Behavior (IC), and Mass media use (MC)
impact on Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football players in the Thai league as
presented in the following figure.
Hypothesis 1 “Interpersonal communication (IC) behaviors of foreign football
players in Thai football clubs have a direct impact on the adaptation (ADAPT) in the
Thai League.”
The analysis does not support this hypothesis because Interpersonal
communication (IC) behaviors did not pass the confirmatory factor analysis criteria.
Therefore it has been removed from the analysis of the variables that have an impact
on the cultural adaption of the foreign football players in the Thai league.
Hypothesis 2 “The use of mass communications (MC) of foreign football
players in Thai football clubs has a direct impact on the adaptation (ADAPT) in the
Thai League.”
The test indicate that Mass media use (MC) of the football players in the Thai
league has an impact on the cultural adaption (ADAPT), which supports the
hypothesis with the effects of 0.02 (t = 11.47) at the 0.05 level of significance.
Hypothesis 3 Demographics charactertistics (DEMO) of foreign football
players in Thai football clubs have a direct impact on the adapation (ADAPT) and an
indirect impact mediated by knowledge/ability in communications (COMP), attitude
towards Thai people (ATT), interpersonal communication behavior (IC), and mass
media usage on the adaptation of foreign players in the Thai League (MC).
The results of the test indicate that demographics (DEMO) of the foreign
football players in the Thai league has an impact on the cultural adaption (ADAPT),
which supports the hypothesis with the effects of 0.10 (t=2.65) at the statistical level
of 0.05.
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The demographics (DEMO) of the foreign football players in the Thai league
has an impact on the cultural adaption (ADAPT) through Knowledge/Ability in
communications in Thai society model (COMP), attitude towards Thai people (ATT),
and mass media usage on the adaptation of foreign players in the Thai League (MC).
The effect level is 0.22 (t = 4.49) at the statistical level of 0.05. The Interpersonal
Communication Behavior (IC) is removed from the analysis this is because it did not
pass the criteria of the confirmatory factor analysis.
Hypotheses 4 Knowledge/ability in communications (COMP) of foreign
football players in Thai League has an impact on Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign
players in Thai League and has an indirect impact through Interpersonal
Communications (IC) and Mass media use (MC) of foreign players in Thai League.
The results of the test indicate that Knowledge/ability in communications
(COMP) of foreign players in Thai League has a direct positive impact on Adaptation
(ADAPT). The effect level is 0.40 (t = 7.83) at the statistical level of 0.05.
Knowledge/ability in communications ร (COMP) has no indirect effect on
Adaptation (ADAPT) through Mass Media Use (MC) of foreign football players in
the Thai league (t = 0.47). This does not support the hypothesis at the statistical level
of 0.01. The Interpersonal Communication Behavior (IC) is removed from the
analysis this is because it did not pass the criteria of the confirmatory factor analysis.
Hypothesis 5 Attitude towards Thai people (ATT) has an impact on
Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football players in Thai League and has an indirect
impact on interpersonal communication behavior (IC) and mass media usage on the
adaptation of foreign players in the Thai League (MC).
The results of the test indicate that Attitude towards Thai people (ATT) of
foreign football players has a positive direct effect on Adaptation (ADAPT). The
effect level is 0.46 (t = 11.16) at the statistical level of 0.05.
Attitude (ATT) has no indirect effect through Mass media use (MC) of foreign
football players. This does not support the hypothesis (t = 0.40) at the statistical level
of 0.05. The Interpersonal Communication Behavior (IC) is removed from the
analysis this is because it did not pass the criteria of the confirmatory factor analysis.
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Conclusion of Total Effects It is found that Demographics (DEMO),
Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai society model

(COMP), Attitude

towards Thai people Model (ATT), and Mass media use (MC) has direct and total
effect on Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football players in the Thai league at the
statistical level of 0.05. This supports the hypothesis and conceptual framework.
Only Knowledge/ ability in communicating in Thai society (COMP) and
Attitude (ATT) has no indirect effect through Mass media use (MC) on the cultural
adaptation of foreign football players in the Thai league at the 0.05 statistical
significance level. This does not support the hypothesis.
Consideration of R2 shows that model can explain the variance as follows ),
Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai society model (COMP) equals to
13%, Attitude (ATT) equals to 2%, mass media use (MC) equals to 44%, and
Adaptation (ADAPT) equals to 67%.

CHAPTER 5

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH FINDINGS

In this chapter the study titled “Communication for the Foreign Football
Players’ Cultural Adjustment in Thailand League Football Club” would use the
qualitative study findings to test hypotheses 3 – 4 as indicated in Chapter 1.
1. To study the factors that have an impact on the adaptation of foreign
players in the Thai football clubs.
2. To study the communication practices used in the adaptation to culture of
foreign players in the Thai football clubs.
In addition the analysis is made to corroborate with the model developed in
Chapter 4. The qualitative analysis can be categorized in the following section.
5.1 General characteristics that affect the cultural adaptation of foreign
football players in the Thai League
5.1.1 Characteristics of foreign football players in the Thai League
5.1.2 Factors that affect cultural adaptation of foreign football players in the
Thai League
5.1.3 Strong points – limitations of foreign football players in the Thai League
5.2 Guidelines for cultural adaptation of foreign football players in the
Thai League
5.2.1 Adaptation strategies for cultural adaptation of foreign football players in
the Thai League
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5.1 General characteristics and factors that affect the cultural adaptation
of foreign football players in the Thai League
In this study the researcher conducted in depth interviews of foreign football
players in the Thai League. These players have experience in playing in the Thai
League and can speak either English or Thai. Another group interviewed included
coaches and Thai football players along with football news reporters who have
experience in covering foreign leagues. The interview topics are explained in the
following section.

5.1.1

Characteristics of foreign football players in the Thai League

This section explains characteristics of the foreign football players in the Thai
League interviewed for the qualitative study to corroborate with the model developed
in Chapter 4 as follows:
5.1.1.1 Demographic characteristics
There were 14 foreign football players from 7 Thai League clubs, who
participated in this qualitative study. The demographic characteristics can be
categorized as follows:
- Age – The 14 respondents can be classified into the age groups of 21 – 25
years (1 respondent), 26 – 30 years (6 respondents), 31 – 35 years (4 respondents),
and over 36 years (3 respondents).
- Education – The 14 respondents can be classified into the education groups
of high school (10 respondents), bachelor’s degree (3 respondents), and masters
degree (1 respondent).
- Nationality – The 14 respondents can be classified as Japanese (2
respondents), South Korean (1 respondent), English/Australian (1 respondent),
Spanish (1 respondent), Argentinian/Italian (1 respondent), Brazilian (3 respondents),
Nigerian (2 respondents), Ivory Coast (1 respondent), Cameroon (1 respondent), and
Costa Rican (1 respondent).
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- Experience – This is the experience in working in foreign football clubs. Of
the 14 respondents 9 of them have experience in foreign football clubs and 5 do not.
- Experience in Thailand – Of the 14 respondents, 7 respondents have 1 – 3
years experience in Thailand, 2 have 4 – 6 years experience, and 5 have more than 7
years experience.
- Dependents (Friend/Family/Agent) – Of the 14 respondents 12 have
dependents while 2 do not.
Demographic characteristics from the study reveal that there is a high level
of competitiveness accordingly based on the league rankings. As a result clubs are
more selective in employing foreign football players. There is an emphasis on football
players primarily from three continents namely South America, Europe, and Africa.
This is because these regions are well known for exporting good football players.
Asian football players have to be employed because of the quota requiring at least one
player from the region on the team (Quota of foreign players for the season of 2018
changed from 3+1 to 3+1+1). Therefore, each team can have one foreign, one Asian,
and one ASEAN player (in total 5 players) (Thai League (T1), 2018). The results of
the study have been presented in the following section.
- Nationality of foreign football players It is found that there is a tendency
that most of the foreign football players in the Thai League are from Brazil. There is
also an increase in players from Europe such as Spain, Germany, Serbia, Montenegro,
or Macadonia. However, there is a decline in the number of players from Africa. This
is because agents have been able to link clubs with football players with better
profiles. This enables more reputable footbally players to join the league every year.
In addition there is a good relationship between the head coach and the Thai national
football team. The football clubs also have more expenditure to spend on benefits
derived from sponsorship deals and marketing efforts. Therefore, each club has more
monetary support to invest in foreign football players.
In addition African football players used to be very popular in Thailand. Some
do not have agents because they have been recommended by word of mouth. As a
result these players do not have the negotiation power and have a hard time finding
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new clubs when compared to players from other regions (South America, Europe, and
Asia), who have agents.
The number of African football players is still substantial. The players from
this continent tend to be concentrated in T2 to T4. These leagues still offer these
players an opportunity to show their potential. This is in line with the fact that African
players have lower salary demands when compared to players from other regions. As
a result the football players from this continent are suitable for the lower leagues that
do not have big budgets. The African football players come from Ghana, Cameroon,
Nigeria, and Ivory Coast. The most popular Asian players are from Japan and South
Korea. The Thai League teams tend to favor players from countries that have strong
reputation in terms of football performance. The ability of each player is the issue
considered, which is demonstrated in the interviews presented in the following
section.
“The reason African football players are not preferred is because the
best players of the continent want to go to Europe. They don’t want to come to
Thailand. We cannot afford to scout players on the continent. So we end up
with players who come here but do not fit our needs.” (Adebayo Gadebo :
Interviewed, October 20, 2017)
“Most of the African players in Thailand do not have agents. Some of
the players come alone. They think of wanting to test their skills but end up
with no negotiation power. They simply want to play but their contracts get
terminated after a short time.” (Diouf Bireme : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“Nowadays there are more Brazilian players coming to Thailand. The
people who come have good profiles. Football is getting more competitive.
Every team wants to be successful quickly as a result they are looking for good
players. As a consequence these players are very well paid.” (Diego Robert :
Interviewed, October 20, 2017)
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“I would prefer to get South American or Eastern European players
such as Serbia or Croatia. These players have good technique and physique.
They do not have problems adjusting. In addition they tend to have experience
in the European leagues. They do not have problems like the players from
Africa, who have visa application problems, illegal entry, and drug addiction.
Sometimes they play and then their visa gets cancelled. So now that the Thai
League has more income, we have agents presenting us with good Brazilian
and European players. In terms of the Asian quota we have Ryotaro Nagano.”
(Terdsak Jaimun: Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
“The quota is 1 Asian player per team. I am proud to be one of the not
many South Korean players left in the Thai League. I have to try hard too. In
the Sukhothai Team I have to compete with Katano for the Asian quota even if
we play in different positions.” (Jung Myung-oh : Interviewed, October 5,
2017)
“The reason most of the foreign players are from Brazil in the Thai
League is because they have many good players. They export players all over
the world. The ones who come to Thailand are only grade B or C but they are
still good players showing top form in the Thai League. These players include
Amberty Diego or Cliton.” (Buranij Rattanavichien : Interviewed, November
28, 2017)
- Age of foreign football players in the Thai League Most of the
respondents are aged more than 25 years. The main reason is because players should
have a certain level of experience. They should be more open minded and have a
more mature outlook than the younger players. This is the age that they are ready to
learn. In addition there is a possibility that these players might not be able to adapt as
a result hiring them is a waste of money and resources. This is because these players
have a higher salary than Thai players. As a result their qualifications need to be
carefully considered. This is presented in the following section.
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“Before employing a foreign player into the team there are many
factors that need to be considered. We look at the profile, past history, and
number of matches played. In order to get players who have good experience
they tend to be older. In addition the younger players need alot of care and
take time to build. Thai League coaches do not have that much time.”
(Harnarong Chunhakunakorn: Interviewed, October 14, 2017)
“When we need to compete to get better ranking, we need the
experience of football players who can uplift the team.” (Surchai
Chaturaphatphong: Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
“When I went to play in Europe, it was the first round in Spain. I
ended up staying only for six months. I could not adjust at all. My wife gave
birth in Argentina but I was not there. At that time I was only 20 – 21 years
old.” (Nicolas Leandro Velez : Interviewed, November 17, 2017)
- The research on foreign football players indicated that football players
who came from countries with strong football leagues can have football careers that
support their families. As a result they tend not to have high education. They tend to
have only high school level of education when they sign up for professional football
contracts in Europe or America. In poorer countries in the African region football
players were not highly educated because they did not have the money to continue
their studies. The highest education qualification for these players might be only
primary school or high school. Therefore, in Africa playing football is the highest
dream of the children as presented in the following section.
“I joined the youth football team since I was 8 years old. I played
football and studied until I finished high school when I went to become a
professional player. (Nicolas Leandro Velez : Interviewed, November 17,
2017)
“I finished high school after that I played football and worked. I was
paid for playing football for the first time when I was 14. I played for the local
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club called Sabe Sportbuna and Wille A.C. I played primarily for the money.
This is because after my parents split up football was my source of income.”
(Diouf Bireme : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
- Foreign Football Players Experience in Thailand It is found that foreign
football players have no more than five years in playing in the Thai League. This is
because the contract of Thai clubs tend to be 1 year and no more than 2 years. The
contract would be evaluated based on the seasonal performance. The shortest length
of the contract is 1 – 2 months in case the football player has very poor performance
or injury. The club would terminate the contract. In case the club changes the
management team or coach, there might be changes in all of the foreign football
players in the team. For football players who have more than 5 years of experience
there is no player who has played in only one team. They usually change clubs. This
is presented in the following section.
“In the 11 years I spent in Thailand, I have changed 6 – 7 teams
including Muang Thong, Samut Songkram, Yadanabon in Myanmar,
Chonburi, Saraburi, Suphanburi, and Sukothai. I spent the longest time in
Samut Songkram.” (Diouf Bireme : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“Before coming to the Royal Thai Navy team, I have moved from many
teams. I have started at Rattanabundhit, Ayutthaya, and Srisaket until I made
it to the highest league.” (Gafar Adefolarin Durosinmi : Interviewed, October
14, 2017)
“I have a yearly contract with the club. The continuation of the
contract would be considered based on the seasonal performance. I have to
work on improving and developing myself. If I do not get signed I won’t have a
team to play for, I would have to go home or move to another country.”
(André Luís Leite : Interviewed, October 13, 2017)
- Experience in playing in foreign clubs of foreign football players It is
found that most Thai football teams hire foreign football players have experience
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playing in foreign football clubs more than those who don’t. This is similar to the
reason regarding the age of the players. Having experience in playing in foreign
football teams regardless of success level is a criteria for selection. This is because
these players have prior experience in cultural adaptation, which is different from
their native society. At least these players can communicate in English and have the
necessary strength to play in Thailand, which prevents them from failure because they
have the ability to adjust.
In addition there are some of the Thai League teams that hire foreign football
players who do not have experience in playing foreign football clubs. The players
who do not have prior experience in playing in foreign football clubs tend to come
from countries that are well known for football skills or have strong leagues such as
Europe or South America.
Having well known foreign football players who move to play in the league is
a guarantee of the success of the player performance. As a result the player is likely to
be successful in the league. This is in line with the interview presented in the
following section.
“Nationality and league in the native country of the football player is a
guarantee that the player can play in the Thai League. For instance Totti from
Spain who has played in La Liga, the screening criteria would be less even
though he has no experience playing outside the country.” (Surachai
Chatupatrapong: Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
“Coming from leading European, German, French, and Spanish
teams guarantee the performance and discipline of the players.” (Jittakorn
Srikamkrua: Interviewed, October 14, 2017)
“When I went to Europe the first time in Spain I lasted only 6 months. I
could not adjust at all. I missed home very much. I was only 20 – 21 years old
at that time. After that I went to play in many countries including Singapore,
India, and even Croatia.” (Nicolas Leandro Velez : Interviewed, November
17, 2017)
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- Dependents who come to Thailand with the foreign football players It is
found that foreign football players usually brought dependents along to reduce home
sickness.

They tended to bring their wife, partner, and children. However, this

depended on the personality of the football player as well. However, there are some
football players who can live alone because they can find new friends or adapt to their
new roommates well. This is presented in the interviews in the following section.
“When I came to Thailand the second time I came to Sukhothai with
my wife and children. At least they make me happy while I am staying here.”
(Jung Myung-oh : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“When I have to move to a culture on another side of the world that is
different from my country, my wife and children keep me from feeling
homesick.” (André Luís Leite : Interviewed, October 13, 2017)
“At first I stayed alone, but when everything was settled and I got a
long term contract, I invited my girlfriend to stay with me.” (John Baggio :
Interviewed, October 4, 2017)
This study presents the characteristics in terms of demographics of the foreign
football players. It is found that the intensifying competitiveness of the Thai League
has led to the increase in the employment of foreign football players, who come from
primarily 3 continents namely South America, Europe, and Asia. These regions are
well known for exporting reputable football players. Most them are aged over 25
years, who are ready to learn. Football players who come from countries that have
strong league structures can make football a career to support their family. However,
football players from poorer countries tend to start playing at a young age for the
income. These players tend to have a lower education level. Usually these players
have less than 5 years experience in playing in the Thai League. Most of them have 1
– 2 years experience or less. Their performance would be evaluated on a seasonal
basis. It is also found that Thai clubs tend to hire foreign football players who have
experience in playing in foreign leagues. However, in case the player has no
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experience in foreign clubs they tend to be famous football players or come from
countries that have strong leagues. In addition these players tend to bring their
families to live with them.
5.1.1.2 Characteristics in terms of knowledge/ communication skills in
Thai society
In this topic the analysis can be divided in three sections as follows:
- Foreign football players knowledge and understanding of Thai society It
is found that foreign football players in the Thai League usually study basic
information about Thailand. For instance they would learn basic social and cultural
customs including the wai, greetings, manners, local customs, and food. In terms of
geography/weather and the name of the capital and city that they would live in. Some
would survey if there are players from the same country in Thailand. While some
players have some experience in Thailand such as travelling as tourists before playing
professional football. Some of the football players have personal relationships with
football players from the same country or agents in asking for basic information about
Thailand and the city and club where they would work. This information would be
critical in making the decision for moving to Thailand. This is presented in the
interviews in the following section.
“Before became I play in Thailand I learned about Thai culture. I
learned that Thailand exports the best rice and there are a lot of elephants.”
(Diouf Bireme : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“I asked the other football players who are in Thailand such as David
Rozella and Chequio Suarez, who play at the Port Authority. They said
Thailand is a nice country to stay in and that the Thai League is quite good.”
(Daniel Garcia Rodriguez : Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
“I have heard about the Thai League from my best friend Eric
Partuille who used to play in the Thai League. I tried to study about Thailand
before coming. I learned about the society, culture, and even the language.
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After than the Thai League Team (Bangkok Glass) contacted me.” (Matthew
Smith : Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
“I have talked about the Thai League with Juliano Mneiro, the former
player of Chonburi FC from Brazil. At that time he was still with the team so
he helped me when I came to Thailand. (André Luís Leite : Interviewed,
October 13, 2017)
“I have known a bit about Thailand from my friends from Africa. I
know that Thailand is suitable for tourists.” (John Baggio : Interviewed,
October 4, 2017)
“I played in Thailand once before I went back for military service. I
played for Army, Suphanburi, and later Buriram. My friends from Suphanburi
contacted me that Sukhothai was interested so I came back. During the first
time here I was a doubtful but the second time I had no doubt at all. (Jung
Myung-oh : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“I have heard about Thailand when I played in Singapore for the
Warriors. It might me know that Thai football is the best in Southeast Asia.”
(Nicolas Leandro Velez : Interviewed, November 17, 2017)
- Motivation to communicate in Thai society of foreign football players It
is found that foreign football players in Thailand are motivated to learn/practice to
communicate in Thai society. They make the effort to communicate with Thai people.
They learn Thai either by themselves or through the Internet.
They have a good attitude in communicating in Thai or English. They try to
learn and live in Thailand. This helps to propel the players to try to communicate and
live in harmony with the Thai society, which leads them to success in working in the
Thai professional football league.
From these factors it is found that such motivation is strongest in the players
from the African continent. This is because their native land is quite poor and some
are in state of civil war. This is why many African natives prefer to relocate to
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countries that have better social and economic conditions than their own. Football
players from other regions might play football as part of a dream or hobby, but for
those from the African states it is their livelihood. This is presented in the interviews
in the following section.
“I only finished primary school. After that I have always played
football and take odd jobs. The main reason is money. This is because my
parents have separated and my family is very hard up. I do not have the money
to further my education. The only livelihood I have is football. Learning
English and Thai for me is very important. Football is a sport that requires
constant communications. If you cannot communicate you cannot show your
full potential.” (Diouf Bireme : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“I am learning basic Thai terms. In addition I am also trying to learn
English on my own. The progress is slow because I am self learning and do
not have a teacher to guide me.” (Daniel Garcia Rodriguez : Interviewed,
November 11, 2017)
“I need to know every issue including culture and language.
Everything in Thailand is new to me. I have to play football while learning
these things. This includes food, football, and language. I have to keep an
open mind about everything. If I don’t understand I ask until I get the
answer.” (Diego Robert : Interviewed, October 20, 2017)
- Skill in communicating in Thai society of foreign football players It is
found that the major language of communications between the foreign football
players and Thai coaches is English. Most of the foreign football players in Thailand
can speak some English. The communication is usually in form of verbal exchanges,
online conversations, email, and documentation. However, sometimes it involves
controlling the team. In case the coach can’t speak English and the football player
can’t either, the club would usually employ a translator. In really special cases a
specific language translator such as Spanish, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, or French
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might be provided. This is usually the case in big clubs. In the case of small clubs
usually the teams would have the coach and players communicate in basic English or
use non verbal communications to support the practices or preparation of the game
plan. In addition sometimes the coach would speak to a player who can speak English
so that he can translate for the other players who have less English skills. This is in
line to the data presented from the interviews in the following section.
“If you can speak English well, you can play football almost anywhere
in the world. The rest is about adapting.” (Somtat Raisang: Interviewed,
October 27, 2017).
“We have translators for our Spanish players Ariel Yasmani and
Totti.” (Surachai Chatupatrapong: Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
“For the most part I communicate with foreign football players in
English. For some of the Brazilian players like Jesus, who has worked in
Europe, and Roninjo, who has experience in Thailand, there is no problem at
all. Gustavo has played in Hong Kong and can speak English so I use him to
communicate with the others. It is a bit tough to communicate with Raphael
who came straight out of Brazil so I speak to the other Brazilian players
asking them to translate what I say in Portuguese. The team also has staff
coach who are Brazilian so there is no problem.” (Acktaporn Chalitaporn:
Interviewed, October 19, 2017).
“I take the role of the coach and translator hand in hand. In the
Suphanburi team there are many foreign staff coaches. The fitness coach is
Italian, who can speak English very well. I translate from Portuguese to Thai
for the Brazilian players. In terms of English, coach Adebayo has no
problem.” (Diego Robert : Interviewed, October 20, 2017)
“I have to learn to speak Thai well. It helps while playing football and
even when I am the coach training the team. It is easier for the team members
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to understand what I am saying than communicating through a translator.”
(Adebayo Gadebo : Interviewed, October 20, 2017)
“In the Chonburi team, we do not have translators for the Brazilian
players or any other foreign player. We usually have the football players
assist in the communications. For instance Ryo can speak English no
problems there. Diago can speak both Thai and English. Prince can speak
English very well.” (Terdsak Jaimun: Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
“At Bangkok Mano can speak many languages. He can speak
Brazilian, German, English, and a bit of Thai. There is no problem in
communicating with the football players in the team. In addition Wassapol
and his team are both translators and great supporters of the team.”
(Teerathep Vinothai: Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
When categorized based on the language abilities for communicating in Thai
society, it is found that foreign football players can be divided into groups as follows:
1) Foreign football players who can speak English at fair to good level
Foreign football players in the group of those who can speak English at fair to
good level can listen, speak, read, and write well, usually come from countries that
have official documentation in English. This includes countries in Europe such as
England, Germany, Netherlands, France, as well as Eastern European countries such
as Serbia and Macadonia. In addition this includes countries in North America
including the US and commonwealth states such as Australia, Canada, and New
Zealand. It also encompasses countries in the African continent that have been
colonies of the United Kingdom such as Cameroon, Ghana, Nigeria, and Egypt. In
addition foreign football players who have experience in playing in foreign football
clubs for more than 1 – 2 years usually can speak English. This is because English is
the universal language of communications, which is presented through the interviews
in the following section.
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“Most foreign football players who come from Europe can speak
English. However, there are some countries that are very nationalistic such as
Spain, Italy, and Portugal, from which players may only speak a bit of
English. But they are exposed to foreign players in the native country league
so they become familiar with communicating in English.” (Arwut Jiworakan:
Interviewed, October 27, 2017)
“English is very important if you want to play overseas. When I was
new in England, I had to have some basic English skills before going to school
in Brentwood. Even with preparation I had a hard time understanding the
local dialect.” (Teerathep Vinothai: Interviewed, October 21, 2017)
“Foreign football players who come from countries that were once
colonies of England can speak English. This includes the Malaysian and
Singapore players as well as those from African like Nigeria and Ghana.”
(Buranij Rattanavichien : Interviewed, November 28, 2017)
“Australia uses English as the primary language of communications so
my country and New Zealand have no problem with this language.” (Matthew
Smith : Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
“I can speak English well because I have played in many countries
such as Hong Kong, Croatia, India, and in some countries in ASEAN. The
social environment would force the individual to adapt.” (Nicolas Leandro
Velez : Interviewed, November 17, 2017)
“In my country we do not speak much English. When I was in high
school I did not put much effort in learning. But I learned with I went to play
in Europe.” (Ryotaro Nakano : Japanese player, Chonburi F.C. (Interviewed,
November 7, 2017))
2) Foreign football players who can speak Thai well
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Foreign football players in this group have the ability to communicate in Thai
at a fair to good level. However, their language skills are limited to listening and
speaking. Those who spend one year and above in Thailand tend to improve their
language skills over time. This depends on the effort of each individual. Most of the
foreign football players from Africa or those from third world countries that are
poorer than Thailand such as Cameroon, Ivory Coast, and Ghana, end up being able to
communicate in Thai effectively (can speak and negotiate in Thai). These players are
highly motivated to become football players because it is a career with good income.
Usually these players are driven to learn to speak Thai and remain in the country after
they end their contracts in order to Thai citizenship. By gaining citizenship they
would get benefits, which would make their living condictions better. This is in line
with the interviews presented in the following section.
“The reason I am not moving anywhere is because I want to have Thai
citizenship. If I get Thai citizenship I would get many benefits including
medical care.” (Bayano Sobze : Interviewed, October 29, 2017)
“I try to speak Thai, eat rice, and dress like Thai people because I
want to become Thai citizen so that my wife and children can have the benefits
such as free education.” (Diouf Bireme : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“Many of the African players grew up in poor families so playing
football and getting and getting citizenship in a country with better living
conditions is a priority. There are many African football players who can play
well eventually playing in the national European teams and getting
citizenship.” (Jitakorn Srikamkrue: Interviewed, November 28, 2017)
“Nigeria is in a worse condition than Thailand. I did not go to high
school because I had to play football to support my family. I did not come to
Thailand because I knew anything about the country. I came her because I
heard that the money was good. When an agent contacted me I did not hesitate
at all.” (Gafar Adefolarin Durosinmi : Interviewed, October 13, 2017)
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3) Foreign football players who cannot communicate in English or Thai
well
This group of foreign football players may not be able to speak English well
and in some cases they cannot communicate at all. Most of these people come from
countries that do not use English as the official or secondary language. These
countries are usually in South America including Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Costa
Rica, Venezuela, and Bolivia. Foreign football players from these countries usually
speak Spanish or Portuguese. There are also some countries in Africa that do not use
English as the language of communications including Ivory Coast, Madagascar,
Guinea, and Mali. The official language in these countries is French. There are also
those who come from East Asian countries such as China, Japan, and Korean. They
do not speak English well because their countries are more nationalistic thus using
their own native language in communications. This is presented in the interviews in
the following section.
“Latin America –South America usually speak Spanish. There are not
many who speak English except for the younger generations. Brazil uses
Portuguese. They use their local language everywhere except in major
government offices.” (Arwut Jiworakan: Interviewed, October 27, 2017)
“Brazilians don’t speak English at all. It is not even taught much in the
classes. However, once I started to play here in Thailand, I have to start
learning.” (Jesus Da Silva Ricardo : Interviewed, October 19, 2017)
“Most Argentinians primarily speak English. There are other
languages too like English and Italian. There are many whose grand parents
have moved there from Europe.” (Nicolas Leandro Velez : Interviewed,
November 17, 2017)
“My home Cameroon is divided into two parts. There is a part that
was a French colony and the people there spoke French. There is another part
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that was an English colony and the people there spoke English.” (Bayano
Sobze : Interviewed, October 29, 2017)
“The people in Madagascar usually speak French. There are some
who only speak the local language.” (John Baggio : Interviewed, October 4,
2017)
“I can speak English. I can read and write quite well. But if I have to
give an interview in the media, I prefer to speak Japanese.” (Katano
Hiromichi : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“In Korea children learn English in primary school. However, most
Korean people do not speak English except with foreigners.” (Jung Myung-oh
: Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
From observation and the interview conducted it is found that basic English
education differed in the various countries. The findings reveal that English is part of
the curriculum in countries like Japan, Korea, and China, although the emphasis
might vary. However, there are some countries that do not have English education at
all such as in South America. As a result the foreign football players had different
levels of English skills depending on their environment, culture, and government
policy in each country.
The study of Knowledge/Ability in Communicating in Thai Society of foreign
football players can be concluded in the following section.
Before foreign football players came to play in Thailand they usually studied
some basic information about the country. In addition these players tend to try to find
if there are other football players from their native country playing in Thailand. Some
of them have relationships with other football players from their own native country
and agents to get information about Thailand.
In addition these foreign football players are motivated to learn/practice to
prepare for communicating in Thai society. The drive to learn and make an effort to
communicate and live in Thai society in order to play successfully in the Thailand.
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The motivation to communicate in the Thai society is especially strong in players
coming from Africa more than those of any other continent.
It is found that the main language for communications between Thai coaches
and foreign football players is English. However, there are some cases wherein the
Thai coach may not be able to speak English and the player may not be able to
communicate in English either, translators might be used. However, this is found only
in big clubs. The ability in communicating of foreign football players can be classified
as follows:
1) Foreign football players who can speak English at fair to good level
2) Foreign football players who can speak Thai well
3) Foreign football players who cannot communicate in English or Thai well

5.1.1.3 Attitude/Feelings towards Thai people in Thai society
The analysis of the data regarding the attitude/feeling towards Thai people in
Thai society can be presented in two parts as follows:
- Positive attitude/feelings towards Thai people in Thai society Foreign
football players view Thais as being friendly, open minded, like helping others, open
to differences in religion/status, are not racist, and have good temperament. In
addition to this positive outlook towards Thais, there are also other positive
characteristics such as being creative, relaxed, not stressed, and don’t like pressure.
These are positive aspects of Thai people identified by foreign football players. These
views have an impact on the positive relationship among football players as well as
with coaches. Eventually this would lead to the betterment of the players’ form and
performance of the team. To have such positive outlook, foreign football players need
to keep an open mind. They need to accept differences in ethnicity, religion, society,
environment, culture, and language. This is presented in the interviews in the
following section.
“In England or Australia, football players no one would dare to thank
the fans of the opponent team. However, here the fans are very friendly, so I
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have the courage to go and speak with the fans.” (Matthew Smith :
Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
“I feel like I am part of a family. The coach, my friends, team mates,
and fans are all very good to me. I want to keep staying here.” (Gafar
Adefolarin Durosinmi : Interviewed, October 14, 2017)
“In Brazil or Europe losing a match is a very big deal. The fans would
react vehemently. However, here in Thailand when the team loses, the fans
will say in Thai, that it is ok. They encourage us to do better next time and
give us their support. This really makes me feel very good.” (Jesus Da Silva
Ricardo : Interviewed, October 19, 2017)
- Negative attitudes/feeling towards Thai people It is found that some
foreign football players have a negative view towards Thai people. They tend to think
that Thai people lack discipline for instance lacking professionalism, always being
late, lack effort, and being too laid back. In addition there are some foreign football
players who come to Thailand having a very strong nationalistic pride. These players
tend to be racists with ethnocentric inclinations. Some of these players come to
Thailand to reap their last big pay so they lack motivation. These feelings are
reflected in the way they practice, play in the matches, and go about their daily lives.
As a result their performance in the matches are poor and cannot adapt to living in
Thai society. This is presented in the interviews in the following section.
When the fans of the opponent team called me black monkey giving me
a banana, I felt very discouraged. Sometimes I feel that I don’t want to go with
the team when we visit the opponent’s home turf.” (Gafar Adefolarin
Durosinmi : Interviewed, October 14, 2017)
From the study regarding the general attitudes that foreign football players
have towards Thai people it can be concluded as follows:
Most foreign football players view Thai people as friendly and open minded
liking to help others. Thai people do not discriminate based on religion/status, race,
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and skin color. Thai people also are kind. In addition they reported that Thais are
creative and relaxed. Thais are not stressed out and obsessive. However, there are still
some foreign football players who view Thais in a negative way. They say that Thais
lack discipline including not being professional, being late, lack effort, and are laid
back. In addition some foreign football players are never nationalistic and are racists.

5.1.1.4 Media use of foreign football players
The analysis of media use of foreign football players can be divided into three
parts as presented in the following section.
- Thai media usage behavior It is found that foreign football players, who
have been in Thailand for some time would have increasing preference in using Thai
media. The most popular means for accessing local content is the Internet. This is
because it is convenient and easy to access wherever there is Internet connection,
which can be made through smartphones, tablets, or notebooks. In addition it is found
that foreign football players use the Internet to access other media that have crossed
over to the new online platform such as television, radio, and newspaper. Most of the
foreign football players would choose the local content that is in English.
In terms of Thai television viewing, foreign football players usually watch TV
in their residence. This is because in their residence only local programming is
available. They are also exposed to this media in other places such as at the practice
field, restaurants, and department stores. In addition they also listen to the radio.
However, only a few foreign football players read Thai newspapers. They read
newspapers only when there is no other media to choose from. This is also the case
with Thai radio that they listen to while driving because they have no choice.
Most foreign football players in Thailand use Thai media to keep up with the
news and practice Thai. Also it is easy to access (without the Internet) as presented in
the following interviews.
“I primarily choose to use Thai and my native country Internet. It is
very convenient. I can choose whatever I want to watch whenever I want to.
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The Thai WiFi service is quite good.” (André Luís Leite : Interviewed,
October 13, 2017)
“I watch Thai programs to practice Thai. When I drive I try to listen to
Thai radio programs and also practice speaking in restaurants.” (Diouf
Bireme : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“In addition to the Internet, there are also other media. However, I do
not use it that much unless I leave my residence. Those are the times that I
would watch Thai TV and listen to Thai radio.” (Katano Hiromichi :
Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“When you stay here for a long time you start to get used to watching
Thai TV. It is quite fun too. I usually choose the Thai media that covers the
Thai League.” (Adebayo Gadebo : Interviewed, October 20, 2017)
“In my country (Australia) no one uses Line. However, when I came to
Thailand to play with Bangkok Glass, I have to learn to use Line to
communicate with my coach and friends. It is very convenient. I feel that every
Thai seems to use this application.” (Matthew Smith : Interviewed, November
11, 2017)
- Native country mass media use It is found that that foreign football players
who have not been in Thailand for a long time tend to use their native mass media the
most. This is because they are used to those media and miss home. The objective for
using native country media is to follow up on the news in their homeland,
communicate with close friends, and family. They use the Internet in order to make
them feel that they are close to home and are still connected with their own culture.
They can connect with language that they are familiar to and can still talk to those in
their homeland. Therefore, most of the foreign football players use their native
country Internet accessed through smartphones, tablets, or notebooks. They use it to
connect to other media that have moved their platform to online such as television,
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radio, and newspaper. It can be said that foreign football players can access their
native country media more conveniently is the result of the Internet.
In terms of location of access to native country media, there is no limitation.
They can access the native country media anywhere as a result of the Internet
connection. These points are illustrated in the interviews presented in the following
section.
“When I miss home, I use online media to chat with my family or find
information about my native country.” (Nicolas Leandro Velez : Interviewed,
November 17, 2017)
“It is so much more convenient now. If I want to listen to the radio,
watch TV, or read news, I simply use the smartphone. When I want to know
what is happening in Brazil, my homeland, I go to the web. It helps to reduce
feelings of loneliness. (Jesus Da Silva Ricardo : Interviewed, October 19,
2017)
“When I first came, I did not have any problem adjusting in Thailand.
However, later when I had injuries, I did not play much so Muang Thong
started to lend me to other teams. It might me feel very insecure. I missed my
wife and felt very lonely so I would call and chat with her.” (Diouf Bireme :
Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“I just knew that Thailand used Line a lot. In Japan we too use this
application to communicate. When I played in Europe I also used Line chat
and watched Line TV.” (Ryotaro Nakano : Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
- English language media use It is found that foreign football players have
the ability to communicate in English. They may come from Europe or Australia.
English language media is easier to access than Thai media or their native country
media. There are many major media outlets such as BBC, CNN, and Reuters. In
addition there are contents such as movies and sports along with famous programs for
them to watch that are in English.
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The Internet media is the most popular media that foreign football players
used. They also watch TV and listen to the radio but to a lesser degree. The least used
media is newspaper except in the case that there is no other media. They use the
Internet to access media that have moved to the online platform through which
smartphones, tablets, notebooks, or other electronic devices.
They usually access English language media in many locations. This is
because they access these media through the Internet. The interviews in the following
section would illustrate this point.
“I choose to get news through English programs and websites. These
media are easier to navigate in English than in Thai.” (Matthew Smith:
Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
“When I cannot access Spanish content, I go to English websites
instead.” (Daniel Garcia Rodriguez : Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
“Since I came here I have been watching TV and listening to the radio
through my notebook or smartphone using WiFi. I also use Internet TV so I
can easily access content from my homeland.” (John Baggio : Interviewed,
October 4, 2017)
The study of the mass media use of foreign football players in the Thai League
can be surmised in the following section.
Foreign football players who have not stayed in Thailand for a long time tend
to be heavy users of their native country media. This is because it is a tool that helps
them to get connected to their local culture through a familiar language, which helps
to reduce their loneliness.
For the foreign football players who have stayed in Thailand for some time
and have adapted to the local culture, they would use more Thai mass media. This is
because they have learned more Thai and would like to use Thai mass media to
improve their Thai language skills. They learn through keeping up with the news,
which helps them to adapt well to the Thai society. For the foreign football players
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who primarily use English language media, they tend to come from English speaking
countries. They choose English language media because it is easier to access than
media in other languages. The most popular media is the Internet. This is because the
Internet allows access to other media that have crossed to the online platform such as
television, radio, and newspaper.
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5.1.2 Factors that impact cultural adaptation of foreing football players in
the Thai League
This section explains the factors that cause problems in the adaptation of
foreign football players in the Thai League captured from the qualitative study. The
topics analyzed are in line with the causal model developed by the researcher in the
previous chapter as presented in the following section.
5.1.2.1 Demographic Factors that have an Impact on Cultural Adaptation
of Foreign Football Players
The study of the actors that have an impact on the cultural adaptation of
foreign football players in terms of demographics revealed the following problems:
- Illegal entry/visa/import of illegal items It is found that these issues are
problems for people entering Thailand with bad ulterior motives. The Thai League
employs quite a lar number of foreign football players. As a result there are some who
take this opportunity to do illegal endeavors in Thailand. This includes crimes, import
of illegal items or endangered species, and even drugs. The scrutiny is focused on
players who come from the third world namely Africa and the Middle East.
Therefore, the impact is quite strong on football players from the African continent.
This affects the Thai League because there are a large number of African players,
although the number has reduced in recent years. The impact is significant because
the Thai League has large income potential from increasing sponsorship, which
demands a reduction in the number of players from the continent. It is especially
evident in Division 1 (T1), where there is an increase in the number of players from
South America and Europe. However, that is only part of the problem. Team owners
and managers realize that it is difficult to manage players from Africa because of the
problems that come with their employment. This includes the tougher visa
requirements (Players from these countries are under scrutiny from Thai
Immigrations.). The reason is that players from Africa and the Middle East tend to
come to Thailand with a tourist visa. Once they get selected and sign a contract, they
would then request a work permit. However, in some cases their visa is not approved
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and they lose the chance to play professional football in Thailand. The findings are
presented through the interviews in the following section.
“Nowadays there are more good Brazilian players playing in
Thailand. Many of these players have good profiles. I think this is because
there is intensifying competition in the leagues. Teams want to have quick
success. Therefore, they want to get high profile players, who get very good
pay. In some cases the payment is not different from players of European
standard.” (Diego Robert : Interviewed, October 20, 2017)
“African players usually have problems getting visa, illegal entry, and
drugs. Some of the players have their visas revoked after playing for some
time. Nowadays Thai football has better pay and there are agents who
propose good Brazilian and European players.” (Terdsak Jaimun:
Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
“One of the problems I am having is getting my visa extension. It is
getting more difficult and complicated every year. For example 7 – 8 years
ago, getting a visa was not this difficult. This is why some of the good African
players do not want to play in Thailand anymore.” (Gafar Adefolarin
Durosinmi : Interviewed, October 14, 2017)
“I do not know why is it so difficult for us to get visa extensions.
European players can simply go to another ASEAN country and get their visa
extended. However, for African players we are required to leave and come
back for visa extension on an annual basis.” (Bayano Sobze : Interviewed,
October 29, 2017)
- Using Agents Today the Thai League provides an increasing myraid of
benefits from marketing and sponsorships. As a result the teams try to improve the
performance of their clubs by employing good foreign football players. This has led to
the use of the agent system. This helps the teams in the Thai League to get access to
foreign football players with good profiles. The players have increasingly better
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qualifications coming from Europe, South America, and Asia. However, football
players who do not have an agent usually have a problem in negotiating and potential
in finding new clubs to play for. This can be seen in the news that some foreign
football players have their contract terminated easily or sometimes they do not get the
payment that was agreed upon. This is presented through the interviews in the
following section.
“Most of the African players in Thailand do not have agents. Some of
them have come from their homeland alone so they do not have any
negotiation power. They can play and but may not be able to do so for long
before their contract gets terminated.” (Diouf Bireme : Interviewed, October
5, 2017)
“Today Thai football has better pay. This is why there are more good
football players coming from Brazil and Europe.” (Terdsak Jaimun:
Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
“In the past we even go out to scout for the players. We try to find
young players with good potential, who still have low payscales because they
are still no name players. However today Thai League teams and agents are
setting more of their sights on Europe and South America.” (Surachai
Chatupatrapong: Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
However, the use of agents might also have a negative impact on the teams in
the Thai League as well. For instance when the agents propose foreign football
players they do not allow these players to come and test their performance before
signing the contract. Most of the Thai teams do not have the money to pay scouts to
see the players abroad so there is almost no chance to actually see the player’s
abilities. Therefore, most of the teams end up checking the statistics of the players
from www.transfermarket.com or use personal connections or directly ask the
previous football clubs regarding the players. This is presented through the interviews
in the following section.
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“Today the agents don’t usually allow the players to test their skills.
So there is no way for the team to see the ability of the players before signing
them. Also we do not have enough money to hire scouts to see the form of the
players abroad so we need to rely on information from websites and Youtube
videos.” (Terdsak Jaimun: Interviewed, November 7, 2017 : Interviewed,
November 11, 2017)
- Experience in playing with foreign football leagues One of the factors that
is related to other problems faced by foreign football players is the lack of experience
playing in foreign football clubs. This is a problem that might be evident in younger
players who have less experience, which leads to attitudes that hinders adaptation. In
addition these younger players may not prepare themselves well enough. For instance
they might lack sufficient information about the country they would play in,
communications problems, and living alone in a different country without family.
This relates to other problems that are connected to this lack of experience in playing
in foreign football clubs as evidenced in the interviews presented in the following
section.
“Players who wish to play overseas need to prepare themselves well.
They need to be prepared regarding lifestyle, communications, and adjusting
to the community they would live in. The player needs to adjust everything. To
play overseas it is important to have good experience so the player needs to do
their homework before relocating.” (Somtat Raisang : Interviewed, October
27, 2017)
“Playing in Thailand is the second foreign league I have played for.
This is why I am better prepared. I have learned the language and sought
information about Thai society and culture. (John Baggio : Interviewed,
October 4, 2017)
“When I played in Europe for the first time in Spain, I could only stay
for 6 months. I could not adjust at all. I missed home very much. I was still
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young at that time. I was only 20 – 21 years old at that time.” (Nicolas
Leandro Velez : Interviewed, November 17, 2017)
“When I played in Indonesia, I had a hard time eating. This is because
people there ate beef not pork. Also the taste of the food did not suit my liking.
When I went to restaurants I would order soup to take home to cook instant
noodles because it was a small town. People did not speak English. My team
mates tried to help me to learn Malayu. I lasted only 6 months before I
decided to return to Thailand.” (Nattaporn Punrit : Interviewed, October 14,
2017)
- Family/Friends from the same country In terms of cultural adaptation of
foreign football players the lack of having someone they know who can speak their
language especially in the case of those who lack experience playing abroad, the
adaptation process becomes more difficult. The result might be feelings of culture
shock. Therefore, it is important to have family members or people they know to ease
their adaptation. This is presented through the interviews in the following section.
“When I came to Thailand the second time to Sukhothai, I brought my
wife and children. They help to make me happy living here.” (Jung Myung-oh
: Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“When I first stayed at Muang Thong and Nongchok United, I had
some friends in the Sukhumvit area in particular Soi Nana. Having friends
really helped to reduce the problems in my life.” (Diouf Bireme : Interviewed,
October 5, 2017)
“During the first stages in adapting to playing in Thailand, I hung out
with other Africans. We have a network here in many places such as
Ladprao.” (Gafar Adefolarin Durosinmi : Interviewed, October 14, 2017)
The study analyzed the results of the demographic characteristics that have an
impact on cultural adaptation. It can be concluded in the following section.
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Many football clubs in Thailand employ a large number of foreign football
players. As a result there are some foreign football players who have bad intentions
and engage in illegal actions. As a result there is a major impact on foreign football
players from Africa and the Middle East. Football teams realize that employing these
foreign players comes with problems such as difficulty in getting visas (African
players are targeted by Thai Immigrations.).
In addition some foreign football players, who cannot afford to employ agents,
they lack the ability to negotiate contracts and search for new clubs. This is why it is
often seen in the news that some of the football players have their contracts
terminated easily. At times there is also news that some players do not get the pay
promised to them. However, on the flip side agents also have an impact on the Thai
League itself. Usually the agents do not allow the players to test with the club prior to
signing the contract. Thai League teams also cannot afford to scout players abroad. In
addition there are also football players who do not have experience playing football
abroad because of their young age. As a result they might have problems accepting
change and do not have sufficient preparation for playing in a foreign league. The
final aspect is having family and friends would be helpful in adaptation especially for
those who have no experience abroad. The lack of people who speak the same
language to help ease the adaptation might result in difficulty adapting or in the worse
case failure to adapt totally.
5.1.2.2 Knowledge/ability in communicating in Thai society
This aspect would involve experience in playing in foreign football clubs. This
is because if a player has no experience in playing in a foreign football club they
would need to prepare themselves more than those who have prior experience. The
analysis can be categorized into three areas as presented in the following section.
- Foreign Football Players Understanding of Thai Society It is found that
the lack of understanding regarding Thai society stems from the lack of preparation
before arriving in Thailand. Some of the players have insufficient knowledge about
the society, culture, local customs, and food. In addition some lack the knowledge
regarding geography, temperature, and location of the capital or the city they would
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play in. All of these factors are new and different from their native country. In case
the football player has no prior experience playing abroad, they would have problems
adapting. This might lead to tensions and feelings of disorientation and confusion.
The player might feel that they don’t know what is the right thing to do. This leads to
a lack of confidence that might affect their form on the pitch. This can be evidenced
in the interviews in the following section.
“When I first came here, I liked to stay alone in my residence. Maybe
that was because I was not used to the place. When I went out I could speak
Thai and the food was different.” (Diouf Bireme : Interviewed, October 5,
2017)
“I think being prepared is very important. When I went to Switzerland
I thought it would be easy because they spoke French like my homeland. I did
not study anything about the country. I just thought that it would be easy. So
when I got there I realized it was not that easy. My football style did not match
the team there. Everything went by so fast. I failed at everything. It was only
one year but it taught me a very valuable lesson before I decided to go home.
It was there that Guy recommended I come to Thailand.” (John Baggio :
Interviewed, October 4, 2017)
“I never came here before not even as a tourist. I have only seen
Thailand on TV. It was also the first time I left my country. I had a hard time
in the beginning because it was so hot and the food was so spicy.” (Katano
Hiromichi : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“I think experience is very important. You learn a lot of things when
you live alone abroad. You get to do things you never had the chance to do
before. You get the taste of failure and use it as an experience that can be
applied to new places you go to. Therefore, before you go anywhere you
should be prepared. You need to know a bit about the language, you need to
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know what can be said and what can’t, and you need to know how they live.”
(Jesus Da Silva Ricardo : Interviewed, Interviewed, October 19, 2017)
- Foreign Football players’ motivation in communicating in Thai society It
is found that this is the result of the emotional state of the each individual football
player. Some of the players come to Thailand to get their last big sum. They think that
the Thai League is a low level league so they don’t need to put much effort into
practice and playing. Some even think that it is only being able to speak English is
enough. These factors are associated to the attitude that these players have towards
Thai people. This is particularly true in the cases that foreign players have a negative
feeling towards Thai people. These factors would hinder their efforts in adapting and
learning to live in Thailand. This is evident in the interviews presented in the
following section.
“Some football players think they are already successful from their
performance in the European leagues. They think they don’t need to try hard
because the Thai League is lower in standing. They think they can handle
everything.” (Buranij Rattanavichien : Interviewed, November 28, 2017)
“I used to have a problem with motivation. When my team released me
to lease to a team in Greece because I had an injury. I could not speak the
language. I did not know anyone. I felt like going home and leave everything
about football. Honestly, I did not feel like doing anything.” (Jesus Da Silva
Ricardo : Interviewed, October 19, 2017)
“There are many foreign football players who think that the Thai
League is easy. They think we are not strict and as professional as the
European leagues. Some of these players do not care and get out of shape so
they end up not meeting the standard.” (Somtat Raisang : Interviewed,
October 27, 2017)
“I think that motivation is important. To be successful experience is
important, however it is important to maintain the motivation. Success is
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important so it is critical to keep fit. So players must identify their own
weakness and fulfill their potential. I always teach my players, even the
foreign football players, this way. I will tell them that the football they played
before and the Thai League is different. They should not think that it is easy
and do not be fixated with your past successes.” (Terdsak Jaimun:
Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
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- Foreign football players’ skill in communicating in Thai Society It is
found that there are a few problems experienced by foreign football players working
abroad. These issues include the inability to communicate in the local language
because humans need to have social interaction. If one cannot communicate in a
particular society, it means that the person cannot live in that society.
Communications in Thai society can be in both Thai and English, although the latter
is used mostly in big cities. Therefore, English may not be sufficient in smaller towns
or the rural areas. The ability to communicate is especially important in football
because it is a team sport that requires constant contact with the coach and other team
mates. Consequently, communication skills is an important issue that football players
must consider. This might not be an important problem in big clubs that have
translators or coaches who can speak many languages. However, this is an important
issue for small clubs that do not have the budget to hire translators or coaches who
can speak many languages. This is evident in the interview presented in the following
section.
“Some coaches think that football is the universal language that is
easy to understand. However, when complicated planning is required
sometimes the translator does not understand and may not be able to
communicate the desired message. This is why sometimes the players do not
understand the tactics.” (Buranij Rattanavichien : Interviewed, November 28,
2017)
“I think there is definitely a problem when you can’t understand the
coach or your team mates. When I went to Almeria, I could not speak Spanish
at all and Spaniards did not speak English. People spoke English only in
touristy towns like Balencia and Barcelona. They did not allow translators in
the changing room like in Japan. I am not a very sociable person like Jay so I
did have a problem. In addition Thailand is not well reputed in terms of
football so Thai players are not accepted as much as well.” (Arwut Jiworakan
: Interviewed, October 27, 2017)
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“Language is an important issue. The coach should be able to
communicate the necessary techniques and tactics to the players during
practice and matches. In Airforce team the coach can speak English well so
that really convinced the foreign football players to play their best. Eventually
the team moved up to a better league. (Somtat Raisang : Interviewed, October
27, 2017)
“I went to Persi Bandung about 14 years ago. I was 23 years old at
that time. When they contacted me, I jumped right on the deal. I did not
prepare anything. I did not practice any language skills. I went because the
pay was good. It was my first time there and I had to stay there. So I learned
to adapt.” (Sinthaweechai Hathairatanakul: Interviewed, November 17, 2017)
“You can notice that the big teams with translators or coaches who
can speak many languages rank highly in the league like Chiang Rai, Muang
Thong, BU, and Buriram. This means that language has an impact on the
performance of the team in addition to the skill of the players.” (Jitakorn
Srikamkrue : Interviewed, November 28, 2017)
The findings of the study reveal that knowledge/ability in communicating in
Thai society of foreign football players has an impact on cultural adaptation. The
findings can be surmised in the following section.
Some foreign football players do not prepare themselves sufficiently about the
basic information regarding Thailand. This becomes a problem when the football
players lack the experience playing abroad. Therefore, they end up having problems
understanding Thai society.
The emotional state of each foreign football player also has an impact. Some
of the foreign players are contented with their success. They feel that the Thai League
is a low level league so just speaking English is enough. They lack the motivation in
communicating in Thai society.
In terms of communications in Thai society it is important to learn Thai and
English. However, English is used only in major cities. In terms of communications in
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the team, small teams may not be able to afford hiring translators. As a result the
communications breakdown becomes an important issue. It is found that the problems
faced by foreign football players usually stem from the inability to communicate in
the local language.
5.1.2.3 Foreign Football Players Attitude/Feelings towards Thai People
Impact on Cultural Adaptation
The analysis of the factors of attitude/feelings towards Thai people of foreign
football players can be categorized in two parts as presented in the following section.
- Negative Attitude/Feelings towards Thai people and Thai society It is
found that there are some negative perceptions towards Thai people. These include
Thais having low discipline, corruption, emphasis on seniority/nepotism, and work
just to get by. This is the view that foreigners look at Thai people and those from
developing countries. It is a stereotype that creates a negative feeling towards people
in Thai society. There is both negative and positive aspects in Thai society. The
negative feelings hinder the adaptation of those players in Thai society. This is
presented in the interviews in the following section.
“Some of these players come from countries that are better in every
way. Other countries might be better be more developed. They see from the
media and other communications, that Thailand is not good in many ways.
Sometimes they view that Thai people have low discipline. Some of the foreign
football players do not have a good feeling towards the Thai League but they
cannot express it.” (Buranij Rattanavichien : Interviewed, November 28,
2017)
“There is a segregation based on nationality and status. It is not clear
in the youth team but in the national team it is very clear. They feel that
foreigners are taking their work. I felt it very strongly when I was in Belgium.
The players might view us as Asians with yellow skin so they don’t pass the
ball to us when playing in a match. What is worse is that there are teenage
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kids who abuse us foreign players.” (Teerathep Vinothai : Interviewed,
November 7, 2017)
“Before I came to Thailand, I asked myself why would I come to this
tourist destination. I just thought how it would confirm with the European
leagues. I did not know how its football team would be like. I wondered if it
would be a step backwards in my career.” (Daniel Garcia Rodriguez :
Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
- Negative Attitude/Feelings towards Thai League, Thai football players,
and Thai coaches Most of the negative factors that foreign football players have
towards Thai people have to do with playing football. These attitudes include beliefs
that Thais are not professional, lack discipline, tardiness, practice style, benefits, and
management both within the club. This is the reason the Thai League cannot compare
in standard with the leagues in Europe such as England, Spain, Germany, or in Asia
such as Japan and Korea. This is the reason foreign football players in the major
European leagues look down on Thailand, which has worsened with news of fixing
the match results. As a result the image of the Thai league has declined further.
In addition there is stereotyping that the Thai football has no success. Thai
football has never made it to the World Cup and the FIFA ranking is very low (122).
Therefore, some of the players look down on the Thai League. However, if the
players cannot get rid of this feeling and negative attitude, it would cause problems in
adjusting and affecting the performance of the players as evidenced in the interviews
in the following section.
“At first I was not careful. I thought it is just the Thai League. I can’t
be that difficult since I came from tougher leagues in Europe, Asia, and
ASEAN. I thought I could just put in half the effort.” (Nicolas Leandro Velez :
Interviewed, November 17, 2017)
“When I played for Almeria it was very clear. The coach did not look
at me. My friends did not give me the ball. Ethnicity played a very important
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role. If I was Brazilian I might have been given more chances. Many of the
European football players come to Thailand for marketing purposes like
Fowler. They are already at the end of their careers. Some of these players
have a very high ego. They think that the Thai League is easy so they lack the
motivation and might practice less.” (Buranij Rattanavichien : Interviewed,
November 28, 2017)
“It took years for the Japanese and Koreans to make a reputation for
themselves in Europe. They have gotten into the finals of the world cup
numerous times. For instance the U19 Japanese team is the first runner up for
the youth world cup. Today many players from the K League and J League are
playing in Europe.” (Arwut Jiworakan: Interviewed, October 27, 2017)
The study of the attitude/feelings factors has an impact on the cultural
adaptation of foreign football players. The findings can be concluded in the following
section.
Foreign football players stereotype Thai players and Thai society as having
low discipline, corrupt, emphasis on seniority/nepotism, and have no effort.
Some of the players have a negative feeling towards Thai people and Thai
football. They feel that Thai people lack professionalism in terms of discipline,
tardiness, practice styles, and management of the team. This negative attitude is the
result of Thailand’s lack of success in the global arena.
5.1.2.4 Media Use Factors Impacting Cultural Adaptation of Foreign
Football Players
The analysis of the mass media use factors of foreign football players reveals
an impact on cultural adaptation. Most of the foreign football players have the
behavior in using the Internet. The analysis can be presented as follows:
- Smartphone/Internet Addiction These factors show that the behavior in
playing with the smartphone at all times of foreign football players might come from
their loneliness in living in a different culture. It is the thing that helps them to feel
less lonely. The use of these tools, however, might lead to other problems that might
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lead to their adaptation. Some of these problems might be due to lack of media
literacy. They might make negative comments regarding the coach or team mates on
social media. This might have an impact on the relationship among the players in the
team. In addition the constant use of social media might cause the lack of
concentration during matches ultimately affecting their performance. This is
evidenced in the interviews presented in the following section.
“Social media addiction is a real problem disturbing the concentration
of players. It is not a problem only in Thai League but it is a problem in many
famous players. These media are like a double-edged sword. The dilemma is
how to control the use because it is also beneficial for the players.” (Arwut
Jiworakan: Interviewed, October 27, 2017)
“I must admit I am really addicted to social media. I like to post stuff
on Facebook. I think it is like communicating with my fans. However, I must
be careful since some posts might end up being problematic.” (Bayano Sobze
: Interviewed, October 29, 2017)
- Using only Native Country Media Foreign football players usually use
their native country media to follow up on what is happening in their homeland. The
use of their native country media allows them to transition back to their own culture
and use a familiar language. The use of such media helps the foreign football players
to reduce their feelings of loneliness. However, the problem arises when the foreign
football players only use media from their native country. As a result they might not
pay attention to learning the language or social or cultural aspects of the new country
where they work. This would lead to problems in adjusting to the new culture because
they lack the language communication skills. This is presented in the following
section.
“It is something personal that each of the player must make their own
decisions. The team cannot force them. If they choose to communicate only in
their own language, they might not be able to learn Thai quickly. This will
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make their adaptation slower in the case the player does not open their minds
to accept the new language.” (Harn-narong Chunhakunakorn: Interviewed,
October 14, 2017)
“When I miss home I go on social media to talk to my family.”
(Nicolas Leandro Velez : Interviewed, November 17, 2017)
“When you come to a country that is different from your homeland, if
you don’t open your mind to the local culture, you will have a hard time.
Media use as well could be a problem. If you keep using media in your own
language you will never learn a new language.” (Ryotaro Nakano :
Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
The study of the mass media use behavior impacting cultural adaptation can be
concluded in the following section.
Some of the foreign football players have smartphone addiction behavior,
which might lead to other problems. They might make comments about their coach
and team mates on social media. Also they might be addicted to social media, which
might have an impact on their concentration. This might have a negative impact on
the playing performance of the player. Some of the foreign football players have the
behavior of only using their native country media. It has positive merits in helping
them to relate to their own culture using a familiar language. However, problems may
arise when foreign football players only use their native country media because they
do not have the opportunity to learn the new local language.
5.1.2.5 Factors that impact cultural adaptation of foreign football players
in the Thai League
The explanation regarding the cultural adaptation can be presented in three
components in the following section.
1) Factors affecting cognitive cultural adaptation can be analyzed based on
the following topics as follows:
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Lack of Understanding/Lack of Knowledge of Local Language This
includes the inappropriate use of language, which normally happens when the foreign
football players come to Thailand in the early stages of their professional career.
These players usually have a problem in communicating with people in the local
community. They tend to have problems in their daily lives as well. However, foreign
football players should prepare themselves by learning Thai and English for
communications. Learning the local language takes time. Therefore, when the foreign
football players come to Thailand they should prepare themselves by having some
basic English skills (for communications). However, if the player cannot
communicate English at all they would need a translator. (There are translators only in
big clubs such as Muang Thong United, Police TERO, Bangkok United, Chonburi
FC, Suphanburi FC, and Chiang Rai United. Most of the translators are Thai staff or
foreign players, who have lived in Thailand for a long time so they can speak Thai
(Most of them have retired from playing football.) For instance Bangkok United has a
Thai translator, Vasupol Kaewpluk. He is now the translator/assistant coach to Mano
Pholking. Chiang Rai United has Prach Malarat as the translator and manager who
works and coordinates with the head coach, Alexander Gama. Bangkok Glass has
Kantaphol Lertlamsakulkarn, who is the club’s translator. Suphan Buri FC has Diego
Robert, who is the translator and assistant to coach Adebayo Gadebo. The main
language of communications is Thai along with other languages such as English,
Portuguese, Japanese, Spanish, and French.
Another problem that is commonly found is the lack of understanding of
double meanings or using puns. This usually causes misunderstandings. Therefore,
they should use appropriate language in communications. The misunderstanding
arises from the lack of language skills. This problem usually arises during the first 6
months to one year of living in Thailand. However, this depends on the effort of the
foreign football player. This is evidenced in the interview presented in the following
section.
“When I communicate with my team mates, I speak in both English
and Thai. I can speak a bit of Thai, mainly easy terms. Sometimes I don’t
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speak correctly or my friends pull a joke on me.” (Katano Hiromichi :
Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“Sometimes I do not understand although I can pick up words.
Sometimes we have to use sign language or act out what we want done or use
technical football terms. Well, I guess we get by.” (Khubfah Boonmatun:
Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“People from Madagascar speak French and our own local language.
At first I was quite stressed out when I go out because I do not speak English
and Thai well.” (John Baggio : Interviewed, October 4, 2017)
“Words may be used differently for instance a word might mean food
in Thai and a swear word or royal term in English.” (Bayano Sobze :
Interviewed, October 29, 2017)
“I would help to translate into English and use football terms to
communicate with foreign football players. The club does not have a
translator like in big clubs such as BU. The translator’s name is Vasupol.”
(Harn-narong Chunhakunakorn: Interviewed, October 14, 2017)
“Language is an important issue because football is a team sport. It is
important to communicate the whole time so if players don’t understand one
another the performance of the team would be affected. This is why it is
important to have a translator or a coach who can speak English like in the
Pattaya team. The coach can speak English well so there is no problem. For
specific languages such as Korean and Brazilian, players who can speak
English would have to translate for their friends. For instance in the Chiang
Rai team they have a translator Prach, who is also the team manager. He
helps Ghama to coordinate with the Brazilian coach team.” (Jittakorn
Srikamkrua : Interviewed, November 28, 2017)
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Lack of Cultural Understanding Some foreign football players come to
Thailand with no understanding of the local culture and norms. They have not spent
enough time to adapt to the local culture. However, in the most negative sense maybe
some of these players have no basic knowledge of the culture at all. Foreign football
players tend to think that “wai” is a greeting. So they “wai” in every situation and
“wai” everyone even younger people. This presented through the interviews in the
following section.
“It is important to know everything including culture and language.
Everything in Thailand was new for me.” (Diego Robert : Interviewed,
October 20, 2017)
“Foreigners think that “Wai” is a greeting. They don’t realize that it
shows respect and honor. Sometimes I see the foreign players “wai” children
too.” (Buranij Rattanavichien : Interviewed, November 28, 2017)
“Most Thai people understand so they don’t really mind when foreign
players do not do the right thing. We usually would give them
recommendations so they won’t do it again. For instance playing with the
head is something unacceptable in Thai culture. It would be okay among
friends but it would certainly not be appropriate if it was done to more senior
individuals.” (Phipob On-moh : Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
“Experience is important – to see to live abroad. You experience new
things that you have never seen. You get to fail and reap this experience for
use in new situations. You learn that you need to prepare yourself. You realize
you must learn a new language. Also you must learn how people live.” (Jesus
Da Silva Ricardo : Interviewed, October 19, 2017)
Differences in knowledge/understanding/thinking behavior This is because
each country people have different knowledge and understanding. People categorize
and manage things in different ways in different cultures. In Thailand practice starts at
an approximate time but in Japan they tell their team members what time to arrive
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before warm up. In Germany it is necessary to make prior appointments months in
advance to visit their organization. There is no addition or change that can be made to
the appointment. This is very different from Thailand where a request can be made in
advance but it can be changed at any time. Also in Thailand people may not even
request permission in advance. They would simply walk up and ask permission. This
is evident in the interviews in the following section.
“When I went to study English and train to be a coach in England, I
could learn their discipline and seriousness. It is very different from us Thais.
I tried hard to absorb these elements so that I can use it for practice with
Thais. I have never worked with a Thai coach before. When I was with
Bangkok Glass, I worked with Hunt, the head coach for the youth team. His
style is very professional.” (Acktaporn Chalitaporn : Interviewed, October 19,
2017)
“When we did the show “Football Mania” on PPTV in Germany, we
learned that Germans were worlds apart from us. In order to film in each club
we had to send a letter to DFB (German Football Federation) months in
advance. They are very precise. For instance we had filming at Dortmund.
The appointment was at 9:00. We had arrived at 8:30 and it was cold in the
parking lot so we went to sit in the office to wait. We were scolded because
they said the appointment was in the partking lot and we were not supposed to
walk around. They are very precise in terms of time and place. Their way of
working is quite conducive for foreigners to play in their league.” (Jitakorn
Srikamkrue : Interviewed, November 28, 2017)
2) Factors Impact on Affective Cultural Adaptation The analysis can be
categorized as presented in the following section.
Ineffective Perception Factors that impact perception include rigidness. This
means that the individual is not open to changes. For instance a German coach might
have domineering tendencies like the Nazis. Stereotyping might include beliefs that
African players are uneducated and drug addicts. Some people even stereotype that
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Korean players are cheaters. Extreme judgements in black and white. For instance if a
certain society is bad there is nothing good to be fuond. For instance some might think
that all Brazilians are great football players or Thais lack discipline. Some people
jump to conclusions very quickly for instance watching a player one time or watching
one clip and signing them.
These issues incorporate the perception of foreign football players and coaches
towards Thais as well as with Thai players and coaches towards foreigners or even
among foreign football players from different countries. These feelings are expressed
among the foreign players and coaches towards Thais. However, there are no explicit
actions or words. However, it has an impact on the cultural adaptation of foreign
football players. It is evident in the interviews presented in the following section.
“I don’t know why we have a hard time extending visas. European
players can just go to any ASEAN country and get a visa extension. However,
in the case of African players we must return to Africa only on an annual
basis. This is quite a problem.” (Bayano Sobze : Interviewed, October 29,
2017)
“Some players have been in countries where everything is better than
Thailand. In addition the projection about Thailand in media is not good. It
shows that Thailand is not a good place or Thais are not discipline. So some
of the foreign football players may not feel good towards Thai players. Some
of the foreign players have a very high ego and they think that playing in the
Thai league is easy. This is why they lack the motivation.” (Buranij
Rattanavichien : Interviewed, November 28, 2017)
“There is a strong sense of stereotyping and racism is quite strong in
Europe. This might be because Thailand is not well known for football and we
are from the far east. They think that Thailand is a tourist destination. They
segregate people based on status and race. They also feel that we are there to
steal their jobs. When I went to Belgium it was very obvious. The other players
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did not pass me the ball because I was yellow.” (Teerathep Vinothai :
Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
-Attitudes that hinder cultural adaptation This topic refers to the negative
attitude and baises. This covers the interaction between players of the same country as
well as the division of the team into smaller groups. In addition there is the possible
problem of ethnocentrism. For instance thsoe who come from the European leagues
they would think that they are superior to the Asian players. In the same manner it is
found that Brazilian players might pass the ball to team mates from the same country
more often. This is presented in the interviews in the following section.
“There are sometimes that I ask for the ball from my team mates but
they choose to pass to those coming from their own country even when I am in
a better position.” (Gafar Adefolarin Durosinmi : Interviewed, October 14,
2017)
“Racism is a real threat in Europe. Words like Negro and black
monkey cannot be used. In Thailand there is some racism but it is less
threatening.” (Arwut Jiworakan Interviewed, October 27, 2017)
“When I played for Almeria, the coach did not even look at me. My
team mates did not pass me the ball. Racism is a real issue.” (Arwut
Jiworakan Interviewed, October 27, 2017)
“There are groups in the team. There is a leader in the changing room.
If you do not get along with them you will be left out. If the coach cannot
control what happens in the changing room, it means that he has lost control
of the team. When there is a problem the coach gets fired first because there
are many players the owners cannot fire all of them.” (Somtat Raisang :
Interviewed, October 27, 2017)
- Lack of Empathy This topic shows how denial to accept differences in
culture and society has an impact. For instance there are players who feel that the Thai
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League has a lower standard than the European leagues. Some foreign football players
may lack the empathy towards others, which would impact their performance on the
field. On the flip side there might be a lack of support from the Thais as a result there
is less awareness regarding the local culture. This has a negative impact on adaptation
as evidenced in the interviews presented in the following section.
“At first I did not put much effort because I thought it can’t be that
tough. It is only the Thai League since I have experience from tougher
leagues.” (Nicolas Leandro Velez : Interviewed, November 17, 2017)
“I can understand it well. Sometimes the fans boo at me at make racist
comments in social media. At times I feel discouraged.” (Bayano Sobze :
Interviewed, October 29, 2017)
“Thai people are very helpful. The fans are very polite. Sometimes
when I go out to eat some of the restaurants don’t charge me. This is
especially true in the provinces.” (Diouf Bireme : Interviewed, October 5,
2017)
“At Sukhothai we have a cook who makes a meal for us after practice.
It is a very warm homey feeling.” (Katano Hiromichi : Interviewed, October 5,
2017)
“In Brazil or Europe when the team loses, the fans would make really
harsh comments against the team. In Thailand people will say it is ok and
encourage the team to fight on. They really support the team.” (Jesus Da Silva
Ricardo : Interviewed, October 19, 2017)
3) Factors that impact the behavioral adaptation strategies
The study of the factors that impact behavioral adaptation strategies of foreign
football players reveal that some of the behaviors hinder the adaptation of foreign
football players. This might eventually affect their performance in playing football as
well. Biases affect the perception and attitude that may result in negative behaviors.
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This might be reflected in the way they only pass the ball to players from the same
country. At times this might be shown as disrespect to local culture. Some players
would choose not to go out and refuse to socialize. Some may only speak to people
from the same country and give interviews antagonizing Thais. Some even do not
want to practice, feign injury and do not make much effort in playing. In some cases
they leave to go back to their native country without permission from the team. This is
evidenced in the interviews in the following section.
“I used to ask to come home due to personal reasons and I never went
back that led to the termination of my contract.” (Terdsak Jaimun :
Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
“Many foreign football players think that the Thai League is easy.
Thais are not that disciplined and not as professional as the European
leagues. This is why many of the players do not maintain their form. I think
that motivation is very important.” (Somtat Raisang : Interviewed, October
27, 2017)
The analysis of the factors that impact the three adaptation components can be
presented in the following section.
Factors that impact the cultural adaptation in terms of cognitive, affective, and
behavior include lack of understanding of language used in the community as well as
the inappropriate use of language. Foreign football players experience this when they
first come to Thailand in the early stages. Another problem often experienced by
foreign football players in Thailand is the misunderstanding of double meanings. As a
result this might involve the inappropriate or wrong use of words. In addition some
foreign football players lack the understanding of culture, customs, and living
conditions in Thailand. Some foreign football players come from cultures that are
very different from Thailand. As a result they lack the understanding regarding the
differences in knowledge, understanding, and way of thinking. Therefore, there is a
bias in the understanding of communications.
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Factors that have an impact on foreign football players’ affective cultural
adaptation include ineffective perception. This includes issues such as stereotyping,
biases, rigid perception, and ethnocentric orientations. All of this can be experienced
from the perspective of the football players and coach who are both Thai and foreign.
This can also be experienced among foreign players from different countries. These
biases can be expressed in behaviors that hinder the adaptation in Thai culture, which
might eventually affect their performance on the pitch.

5.2 Guidelines for cultural adaptation of foreign football players in the
Thai League...................
This topic presents the summarization of the study that has been done regarding
the cultural adaptation of foreign football players in the Thai League. The findings are
presented in the following section.
5.2.1 Guidelines for Cultural Adaptation of Foreign Football Players in
the Thai League……………
Previous studies that the researcher has synthesized regarding the cultural
adaptation of foreign football players can be surmised based on the topics as
presented in the following section.
5.2.1.1 Guidelines for Cultural Adaptation in terms of demographics
The researcher has synthesized the adaptation strategies in terms of
demographics of foreign football players in order to develop adaptation guidelines.
Adaptation Guidelines for Foreign Football Players
- Having a personal agent Foreign football players often only know how to
play football. They do not have any knowledge about legal issues. Therefore, when it
comes to the day they sign the contract they are often taken advantaged of. Therefore,
it is better to have an agent to protect their benefits. Therefore, agents would negotiate
on behalf of the football players on issues such as salary raises. However, if the
football player or people related to him makes the bargain, a problem with the club
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might arise later. In case the foreign football player cannot afford expensive foreign
agents, they can use Thai agents, which are cheaper. Companies such as Thailand
FIFA Co., Ltd. have many football players and coaches in their care such as Francisco
Rodriguez, the former coach of Almeria in the La Liga, Spain, or Rodrigo Vergilio,
Brazilian striker from the Royal Navy Team FC, Dominic Adiyiah, who was the
Ghana national team striker, who now plays for the Nakhon Ratchasima FC.
Thai Football Agent Co., Ltd. have football players and coaches in their care
including Lazarus Kaimbi, the striker of the Namibia team, Chakkraphan Pornsai, the
midfielder of Bangkok United, Piyaphol Panichkul, defender for Chiang Rai United.
KB Sports Management Co., Ltd. have football players and coaches including
Sho Shimoji, Japanese midfielder, who played in the J League, Kalifa Cisse, for Mali
national team midfielder, Ernesto Phumipha, half Thai-Spanish defender, who is
playing for Bangkok United (Thaipublica, 2016 ).
In addition foreign football players can have their close acquaintances or
family members take the exam to become an agent so they do not need to pay for the
services. For instance in the case of Brazilian football player Neymar, whose father is
his agent or J Chanathip Songkrasin, the Thai football player, whose father is also his
agent.
- Bring Family, Friends, and Close Acquaintances This would help to solve
the problems in adjusting of foreign football players. Consequently, this would reduce
the feelings of homesickness. It would help the football player have more
concentration in practice and playing football. When foreign football players have
friends to talk to and seek advice in their own native tongue, they would have less
anxiety. As a result most of the foreign football players would bring their family
including girlfriends, wife, or children.
- Networking with football players from the same country Foreign football
players can create a network of players from the same country. They can set up
national, regional, continental, or same language groups. In addition creating a social
circle would help them to reduce feelings of homesickness. Also when they have
problems they would have someone to talk to in the same language. This is in line
with the interview presented in the following section.
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“I have an agent who deals and negotiates for me. This is because I
don’t know anything about the law. I only know about football.” (André Luís
Leite : Interviewed, October 13, 2017)
“I came here because of the agent’s recommendation. I did not know
anything about Thailand. I knew about Thailand from my agent and friends.”
(Jesus Da Silva Ricardo : Interviewed, October 19, 2017)
“The second time I came to Thailand, I brought my wife and children.
It certainly makes my stay here happier.” (Jung Myung-oh : Interviewed,
October 5, 2017)
“When I first came to Muang Thong and Nongchok United, I had
friends in the Sukhumvit area especially in Soi Nana. So I did not have
problem living here.” (Diouf Bireme : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“When I was adapting to living here I had friends through the network
of African players from many places like Ladprao.” (Gafar Adefolarin
Durosinmi : Interviewed, October 14, 2017)
Adaptation Guidelines from Thai Society
- Request Benefits from the Football Club In addition to the monthly salary
of the foreign football players, they would need assistance in terms of accomodations
and travelling expenses. When foreign football players first come to Thailand they
often have problems finding accomodations and travelling to practice. As a result it
would be useful if the football clubs can help to facilitate these issues for foreign
football players to help them adapt and eventually to be able to be self reliant. This is
evidenced in the interviews in the following section.
“I came to Thailand with my wife and three children right from the
start. We then later adopted a Thai child. At first we lived in the
accomodations provided by the team but later bought our own condominium
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because our family is now bigger.” (Matthew Smith : Interviewed, November
11, 2017)
“The club provides us with a car and helps us to get the international
driving license.” (Bayano Sobze : Interviewed, October 29, 2017)
The study of the adaptation strategies of foreign football players in terms of
demographics can be surmised in the following section.
Foreign football players usually have their own agents or agencies to protect
them from being taken advantaged of in terms of their contract. In addition the
football players should network with players from the same country, region,
continent, or use the same language. Also they can bring members of their family to
reduce feelings of homesickness. This would help the foreign football players have
more concentration in practice and playing. It is useful when they have problems at
least they would have someone to talk to in the same language. Also the club should
provide support in terms of accomodations or travelling expenses so that can
conveniently travel to practice until the foreign football player can adjust and
eventually become self reliant.
5.2.1.2 Adaptation guidelines of foreign football players in terms of
knowledge/ability in communicating in Thai society
The researcher has taken the factors that have an impact on the adaptation of
foreign football players in terms of knowledge/ability in communicating in Thai
society in order to develop adaptation strategies based on the results of the study. The
results would be presented in the following section.
Adaptation Guidelines for Foreign Football Players
- Learning to live off the pitch Many football players both Thai and foreign
usually only have football skills. However, it is insufficient for success because the
football player cannot control all of the aspects in the environment especially when
they work away from home. In addition to rapidly developing their football prowess,
they also need to develop a life beyond the football pitch. They need to learn about
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life beyond the pitch including the local culture, way of life, customs, and most
importantly language.
In addition these foreign football players should not only be receivers. They
also need to learn to socialize. For instance they need to talk to their team mates
during practice. They should try to strike up conversations and learn to ask when they
have questions. In addition they should also join activities after practice this would
help the foreign football player to better adjust. When the football player can adjust
well to their environment, their performance on the field would be good as well. This
is presented in the interview presented in the following section.
“After football practice, I work on my Thai language skills. I self study
or use the Internet such as Youtube. When I go out I bring my translator and
notebook to get by. It took me quite some time before I could be fluent in Thai.
I learned a lot from my friends. I have to adapt because I want to stay here. I
have to try hard both on the field and off it.” (Bayano Sobze : Interviewed,
October 29, 2017)
“I am learning the basic Thai terms while also studying English. I am
doing it on my own so it is quite slow. For me it is very uncomfortable when I
go out and cannot communicate with anyone. Sometimes I wonder what am I
doing here but I try to tell myself if I cannot survive here, I won’t make it
anywhere either.” (Daniel Garcia Rodriguez : Interviewed, November 11,
2017)
“In addition to having a translator, the reason Jay, Chanathip
Songkrasin, is successful in the Japanese League is because is friendly. He is
the type of guy who would go out and socialize with people. Most improtantly
he is a very humble person.” (Arwut Jiworakan : Interviewed, October 27,
2017)
“You have to keep an open mind. You have to be ernest to learn and
ask until you understand.” (Diego Robert : Interviewed, October 20, 2017)
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Adaptation Guidelines from Thai Society
- Assistance from Thai people This means the people who are in the same
community as the foreign football player. They should be good hosts supporting the
foreign football player. Thai people in the community should give them
recommendations regarding the local community through English communications.
The use of non verbal communications can also help in faciliating the foreign football
players adaptation. However, they should not interfere too much with the personal
business of others. This would make the foreign football players feel good and not
lonely so they can better adapt to Thai society.
- Assistance for living on and off the pitch from foreign football players
and coach in the club This is important because team mates are like colleagues who
work together. Work is going out to practice. They need to constantly communicate
and cooperate all the time. As a result Thai players should help foreign football
players to adapt. It would be helpful if Thai players can help the foreign players when
they first arrive in Thailand. Thai players should help the new foreign football players
by taking them around, help them find accomodations, take them to restaurants,
communicate in Thai society, and teach them basic Thai. As a result Thai football
players would also gain a friend outside of the practice pitch.
In case of the coach who can speak some English (in case there is no
translator), the coach should be able to easily teach tactics to the foreign football
players. In case the foreign football player can speak Thai, the coach should speak
clearly so that they can be easily understood. It is more effective when the coach can
communicate directly with the football players with the use of a translator. This is
because sometimes the translator may not understand the football terminology.
- Assistance from the clubs in terms of language This assistance should be
in the form of promoting foreign football players to learn the local language. Teams
should hire translators and coaches who can speak many languages. The finding is
presented through the interviews in the following section.
“At first I was worried about going out and about on my own. I did not
speak English and Thai well. However, as I got to stay here longer, I started to
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be able to go around on my own. I usually go with my Thai team mates. It
really helps me to adjust in terms of language, culture, and food.” (John
Baggio : Interviewed, October 4, 2017)
“I usually speak English with the foreign football players. We have a
few Brazilian players who can speak English well so we ask them to translate
the message into Portuguese for their friends. We also have Brazilian staff
coaches who can speak English.” (Acktaporn Chalitaporn : Interviewed,
October 19, 2017)
“Sometimes I don’t understand but I can catch some words. I rely on
hand signs, gestures, and technical football terms to get along.” (Khubfah
Boonmatun: Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“At the national team level and at Muang Thong, I have always had
foreign coaches and team mates so my English is quite good. This is why I
have no problem communicating in English with my foreign team mates.”
(Nattaporn Punrit : Interviewed, October 14, 2017)
“It is important to help them out. Sometimes the younger Thai players
cannot communicate in English with their foreign team mates, otherwise they
won’t understand one another. (Sinthaweechai Hathairattanakul : Interviewed,
November 17, 2017)
This study attempts to examine the adaptation strategies in terms of
knowledge/ability in communicating in Thai society. The findings can be surmised in
the following section.
Foreign football players have adaptation strategies through rapid development
of their skills both on and off the pitch. This includes local culture, way of life, social
customs, and most importantly language. In addition it is important to get assistance
from people in society wherein the foreign football players live. Foreign football
players need assistance from the club especially in terms of language such as clarity in
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language use, English skills, and verbal communications. In addition football clubs
may choose to hire translators or coaches who can speak multiple languages.
5.2.1.3 Adaptation of foreign football players in terms of attitude/feelings
towards Thai people
The researcher has studied the factors that have an impact on the adaptation of
foreign football players in terms of attitude/feeling towards Thai people to develop
adaptation strategies. The findings would be presented in the following section.
Adaptation Guidelines for Foreign Football Players
-Keeping an Open mind/Have a wider perspective Foreign football players
might have to face with bad behaviors from Thai people. This actually makes them
view Thai people poorly in general. Foreigners generally view Thais are always being
late, corrupt, lack responsibility, and take everything easily. Therefore, foreign
football players should keep an open mind. They might have experience in countries
that are better and have high expectations. Comparison to their present situation is
inevitable. Therefore, it is recommended that foreign football players should keep an
open mind and be positive. They should respect Thai football players, coaches, and
the Thai League, which includes social, cultural, and football performance. Foreign
football players should keep learn to adjust their attitudes as evidenced in the
interviews presented in the following section.
“If you live in a different country you have to be open to the local
culture otherwise you would have a hard time adapting.” (Ryotaro Nakano :
Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
“Playing football in a foreign land means more than just practicing
and playing on the football field. You have to open yourself and accept the
differences. You cannot judge everything by your own standards. You must
learn to eat and live simply as well as to change your attitude in a positive
way.” (Surachai Chatupatrapong : Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
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“It is important to eat and live simply. Do not be arrogant. The prime
in playing football is only 10 – 15 years. It is the time to reap. You must go
where the pay is good to support your family. You don’t have any choice.”
(André Luís Leite : Interviewed, October 13, 2017)
Adaptation Guidelines from Thai Society
- Creating a positive outlook that Thais should have towards foreign
players This includes all those who have a role to play with regards to foreign
football players including Thai football players and coaches. Thai football players
should always be professional both in practice and in matches so the foreigners can
see their performance. This includes being on time, taking good care both on and off
the pitch, and being friendly.
The coach should demonstrate dedication in training the team members. Also
the coach must set a good example both on and off the pitch to get the respect of
players. In addition the coach should not make the players feel pressured to the point
that they cannot play naturally. The coach also has to be professional because many of
the foreign football players have previous experience in major leagues like Europe,
Japan, and Korea. Therefore, they are familiar with professionalism expecting the
same level of treatment in the Thai League. The club also has to organize ice-breaking
activities to help players interact with one another. Football players spend significant
amounts of time together in practice camps in the provinces and abroad both on and
off the pitch. Football clubs can organize parties to welcome and bid farewell to
players. In addition they can engage in merit making activities as well as hold events
with sponsors and the team’s fan club. These factors can help to improve the attitude
players have towards Thai football. This is evidenced in the interviews presented in
the following section.
“It depends on the clubs in designing activities for interaction among
team members. In Chonburi we have activities all year round. There is merit
making, parties to welcome and say good bye to team mates and even a pre-
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season camp for orientating all the new players.” (Terdsak Jaimun :
Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
“Football is a sport that requires constant communications with the
coach and with team mates. This is especially true during the pre-season
camps or travelling to play at the opponent’s home turf. On these trips we stay
together almost 24 hours a day. There are also cheer activities for the Royal
Navy Team. I always invite my foreign team mates to go along.” (Nattaporn
Punrit : Interviewed, October 14, 2017)
“Football today is more professional. There is more competition. If we
don’t work hard we would be replaced by younger players. Today the Thai
League also prefers employing foreign play makers.” (Khubfah Boonmatun :
Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“I have never worked with a Thai coach. Since I was with Bangkok
Glass and the national youth team, I have always had foreign coaches. Hunt,
who was the coach of the youth team is very professional. I learned from him
what it is like to be professional to have discipline. However, I also added the
component of being Thai. I try to treat my team mates like brothers to reduce
the tension. This makes the environment friendlier. We usually practice about
17:00 but by 15:30 – 16:00 most of the players would have arrived to prepare
themselves. We usually finish about 19:00 but that depends on the daily
practice schedule.” (Acktaporn Chalitaporn : Interviewed, October 19, 2017)
“When compared to ten years ago, the practice schedule is much more
professional. I think this is the influence of having more foreign players and
coaches. I also have to keep improving myself.” (Nattapong Somna:
Interviewed, November 17, 2017)
Examination of adaptation of foreign football players in terms of
knowledge/ability in communicating in Thai society can be surmised in the following
section.
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Foreign football players have adaptation by trying to view Thai society in a
positive way. They respect Thai players, coaches, and the Thai League. This happens
in terms of society, culture, and football skills. In terms of adaptation, assistance from
people in Thai society would help to enhance positive attitudes towards Thai society.
Therefore, it depends on the relationship with the Thai football players and coach. As
a result they need to also show respect to the foreign football players. The football
club has to assist in terms of holding activities that help in the ice-breaking process of
foreign football players.

5.2.1.4 Foreign football players adaptation guidelines based on mass
media use
The researcher has examined the factors that affect the cultural adaptation of
foreign football players in terms of mass media use, which is presented in the
following section.
Adaptation Guidelines for Foreign Football Players
- Learning appropriate use of smartphone/digital media literacy
Smartphone and online addiction is not only found in Thais but is also found in
foreigners. As a result foreign football players who come to Thailand also experience
increases in this media use. As a result this topic encompasses the effect of media use
on the adaptation of foreign football players. As a result adaptation of foreign football
players would depend on their skill in using the smartphone, tablet, notebook, and
other electronic devices in order to access online. They engage in positive activities
such as using media in terms of adaptation. Some use the Internet to learn English or
Thai or to search information about Thailand. They might also use the Internet to
study the form of other players in order to improve their performance. In addition they
also use the Internet to communicate and learn about their homeland. Some of the
players would reduce the use of their native country Internet once they start
communicating more with Thai people and players. Instead they would shift the use
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of the Internet to build the relationship with Thais and practice the language. This is
evidenced in the interviews in the following section.
“I choose Thai media to learn about what is happening in the Thai
League.” (Adebayo Gadebo : Interviewed, October 20, 2017)
“Social media addiction disturbs concentration of the players. This is
not just a problem in the Thai League. It is also a problem for major players.
Social media is a double edged sword so the question remains how to control
so that it still has positive benefits.” (Arwut Jiworakan : Interviewed, October
27, 2017)
“Many of the football players think that practicing everyday is enough.
But in my opinion they should go on Youtube to watch themselves play and
improve their performance. They can also watch good football players in
order to improve their own play.” (Buranij Rattanavichien : Interviewed,
November 28, 2017)
- Choosing to use smartphone/online media in networking among foreign
football players This section presents the adaptation of online technology to finding
friends and socialization. This is usually in the form of forming social media groups
on Facebook, Twitter, or Line. The formation of such groups would help to alleviate
feelings of loneliness in a different culture. This is especially true when the foreign
football player is Thailand alone. Therefore the use of such technology can be used to
facilitate adaptation. This is presented in the interviews in the following section.
“Our team has a Line group for players to chat. There are both Thai
and foreigners in the group so we communicate in English or Karaoke
language.” (Thawil Butrsombat: Interviewed, October 19, 2017)
“There is a Line group of Japanese players. We talk to one another
and share our experiences about Thailand or talk about stuff. There are many
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players like myself, Sho, Daiki, Yuta, Yusei, and Taka in the group.” (Katano
Hiromichi : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
Adaptation Guidelines from Thai Society
- Issuing regulations from the club or coach In terms of online media
addiction of foreign football players, the team can issue regulations during practice or
matches. However, they should be given freedom when they are in their residence
because it would be difficult to control. In the end it depends on the individual. The
clubs can issue regulations in terms of time the players are allowed to use their
phones. Other teams issue regulations prohibiting the use of the phones before,
between, and after practice and during matches. However, this is dependent on the
policy of each team or coach. This is important is improving the concentration of the
football players. In addition some clubs also have regulations that prohibit posting
negative posts on social media such as attacks on the club, coach, or other team mates.
This is in line with the interviews presented in the following section.
“In Europe they are very strict regarding the use of phones. On match
days and even sometimes on practice days, we are not allowed to use the
phones.” (Ryotaro Nakano : Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
“We have a rule in our team not allowing the use of phones during
practice, before, during, and after matches. Beyond that we are free to play
with our phones.” (Nattapong Somna : Interviewed, November 17, 2017)
“The team does not allow negative posts about the team or team mates
on Instagram or Facebook. This is because the news reporters usually follow
these posts and it might become a problem later.” (Thawil Butrsombat :
Interviewed, October 19, 2017)
“It is the choice of the individual. The team cannot tell them to try to
use media in other languages other than their own native tongue to speed up
their learning of Thai.” (Harn-narong Chunhakunakorn
October 14, 2017)

: Interviewed,
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The study of the adaptation guidelines of foreign football players based on the
mass media use can be surmised in the following section.
Adaptation of foreign football players incorporates the use of the telephones,
smartphones, and tablets. They use the Internet to learn English and Thai as well as to
search information about Thailand. In addition they use the Internet to study the form
of the other players for self development. Also they use the Internet to build
relationships and socialize with Thai and other foreign football players. In terms of
adaptation they need the support from Thai people in Thai society. The smartphone
usage, however, should be limited. Some of the clubs control the time that their
players can use the smart phone. Whereas some of the clubs prohibit their players
from playing with their phones before, between, and after practice and during
mathces. However, this depends on the policy of the clubs.
5.2.1.5 Adaptation guidelines of foreign football players in the Thai
League……………………………….
This topic suggests that cultural adaptation guidelines can be developed based
on the factors studied. This can be categorized in three aspects as presented in the
following section.
1) Adaptation guidelines of foreign football players in terms of cognitive
aspect The guideline can be presented in the following section.
- Receiver/Proactive Communications In this regard foreign football players
should take proactive action in the different culture. Ideally the foreign football player
should be actively developing themselves rather than just waiting to be on the
receiving end. For instance they might register for language courses, ask from people
in the community or friends in the club in case questions arise, or learn from the
Internet. This would help to reduce the misunderstanding or lack of knowledge of the
local language. Communications can be facilitated with the use of verbal and non
verbal communications. Also it is important to reduce misunderstanding from double
meanings so they can better understand Thai people. Footballers cannot only focus on
playing football. It would be wrong to think that football skills alone is enough. This
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might result in the inability of the foreign player to adapt. This is presented in the
interviews in the following section.
“After football practice, I work on my Thai language skills. I self study
or use the Internet such as Youtube. When I go out I bring my translator and
notebook to get by. It took me quite some time before I could be fluent in Thai.
I learned a lot from my friends. I have to adapt because I want to stay here. I
have to try hard both on the field and off it.” (Bayano Sobze : Interviewed,
October 29, 2017)
“Foreign players need to approach Thai people and find opportunities
to use the language. It is important to ask and listen. Thai people will usually
speak slowly to help us understand because we are foreigners.” (Diego Robert
: Interviewed, October 20, 2017)
- Open new perspectives/have new ideas One thing that assists many of the
foreign football players in the Thai League is opening their minds to new perspectives
and ideas in Thai society. It is important to be observant and have new ideas and do
new things. For instance foreign football players who come to Thailand alone need to
work hard on their adaptation. When they first arrive in Thailand most of the foreign
football players have a hard time going out. This is because they do not know the
routes as a result they can adapt the use of their smartphone in getting around. They
can use the smartphone for navigation even if there is no one to help them. They use
applications on their smartphone in order to translate Thai to their own native
language. Or in case they have questions regarding Thai culture they can search for
information on the Internet. These actions can help the foreign football player to adapt
by reducing the lack of understanding in the local culture. This is presented in the
interviews in the following section.
“When I have questions I search online for things such as directions
and learning Thai.” (Daniel Garcia Rodriguez : Interviewed, November 11,
2017)
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“Everything I have is connected to the Internet –my phone, notebook,
and even smart TV.” (Matthew Smith : Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
- Learning from experience in the immediate environment Arising from
the problems regarding the differences in terms of knowledge and way of thinking of
different cultures, foreign football players may not know information regarding Thai
society. If the foreign football player does not experience the culture on their own. As
a result it is important to learn through personal experience to improve one self and
mistakes to ensure they won’t be repeated. This should be added with an
understanding that different cultures view the world differently. For instance
foreigners often think the “wai” is a greeting but they do not understand the
complexity of the gesture. As a result they end up trying to “wai” people in all
situations. Sometimes they even “wai” children and vendors. This is evidenced in the
following interviews.
“Every country I go to has a different culture ranging from Latvia,
Germany, and Thailand. In addition to learning from the books and asking my
friends, I also learn from my own experiences.” (Ryotaro Nakano :
Interviewed, November 7, 2017)
2) Adaptation guidelines of foreign football players in terms of the
affective component The findings would be presented in the following section.
- Always be proactive and aware Foreign football players who can adapt to
Thai society often are proactive and always self aware. This feeling of being proactive
supports the awareness and positive reaction towards Thai people. For instance Thai
people can use non verbal communications to support communications to create
positive feelings like smiling, wai, bowing the head, and laughing. This promotes a
good atmosphere for communications. In addition this feeling of self awareness which
prevents ineffective communications such as stereotyping and rigid perception. This
is evidenced in the presentation of interviews in the following section.
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“You have to always keep evaluating yourself. You should not be too
over confident. You cannot overlook your team mates and most importantly
you must know the language. I have seen many players fail in the Thai
League. It is because they ignore these things.” (Diouf Bireme : Interviewed,
October 5, 2017)
“I like to plan ahead and prepare myself. Choosing to come to
Thailand, I had also prepared myself in advance.” (Katano Hiromichi :
Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
“Sometimes when I go out there are people who take my pictures.
Sometimes I dont’ know what they say but I smile and “wai” them. This is
what I do for the Thai people.” (Daniel Garcia Rodriguez : Interviewed,
November 11, 2017)
- Empathy This is the basic adaptation of foreign football players in Thailand
is the acceptance of differences between individuals and culture. It is important to be
mindful of expressions of others in their social circle. They must learn that they are
part of the society. In addition it is important not to have biases and ethnocentrism.
Thus, individuals should not be racist based on skin color or look down on others
based on football skills. This is evidenced in the interviews presented in the following
section.
“The first thing to do is keep an open mind. It is so different from
Brazil. If you cannot accept the difference you cannot stay here.” (André Luís
Leite : Interviewed, October 13, 2017)
“When you are in a different country you must accept the local culture
otherwise you would have a hard time adapting. You also need to adapt in
terms of media use. You can’t just use media in your local language because
you won’t learn new languages.” (Ryotaro Nakano : Interviewed, November
7, 2017)
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- Have a positive outlook Having a positive outlook helps the foreign football
player. It is ideal to treat those from other cultures based on love. This is an important
foundation for creating a good relationships with others. It is important to have
feelings of empathy and support as a means of accepting those who have different
cultures. This is why foreign football players can learn to speak Thai and understand
Thai culture. However, without these feelings lead to negative perceptions such as
hatred, bias, and ethnocentric beliefs. As a result these players would have a problem
adapting to Thai culture. This is
“Having experience in playing abroad, I realized that it is more than
just playing and practicing football. It is important to open your mind to new
experiences. Each country is different so you can’t judge everything by your
own standard. It is up to you to adjust your own attitude.” (Surachai
Chatupatrapong: Interviewed, November 11, 2017)
3) Adaptation guidelines of foreign football players in terms of the
behavioral component
The topic adaptation guidelines of foreign football players in terms of the
behavioral component, it is found that some foreign football players explicitly show
negative behaviors. However, there is also evidence of foreign football players who
have been able to adapt to Thai society. They have positive behaviors towards those
around them including Thais and other foreign players in their team. This is derived
from the motivation of each individual stemming from the cognitive and affective
aspects. For instance some foreign football players would learn Thai, eat Thai food,
try to be friendly with Thai people, and join activities such as Thai traditions and
socializing. This is evidenced in the interview in the following section.
“I try to speak Thai, eat like Thais, and dress like Thais because I want
to stay here permanently.” (Diouf Bireme : Interviewed, October 5, 2017)
From the study regarding the three components for developing adaptation
guidelines, the following conclusions can be made.
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Foreign football players have cultural adaptation in terms of cognition in the
form of proactive behaviors in self development. This includes registering for
language courses, asking questions from people in the community and friends, or
searching for information on the Internet. This includes looking at Thai society in the
positive way. They need to be observant and learn from their own experience. It is
also important to keep improving oneself and making sure not to repeat the same
mistakes. All this must be done under the framework of understanding diversity in
society, which would enable better understanding of Thai society.
Foreign football players who have good cultural adaptation in terms of the
affective component are also proactive in learning and giving important to Thai
people. This includes the effort in using Thai language and combining non verbal
communications. This leads to positive responses from others. Many of the foreign
football players try to accept the differences between people and culture. They are
mindful in the ways they express their emotions towards people around them. In
addition they feel that they are a part of society so they view Thai society in a positive
way.
Therefore, cultural adaptation in terms of cognitive and affective including
feelings and emotions drive the expression of behavior in foreign football players
towards Thai and other foreign players. This might include effort in speaking Thai,
eating Thai food, being friendly towards Thai people, joining Thai traditions, and
joining socializing activities with Thai people.

CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The study titled “Communication for the Foreign Football Players’ Cultural
Adjustment in Thailand League Football Club” has the following research
objectives:
1. To identify the causal relationship between demographic characteristics,
knowledge/ability in communications, attitude towards Thai people, interpersonal
communication behavior, and mass media usage on the adaptation of foreign players
in the Thai football clubs.
2. To analyze the direct, indirect, and interaction effects of demographic
characteristics, knowledge/ability in communications, attitude towards Thai people,
interpersonal communication behavior, and mass media usage on the adaptation of
foreign players in the Thai football clubs.
3. To study the factors that have an impact on the adaptation of foreign players
in the Thai football clubs.
4. To study the communication practices used in the adaptation to culture of
foreign players in the Thai football clubs.
This study utilized the mixed methods research methodology thus the analysis
can be presented in two parts as explained in the following section.
1) The quantitative study presented in Chapter 4 is based on the causal model
explaining the antecedents of the cultural adaptation of the foreign football players in
the Thai League. The direct, indirect, and total effects have been analyzed in terms of
model fit to the empirical data. The findings are used to test hypotheses 1 and 2. The
data was collected from a sample of 299 respondents drawn from the three tiers of the
league – Thai League 1 (Toyota League), Thai League 2 (M150 Championship), and
Thai League 3 (Euro Cake League Pro).
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2) The qualitative analysis of the data is presented in Chapter 5. This part of the
study analyzed the factors that impacted the cultural adaptation of foreign football
players in the Thai League. The findings are used to test hypotheses 3 and 4. In
addition the findings have been used further explore the quantitative results (Chapter
4). The data collection method was in-depth interview from respondents using the
purposive sampling method and snowball sampling. The respondents were drawn
from foreign football players who have experience in Thailand both in the past and
the present, Thai football players, and coaches, who have had experiences in football
clubs abroad along with media journalists, who have experience with foreign football
leagues. The total sample size is 29 respondents, who have close affiliation and
understanding towards the adaptation of foreign players.

6.1 Discussion of Research Findings
6.1.1

Discussion of Quantitative Research Findings

6.1.1.1

Characteristics of Foreign Football Players in the Thai League

1) Demographic : From the 299 respondents drawn from foreign football
players in the Thai League, it is found that most of the foreign players interviewed
play in the Thai League 3 (122 respondents or 40.8%). In addition it is found that
most of them are from the Bangkok United Team (7 respondents or 2.3%). The
majority of foreign players in the Thai League come from the Latin America (87
respondents or 29.1%). It is also found that most of them have Brazilian nationality
(77 respondents or 25.8%). In addition foreign players in the Thai League are mostly
aged between 26 – 30 years (142 respondents or 47.5%). The education level of
foreign players is mostly high school/ vocational school (222 respondents or 74.2%).
In terms of length of time worked in Thailand mostly is 2 – 5 years (154 respondents
or 51.5%). Most foreign football players that have an experience in foreign football
clubs (172 respondents or 57.5%). Also it is found that most players have dependents
(family/ lover, etc.) coming to Thailand (209 respondents or 69.9%).
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2) Knowledge/Ability in Communications : It is found that foreign football
players in the Thai League have knowledge/ability in communications and motivation
in communicating in Thai/English in high level and Skill in speaking Thai/English at
moderate level.
3) Attitude/Feeling about Thai People : It is found that foreign football
players in the Thai League have attitude towards Thai people at high level with the
perception that Thai people as easy to smile and nice people at very high level. This is
followed by Thai people are kind and helpful.
4) Interpersonal Communications Behavior : It is found that foreign
football players in the Thai League have preference in Interpersonal communications
with foreigners than with Thai people.
5) Mass Media Use : It is found that foreign football players in the Thai
League have Thai mass media use Thai Internet the most in terms of type and
frequency in high level. This is followed by the type and frequency use of television.
The use of newspaper is the least in terms of type and fequency at the lowest level. It
is also found that the use of native country/Thai/English language mass media use in
terms of Internet the most. This is followed by television, radio, and newspaper,
which are at a low level. The location of mass media use of foreign football players is
Office/Sports and Practice Centers and home/residence respectively.
6) Adaptation : It is found that foreign football players in the Thai League
have adaptation at the high level. Behavioral adaptation is the highest followed by
affective adaptation.
6.1.1.2 Causal Model Adaptation of Foreign Players in Thai League
The

causal

model

adaptation

included

Demographics

Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai society model

(DEMO),

(COMP), Attitude

towards Thai people Model (ATT), Mass media use (MC), and Interpersonal
Communications Behavior (IC) impact on Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football
players in the Thai League. The researcher therefore developed a new model that fit
the empirical data, which deleted the Interpersonal Communications Behavior (ICF),
which had factor loading less than 0.30. This resulted in the model that deleted
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Interpersonal Communications Behavior with foreigners resulting in only one
remaining component of Interpersonal Communications Behavior with Thais (ICT).
Thus, it is not suitable for conducting Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). The
results of the CFA are presented in the following section.
1) The Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the 5 exogenous and endogenous
variables are presented as follows:
(1) Exogenous variable of demographics : There are three observed
variables that can explain the latent variables including dependents. This is followed
by length of stay in Thailand and age respectively. The model fits the empirical data.
(2) Endogenous variable knowledge/ability in communications :
There are three observed variables that can explain the latent variables including Skill
in speaking Thai/English. This is followed by Knowledge in communications in Thai
society and Motivation in communicating in Thai/English. The model fits the
empirical data.
(3) Endogenous variable attitude/feeling about Thai people : There
are five observed variables that can explain the latent variables including Thai people
are nice and like to help. This is followed by Thai people are creative and like to meet
people, Thai people are open to accepting those of different religions, skin color, and
social status, Thai people are disciplined, and Most Thai people smile easily and have
good nature respectively. The model fits the empirical data.
(4) Endogenous variable mass media use : There are three observed
variables that can explain the latent variables including native country mass media
use. This is followed by English language media use and Thai media use respectively.
Prior to conducting the Confirmatory Factor Analysis, the Thai Mass Media use was
analyzed. It was found that Thai mass media use is best explained by Thai radio use
followed by type of radio use. Native country mass media use is best explained by
frequency of native country radio use. This includes type of native radio use. English
language mass media use is best explained by frequency of English language radio
use. This is followed by type of English radio use. The model fits the empirical data.
(5) Endogenous variable adaptation : There are three observed
variables that can explain the latent variables including behavioral adaptation. This is
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followed by affective adaptation and cognitive adaptation respectively. the model fits
the empirical data.
2) Analysis of the Causal Relationship between exogenous and
endogenous variables on the cultural adaptation of foreign football players in the
Thai League
(1)

Analysis

of

the

Model

Demographics

(DEMO),

Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai society model (COMP), Attitude
towards Thai people Model (ATT), and Mass media use (MC) impact on
Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football players in the Thai League
It is found that the causal model including Demographics (DEMO),
Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai society model

(COMP), Attitude

towards Thai people Model (ATT), and Mass media use (MC) impact on Adaptation
(ADAPT) of foreign football players in the Thai League fits the empirical data. The
Chi-square value is 0.29, which is close to 0 with degrees of freedom equal to 3. The
p-value is 0.96 and GFI and AGFI value at 1. This is in line with the criteria, which
indicates that the variables explain 67% of the variance in the adaptation of foreign
football players in the Thai league.
(2) The analysis of the direct effect, indirect effect, and total
effects of the causal model that has an impact on cultural adaptation of foreign
football players in the Thai league
- Hypothesis 1 Interpersonal communication (IC) behaviors of foreign
football players in Thai football clubs have a direct impact on the adaptation (ADAPT)
in the Thai League.
The analysis does not support this hypothesis because Interpersonal
communication (IC) behaviors did not pass the confirmatory factor analysis criteria.
Therefore it has been removed from the analysis of the variables that have an impact on
the cultural adaption of the foreign football players in the Thai league.
- Hypothesis 2 The use of mass communications (MC) of foreign
football players in Thai football clubs has a direct impact on the adaptation (ADAPT)
in the Thai League.
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The test indicate that Mass media use (MC) of the football players in
the Thai league has an impact on the cultural adaption (ADAPT), which supports the
hypothesis with the effects of 0.02 (t = 11.47) at the 0.05 level of significance.
- Hypothesis 3 Demographics characteristics (DEMO) of foreign
football players in Thai football clubs have a direct impact on the adaptation
(ADAPT), which supports the hypothesis with the effects of 0.10 (t = 2.65) at the
statistical level of 0.05.
The demographics (DEMO) of the foreign football players in the Thai
league has an indirect positive impact on the cultural adaption (ADAPT) through
Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai society model

(COMP), attitude

towards Thai people (ATT), , and mass media usage on the adaptation of foreign
players in the Thai League (MC). The effect level is 0.22 (t = 4.49) at the statistical
level of 0.01.
- Hypotheses 4 The results of the test indicate that Knowledge/ability
in communications (COMP) of foreign players in Thai League has a direct positive
impact on Adaptation (ADAPT). The effect level is 0.40 (t = 7.83) at the statistical
level of 0.05.
Knowledge/ability in communications (ADAPT) through Mass Media
Use (MC) of foreign football players in the Thai league (t = 0.47). This does not
support the hypothesis at the statistical level of 0.01.
- Hypothesis 5 The results of the test indicate that Attitude towards
Thai people (ATT) of foreign football players has a positive direct effect on
Adaptation (ADAPT). The effect level is 0.46 (t = 11.16) at the statistical level of
0.01.
Attitude (ATT) has no indirect effect through Mass media use (MC) of
foreign football players. This does not support the hypothesis (t = 0.40) at the
statistical level of 0.01.
Conclusion of Total Effects It is found that Demographics (DEMO),
Knowledge/Ability in communications in Thai society model

(COMP), Attitude

towards Thai people Model (ATT), and Mass media use (MC) has direct and total
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effect on Adaptation (ADAPT) of foreign football players in the Thai league at the
statistical level of 0.05. This supports the hypothesis and conceptual framework.
Knowledge/ ability in communicating in Thai society (COMP) and Attitude
(AT T) has no indirect effect through Mass media use (MC) on the cultural adaptation
of foreign football players in the Thai league at the 0.05 statistical significance level.
This does not support the hypothesis.

6.1.2

Discussion of Qualitative Research Findings

6.1.2.1 G eneral characteristics and factors that affect th e cultural
adaptation of foreign football players in the Thai League
1) Characteristics of foreign football players in the Thai League
(1) Demographic characteristics
Nationality It is found that foreign football players in the Thai League
had Brazilian nationality. Most of them came from Europe, which is more than in the
past. However, there are less players from the African continent. The existing African
players are found in Thai League 2 – 4. In terms of Asians, the popularity of
employing them on the teams have remained unchanged.
Age It is found that most of the players interviewed were aged over 25
years.
Education It is found that foreign football players from countries that
have a strong league structure could have a career in the sport and successfully
support their family. For foreign football players from poor countries, they would start
playing the sport at a young age and attempt to join the professional leagues. The
players from these countries usually do not have a high education.
Experience in Thailand It is found that most of the foreign football
players had the experience of no more than 3 – 4 years in the Thai League. This is
because most of the Thai League teams do not have employment contracts of no more
than 1 – 2 years. The extension of the contracts would be based on the evaluation of
the performance.
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Experience in foreign football clubs It is found that Thai football
clubs preferred to hire foreign football players who had experience in playing in
foreign football clubs. However, some of the Thai clubs do not hire players who have
experience in playing in foreign football clubs. Usually these players come from
countries that have a good reputation in playing football or have a strong professional
football league.
Dependents It is found that foreign football players usually have
dependents, who are family members including wife, partner, and children.
(2) Characteristics in terms of knowledge/ communication skills in
Thai society
Knowledge and understanding of Thai society It was found that
foreign football players, who played in the professional league in Thailand, have done
some basic information search regarding Thailand. Some of the foreign football
players had previous experience in Thailand or some have relationships with football
players from the same country already playing in Thailand or use the same agent so
they can ask for basic information.
Motivation in communicating in Thai society It is found some of the
foreign football plyers have the motivation to try/learn in order to prepare for
communicating in Thai society. The motivation to communicate in Thai society is
found strongly in the group of African players more than those from other regions.
Skill in communicating in Thai society of foreign football players
It is found that the main language for communications is English. For those foreign
football players in the case of managing practice sessions with Thai players or players
who need to play with Thais, who cannot communicate in English have translators.
However, this is found in big clubs. In smaller clubs Thai trainers who can speak
English would assist the players using both verbal and non verbal communications
during practice. Thus, the skills of the foreign football players in communicating in
Thai society can be classified as follows:
1) Foreign football players who can communicate well in English
2) Foreign football players who can communicate well in Thai
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3) Foreign football players who cannot communicate well in English
and Thai
(3) Attitude/Feelings towards Thai people in Thai society
Attitude/Feeling/Positive attitudes about Thai People It is found that
foreign football players are impressed with the friendliness, open mindedness, easy
going nature, helpfulness, acceptance of those of different religions, skin color, and
social status. They said Thais were not racist and were nice people.
Attitude/Feeling/Negative attitudes about Thai people It is found
that some of the foreign football players had negative feelings regading Thai people.
These included lack of professionalism such as lack of discipline, tardiness, and lack
of effort.
(4) Mass media use of foreign football players
Foreign football players who live in Thailand for a short period would
prefer to use their native country media.
Foreign football players who have lived in Thailand for a certain
period of time would have the tendency to use Thai mass media. This is because they
need to adapt and learn to use Thai media in order to help their adaptation.
Foreign football players in using English language mass media It
is found that these players came from countries that primarily used English as
the language for communication. In addition there is more availability of English
language media than other languages.
The most popular media is the Internet This is because the Internet
is the media that enables connection to other media that have moved their platforms
online.
2) Factors that impact cultural adaptation of foreing football players in
the Thai League
(1) Factors that have an impact on cultural adaptation for foreign
football players in terms of demographics
Illegal entry/Visa/Importing Illegal Items It is found some of the
foreign football players came into Thailand to import illegal items into the country.
These players usually came from Africa and the Middle East. Therefore, it is found
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that the teams are well aware that players from these regions usually came with these
problems.
Agents It is found that foreign football players who did not hire agents
usually did not have the power to negotiate their salaries with the teams. Also it was
not easy for them to move to new teams.
Experience in handling life abroad This results from the attitude that
is formed at a young age (no more than 25 years), which might mean accepting
differences in social situations. Some have a problem in changing themselves. In
addition it might be insufficient preparation for living abroad.
Family/Friends of the same

nationality It is found that foreign

football players who do not know or do not have others who communicated in the
same lanaguage would have a hard time adapting. They would experience culture
shock. Therefore, they need to have acquientances and family to live with them in
order to facilitate the adaptation.
(2) Factors that affected the adaptation of foreign football players
in terms of knowledge/ability/understanding in Thai society
Understanding in Thai Society These factors result from the lack of
preparation or study of information regarding Thailand. However, if the foreign
football player has experience in playing football in foreign countries have easier
adaptation.
Motivation in communicating in Thai society There are factors
arising from the emotional aspect of the individual football player. Some are satisfied
with playing in the Thai League as a means to collect money while some may feel that
the league is low grade.
Ability in communicating in Thai society It is found that English
can only be used to communicate in major cities. The problem is that small clubs do
not have the budget to hire translators.
(3) Factors that affected the adaptation of foreign football players
in terms of attitude/feelings towards Thai society
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Negative attitude/feelings towards Thai society in general In this
aspect it is found that Thai people are perceived negatively in terms of having low
discipline, cheat/corrupt, respect seniority/nepotism, and only do what is necessary.
Negative attitude/feelings towards Thai League, Thai Football
players, and Thai trainers The factors that contribute to the lack of success of the
Thai football in the international arena include lack of professionalism, no discipline,
tardiness, practice format, and team management
(4) Factors that affect the adaptation of foreign football players in
terms of mass media use
Addiction to smartphone/Internet use of foreign football players
These factors lead to other problems including commenting the coach or other team
members on social media as well as lack of concentration during practice. This might
affect the performance of the player eventually.
Use of Native Country Mass Media Only Foreign football players
who usually choose to use native country mass media may end up not learning the
language and culture.
(5) Factors that affect the adaptation of the foreign football players
in the Thai League
Cognitive factors It is found that most do not know the local
language. This is usually the first phase when the foreign football players experience
problems in communicating with the locals. Another factor that is often found is the
lack of understanding of double meanings and the use of wrong words in
communication. This includes the inappropriate use of language as well as the lack of
understanding of culture/customs/ and local way of life, which might lead to
misunderstandings. In terms of understanding the differences in knowledge,
understanding, and thinking styles this issue results from the differences in such
aspects across different countries. As a result the categorization and management
styles in each country may be different from those in other countries.
Affective factors It is found that when there is a lack of effectiveness
in terms of cognition. For instance some factors might include problems in perception
such as frozen perceptions, stereotyping, and making judgements as extremely black
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and white. All of these issues affect the perception of foreign football players towards
Thais, thai footballers or coach, other foreign players, and even players from their
own countries. This perception leads to obstacles in form of biases. In ddition this
might lead to problems in ethnocentric tendencies which in effect would lead to lack
to empathy. As a result this might lead to the unwillingness to accept differences in
terms of culture/society of foreign football players. This includes the lack of
assistance and support for those in the local community where in the foreign football
player is working.
Behavioral factors It is found that there are certain types of
characteristics and behaviors that lead to the obstacles of adaptation of foreign
football players within the context of Thai culture. This results from the knowledge
and attitude that is reflected in the behavior.
6.1.2.2 Guidelines in the Cultural Adaptation of Foreign Football players
in the Thai League
1) Guidelines for Adaptation of Foreign Football Players in terms of
Demographics
Adaptation Guidelines for Foreign Football Players
Have an agent The employment of an agent or an agency to represent
the player is helpful in negotiating the contract or salary increases. In case the football
player cannot afford an agent, the player can have close acquaintances or family
members take the exam for the license to provide the service for free.
Bring family and friends to live together Having other people to live
with the foreign football player would reduce the feeling of homesickness. This would
help the football player have more concentration in practice and in competitions.
Form group with other foreign football players Foreign football
players should form a network with players from the same country. This would help
to create a social environment that would reduce homesickness. This is especially
important if the foreign football player is living alone. Having someone to give advice
or at least having someone who communicates in the same language would reduce the
loneliness.
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Adaptation Guidelines from Thai Society
Assistance in terms of benefits from the club This includes
assistance in terms of support regarding accomodations or provision of travelling
expenses for the foreign football players.
2)

Adaptation

Guidelines

in

terms

of

Knowlege/Ability

in

Communications in Thai Society
Adaptation Guidelines for Foreign Football Players
Learn more about life beyond the football field This includes
preparing the individual to learn new things that happen beyond the football field,
most important of which is language. In addition foreign football players should not
always be on the receiving end. They should learn to socialize as well
Adaptation Guidelines from Thai Society
Thais should be good hosts Thai people should help and not take
advantage of these foreign football players. For instance Thais shoudl help to provide
recommendations regarding living in the community through the use of English and
non verbal communications.
Assistance from football players and coach in the team Thai
football players can assist foreign football players to adjust including driving them
around and helping them to communicate. The coach needs to communicate in
English. In case the foreign football player can speak Thai, the coach needs to speak
clearly for ease of understanding.
Assistance from the club in terms of language The football clubs
should help the foreign football players learn the local language or help these players
to communicate such as the employment of translators or hire coaches who can speak
many languages.
3) Guidelines for Adaptation of Foreign Football Players in terms of
Attitude/Feelings towards Thai people
Adaptation Guidelines for Foreign Football Players
Be open minded/take a broader view of the world Foreign football
players should be open minded and look at the world in a positive way.
Adaptation Guidelines from Thai Society
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Create positive values among Thais towards foreign players Thai
football players should demonstrate professionalism during practice and competition.
Thai players should show feelings of camaraderie. The coach should also demonstrate
professionalism during practice. The football club should also promote ice breaking
activities that help foreign football players.
4) Adaptation Guidelines in terms of Mass media use behavior
Adaptation Guidelines for Foreign Football Players
Should learn to Use Smartphones/ Digital Media Literacy Foreign
football players have the ability to use smartphones, tablets, notebooks, and electronic
devices to access online content. They can choose to use this online content to learn
English or Thai as well as to seek information about Thailand. They should learn to
use this media use for self development.
Use Smartphones/Online media to network with other foreign
football players Foreign football players should learn to use modern technology to
seek new friends and socialize through online social media such as Facebook, Twitter,
and Line.
Adaptation Guidelines from Thai Society
Issuing Club Regulations or Head Coach The club should regulate
the use of smartphone. In addition there should be regulations regarding the posts on
social media as well.
5) Cultural Adaptation Guidelines of Foreign Football Players in the Thai
League
(1) Cultural Adaptation Guidelines of Foreign Football Players in
terms of Cognition and Knowledge
Proactive Senders and Receivers Foreign football players should be
active in terms of self development instead of not changing and expecting to only be
on the receiving end. For instance they should register for language courses. In
addition they should ask others in the local community or other footballers when in
doubt.
Open to new perspectives/ideas The foreign football player should be
open to change their own thoughts. They shoudl be open to new perspectives and
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ideas. They should be open to learn more about Thai society. They need to observe
what is happening around them, learn new ideas, and try new things.
Learn from Experience Foreign football players should learn from
their own personal experience. They should learn from the things they do not know or
mistakes they have done. They should add the frame of understanding that there are
different types of messages in different societies.
(2) Cultural Adaptation Guidelines of Foreign Football Players in
terms of Affective (Attitude/Feelings)
Always being self aware Foreign football players should always be
self aware because it would be important in supporting the interaction with Thai
people. This includes promoting feeling for using language and communication. In
addition being self aware prevents issues that negatively influence perception.
Empathy This is the acceptance of differences in individuals and
culture. This would lead to care in expressing feelings. It includes the realization of
being part of society. In addition this reduces negative biases and ethnocentric
thoughts.
Positive Outlook This includes the expression of opinions regarding
different cultures on the basis of love. This would be the basic expression of feelings
that enable the development of relationships.
(3) Cultural Adaptation Guidelines of Foreign Football Players in
terms of (Behavior)
Positive behavior towards others : Foreign football players in
Thailand have good adaptation that is evidenced empirically. The foreign football
players have positive behavioral expressions which are important in motivating the
factors of knowledge, attitude, and feelings.

6.2 Discussion of Research Findings
From the overall results of the study, the researcher has developed the frame
of analysis for both the quantitative and qualitative studies can be summarized in the
following section.
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6.2.1 Process of adaptation to the new culture of foreign football players
in the Thai League can be categorized in 8 stages
This section takes the direction from Gullahorn and Gullahorn (1963) to
explain cultural adaptation stages of those who enter a different culture. It is usually
applied to those who do not live in a new culture permanently. It can be divided into 7
stages. The cultural adaptation requires the interaction with strangers (foreigners) and
the environment (area/environment including culture, society, traditions, and
religion). This section would discuss the application of these stages to the Thai culture
of foreign football players in the Thai League. The adaptation of those who do not
permanently live in the new culture can be categorized in 8 stages as presented in the
following section.
1. Honeymoon Stage It is found that most of the foreign football players
would enter this stage when they first come to Thailand not exceeding the duration of
3 months stay. This is a period when the foreign football player is excited and curious
to see the new culture and environment that he has entered. However, the player
might also miss their home. As in the case of Diuof Bireme from Ivory Coast, he had
a very positive view of Thailand because of the modernization when compared to his
home country. Usually the foreign football players would bring their family or chat on
social media with people in their homeland to get by. Some would communicate with
others who are from the same country or a smilar culture. For instance in the case of
Matt Smith, the Australian player brought his family (wife with two daughters) along
with him to Thailand. In the case of Katano Hiromichi, Japanese player for Sukhothai
F.C., used Line to create a group to chat with other Japanese players from other clubs.
2. Hostility Stage This is experienced by foreign football players when they
have stayed in Thailand for some time between 6 months to 1 year. They would start
to see the reality. Many of them would feel stressed out, left out, confused, and feel
that they don’t know what to do in Thailand. They start to lack confidence. If the
player makes an ineffective effort to adapt, they would enter stage 3. However, if they
fail to adapt, the adaptation process would end here. In the case of Diuof Bireme,
Ivory Coast player, he was injured during the first year when playing with Muang
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Thong. This resulted in him being loaned to other teams in the Thai League and
Myanmar. He then started to experience feelings of culture shock and felt that he did
not receive sufficient support from the team.
3. Culture shock Stage This follows the second stage happening at almost the
same time. When players enter this stage and are unable to interact with Thais and the
culture, they would start to avoid going out. They would miss home and often hang
out only with those from the same culture. During practice and matches players would
leave after the sessions end immediately. Players who cannot communicate usually
would experience this problem. This would lead to problems regarding their form on
the field. Most of them would have problems in extending their contracts or have their
contracts terminated. In addition another problem is injury from practice and matches.
In the case of the Thai League it is found that many foreign players experience this
problem from the inability to adapt. This is usually apparent in those who cannot
speak English or learn Thai. These are usually those who are ethnocentric.
4. Gradual adjustment Stage It is found that foreign football players who
stay for more than one year would enter this stage of gradual adjustment. This is when
the player feels more at ease with the new culture. They start to learn Thai language
and culture making them better suited to stay in Thailand. They would be able to get
out more. Usually players at this stage would bring their families and start to socialize
more with Thai people. The players would be able to communicate in Thai using
basic terms. For instance Daniel Totti, Spanish player for Bangkok Glass, has lived in
Thailand for 3 years. Before coming to Thailand he could hardly speak English or
Thai. However, he has tried to learn from media and Thai people in society. In
addition he studied Thai through the support of the club.
5. Adaptation Stage It is found that football players who stay in Thailand for
more than 3 years would enter this stage. They are able to adapt well to living in
Thailand. This is a period when they feel the new culture is their home. They feel
secure and part of the host culture. At this stage the football players would be able to
go around freely, eat the local food, and communicate well in the local language. In
addition the players would have a smooth experience in playing in Thai professional
league. Most of the football players who enter this stage are the famous players
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including Diego Louis Santos, Herberty Fernandes, Diouf Bireme, Draken Boskovich,
Mario Yurofski, Matt Smith, Leandro Asunchao, and Katano Hiromichi.
Cultural adaptation of foreign football players can take a variety of forms. It
would depend on the adaptation strategies selected by the foreign football players.
This would depend on the context and situation in Thai society. For this part the
identity adaptation from Berry et al. (1987) would be used to explain the cultural
adaptation of foreign football players in the Thai League as presented in the following
section.
- Ethnic-oriented identity -This reflects attachment to one’s own culture and
low acceptance of Thai culture or in some cases denial. In these cases the football
player has a strong personal identity. Usually this is observed in football players who
have political, economic, and culture that is stronger than Thailand for instance
players coming from Europe.
- Bicultural identity – This reflects the maintenance of one’s own culture
while adapting to Thai culture. Usually this means that these football players tend to
be more flexible in adapting. Mostly these players can adapt well to Thailand. For
instance players from Brazil maintain their own culture while adapting to Thai
culture. These players cook Brazilian food like barbeque, coffee, and cocoa so that it
can be taken with Thai food.
- Assimilation identity – This means that the football player is not attached to
one’s own culture trying to become part of Thai culture. Usually these players come
from poor nations, have political problems, or war. Thus, working in Thailand is their
life goal because they get better income than staying in their own country. In addition
these players would bring their family to live in Thaialnd. They would like to stay in
Thailand permanently by getting Thai citizenship. Many of these football players
come from Africa.
- Marginal identity – Some football players experience this feeling of non
attachment to one’s own culture and Thai culture. From the study it is found that there
are no football players interviewed who have this type of adaptation. Usually this type
of adaptation is found in marginal groups such as refugees, minorities, and those who
are underprivileged.
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Berry et al. (1987) explained that adaptation has to consider attitude and
satisfaction to the new culture at the same time. However, the individual would
maintain their own culture as explained in the following section.

Table 6.1 Model Cultural Adaptation based on Ethnic Identity/ Culture and Individual
Satisfaction (Modified from Berry et al., 1987)
Adaptation strategies based on
ethnic

identity/culture

and

Acceptance of New Culture
Accept

Not Accept

personal satisfaction
Original ethnic Attached

Bi-cultural identity

identity

Ethnic-oriented
identity

Not Attached

Assimilation identity

Marginal identity

6. Ambivalence Stage It is found that foreign football players, who can adapt
to Thai culture, tend to be at the end of their careers or are no longer part of the teambuilding plan. This might happen because their is a change of the coach, therefore,
some may have to play in other foreign leagues or may have to go home. They would
experience feelings of sadness. This might be combined with excitement and
happiness of going home. For the players who have to play in another foreign league,
they would have to go through the adaptation process to the new culture. One
example is Andre Luis, Brazilian player, who played in Thailand for 3 years. After he
got used to living in Thailand, his contract with the Royal Thai Navy was not renewed
because there was a change in the coach and team management. As a result he
returned to Brazil. Another example is Ryotaro Nakano, Japanese player who moved
from Chonburi FC to play in Latvia

after his contract was not renewed. He could

easily adapt to working in Thailand because he has prior experience playing in Europe
for 6 years.
7. Re-entry Culture Shock Stage It is found that foreign football players who
return to their homeland or foreign leagues, regardless of reason, would experience
feelings of disorientation with their own home. This is derived from the feeling that
things are different from their expectation and past experiences. They would feel
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unfamiliar with their own native country because they have adapted to the new culture
as their new home. For those who move to another foreign league, their adaptation
experience would be easier. This is because they have past experience for cultural
adaptation. One example is Nicholas Balez, Argentinian football player for
Suphanburi FC. He could easily adapt to the Thai culture because he had prior
experience playing in many countries therefore he took less time to adapt.
8. Resocialization Stage This is the stage where the foreign football players
might return to their own native country or new foreign country. The players would
usually adapt to the new culture they are living in.
The analysis can be summarized using the W – Shaped Model (Modified)

Figure 6.1 W – Shaped Adaptation Model Adaptation of foreign football players in
the Thai League can be explained using the process (Modified from Ting-Toomey,
1999)
From Figure 6.2 it can be observed that foreign football players can move
from the lowest point in the adaptation in stage 3, culture shock. The graph would
slowly improve because the football player would slowly adapt to Thai culture. This
might take about 1 – 3 years or maybe longer than that. It would be dependent on the
effort, perspective, thinking, and attitude of individuals. The topic would be used to
discuss the factors that impact the cultural adaptation of foreign football players. This
is extends the fourth stage which helps in the adaptation of foreign football players in
the new culture.
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6.2.2 Factors that impact Cultural Adaptation of Foreign Football Players
in the Thai League
The research findings can be presented in the following section based on the
factors that impact on the cultural adaptation of foreign football players in the Thai
League. These factors can be categorized and presented in four topics, which is inline
with the causal model of cultural adaptation presented in Chapter 4.
6.2.2.1 Demographic characteristics that have a direct and indirect impact
through knowledge/ability in communications, attitude towards Thai people, and
media use behavior on cultural adaptation of foreign football players
The research findings indicate that demographic characteristics that impact
cultural adaptation of foreign football players include ethnic/continent, age,
experience playing in foreign clubs, and having family and friends can be presented in
detail in the following section.
Discussion of the results based on the hypotheses reveal that ethnic/continent,
age, experience playing in foreign football clubs, having family and friends, and have
direct and indirect impact on cultural adaptation. This is in line with the study
conducted by Kim (1988), which explained that demographic characteristics such as
continent, age, marital status, duration of stay, and personal experience has an impact
on cultural adapation.
The analysis of the quantitative and qualitative studies show the impact of
nationality/continent. It is found that most of the players are from Brazil (77 players)
and most are from South America (87 players). This is the result of the country’s
reputation in terms of football and relationship with agents. As a result there are more
Brazilian players in the Thai League because the process is easier. Since there are
numerous Brazilian players there is direct and indirect impact on ease in adaptation.
The new players come to Thailand and can met many players from their country
therefore they get the assistance and communications facilitating adaptation
eventually reducing culture shock. However, there are still problems in the case that
the foreign football player comes to live in Thailand alone. One case is Andre Luis,
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Brazilian player from Royal Thai Navy. Playing in Thailand was his first foreign
league so he had problems adapting to the language, society, and culture. However, he
had Brazilian friends, coach, and agent, helping him to learn the language and find
basic information about Thailand. Thus, he could stay in Thailand for 3 years, which
is in line with the work of Swarts (2014), who studied the adaptation of coaches and
football players in Finland. In addition to choosing the club based on the salary paid,
foreign football players look for a network of players from their native country in the
same team. This is in line with Khunsith (2012), who studied Thais working in
multinational firms. These respondents explained that foreigners usually talked and
interacted among themselves. This is reflected through the relationship and
communications that tended to be limited only to those of the same ethnic group.
This research findings inidicate that bringing family and friends along to
live in Thailand is a practice seen in many foreign football players (209 respondents).
Taking family and friends is similar to having players from the same country to help
ease the adaptation to the new culture. This helps the player reduce their loneliness in
having someone to talk to in the same language. They can seek advice and company
when feeling lonely. This is in line with the work of Gulak-Lipka (2016), who studied
the differences between culture of athletes in Poland. The researcher found that
players brought family members to help ease the culture shock.
In addition in terms of experience playing in foreign leagues in addition to
one’s own native league has an impact on adaptation. Most teams would prefer to
choose players who have this prior experience (172 respondents). This is because
these players can communicate in English. As a result they have better adjustment
skills and can assimilate well in the local community. This is in line with the research
regarding communications and adaptation of Thai employees in multinational
companies (Khunsith, 2012). Intercommunications between Thai and local personnel
communicate using English, followed by local language, and Thai respectively. Thai
employees who have prior experience working abroad would adapt to working in
these companies better than those who do not have the experience.
On this issue it is found that duration of stay in Thailand of foreign football
players is an important factor. Most of the foreign football players come to work in
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Thailand temporarily. There are some who would like to stay in Thailand permanently
especially those from the African continent. This is because the living conditions in
their country are worse than Thailand. These players would like to join the
professional league and aim to continue living in Thailand after their career is over
hoping for Thai citizenship. This is in line with Kim (1988) who proposed the concept
of Stress-Adaptation-Growth, which explains the adaptation of those who move into a
new culture in the long-term. The adaptation strategy for moving into a new culture
depends on the internal characteristics of the individual. This results from the
continuous interaction with the new environment eventually leading to changes in
feelings and behavior. Consequently, the individual would demonstrate behaviors that
comply with the new culture after facing stress in living in an unfamiliar culture.
In addition there are other factors that influence the long-term adaptation of
which age is one critical factor. It is found that most of the foreign football players
in the Thai League are aged 26 – 30 years. This is the age that individual is already a
full adult. As a result they are more open to new cultures and have a good attitude
towards discipline. They are capable of caring for themselves thus they can play
football for a long time.
However, there are might be problems from foreign football players who come
into Thailand illegally together with issues like crime and drugs. This is especially
true among players from Africa and the Middle East. These issues are identified
similarly to those in Poli (2010), who studied the migrationof African football players
to work in Europe and Asia. These African players may illegally enter countries like
France as a result they are not able to sign contract with the teams. Consequently, they
would be pushed out of the country. Therefore, there are many African players who
try to marry French women so they can play professional football. This has driven
some African players such as those from Ghana coming to play more in Asia such as
Thailand and Vietnam. These countries have more lax laws so they have less
problems. As a result the players from these countries are viewed negatively by Thai
people in general. Gudykunst and Kim (2003) analyzed problems in culture
adaptation. Sometimes there are those who have frozen perception and hold
stereotypes, which include biases against ethnicity of others. This is especially true in
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terms of how Thais perceive Africans who are big, dark skinned, and scary. They are
often perceived as having problems in terms of crime and drugs. While people might
perceive those coming from the Middle East as being terrorists. Muslims are
perceived as being violent and hard to deal with. These stereotypes lead to problems
in getting employment in many clubs. As a result many of the teams prefer to employ
players from South America and Eastern Europe. These players can play well helping
the brand have a better image, which is helpful in marketing and attractive to football
fans (Maderer et al., 2014). So good football players from these countries have
problems in signing contracts. This is especially true for those who do not have agents
to represent them. Having agents would help them in dealing with football clubs,
negotiating their contracts and helping them find new teams. This is because players
may not know about the law so foreign football players have agents to deal with the
issues outside of the pitch. The agent would take care of everything for the players
like Daniel Totti, Spanish player of Bangkok Glass who hired 360 Sports
Management led by Manuel Sayisdidos, former player from Laliga Spain, who takes
care of all of the benefits, image, and other issues regarding playing in Thailand
(FourFourTwo, 2018).
Another factor is experience in playing in foreign football leagues. This might
result in the young age thus some players have problems in adapting to differences in
culture. They might not have any prior experience playing outside of their country. As
a consequence they should better prepare themselves in terms of language because it
would negatively impact their motivation and attitude reducing their expectations in
adaptation (Ting-toomey, 1999). For instance the case of Diouf Bireme from Ivory
Coast, who came to Thailand when he was only 23 years old (2007). In the beginning
he had problems adapting due to his lack of experience in playing in foreign leagues.
He was also young and lacked the maturity having to live in a foreign country all
alone.
Another part of the findings indicated demographics of foreign football
players in the Thai League had an indirect effect on cultural adaptation through
knowledge/ability in communications, attitude towards Thai people, and mass media
use. The dicussions of the findings would be presented in the following section.
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Demographics of the foreign football players in the Thai League had an
indirect
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communications. This can be explained that football players who came from English
speaking areas and experience playing abroad were able to adapt quickly to the Thai
society. Matt Smith, Defender from Australia, who played in the English league,
could adapt quickly in Thailand. However, the players from Latin America, who did
not have experience playing abroad usually had problems in communicating in
English and Thai. For instance Andre Luis, Brazilian player who stayed in Thailand 2
years. He had problems communicating in English and had problems living in
Thailand. The thing that helped him through was the fact that he brought his family
with him. This is in line with Siriwat and Brill (2015), who studied the factors and
sustainability of foreign football players from Latin America in the Thai League. The
researcher explained that the factors that had impact on the Latin American football
players’ adaptation include the barrier of society/language. Another factor is the
expectation that the team had of players from the region. If a player made even the
slightest mistake they would no longer be employed. This is because their salaries
were high.
The demographics factors had an impact on cultural adaptation through
attitude towards Thai people. It is found that foreign football players who are aged
over 25 years tend to have experience playing abroad and have a good attitude
towards the Thai League. These football players have a lot of experience. Being older
they have better wider perspective than their younger counterparts. Most of the
foreign football players in the Thai League are aged between 26 – 30 years old. Thus,
they are adults and have a broader perspective and good attitude helping them ready
to adapt to new cultures. Having a family helps the foreign football players have a
good attitude thus enabling them to perform well in their career. Some of the players
were working to build their family, which corresponds to demographics impact of
foreign football players in European leagues (Besson, Poli, & Ravenel, 2008). The
research continues to explain that successful European teams like Inter Milan, AC
Milan or Juventus have foreign football players who are aged 25 years and above
averaging 26.9% throughout the region.
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Demographics factors have an indirect impact on adaptation through
mass media use. It is found that ethnic origin and experience in playing football
abroad and in Thailand would have an impact on using mass meda. The foreign
football players who just arrived in Thailand and cannot communicate in English
would use their native country mass media more than those who can communicate in
English. The later group would prefer to use English language media. These two
groups would use mass media to seek information and contact with other foreign
friends during the early stages of adaptation to Thai culture, which reduces culture
shock (Kongkaew, 2001). Once a player stays in Thailand long enough they would
adapt and use more Thai mass media. This is in line with Yingphaibul (1995) who
studied foreign teachers in Thailand would start using Thai mass media for cultural
adaption. The discussions of the findings regarding the demographics direct and
indirect impact on adaptation on foreign football players can be summarized in the
following figure.

Figure 6.2 Summary of demographic characteristics both direct and indirect impact on
cultural adaptation of foreign football players
6.2.2.2 Factors of Knowledge/Ability in Communications have a direct
impact on cultural adapatation of foreign football players in the Thai League
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The research findings indicate that knowledge/ability in communications has
an impact on cultural adaptation. This factor can be divided into dimensions such as
knowledge/understanding, motivation, and skill in communicating in Thai society.
The details are presented in the following section.
The discussion based on the hypothesis that Knowledge/Ability in
communicating in Thai society can positively influence adaptation. In addition the
quantitative analysis revealed that foreign football players have a high level of
knowledge, motivation, and ability in communicating in Thai/English. It is found that
communications skills of foreign football players who have stayed in Thailand for
some time (more than 1 year) would have skills in speaking/listening of the local
language or English. This group has a high level of motivation in communicating in
Thai society. This is because the high salaries are lucrative especially for African
players (who come from poorer countries), who make a special effort in learning the
language. They would learn through the Internet, television, and learning through
Thai society regarding the behavior of Thais so they can better adapt to the society.
Some players who engage in this pattern of adaptation include Diouf Bireme, Bayano
Sobze, Adefolarin Durosinmi , and Adebayo Gadebo. African players make a clear
effort in learning Thai when compared to players from other regions. This is because
they would like to have Thai citizenship to avoid poverty in their own country.
These factors have an impact beyond the ability in playing football. The more
a football player can communicate the better they can adapt. This is in line with
Boonchan (1989) from the University of Oklahoma, who studied intercultural
communications and adaptation of Americans who come to live temporarily in
Thailand. There is a dimension in communications, which is the ability in
communications, interpersonal relationships, and adaptation. It is found that the
Americans who live in Thailand for some time would be able to speak the local
language and behave in line with the local society. This is in line with Kongkaew
(2001), who found that the factors that have a relationship with communications in
Thai culture of foreign teachers include duration of stay in Thailand. This means that
the longer the foreign teacher stayed in Thailand, the more their ability to
communicate in the local language.
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This can be categorized based on their ability in communicating in Thai
society of foreign football players as follows:
1) Foreign football players who can communicate in English well
2) Foreign football players who can use Thai well in communications
3) Foreign football players who cannot communicate in Thai and English well
Based on the ability of communications the foreign football players in group 3
have the most problems. This is because they cannot communicate well in neither
English nor Thai causing problems in communications. This would have an impact on
playing football because it is a game that requires constant communications during
matches. In addition this would also impact their regular daily life. They might
misunderstand communications due to the sentence structure, pronounciation, choice
of words, and explanation of definitions. Thus the listening skill is very important
because when people speak quickly it would be even more difficult to understand. For
instance in the case of Katano Hiromichi, Japanese player from Sukhothai, he
explained that when he first arrived in Thailand his friends fooled him in the dressing
room. This is because when he first arrived he could hardly speak English and Thai.
This is in line with the work of Wiwatanakul (2016), who found that the obstacle in
intercultural communications is the lack of understanding of the language. This
includes the inappropriate use of lanague. As a result the foreigners living in Thailand
would have problems in living in Thai society and communications. This is especially
true because in the provinces there are a limited number of people who can speak
English. Therefore, there might be problems of misunderstanding resulting in
problems with people in the local community. Thus, when a foreign football players
cannot speak Thai or English or cannot communicate well, they might not be able to
understand the coach’s game plan well enough resulting in an impact on the game.
When the player cannot fulfill the game plan of the coach for a continued time, this
would result in a lack of confidence both on and off the pitch. Eventually, the player
would not be able to adapt to the Thai society. Usually this results from the lack of
sufficient seeking of information about Thailand. This is a consequence of the
perception that the Thai League is not as reputable. Some players think that because
they have experience in the European leagues they underestimate the issue and lack
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the motivation to adapt. In addition the experience in living abroad is an important
factor. For instance Jung Myung-oh, South Korean player for Sukhothai, said that
when he first came to Thailand he felt nervous both on and off the pitch. This is
because he did not understand Thai society and Thai language. Although he had
prepared himself, the actual situation is totally different from the information received
from agents and other players who are in Thailand. In some cases the players may
have had previous experience in top professional leagues but are close to the end of
their careers. As a result they lack the motivation to adapt and join the training. The
results of the findings can be summarized in the following section.

Figure 6.3 Summary of knowledge/communications ability direct and impact on
cultural adaptation of foreign football players
6.2.2.3 Attitude towards Thai People have direct impact on the cultural
adaptation of foreign football players in the Thai League
The research findings reveal that attitude towards Thai people has an impact
on cultural adaptation of foreign players. The factor can be divided into dimensions
including positive attitude towards Thais and negative attitude towards Thais, which
would be discussed in the following section.
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The discussion of the findings based on the hypothesis revealed that positive
attitudes towards Thai people would enhance motivation and improve the
adaptation. They view Thais as being friendly, nice, like to help others, creative, and
like to meet people. These feelings enhance the positive attitudes that foreign football
players have towards Thai people. When there are such positive feelings other good
attitudes follow this is because football is a team sport. As a result it is important to
have positive attitudes and outlooks towards other team members, coach, and other
staff members (Riyapan, 2012). This is also in line with the study from Sriwattananon
(2004), who found that this factor would help to enhance the communications
between Thai and western employees through adjustment of perception towards
norms and cultures in a positive way.
However, attitudes can be changed at any time. In order to maintain its
positive valence, Thais must be good hosts demonstrating friendliness towards foreign
football players, which would help to motivate them to better adapt. This can help
foreign players feel that they are at home as in the case of Ricardo Jesus, Brazilian
player from Honda Ladkrabang FC. He said that the fans in Thailand were friendlier
than the fans back home and in Europe. Even when the team lost or he did not play
well, the fans still continued their support.
The qualitative study reflects the attitude problems that foreign players may
have towards Thai people. It is found that players from low context cultures such as
Europe and Nother America are different from Thais who are from high context
culture (Hall, 1981). The findings can be adapted to Hall’s model of high-low context
cultures as presented in the following figure.
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Figure 6.4 Summary of knowledge/communications ability direct and impact on
cultural adaptation of foreign football players
From these differences there are some foreign football players who stereotype
and view Thai people negatively. This is evidenced in the opinion provided by Harnnarong Chunhakunakorn, player from Royal Thai Navy FC. He said that the attitude
of a certain European player is quite clear during practices and matches. Harn-narong
explained further that this bordered on issues regarding professionalism. As a result
the team had to terminate the contract with that particular European football player.
This is in line with the study of Wiwatananukul (2016), which found that the attitude
of foreigners in particular stereotyping tends to result in negative perceptions. They
usually viewed Thais as having low discipline, cheating/corruption, nepotism, and
make no effort. In terms of the football performance they might perceive that Thais
lack professionalism, are not as capable as European coaches, and management in the
Thai League is not good. This is because the Thai national team has not been
successful in the global stage like other teams such as Germany, Brazil, Italy, Spain or
Japan. The findings can be summarized in the following figure.
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Figure 6.5 Path Summarization of Attitudinal Factors that Impact Cultural Adapation
of Foreign Football Players
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6.2.2.4 Mass media use have a direct impact on cultural adaptation of
foreign football players in the Thai League
The research findings show that mass media use has an impact on cultural
adaptation of foreign football players. The factors can be divided into dimensions
including Thai mass media use, native country mass media use, and English language
mass media use. The discussions of the findings would be presented in the following
section.
The discussions based on the hypothesis that can be interpreted as high level
of mass media use (English language mass media, native country mass media,
and Thai mass media) would improve adaptation to living in Thailand. Most of
the foreign football players have a high level of Internet use in terms of frequency and
usage. They use Thai, native country, and English language mass media. This factor
has a strong influence in adaptation because the foreign football players usually
access the Internet through their smartphones. The foreign football players use this
media to search for information and connect with friends from the same country. This
is especially true during the early stages of adaptation wherein some players might
experience culture shock. It helps for them to be able to communicate with those
using a familiar language and meeting those from the same country.
This in a way provides an emotional anchor when the players come into a
different culture (Kongkaew, 2001). For instance Diouf Bireme, Ivory Coast player
from Sukhothai FC, had continuous injuries. Consequently, he had to use social media
including Facebook and Line to communicate with his wife, who was then back in his
homeland. It helped him to alleviate his loneliness and helped him to be able to play
in Thailand for 11 years.
Mass media use behavior helps foreign football players to adapt. This is
particularly true when the players first come to Thailand. It comes at a time when the
players cannot communicate with people in the local community. Players might
experience feelings of discomfort from unfamiliarity when having to communicate
and receive reactions from the people in the community and new environment. As a
result using the mass media would help them to relax. This is in line with the work of
Boon-arch (2009), who found that mass media helped in adaptation because it
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provides a wide range of information. In addition it is a means for communications,
searching

for information, reducing

anxiety, release their

emotions,

and

entertainment. It is found that the foreign football players had a high level of use of
the Internet through smartphones and tablets as indicated.
However, it is also found that if players cannot control their use of the
Internet, it would be a double-edged sword resulting in adaptation problems. The
qualitative study revealed that some players were addicted to the Internet accessing
through smartphones and other electronic devices. This leads to other problems such
as complaining about the coach or other teammates, and in the worst case they might
answer back to fans, who complain about their performance, in a vehement manner.
Addiction eventually leads to lack of concentration resulting in poor performance on
the pitch and bad relationship with others in Thai society.
In addition there are those who only use their native country mass media. This
is a reflection of the problem that the individual cannot communicate in Thai
regardless of the duration of their stay. If players only use their native country mass
media they would never learn the local language. For instance some of the foreign
football players in the Thai League cannot communicate neither in English or Thai.
They often write posts in their native language (that is not English) and usually only
communicate with people from their country. Some of these players are confident in
their playing skills disregarding other issues. This is in line with the work of Swarts
(2014), who found that foreign players in the Finnish league wanting to adapt had to
go out to see their new environment and create a social circle that extends beyond just
playing football. Therefore just keeping to one self and meeting only those from the
same country is not enough. The findings are summarized in the following figure.
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Figure 6.6 Path Summarization of Behavioral Factors in terms of Media Use that
Impact Cultural Adaptation of Foreign Football Players
6.2.3 Cultural Adapation Guidelines of Foreign Football Players in the
Thai League.................
The discussions of the factors that influence cultural adaptation of foreign
football players in the Thai league include the four factors of demographics,
knowledge/ability in communicating in Thai society, attitude towards Thai people,
and Thai mass media use. Thus, the discussions can be used to develop two major
guidelines as explained in the following section.
6.2.3.1 Adaptation Guidelines of Foreign Football Players in the Thai
League……………………
This section presents the discussion of the guidelines for foreign football
players in the Thai league based on the four factors discussed earlier as follows:
1) Adaptation in terms of demographics
Research findings indicate that the adaptation of foreign football players in
Thailand would be facilitated by having personal agents. One example is Matt Smith,
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Australian defender, who used the agent to coordinate everything outside the pitch for
him before moving to Bangkok Glass. This included the signing of the contracts,
documents for working in Thailand, travel, and accommodations. Therefore, he can
concentrate on playing football fully. This also helps in the adaptation to living in
Thailand. This is in line with the study by Noriya (2011) that found that agents helped
professional football players by 1) provide basic information about football and the
regulations of the league; 2) managing marketing and evaluating the value of the
professional football player; and 3) manage the contracts and negotiate, re-evaluate
contracts and moving to other teams as well searching for legal counsel and
preparation of all documents. Thus, it can be said that players who do not have an
agent might be taken advantaged of resulting in unfair contracts or termination of
contract in an unfair manner. This is because most of the football players do not have
knowledge about the laws.
For players who do not have enough money they can have their family or
friends who have knowledge about football and the law to get an agent’s license. For
instance in the case of Chanathip Songkrasin during the early part of his career, he
had his dad, Kongphob Songkrasin as his agent. When he transferred to Japan he
signed with Fps Management, who is more professional (Sport-Khaosod, 2018).
There are two types of agents in Thailand as follows:
1. Personal agent : Generally this type of agent is someone in the family or
friends, who have knowledge regarding the law, so they can take care of the benefits
of the player. The advantage is they are cheaper and are trustworthy. However the
disadvantage is they are not as professional as the agencies so they are suitable for
players during the start of their career.
2. Agencies : These are professional business entities that deal directly with
the clubs. The advantage of this type of agent is the high level of professionalism.
However, the disadvantage is its high price so it is suitable for players who are
starting to be famous.
The research findings also showed that adaptation is not a complex issue.
Bringing family or opening up to those from the same country speaking the same
language would ease the feelings of loneliness. This is because it is easier to
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communicate with those from the same region than those who come from a different
culture. In particular during the early stages individuals look for perceived similarity
as a basis for attraction. This is in line with Boon-arch (2009), who found that to
reduce culture shock since consideration of the new culture and relationship with
people in that society is still secondary. For instance in the case of Daniel Totti,
Spanish football player, he brought his girl friend to stay in Thailand (They got
married while he played in Thailand.). In addition he also contacted other Spanish
players such as Sergio Suarez and David Rozella, who play for Thai Port FC.
It is also important for the club to offer benefits such as accommodations and
travel expenses for the football players. This is part of the support that would help
foreign football players adapt to Thai society. For instance the Suphanburi FC team
provides apartments in the suburbs of the city that has all the amenities like fitness
and pick up service to the practice and matches. For matches in other cities, the club
has comfortable buses and would use air travel in case the match is more than 300
kilometers from the club. This is in line with the work of Suphonphak (2012), who
said that the suitable combination of benefits and salaries would help to attract
personnel to work in Thailand and to stay in the long term. In addition the work
environment and amenities offered fitting the personnel who have varied cultures,
would help to improve living conditions leading to better adaptation.
2) Adaptation in terms of knowledge/ability to communicate
The research findings indicate that the adaptation of foreign football players
depended on open mindedness in accepting new and different cultures in varying
contexts. Gulak-Lipka (2016) explained that the first thing foreign football players do
is to seek for personal motivation. Thus, it can be said the expectation of these foreign
football players have a major impact on the adaptation through the learning of local
language and culture. Therefore, the first stage in preparing to come to Thailand,
foreign football players usually seek information regarding Thailand and learn
English/Thai from media such as the Internet or players from the same country who
have lived in Thailand, or agents. By learning about the culture they are about to
enter, the uncertainty and anxiety is diminished reducing the possibel culture shock
and improving adaptation. In the case of John Baggio, the player from Madagascar, he
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had a failed experience in Europe because he did not seek enough information.
Therefore, when he decided to come to Thailand he prepared himself well. He was
ready physically and could play immediately. He also prepared himself to adapt to the
living conditions through information he received from Guy Hubert, a player from the
same country who had 10 years of experience in Thailand. This is supported by the
study conducted by Gudykunst (2005) that uncertainty and anxiety are derived from
unclear inter cultural communications. Therefore it is important to learn from one’s
own experience or ask from those who have prior experience. This is a strategy for
uncertainty reduction may vary depending on individuals in each culture. This is in
line with Wiwatananukul (2016) who found that if foreigners studied about the culture
of the host country prior to arriving there would be a reduction in the culture shock. In
addition the individual must make an effort to seek out information that helps in
adaptation to the new culture.
Another factor that can help foreign football players to adapt based on the
knowledge/ability to communicate in Thai society, is assistance from people in Thai
society. This includes support from the team in terms of communications. For
instance the Bangkok Glass team employs Kantaphol Lertlamsakulkorn to be the
English translator. For Spanish and South American players the Spanish Coach, Zabi
Morro, can offer assistance in terms of the language. In addition the team provides
Thai language classes at a language institute near the club for foreign players, who
just joined the team. This is in line with the study conducted by Swarts (2014), who
studied adaptation of football players and coaches in the professional Finnish league.
It is found that the teams used inter cultural communications concepts in their
training. They were trained to use verbal and non-verbal communications in the host
country with emphasis on the terms often used. The courses help the foreign football
players to communicate and adapt quickly. This is also supported by the work of
Suphonphak (2012), who studied management of cultural diversity in multinational
companies in Thailand. It is found that training in local culture is helpful and gaining
popularity. The content of the training should be relevant to the context and must
include language courses in particular English.
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In addition there should be assistance from colleagues in the team to support
foreign football players when they have just arrived. For instance Oat, Nattaporn
Punrit, defender at the Royal Thai Navy, helps with the communications, daily living
routine, travel, and invitation to team activities. He helped the new foreign football
players, who just moved over to the team including Rodrigo Vergeligo, Andre Luis,
and Bang Sun Won.
It is also important that the coach should be able to communicate in English.
This is critical in teaching and providing technical recommendation to the players to
ensure they better understand what is required of them. In case the foreign football
player can speak some Thai, the coach must also make sure he communicates in clear
and easy to understand language. Surachai Chaturapattharapong, head coach of
Bangkok Glass can communicate well in English. This is because he has experience
playing in the professional league in Singapore and Vietnam, when he was still
playing. From his language fluency and reputation, he is well respected by the players
of the team.
Foreign football players’ adaptation success depends on the support from Thai
people. It is important to have empathy and not have any bias. Thais should be good
hosts, which is in line with the study conducted by Ting-toomey (1999), which found
that the success of adaptation of foreigners depended on the expression of the people
in the local community. Furthermore, Gudykunst (2005) supports this by explaining
that the ability to understand those coming from a different culture and training to
understand their behavior comes from the 5 senses. Thailand is a country that is quite
open to foreign visitors and does not have many biases against foreigners.
3) Adaptation in terms of attitude towards Thai society
The research findings suggest that the adaptation guideline based on attitude
towards Thai people is similar to the knowledge/ability in communicating in Thai
culture. Foreign football players need to stop being attached to their own views. They
must be open to the differences in culture, society, language, and football. This would
mean looking at the world in a more positive manner. This would lead to increased
motivation in learning the Thai language, society, culture, and traditions (Witwiroj,
2009). There are many foreign football players who have successfully adapted to Thai
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culture including Katano Hiromichi, Diouf Bireme, John Baggio, Matt Smith, and
Daniel Totti. There are also those who have stopped playing but are coaches in
Thailand including Adebayo Gadebo and Diego Robert. These players have a positive
attitude towards Thai society. They do not act like superstars but are friendly with the
fans. In addition they make an effort to learn the language and culture. Most
importantly, these players can keep on playing for a long time because they take care
of their phyiscal health and watch their food.
These factors help to improve the attitude foreign football players have
regarding Thai people. It is important to be good hosts and have a good relationship
with foreign football players creating a connection with Thai society. This can be
done by caring beyond just playing on the pitch. In addition it is important for Thai
players, coaches, team staff, and team owners to be professional during practice and
matches. It is important to be fair on and off the pitch. There has to be activities to
create relationships among the different cultures in the club (Suphonphak, 2012).
These activities can include training camps and parties. In the case of Bayano Sobze
and Adefolarin Durosinmi, who are African players, they feel like Thai society is their
family. They do not feel different and discriminated due to the race and color of their
skin. They feel that they are treated fairly by the club in terms of payment and
accommodations.
Thus, it is important to receive the cooperation of every sector including the
government, businesses, football clubs, team members, and coaches along with people
in Thai society. The issue is to recognize that most important thing is the
improvement of the team and Thai football industry. This is in line with the research
of Pokard (2014), which found that football is a team sport. Therefore, it is important
to have harmony, which is derived from good feelings/attitude and confidence from
other team members and the coach along with everyone else. This is based on the
concept of group support explained by Wiwatananukul (2016) as the support provided
by society which would reduce culture shock. On the flip side if the people in the
society do not help and discriminate the foreigners, they would feel bad and
experience feelings of anxiety and segregation.
4) Adaptation in terms of mass media use
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The research findings indicate that most foreign football players use the
Internet through their smartphone in order to keep up with the news and communicate
with their family, wife, and friends in their own country. This is the behavior
observed in those who have just arrived in Thailand since they cannot communicate
with the local people.
In addition some foreign football players use the online media for adaptation
by learning either English or Thai. Some of them would seek information about
Thailand or to study the form of other players to improve themselves. They also use
chat to communicate with Thais and Thai players to better build their relationship.
This is an opportunity to practice their Thai as well. As a result these media facilitate
the learning of the culture especially through the use of media in that country. One
example is the case of Bayano Sobze, the Cameroon striker of Phitsanulok FC, who
said he used the application in the smartphone to learn Thai. He also used the
application to translate from Thai to French. In addition he also used Line to
communicate with friends, football players, and Thai fans regularly. This builds the
relationship with Thai society and practice his language skills. This is in line with
Yingphaibul (1995) who found that foreign teachers would use mass media for
adaptation to the new culture. This can be explained through the Uses and
Gratifications Model proposed by Katz, Blumer, and Gure (1974).
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Figure 6.7 Model of Uses and Gratifications in Adaptation of Foreign Football
Players (Modified from Katz et al., 1974)
The figure proposes that foreign football players have different behaviors in
using mass media for their satisfaction in adaptation eventually leading to the
reduction of culture shock. This reduces the stress and provides a means for
expression. Most of them prefer using the Internet through their smartphone and tablet
the most. They usually use social online media including Facebook, Youtube, Line,
and Twitter as the basis for searching information, chatting, or learning the language
for adaptation. Some of them, however, become addicted to social media and have
problems in concentration and complaining about others creating dissatisfaction
among those around them. As a result the team should regulate the use of the Internet
through their smartphones. One example is Chonburi FC, which has regulations
controlling the use of communications devices during practice and competitions to
ensure that the players can maintain their concentration. In addition teams want to
ensure that the tactics would not leak to the competitors. The team also prohibits the
players to post negative messages about the team, other players, coach, Thai football
association, along with management of the team on social media such as Facebook,
Twitter, Line, and Instagram.
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The analysis shows that mass media use is an important factor impacting
adaptation. This is especially important during the early stages of their stay in the
different culture. Mass media can help to communicate various information including
values and traditions along with other perspectives. This would provide the inspiration
for work in terms of football as well as other issues creating understanding of the
society. Experience in using mass media can take many forms including different
types of exposure to information (Kim, 1988). The findings would be beneficial to
mass media practitioners for developing content in order to create understanding
between those from different cultures. This would enable Thais to better adapt to
living with those who have different cultures. Thus, the mass media should provide
the opportunity for those from other cultures to share information about their native
land.
6.2.3.2 Cultural Adaptation of Foreign Football Players in Thai
League………..
The research findings regarding the process of cultural adaptation revealed
that foreign football players in the Thai League can be divided into three components
that is adapted from the concept of effectiveness in intercultural communications of
Gudykunst and Kim (2003) in the following section.
1) Knowledge and Cognitive Adaptation : Active audience, Open mind
set, and Learning from experience
The research findings indicate that most foreign football players adapt by
being “active audience”. They tend to register for language courses or asking their
colleagues and people in the community regarding their doubts, and learning through
the Internet. For instance Daniel Totti, the Spanish football player, could not
communicate in English and Thai. His club, Bangkok Glass, sent him to study
language and he would spend additional time learning on his own online. In addition
he also spoke with people around him as a result he started to learn and was able to
communicate in Thai through the use of verbal and non-verbal communications. Over
time he learned about the double meanings and was able to communicate well in Thai
society. This is in line with Samovar et al. (2013) who presented the self development
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of those from a different culture through the use of diverse message systems.
Language is more than just a communications tool, it offers insights to living in the
culture in terms of knowledge and thoughts. The differences in structure reflect the
complexities of the grammar and some symbolic meanings, which might be lost on
the foreign football players. This would result in problems in understanding and
insufficient understanding of the local language during the initial stages of playing in
Thailand. Bayano Sobze, Cameroon player, had practice Thai for a long time,
however there are still certain terms he did not understand. He did not understand
royal terms and complex Thai such as the consonant sounds resulting in problems
communicating with local people. This is in line with Khunsith (2012) who found that
communications problems usually resulted in wrong understanding of the message.
This is one type of communications problem that comes from the lack of
understanding of specific terms, slangs, and levels of formality. This is because such
usage differ based on the local dialect. In addition there is a lack of knowledge of the
Thai culture. The worst case scenario is the total lack of knowledge about basic Thai
culture. The lack of knowledge/understanding/way of thinking is a problem because
people from different cultures have different processes in understanding as well.
In terms of “open mind set”, foreign football players must open their minds
to new perspectives. They should be open to learning about Thai society through
observation. John Baggio, player from Madagascar, explained that in the beginning he
lived alone without his family. He tried adapting things around him in order to help
him adapt. He used the application on the smartphone to get around. In addition he
used it to translate words that were important for him to go through with his daily
routine in Sukhothai.
With regards to “learning through experience”, foreign football players need
to learn from their mistakes in communication. Therefore, they must learn to observe
the way of life of Thais. They must engage in active seeing and be alert in observing
what happens around them absorbing from the feedback they receive. It is important
to be sensitive to the environment and players should try to find activities to do as in
the case of Ryotaro Nakano, Japanese player from Chonburi. He learned the way of
life of the people and discerned what could be done and what should be avoided. This
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is in line with Wiwatananukul (2016) who explained that the effectiveness of
intercultural communications came from self-learning experiences and adapting
various information from the environment. This includes mass media and new media.
The information might open new experiences in terms of the general culture and
culture specific perspectives.
Thus, it can be said that problemsin terms of knowledge and cognitive
adaptation foreign football players may include miscommunication with Thai people.
This might lead to misunderstandings resulting in bigger problems later. For instance
in the case of Nicholas Valez, who did not understand how to use the “wai” so he
ended up “wai” everyone in all situations including children. He also did not
understand the subtlety of the language using rude terms in calling team mates who
were not close to him.
It can thus be concluded that cultural adaptation depended on the internal
characteristics of the foreign football player. These players who can adapt well tend to
have good knowledge and positive attitude. They understand the value of being
proactive and active audiences through learning and communicating more in Thai
society. This would enable them to broaden their frame for interpretation, increasing
flexibility in communications, and opening of new perspectives. Effectively this
would increase new ways of thinking that would provide more harmony between the
different cultures. In addition in terms of the experiences, they would learn to change
from their mistakes leading to successful adaptation.
2) Attitude and Affective Adaptation : Constant Self-awareness,
Empathy and Positive Thinking
The research findings indicate that Thai and foreign football players have
problems in the effectiveness of perception. They tend to see either black or white. If
a society is good, it is all good while if it perceived as bad, it is all bad. For instance
some perceive that Brazilians are good football players while Thais have no
discipline. This can be extended to judging a player just after seeing them play one
time, watching a clip, or past reputation. Many of the Thai football clubs sign players
based on the reputation rather than their fitness level. One such case is the
employment of Robbie Fowler, the former English striker, who was not fit and was
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unable to perform to prove his worth for his high salary. This is in line with the study
of Pensrinukoon (2006), who studied work and travel students working in the US. The
researcher found that there was evidence of frozen perception and stereotyping among
American colleagues of the students. In addition this is supported by the study of
Boon-arch (2009), who studied the communications and adaptation of work and travel
students working in Australia. The findings revealed that some Australians and Asians
had a stereotyping view of Thai women.
The research findings regarding attitude and affective found that adaptation
starts with “the constant self-awareness” of the foreign football player. This means
that the individual must be aware of one’s expression in communicating in the
different culture before actually following through with the communication in order to
avoid creating bad feelings. For example most of the foreign football players would
avoid talking about the Thai monarchy in a negative way, or making fun of parents,
and making racist comments. They would learn that these are sensitive issues in Thai
society. Therefore, before saying anything the foreign football player must be aware
of the way others perceive them. In addition they need to observe the tone of voice,
expression, and feedback when communicating with others. For instance Adebayo
Gadebo, the head coach of Suphanburi from Nigeria, said when he spoke Thai to his
team he would observe their reactions and facial expressions. He exercises caution
because Thai is a complex language and some words may carry negative meanings
that might create problems within the team.
Thus,

in

the

development

of

the

effectiveness

of

inter

cultural

communications, foreign football players need to be aware of their conversation style
and their communication partner. They need to consider the 9 personality types
explained by Norton as cited in Wiwatananukul (2016) in order to have awareness in
communicating with Thais as presented in the following table.
Table 6.2 Communication Characteristics of Individuals (Modified from Norton (cited
in Wiwatananukul, 2016))
Characteristics

Communication Form

Guidelines for Communication
with this type of individual
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Characteristics

Communication Form

Guidelines for Communication
with this type of individual

Dominant

Speak all the time and Listen attentively/Evaluate/Respond
control the conversation

occasionally
Quiet/Evaluate/Respond

Dramatic

Use language to express occasionally in a polite way
feelings and likes to play
with words

Listen/Smile/Don’t respond

Contencious

Like to argue not friendly

Can respond/Use polite words

Animated

Lively,

express

through

actions and facial expression
Like to confirm thinking and Quiet listen/Smile/Don’t respond
Impression-

feeling

Leaving

Relaxed

Relaxed

about surroundings

not

care

much Speak regularly, can be close and
friendly with care

Good listener, use words and Speak regularly, can be close and
Attentive

gestures to reaffirm they are friendly with caution
listening
Not cover up their own Speak regularly, can be close and

Open

story, like to express their friendly with
thoughts and feelings
Responsive to others in a Speak regularly, can be close and

Friendly

positive way and support friendly with
others

From Table 6.1 it can be said that foreign football players can learn from the
reactions of their conversation partner to avoid conflict. They must ensure that the
verbal and non-verbal communications go in the same direction as the conversation.
For instance while other players are easily making passes with the ball, the player
should not charge and get the ball causing injury. Being quiet it also another way to
express their feelings (defensive strategy) and evoking a response. This is in line with
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Wiwatananukul (2016) who explained that when communicating with those from a
different culture and they keep quiet, that is a cue that whatever is being said is not a
suitable conversation topic. This would also help the foreign football player learn
what issues are not suitable for discussion, with those they are not close to. The
foreign football player might choose to steer the conversation in a different direction.
The problems regarding the adaptation of foreign football players include
attitude in the form of biases. Sometimes the issue stems from the fact that certain
football players come from more developed cultures. They become ethnocentric seen
mostly in European football players who think they are better than ASEAN players.
Brazilian player seem to pass the ball only among themselves stems from this issue.
In order to solve this problem in cultural adaptation, it is important to have
“empathy”. They should accept the differences in individuals and cultures by
constantly reminding oneself to care about one’s emotional expression. It is important
to bear in mind that those coming from a different culture may not use the appropriate
combination of verbal and non-verbal communications to explain themselves. Foreign
football players should learn to be observant in Thai society to learn the difference
between Thailand and their native country. This helps them to improve their reading
of communications in a different culture. It can be said that empathy is the view that
everyone is equal thus there is a feeling of caring and understanding. It reduces the
view that one is better than others and is in line with the support behaviors concept of
Gibb (1961). Empathy creates flexibility in communications and the expression of
equality thus supporting foreign football players to better adapt culturally.
The problems in terms of emotions/feelings play a role in influencing the
motivation to develop their performance. Some of the foreign football players have
played in better leagues that the Thai League and are towards the end of their careers.
In some cases if they receive the support from Thai people in reducing the culture
shock eventually being able to adapt to the new culture. This is in line with the study
by Khunsith (2012), who found that Thai employees tend to have ethnocentric
tendencies. They believed that Thailand was more developed than the neighboring
countries. Although feelings of superiority are not expressed directly, sometimes they
seep through creating negative reactions towards local people. This can be applied as
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having foreign football players demonstrate “positive thinking” or positive attitude
towards those who come from different cultures. Keeping a positive outlook is based
on the feelings of affection towards those in the society. This is the basis in forming
good relationships with others regardless of cultural differences and football prowess.
For instance Nicholas Valez, Argentinian player for Suphanburi, said he respected
Thai players because they had basic skills that were on par with players from Brazil
and Argentina. He even said that the Thai League was of similar quality to the leagues
in Argentina and Europe in spite of his experience playing in highly ranked European
leagues. On the flip side negative attitudes include stereotyping wherein foreign
football players may have prior preconceptions about the local culture. They use these
images as representatives of their conversational partners, which discount the
differences between individuals. For instance some foreign players might view Thai
players as lacking discipline consequently viewed as lacking professionalism in
practice. This is in line with the uncertainty reduction in foreign cultures explained by
W. B. Gudykunst, Guzley, and Hammer (1996) which includes stereotyping of those
from a particular culture. If foreigners had a positive outlook towards the new culture
and its people. They would expect good experiences and would inevitably have
positive experiences. However, individuals should learn from negative experiences as
well. Through interactions in a culture, individuals would run into both positive and
negative experiences, which would reduce frozen perception. This would enable the
individual to change their way of thinking towards those from different cultures.
Moreoever, this leads to experiencing new dimensions of time and environment
creating effective communications and good relationships among thsoe of different
cultures.
It can be concluded that the internal characteristics of the foreign football
player has an important role in successful cultural adaptation. These factors tend to be
emotional aspects including positive outlook which is the reflection of self-awareness
and sensitivity to issues of language and communications with those in the
community. In addition empathy is reflected through efforts made in creating the
awareness in being part of Thai society. In addition positive outlook is the basis of
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affection towards those in one’s social circle with no worries regarding the ambiguity
in communications with people in Thai society.
3) Behavioral Adaptation : Positive behavior
The research findings indicate that some of the characteristics and behaviors
of foreign football players hinder adaptation within Thai culture. This is the result of
certain perceptions and attitudes that are reflected through certain unintentional
negative behaviors such as passing the ball only with those from the same country.
Other behaviors include not respecting local cultures and not mingling with people in
their immediate social circle, engaging only with those from the same country,
providing negative media interviews regarding Thais, not making effort to practice or
feigning injury or coming late or not being dedicated to the team, and in the most
extreme case leaving for home without permission. This is in line with the study by
Awirutworakul (2014), who found that one’s behavior is dependent on the
individual’s beliefs and attitude. The researcher found that Thai students with Chinese
ethnicity tended to eat quickly. This is supported by Wiwatananukul (2016), who
found that certain beliefs hinder understanding between individuals. Some beliefs
such as lack of effort in learning about the new culture or avoidance in meeting with
strangers or even the lack of respect of other cultures are negative influences on
adaptation.
It can be used to explain perspectives in behavioral expressions of individuals
that differ based on social context, which is based on social structure, politics, and
unique history. This would be reflected through the communications format (Martin
& Nakayama, 2010).
Therefore behavioral adaptation through “positive behavior” from the
research findings has the highest influence on cultural adaptation (𝑥̅ = 4.803). Most
of the foreign football players make an attempt to live within the host culture. This
includes attempt to eat local food, buy and use Thai products, use Thai language in
daily life, and comply with society, traditions, and culture. The behavioral adaptation
is the result of the realization of the individual. This is in line with Gudykunst and
Kim (2003), who explained that adaptation is reflected through behaviors that form
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the basis of social interactions. These feelings would circulate within the mind of the
individual which would be refined by those around them creating their world view.
The qualitative study reveals that behavioral expressions of foreign football
players would be reflected in two parts. The first is supportive behaviors which would
be expressed when foreign football players can understand the communications or
when the conversation partner is friendly. Foreign football players usually have
defensive behaviors when they do not understand or are uncertain in communications
or unfriendly exchanges. Examples from foreign football interviews revealed that the
ability to communicate in Thai and English well is an important supportive behavior.
The foreign football players who supported this view include Diouf Bireme, Bayano
Sobze, Matt Smith, Adefolarin Durosinmi, Nicholas Valez, and Ryotaro Nakano. The
second is the defensive behavior. However, for the foreign football players would did
not communicate well in neither English nor Thai, they would express defensive
behavior as evidenced in the interview of Andre Luis, John Baggio, and Daniel Toti.
From the discussions of the three dimensions, the researcher has developed a
guideline for effective cultural adaptation based on Schmidt, Conaway, Easton, and
Wardrope (2007). Predetermined internal characteristics of the foreign football player
would combine with factors in Thai society, which is reflected in the skill of the
individual’s expression in terms of behavior as summarized in the following figure.
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Figure 6.8 Internal and External Characteristics of Cultural Adaptation of Foreign
Football Players in 3 Dimensions (Modified from Schmidt et al., 2007)
The discussions in regards to the adaptation guidelines of foreign football
players in the Thai League takes into consideration five factors including
demographics, knowledge/ability to communicate in Thai society, attitude towards
Thai society, and media use behavior that affect cultural adaption, which can be
divided to three paths, which are knowledge and cognitive adaptation, attitude and
affective adaptation, and behavioral adaptation. This can be summarized in the
following figure.
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Figure 6.9 Cultural Adaptation Guidelines of Foreign Football Players in Thai League
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Figure 6.9 can be used to explain cultural adaptation of foreign football
players is based on four major components namely demographics, attitude towards
Thai people, knowledge/ability to communicate, and mass media use. Both foreign
and Thai players (as hosts) need to have knowledge and cognitive and attitude and
affection as proactive communicators with new perspectives. They should learn from
experience, have self-awareness, and empathy. As a result foreign football players
would be able to demonstrate positive behaviors, which can be used in various
adaptation efforts. The guidelines can be divided into dimensions with strategies that
can assist in the cultural adaptation of foreign football players by providing
information for people in Thai society with details for each topic.
In the previous discussions it is found that the communications process is part
of every stage in cultural adaptation of foreign football players. This starts from the
initial entry to Thailand including the visa request, negotiation of contracts, travel,
and accommodations. During the initial adaptation in Thailand includes the learning
of the language, find information about Thailand, build relationships with Thai
people, as well as discussing tactics with the coach and fellow teammates during
practice and matches. This is in line with Devito (1995), who explained that
communications is an important part of being human. Communications is critical for
gratification including entertainment or to understand and learn about oneself or the
environment. In addition it helps to build relationships in the social environment.
Therefore the following section would present how communications would be
used for the adaptation of foreign football players in the Thai League based on the
findings in the research for effective cultural adaptation.

6.2.4 Communications for Cultural Adaptation of Foreign Football
Players in the Thai League
The previous discussions reveal that foreign football players utilize
communications in every stage of their adaptation. The important factor is mass
media use. The research findings indicate that most foreign football players adapt
communications such as online social media and applications accessed through their
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smartphone to present their needs and in order to better adapt to Thai society.
However, the effectiveness of such tools has not been effectively used. It is dependent
on the government, businesses, and Thai football clubs to recognize the importance of
these communication innovations. Therefore, it is important to develop guidelines for
the use these communications such as online social media accessed through their
smartphones or tablets based on the SMART model developed by the researcher.
The research findings provide a means for Thai and foreign footballers and
coaches, media, and other relevant organizations to be prepared and ready to deal with
intercultural communications. This would help to reduce culture shock of foreign
football players. In addition this can be adapted for Thai players who travel to play in
foreign leagues. The details would be presented based on the SMART model for
intercultural communications in the following section.
1) Social Media :
Both foreign football players and their clubs are aware of the innovations in
communications that can be easily accessed through smartphone, tablet, and notebook
or through applications such as Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, Google, Twitter, and
Line to facilitate adaptation in Thai culture with consideration on the following issues:
- Usage : Foreign football players and their clubs need to understand the
format of use both in general terms and in specific details. They need to understand
the advantages and disadvantages along with the process for effective usage. These
applications if used effectively would be tools that would help foreign football players
in their adaptation. This is evidenced in the case of many foreign football players such
as Bayano Sobze, Diouf Bireme, John Baggio, and Daniel Totti who use Facebook,
Instagram, and Line for communicating and creating their image in Thai society. They
also use these tools for communicating with people from the same country including
other football players, wife, family, and agent. This helps to reduce feelings of culture
shock. Bangkok Glass, for instance, uses online social media such as the team’s page
for public relations and communications with the personal agents of players.
- Media literacy : Foreign football players and their clubs need to understand
and have media literacy. This is because online social media can be a double-edged
sword. Used in the proper way it is very useful as in the case Katano Hiromichi,
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Japanese player from Sukhothai. He uses Instagram to present positive pictures such
as joining social service activities with the team or being friendly with people in Thai
society in order to create a good image. However negative uses include posting
pictures that show discrimination of other cultures or negative comments about
teammates, the team, or fans. This type of social media use does not help in
adaptation and even results in a negative image. In addition foreign football players
need to select useful information. They need to avoid negative rumors about their
performance until it is verified from a trustworthy source such as the page of the club
or websites of other reputable organizations.
- Manners : As a result of media literacy in using online social media of
foreign football players and their clubs, it is important to the know manners and
etiquette of use. This includes posting polite and positive images that are not likely to
offend anyone. If the individual chooses to post images making fun of others it is
important to make sure that it is within the limit of the laws and mass media ethics.
For instance Matt Smith, Bangkok Glass Captain from Australia, would always post
images thanking the fans for their continued support. In addition it is important not to
use social media to antagonize other players, the coach, fans, and Thai society.
2) Monitor : This topic would cover the monitoring and control of online
social use of foreign football players by the government, businesses, and relevant
organizations such as the football association or organizations responsible in
regulating mass media, and the football club. The type of monitoring and control can
be explained as follows:
- Rule : This involves the use of Thai laws such as the Computer Act and laws
regarding Libel. In addition the football team can issue basic rules regulating the use
of online social media of foreign football players to keep it in a positive manner.
However, it is important not to limit the freedom of the individual. But it is important
to regulate the posting of images and content that are discriminatory in nature, as well
as antagonizing and slanderous messages. Suphanburi FC is one example in issuing
regulations regarding the posting negative comments about the fans, coach, and other
teammates as well as the team itself.
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- Limit : This topic deals with the policy of the team or coach in limiting the
use of smartphones and online social media. One example of this application is
implemented by Chonburi FC, which regulates smartphone usage prior and during
matches. This is to ensure that the players have good concentration before the
matches. But the players are allowed to use their phones freely at other times.
3) Adapt : This topic deals with the type of online social media use of foreign
football players for cultural adaption. This is done through the creaetion of positive
image projected to fans and those in Thai society. Foreign football players need to
understand the use of the language and choose the content to posted in a positive way
as explained in the following section.
- Verbal language : The posts should be creative in a positive way by using
polite words such as thank you, I am honored, I would keep trying, honored to meet
you, for instance. In addition they can post messages that show their friendly gesture
such as the Japanese player, Katano Hiromichi, who uses Facebook to compliment his
Thai teammates and his affinity for Thai fans. In addition he politely answers the
comments of his Thai fans.
- Nonverbal language : The posting of images and messages should be
consistent with the verbal language. The nonverbal aspect should compliment the
verbal communications, which would better present the foreign football player to
Thais. At the very least if the foreign football player cannot write a post in Thai or
English they could post a positive image that Thai people can understand. One
example is Ricardo Jesus, the Brazilian striker from Honda Ladkrabang, would
usually post messages in Portuguese on Instagram. Fans still can understand and
comment because of the picture that accompanies the post.
4) Relationship : This topic is developed from the adaptation through the use
of verbal and non verbal communications to build relationships with those in Thai
society through online social media. This would be explained in the following section.
- Colleagues : Using online social media to build good relationships with
teammates, coach, and the staff is among the first things the foreign football player
should do in adaptation. A good relationship on and off the pitch including on social
media would result in harmony within the team. This would result in better
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performance of the club because football is a team sport. In addition the relationship
with players and coaches from other teams is no less important. This is because
having friends in other clubs would help the player to have connections which might
become helpful when changing teams or becoming a coach after the end of their
professional football career in the Thai League. Therefore, having connections in the
Thai League is a critical issue.
- Friends : In addition having friends in the same profession or within the
same social circle inclusive of both Thais and foreigners helps to reduce culture
shock. Friends in Thai society can provide assistance in daily life. The foreign
football players need to build the relationship with others in a proactive manner. They
can use online social media as the connection. For instance in the case of Bayano
Sobze, Cameroon player from Phitsanulok, uses Facebook to communicate with his
many friends. He explained that he used his Facebook in adapting to Thai society. In
addition he also used online social media to practice his language skills, seeking
information about Thailand, and posting positive messages to create good image such
as singing a song to honor King Rama 9.
- Media : Building relationships with the local media is an important issue for
foreign football players. This is because relationships with local media would assist in
promoting their performance in a good way resulting in positive image to fans and
Thai society both directly and indirectly. Thus being well known in terms of
performance to other football clubs in Thailand as well as other regions such as Japan
or Europe would be helpful to players in growing in their future career. For instance
in the case of Cliton Silva, the Brazilian striker from Muang Thong, who helped the
team with the Thai League in 2016 as the top scorer. He became the darling of the
Thai mass media catching the attention of Chinese scouts. Later, he eventually got a
deal to play with Shianghai Chen Chen, a team in Chinese Division 2.
- Football fan : This topic deals with the relationships and friends in Thai
society. When a foreign player has a good relationship with Thais and is loved by
fans, they would have a big following. Therefore if the player has a problem with
their performance or the team is suffering from a losing streak, there is a possibility of
getting negative comments from fans both on the pitch and on online social media.
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However, in this situation the foreign player should not retort to these messages in a
negative way. The player should choose to remain quiet or reply in a positive polite
way. Both Thai and foreign players need to understand that fans are the main
supporters bringing in money to the team. If fans do not come to watch the matches,
the bottom line of the team would be affected. When the team loses money, the
foreign player might be terminated because they usually have a higher salary than
Thais.
5) Training : This topic deals with the use of online social media by foreign
football players to train and learn new things in Thai society for cultural adaptation.
This would be presented in the following section.
- Knowing Language : Foreign football players can use online social media
to practice Thai or English. They can read or listen to video clips, which are important
tools in teaching languages.
- Knowing about Thailand & Thai culture : Similar to the topic regarding
the learning of languages, having Thai friends or following pages on online social
media can present information about Thailand. Such information can be accessed on
Facebook, Youtube, or Line, which are popular in Thailand. These would provide
channels for foreign football players to learn more about Thailand.
- Knowing about football : This section deals with how foreign football
players can adapt the use of online social media to learn more about football. For
instance they can learn from their own performance or that of their competitors in
order to improve themselves. They might also follow up on the news in the football
industry. If they find news about themselves they can use this opportunity to prepare
themselves.
Communications guidelines for cultural adaptation of foreign football players
in the Thai League can be summarized in the SMART Model in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10 Model of Innovative Communications for Cultural Adaptation of Foreign Footabll Players in Thai League
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6.2.5 Cultural adaptation of Thai football players who are preparing to
play in other regions or in foreign leagues
The discussions of the research findings show there are many means for
cultural adaptation. As a result this topic would present the application to Thai
football players who wish to play abroad. This also applies to Thai players who move
to other regions that have different social and cultural environments resulting in
variations in daily living conditions. Thus, it is also important to consider sport
psychology in cultural adaptation. This is because today there are many Thai players
who have emotional problems from pressure in playing in foreign leagues. In addition
there are problems in terms of communications, language, culture, adaptation, and
physical fitness. Consequently, there are only a few Thai players who are successful
in foreign leagues (not counting ASEAN leagues). This is because Thai players have a
problem adapting to leagues that have higher standard than the Thai League. The
emotional strength of the player needs to built in much the same way as the physical
fitness. This would help to make Thai players more competitive resulting in better
chances for adaptation.
Thai football players who play in foreign leagues need to consider issues in
the environment including amenities, football fans, the local people, culture, and mass
media, which are beyond their control. As a result Thai football players need to learn
to adapt by being aware of the differences in social/culture aspects. This must be
combined with the performance in terms of professionalism in the same way like
Christiano Ronaldo and Leonnel Messi or famous players in the Thai League like
Mario Djurovski, Diego Luis Santo, Herberty Fernandes, and Dragan Boskovic, or
Diouf Bireme, who has successfully worked in Thailand for 11 years.
In addition they should not waste their effort and time trying to manage things
that are beyond their control. They should concentrate on things they can control,
which are their physical and mental health. The adaptation guidelines for Thai players
who would play in other regions or in foreign leagues can be explained in the
following section.
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1) Physical Adaptation Football is a sport that requires a lot of energy and
constant movement. Thus, it is important for the football player to be fast and strong.
Therefore, Thai players need to take care of themselves to ensure their fitness,
stamina, strength, and agility is suitable for their position in the game. In addition they
must give importance to the devleopment of both basic and advance skills to improve
their techniques and tactics, which are critical to the sport. They also need to enhance
their experience in the football league (Boonveerabutr, 2004). Consequently, the Thai
players need to consider the following in order to better adapt.
- Responsibility Football players need to know their duty/responsibilities in
taking care of themselves, which is critical for their performance as professionals.
This includes being mindful of the food, rest, exercise, and way of living. They also
need to cooperate with the coach during trainings. This is because the coach has
designed the training to build both physical and mental strength to prepare the player
for the match. Therefore, Thai football players should cooperate fully with the coach
in training their body to be able to run the whole 90 minutes of the game. One
example is Ryotaro Nakano, the Japanese player from Chonburi FC, who has a very
strict professional training regimen. In the morning when his team is not practicing,
he goes to the fitness to build his muscles, eats healthy foods, and does not touch
alcohol.
- Extra training Anyone in this world can play football, however, being a
good football player is a totally different thing. It requires practice to build the
physical performance and prowess in playing. The thing that sets great players apart is
their training program, such as practicing free kicks in addition to regular practice or
penalty kicks. In the case of Daniel Toti, the Spanish player, he practices penalty and
free kicks in addition to his regular practice with the Bangkok Glass team.
- Application of Personal experience During the 90 minutes of the match,
the player must adapt everything they trained for. The lessons given by the coach,
extra trainings, muscle fitness, and caring for oneself off the pitch all have an
important bearing on the performance of the player. On the pitch the football player
needs to be ready as in the case of John Baggio, the highly experienced striker from
Sukhothai. He uses his experience from the European league, his home country
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league, and Thai League to enhance his performance. To date there is no defender in
the Thai League who can stop him.
2) Emotional components It is also important to prepare emotionally. Before
entering the system of strict regimens, players may be faced with tension from the
pressure coming from oneself and others. Therefore, it is important to consider the
psychological concepts of 6CS (Pokard, 2014). Thai players need to consistently
monitor and learn to improve their performance because foreign football leagues have
a higher standard than the Thai League. The following is a list of what players need to
prepare in order of importance.
- Self - concept Football players need to be aware of their own readiness,
which include physical fitness, ability in communicating in different languages, and
preparing themselves for the different environment, traditions, and culture.
In addition it is also important to choose to play in a country that is suitable to
their skills such as the J-League in Japan or K-League in Korea, which are similar to
Thai society more than Europe. One example is Chanathip Songkrasin, who can adapt
himself very well in the J-League,
Japan. This is because he prepared himself well before the move and he choose the
league that suited his abilities.
It is also important for players to learn to adapt using the smartphone as a
means to seek information. In addition it would be a new channel to promote self
improvement.
- Self – communication Thai football players need to make the effort in
creating good relationships with their teammates creating a fun environment during
practice and matches. In addition they need to change the way they think in order to
muster better self control and dedication. This would result in better control of their
emotions and create motivation in the culture that is different to their home. For
instance in the case of Jung Myong-oh, the Korean from Sukhothai, tries to
communicate with his teammates during practice and matches to create a feeling of
harmony in the team. These opportunities for communications is also a means to
practice both his Thai and English.
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Players can also adapt their communication devices such as smartphone to
communicate and build their relationship with the team, coach, and football fans to
facilitate self-communication and build motivation. In addition it is a channel for
more effective communications.
- Self - commitment Thai football players need to be dedicated in their
practice so that they can improve their performance so they would be accepted by the
coach and other teammates. When players go abroad and fail to be selected to play,
they would have a feeling of failure that would be aggrevated when they are unable to
communicate. But they need to focus on the practice and look at their football heroes
for inspiration. For instance Teerathep Winothai, played in the European league two
times. This is because he was inspired by idols in his youth such as Eric Cantona,
striker of Manchester United.
The players can also adapt the use of their communications devices to practice
and assist in their adaptation. They can choose to watch clips about the success of the
football heroes in the youth to inspire them. It is also another channel to promote
one’s dedication effectively.
- Self – control The football player has to give importance to defeating onself.
This includes self-control managing one’s emotions and thoughts during the matches.
Successful football players are those who can control their thoughts in a positive
manner. In addition they need to control themselves off the pitch as well. This
includes being mindful of the food, rest, and avoiding vices such as drinking alcohol
and drugs. In the case of Matt Smith, defender and captain of Bangkok Class, he can
play up to the age of 37 years. This is because he takes good care of his body by
eating well and working out in the fitness.
Players can also adapt the use of their communications devices such as their
smartphones to control themselves. This includes using the devices to communicate in
a userful manner using online social media to create one’s good image. They could
use the Internet to search for information on how they can better care for their health.
Also it is a good channel to train and learn self-control in an effective way.
- Self – confidence Having self confidence is an important psychological trait
in football players. They need to be confident in themselves, their teammates, and
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their coach. They have to the courage to make the necessary decisions, which comes
from having enough training so the result would be satisfactory as expected. Even if
the results are not what is expected, it is important to be confident that whatever
happened it was the decision of everyone on the team. This is because football is a
team effort that requires the trust of everyone. The team has to be harmonious and no
one on the team should be playing only for themselves to show off creating irritation
among other team members. For instance in the case of Nicholas Balez, who likes to
take the ball with him right through the opposition’s defense because he is confident
he can get away from them since he has practiced well.
Players should learn to adapt the use of their communication devices such as
smartphones to build their confidence. This can be through studying one’s own
performance and competitors to learn more tactics and improve one’s skills. In
addition this is another channel for effective building of self confidence.
- Self – concentration Successful football players are usually relaxed. They
bring with them a commitment on to the match cutting any disturbing thoughts from
their minds. They are able to concentrate, which means that Thai players can deal
with their emotional disturbances before entering the field especially in the case they
are trying to adapt to living abroad. Thus, it is important for the football player to deal
with all the distractions before playing so they can concentrate on the game. A good
player must not be disturbed by their internal issues, which comes from their thoughts
and external problems such as issues in daily living or cheering sounds from the
opposing fans. The football player must bring out the best of their performance during
the match (Karnjanakij & Juntaruthai, 1999). As in the case of Diuof Bireme, striker
from Sukhothai, who makes sure he clears all of his worries before the match. In
addition he prays to Allah before playing to maintain his concentration.
In addition football players can learn to adapt their communication devices to
help to build concentration. They can use their smartphone and headphones to listen
to music or watch video clips to reduce the annoyance from the cheering of the
opposing team (in case they have not yet changed into practice or match uniform).
All of the recommendations are summarized in the following figure.
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Figure 6.11 Cultural Adaptation for Thai football players who play in foreign leagues

6.3 Recommendations
6.3.1

Recommendations from Research

1. Promote the role of mass media in presenting information adapted from the
cultural adaption model based on the three dimensions as follows:
1.1) Promote the development of knowledge and understanding of Thai
culture and relevant foreign culture
- Promote the understanding and knowledge about other ethnic groups
as well as increase the role of foreigners in anticipating and preparing for interaction
with those of different cultures. It is more than just the cultural aspect, it is important
to build language skills, which include formal and local language. The content of the
programs should be creative, easy to understand, and not too long so it would be
suitable for foreigners to learn since they do not have that much time.
- Encourage the creation of Thai culture and traditions communications
that conserve the norms in every media so the foreigners would not feel that they are
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pressured to learn. It shoudl be part of every program so that it becomes a universal
ideal
- Avoid presenting any country or peoples in one angle or presenting a
past image that has changed, or distorting the truth for some reason.
1.2) Promote the development of attitude, emotions, and feelings towards Thai
culture and relevant culture
- Promote the reduction of the distance between Thais and foreigners.
This includes building positive feelings, friendliness, and positive attitudes. There
should be a unified way in presenting foreign cultures.
- Reduce the presentation of negative attitudes and biases including
stereotyping with ethnocentric tendencies. In addition the presentation of in-group and
out-group should not be encourages, especially on social media because it might
result in hatred, which should not happen.
1.3) Promote the development of behaviors that are related to Thai and
relevant cultures
- Promote content regarding culture and daily living conditions that aid
in the adaptation. This includes the presentation of the rules and regulations in a
positive way for Thais who contact foreigners, or foreigners themselves. The content
can take the form of lifestyle presentations like dramas, series, movies, and
documentaries.
- Promote cooperation and networking between Thai and other cultures
for public relation purposes and connecting people from all parts of the world
- Promote Localization connecting to Globalization through the
presentation of thoughts and cultures that would bring Thailand to the eyes of the
world so that foreigners would know more about Thailand.
2. Promote the role of the mass media in the Hybrid culture. This means the
presentation of content that is different from the existing tradition through its synergy
with new cultures. This is the combination of different cultures as explained in the
following section.
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2.1) Presenting content in the form of highlights of the traditional culture for
instance the wine drinking culture of France or Afternoon Tea of England or Tea
making ceremony of Japan
2.2) Presenting forms that ensure the survival of the culture by combining
international culture such as the presentation of the Thai tradition through the series
Buphasaniwas, which fused the Thai ways during the Ayuthaya period with the
present because the protagonist travelled through time
3. The government and relevant agencies should promote the development of
intercultural communications through the adaptation of communication devices in a
useful way. This can be done through the implementation of the SMART Model as a
guideline for using online social media to assist in cultural adaptation.
4. Football association, government, private sector, and relevant agencies. The
findings in this study can be used to develop an application to help in the cultural
adaptation of foreign football players or Thai football players who would like to play
abroad. Training should be provided for the effective use of the application for
cultural adaptation.
4.1) Should have a menu in Thai, Chinese, French, Portuguese, German,
Spanish, Japanese, and Korean
4.2) Able to translate official languages through integrated voice activation
system or touch screen or keyboard
4.3) Provide information about living in various countries including the food,
travel, shops, department stores, accommodations, weather, culture, traditions, and
social etiquette as well as basic information about the football club through GPS
navigation system. This would help to reduce anxiety when the football player is
trying to the find the location. In addition it might incorporate recommendation
applications like Wongnai, Tripadvisor, and Google +.
4.4) Can adapt the application as an online social media platform for members
to chat and search for information from group members. In addition it can link
information from other online social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram,
Youtube, Google, Twitter, and Line.
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Therefore government, private sector, and the football club must help in the
training in the use of the application and promote this SMART application effectively
to the target group.
5. The government and the relevant agencies including the Thailand Football
Association and the private sector such as the Thai League and the various football
clubs should cooperate in solving the problems resulting from the inability of foreign
football players to adapt in order to design appropriate policies and regulations. This
is to ensure that tangible actions are taken to care for these foreign football players,
which is in line with the 20 year strategic plan to improve Thai football (2017 – 2036)
(FAthailand, 2018).
5.1) The Thailand Football Association should have concrete policies that take
care of both Thai and foreign football players. This has to include better benefits for
both Thai and foreign football players.
5.2) There should be a more professional management system such as the
employment of agents as decreed by FIFA. This is to prevent Thai and foreign agents
who do not have a license to directly propose football players to the clubs. This would
reduce the problem of unqualified agents signing foreign players who do not have the
right quality, when compared to their hefty salaries.
5.3) Players should receive assistance in terms of learning language, which is
an important part of cultural adaptation. In terms of support, foreign players can be
encouraged to take additional language courses or provide assistance such as hiring
translators, coaches who can speak many languages, and making documents and signs
in English. In addition the club should have basic training regarding cultural diversity
for both Thai and foreign players.
5.4) Use the key learnings from this research to develop diversity management
strategies for teams in the Thai League. This can be developed as a manual for
managing intercultural communications for football and other team sports.
5.5)

Assistance in terms of Culture diversity management by creating a

“Diversity Management Department”, or “Office of diversity”, or “Diversity minority
affair” , which would take care of the cultural diversity in the club.
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5.6) There should be cultural training to help in adaptation of foreign football
and Thai players for basic diversity management. This might be added during the
team preparation sessions and training camps before the opening of the season. The
training should be made in terms of general culture before slowly becoming more
specific. There should be both lectures and training from the experience of the
participants as modified from Gudykunst et al. (1996) and presented in the following
figure.

Figure 6.12 Training Guidelines for reducing perceptions of differences in culture
(Modified from Gudykunst et al., 1996)
6.3.2

Recommendations for Future Research

1. Findings from the research indicate that the model developed can explain
67% of the variance in cultural adaptation, which is considered a high percentage.
However, to improve the predictive power of the model, additional factors need to be
added. These factors are cultural diversity, cultural adaptation process, and support in
regards to local culture.
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2. The research findings based on the model has been developed for this study,
there are no intercultural communications behavior included. Only the mass media
use was included, which may be insufficient to cover all of the communications
aspects. Future research should review the literature to add variables that can better
explain the phenomenon.
3. The data collection in this research for the qualitative section only utilizes
the in-depth interview methodology. However, future research may use focus groups
and content analysis to gather additional insights.
4. This study aims to include all the players in the Thai League as a result
there is too much diversity in terms of ethnicity and language. Future research may
specify a certain ethnic group to thoroughly examine the intercultural communications
within a region or similar ethnic group.
5. The sampling frame of this study is only football players, coaches, and
football reporters so the information and recommendations are quite limited.
Therefore, in order to better understand cultural adaptation in sports it is necessary to
study those involved in other sports as well. In addition data can be collected from the
audience or others in the society in addition to the players. The hosts, who support the
adaptation, may have addition insights to share.
6. Interviews of people in the management should be included such as the
personnel in the Thailand Football Association and President of the Thai League in
order to better add perspectives in terms of policy and diversity management in sports.
7. Future research should use this same tool on a different sample in studying
foreign players in other sports to compare the results. The differences and similarities
can be further examined for the benefit of society in the future.
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แบบสอบถาม เรื่ อง การสื่ อสารเพื่อการปรับตัวทางวัฒนธรรมของนักฟุตบอลต่ างชาติ
ในสโมสรฟุตบอลไทยลีก
แบบสอบถามนี้ จัดทางขึ้นเพื่ อเป็ นประโยชน์ ในการเก็ บ ข้อมู ลของวิท ยานิ พนธ์เรื่ อง การสื่ อสารเพื่ อการปรั บตัวทาง
วัฒนธรรมของนักฟุตบอลต่ างชาติในสโมสรฟุตบอลไทยลีก เพื่อการศึกษาตามหลักสู ตรปริ ญญาเอกดุษฎีบณ
ั ฑิต สาขาวิชานิ เทศ
ศาสตร์และนวัตกรรม คณะนิ เทศศาสตร์และนวัตกรรมการจัดการ สถาบันบัณฑิตพัฒนบริ หารศาสตร์ (นิ ดา้ ) ทั้งนี้ ผูว้ ิจยั ขอความ
ร่ วมมือในการตอบแบบสอบถามตามความรู้สึกจริ ง เพื่อประโยชน์ในการวิเคราะห์ขอ้ มูลต่อไป และข้อมูลที่ได้รับผูว้ ิจยั ขอรับรองว่า
จะนาไปใช้เพื่อผลประโยชน์ทางวิชาการเท่านั้น โดยในแบบสอบถามนี้แบ่งออกเป็ น 7 ตอน ดังนี้
ตอนที่ 1 ข้อมูลด้านประชากรศาสตร์ของผูต้ อบแบบสอบถาม
ตอนที่ 2 ข้อมูลด้านการสื่อสารในสังคมไทยทั้งภายในและภายนอกสโมสร
ตอนที่ 3 ข้อมูลด้านทัศนคติที่มีต่อคนไทยในสังคมไทย
ตอนที่ 4 ข้อมูลด้านพฤติกรรมการสื่อสารระหว่างบุคคล
ตอนที่ 5 ข้อมูลด้านพฤติกรรมการใช้สื่อสารมวลชน
ตอนที่ 6 ข้อมูลด้านการปรับตัวทางวัฒนธรรม
ตอนที่ 7 ข้อเสนอแนะ
คาชี้แจง: โปรดทา เครื่ องหมาย X ลงหน้าช่องว่างที่ตรงกับความคิดเห็นของท่านมากที่สุด โดยเลือกตอบเพียงข้อเดียวหรื อเติม
ข้อความเพื่อแสดงความคิดเห็นของท่านลงในช่องว่างที่กาหนดไว้
ตอนที่ 1 ข้อมูลด้านประชากรศาสตร์ ของผู้ตอบแบบสอบถาม
1. อายุ ...................... ปี
2. สโมสรที่สังกัด โปรดระบุ .....................................
3. การศึกษา
1. ประถมศึกษา

2. มัธยมศึกษา/อาขีวะ

3. ปริ ญญาตรี

4. อื่นๆ ...................

4. ระยะเวลา ในการอาศัยอยูใ่ นประเทศไทย ............. ปี ............. เดือน
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5. สัญชาติ (ตามพาสปอร์ต) โปรดระบุ .................................
6. คุณมีประสบการณ์การค้าแข้งในต่างประเทศก่อนมาประเทศไทย
1. ไม่มี

2. มี (โปรดระบุ) ...................

7. มีผตู ้ ิดตามมาอาศัยด้วยหรื อไม่ (เพื่อน/ครอบครัว/เอเย่น)
1. ไม่มี

2. มี (โปรดระบุ) ...................

ตอนที่ 2 ข้อมูลด้านการสื่ อสารในสังคมไทยทั้งภายในและภายนอกสนาม
กรุ ณาทาเครื่ องหมาย X หน้าข้อที่ท่านเลือก
ความรู้ด้านการสื่ อสารในสั งคมไทย
1. ในสังคมไทยมีการทักทายกันด้วยวิธีใด ?
ก. ยกมือไหว้

ข. จับมือ

ค. กอด/หอมแก้ม

ง. โค้งคานับ

ข. ทานข้าวรึ ยงั

ค. สวัสดี

ง. เลิกงานรึ ยงั

ค. พัทยา

ง. กรุ งเทพฯ

ค. วันเข้าพรรษา

ง. วันตรุ ษจีน

2. คนไทยมักกล่าวทักทายด้วยคาว่าอะไร ?
ก. วันนี้อากาศดีม้ ยั

3. เมืองหลวงของประเทศไทยมีชื่อว่าอะไร ?
ก. เชียงใหม่

ข. อยุธยา

4. ท่านคิดว่าประเพณีใดที่มีความสาคัญกับคนไทย ?
ก. วันคริ สต์มาส

ข. วันวาเลนไทน์

5. ในการสื่อสารกับคนไทย ข้อใดถือว่าเป็ นมารยาทที่ควรคานึงถึงเสมอ ?
ก. การเคารพผูอ้ าวุโส

ข. การจับหัวหัว/ลูบหัว ค. จับมือถือแขน

ง. กล้าแสดงออก

แรงจูงใจและความสามารถในการสื่ อสารภาษาไทย/อังกฤษ
6. ท่านสามารถพูดภาษาไทยได้หรื อไม่
1. พูดได้ดีมาก

2. พอใช้ได้

7.หลังจากซ้อม/แข่งขันเสร็จ ท่านอาจจะ...
1. ไม่พยายามศึกษาภาษาไทยเลย
2. พยายามศึกษาภาษาไทยเพิ่มเติม

3. พูดได้นิดหน่อย

4. พูดไม่ได้เลย
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3. พยายามศึกษาและใช้ภาษาไทยให้มากที่สุดเท่าที่ทาได้
8.เวลาท่านประสบปัญหาในการสื่อสารกับคนไทย ท่านจะทาสิ่ งใดต่อไปนี้
1.พยายามถามคนไทยเมื่อเจอศัพท์ไม่เข้าใจ
2.ใช้อวัจนภาษาแทน
3.ไม่ตอ้ งสื่ อสาร/เปลี่ยนคนสื่อสาร
9. ภาษาไทยจาเป็ นต่อการสื่อสารและการดารงชีวิต/ประกอบอาชีพในประเทศไทยหรื อไม่
1.ไม่จาเป็ น

2.จาเป็ นบ้าง

3.จาเป็ นที่สุด

10.ข้อความสั้นๆ ที่ท่านสามารถพูดเป็ นภาษาไทยได้คือข้อใด (ตอบได้มากกว่า 1 ข้อ)
1.สวัสดี

2.สบายดีไหม

3.ไม่เป็ นไร

4.ไปไหนดี

5.ขอโทษ

6.ลาก่อน

7.กินข้าวหรื อยัง

8.ขอบคุณ

9.แล้วเจอกัน

10.อื่นๆ ........................................

11.ไม่สามารถสื่อสารภาษาไทยได้เลย

11.กรุ ณาเขียนชื่อสโมสรฟุตบอลที่ท่านสังกัดเป็ นภาษาไทย
.................................................................................................................

ไม่สามารถเขียนได้

12.ท่านสามารถพูดภาษาอังกฤษได้หรื อไม่
1. พูดได้ดีมาก

2 พอใช้ได้

3.พูดได้นิดหน่อย

4.พูดไม่ได้เลย

13. ภาษาอังกฤษจาเป็ นต่อการสื่ อสารและการดารงชีวิต/ประกอบอาชีพในประเทศไทยหรื อไม่
1.ไม่จาเป็ น

2.จาเป็ นบ้าง

3.จาเป็ นที่สุด

14. ในกรณีที่ท่านสามารถสื่อสารภาษาอังกฤษได้ ท่านคิดว่าการเรี ยนรู้ภาษาไทยยังจาเป็ นอีกหรื อไม่
1.ไม่จาเป็ น

2.จาเป็ นบ้าง

3.จาเป็ นที่สุด

15.กรุ ณาเขียนชื่อสโมสรฟุตบอลที่ท่านสังกัดเป็ นภาษาอังกฤษ
.................................................................................................................

ไม่สามารถเขียนได้
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ตอนที่ 3 ข้อมูลด้านทัศนคติที่มีต่อคนไทยในสังคมไทย
คาชี้แจง กรุ ณาทาเครื่ องหมาย X ลงในช่องที่ตรงกับความคิดท่านมากที่สุด
5 = มากที่สุด 4 = มาก 3 = ปานกลาง 2 = น้อย 1 = น้อยที่สุด
ทัศนคติที่มีต่อคนไทยในสังคมไทย

ระดับทัศนคติ
5

4

3

2

1

1. คนไทยส่ วนใหญ่เป็ นคนยิม้ ง่าย อัธยาศัยดี
2. คนไทยมีน้ าใจ เอื้อเฟื้ อเผื่อแผ่ ชอบช่วยเหลือคน
3. คนไทยเป็ นคนชอบการสังสรรค์ ชอบพบปะผูค้ นทัว่ ไป
4. คนไทยเป็ นคนเร่ งรี บ ใช้ชีวิตรวดเร็ว
5. คนไทยเป็ นคนที่มีระเบียบ วินยั
6. คนไทยเป็ นคนที่เปิ ดกว้างต่อทุกศาสนา สีผิว ชนชั้น

ตอนที่ 4 ข้อมูลด้านพฤติกรรมการสื่อสารระหว่างบุคคล (กรุ ณาตอบทั้งคนไทยและคนต่างชาติ)
คาชี้แจง กรุ ณาทาเครื่ องหมาย X ลงในช่องที่ตรงกับความคิดท่านมากที่สุด
5 = มากที่สุด 4 = มาก 3 = ปานกลาง 2 = น้อย 1 = น้อยที่สุด
พฤติกรรมการสื่ อสารระหว่างบุคคล

ระดับการปฎิบัติ

(เพื่อนร่ วมทีม, ผู้ฝึกสอน, ครอบครัว และบุคคลอื่นๆ)

คนไทย
5

1. ในชีวิตประจาวันท่านได้พูดคุยกับคนไทยหรื อคนต่างชาติ
ด้วยกันมากน้อยเพียงใด
2. ในการทางาน (ซ้อม/แข่งขัน) ท่านได้พูดคุยกับคนไทย
หรื อคนต่างชาติมากน้อยเพียงใด
3. ท่านรับรู้ข่าวสารต่างๆ จากคนไทยหรื อหรื อคนต่างชาติ
มากน้อยเพียงใด
4. เวลาท่านมีปัญหาต่างๆ ในการทางาน (แข่งขัน) หรื อใน
ชีวิตประจาวันท่านปรึ กษาเรื่ องราวต่างๆ
ต่างชาติมากน้อยเพียงใด

กับคนไทยหรื อคน

4

คนต่างชาติด้วยกัน
3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1
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พฤติกรรมการสื่ อสารระหว่างบุคคล

ระดับการปฎิบัติ

(เพื่อนร่ วมทีม, ผู้ฝึกสอน, ครอบครัว และบุคคลอื่นๆ)

คนไทย
5

4

คนต่างชาติด้วยกัน
3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5. เวลาท่านไปในสถานที่ต่างๆ นอกเหนือจากที่ทางานแล้ว
ท่านนิยมไปกับคนไทยหรื อคนต่างชาติมากน้อยเพียงใด

ตอนที่ 5 ข้อมูลด้านพฤติกรรมการใช้สื่อมวลชน
คาชี้แจง กรุ ณาทาเครื่ องหมาย X ลงในช่องที่ตรงกับความคิดท่านมากที่สุด
1. ท่านเปิ ดรับสื่อมวลชนบ้างหรื อไม่ (ถ้าตอบ 1. กรุ ณาทาต่อข้อ 2 ด้านล่าง /ถ้าตอบ 2. กรุ ณาข้ามไปตอนที่ 6)
1. เปิ ดรับ

2. ไม่เปิ ดรับ

2. ท่านเปิ ดรับสื่อมวลชนประเภทใดบ้าง (ตอบได้มากกว่า 1 ประเภท และเลือกตอบสื่อมวลชนของประเทศที่ตนนิยมใช้)
ประเทศ/ประเภทสื่ อมวลชน

โทรทัศน์

วิทยุ

สื่ อ สิ่งพิมพ์

อินเตอร์ เน็ต

สื่อมวลชนของประเทศไทย (ท)
สื่อมวลชนของประเทศตนเอง (ตอ)
สื่อมวลชนที่ใช้ภาษาอังกฤษ (อ)
3. ความถี่ในการเปิ ดรับสื่อมวลชน
ประเภท

ไม่เปิ ดรับ
ท

โทรทัศน์
วิทยุ
สื่อสิ่งพิมพ์
อินเตอร์เน็ต

1-2 วันต่อสัปดาห์
ตอ

อ

ท

ตอ

3-5 วันต่อสัปดาห์
อ

ท

ตอ

ทุกวัน
อ

ท

ตอ

อ
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4. ลักษณะการเปิ ดรับสื่อมวลชน
ประเภท

ติดตามเกือบทุกรายการ/

ติดตามบางรายการ/

ติดตามรายการ/เรื่ อง/

ไม่ติดตามรายการ/

ทุกเรื่ อง/ทุกคอลัมน์ ที่

เรื่ อง/คอลัมน์ ที่สนใจ

คอลัมน์ ใดๆ เพียงเล็กน้ อย

เรื่ อง/คอลัมน์ ใดๆ เลย

ท

ท

ท

สนใจ
ท

ตอ

อ

ตอ

อ

ตอ

อ

ตอ

อ

โทรทัศน์
วิทยุ
สื่อสิ่งพิมพ์
อินเตอร์เน็ต

5. สถานที่ในการเปิ ดรับสื่อมวลชน
ประเภท

บ้าน/ที่พักอาศัย
ท

ตอ

อ

ที่ทางาน/สนามกีฬา-ซ้ อม

อื่นๆ นอกเหนือจากบ้านและที่ทางาน

ท

ท

ตอ

อ

ตอ

อ

ปาน

น้ อย

โทรทัศน์
วิทยุ
สื่อสิ่งพิมพ์
อินเตอร์เน็ต

ตอนที่ 6 ข้อมูลด้านการปรับตัวทางวัฒนธรรม
คาชี้แจง กรุ ณาทาเครื่ องหมาย X ลงในช่องที่ตรงกับความคิดท่านมากที่สุด
5 = มากที่สุด 4 = มาก 3 = ปานกลาง 2 = น้อย 1 = น้อยที่สุด
ด้านความคิด
การปรับตัวทางวัฒนธรรม (ด้านความคิด)

ระดับความคิดเห็น
มากที่สุด

มาก

กลาง
1. ท่านคิดว่าการปรับตัวให้เข้ากับคนไทยมีประโยขน์ต่อการใช้ชีวิตของท่าน

น้ อย
ที่สุด
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การปรับตัวทางวัฒนธรรม (ด้านความคิด)

ระดับความคิดเห็น
มากที่สุด

มาก

ปาน

น้ อย

กลาง

น้ อย
ที่สุด

2. ท่านคิดว่าการใช้ชีวิตในสังคมไทย ทาให้ชีวิตท่านดีข้ นึ
3. ท่านคิดว่าการมาค้าแข้งในไทยลีกเป็ นเป็ นเพียงบันไดขั้นหนึ่งในการต่อยอด
ไปลีกชั้นนาในประเทศอื่นๆ
4. ท่านคิดว่าการใช้ชีวิตในสังคมไทยให้มีความสุข ถ้าคนไทยให้การยอมรับว่า
ท่านเป็ นส่วนหนึ่งในสังคม
5. ท่านคิดว่าท่านจาเป็ นต้องสื่ อสารภาษาไทยให้ชดั เจน
6. ท่านคิดว่าความสามารถด้านฟุตบอลของท่านจะช่วยให้ท่านปรับตัวได้ง่าย
7. ท่านคิดว่าสามารถแต่งกายตามแบบอย่างคนไทย โดยไม่รู้สึกแตกต่างหรื อ
เคอะเขิน
8. ท่านไม่มีปัญหาอะไร ถ้ามีคนไทยมาชักชวนไปทานอาหาร หรื อไปร่ วม
ประเพณีไทย
9. ท่านมีความต้องการที่จะค้าแข้งในประเทศไทยเรื่ อยๆ เพื่อให้ได้สัญชาติไทย
และหลังเลิกเล่นก็ตอ้ งการใช้ชีวิตในประเทศไทยต่อไป
10. ท่านคิดว่าวัฒนธรรมไทย สิ่ งแวดล้อม สภาพอากาศ ไม่เป็ นอุปสรรคใหญ่
ในการปรับตัวในประเทศไทย
ด้านความรู้ สึก
การปรับตัวทางวัฒนธรรม (ด้านความรู้ สึก)

ระดับความคิดเห็น
มากที่สุด

มาก

ปาน
กลาง

1. ท่านรู้สึกพึงพอใจที่ได้เปลี่ยนแปลงหรื อย้ายมาจากความเป็ นอยูเ่ ดิม
2. ท่านรู้สึกพึงพอใจที่ได้สื่อสารกับคนไทยได้รู้เรื่ อง
3. ท่านรู้สึกพึงพอใจที่ได้เรี ยนรู้สังคม และวัฒนธรรมที่แตกต่างจากเดิม
4. ท่านรู้สึกพึงพอใจที่ได้ร่วมอยูใ่ นสังคม และวัฒนธรรมไทย
5. ท่ า นรู้ สึ ก พึ ง พอใจที่ ไ ด้ รั บ จากคนไทยในแง่ ข องการท างาน (แข่ ง ขัน
ฟุตบอล) ในประเทศไทย
6. ท่านรู้สึกพึงพอใจในแง่รายได้ที่รับการแข่งขันฟุตบอลในไทยลีก

น้ อย

น้ อย
ที่สุด
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การปรับตัวทางวัฒนธรรม (ด้านความรู้ สึก)

ระดับความคิดเห็น
มากที่สุด

มาก

ปาน

น้ อย

กลาง

น้ อย
ที่สุด

7.ท่านพึงพอใจที่จะค้าแข้งอยูใ่ นประเทศไทยไปเรื่ อยๆ
8. ท่านรู้สึกไว้วางใจและปลอดภัยในตัวคนไทย
9. ท่านรู้สึกว่าไม่ตอ้ งปรับตัวมากเมื่อมาอยูใ่ นสังคมไทย
10. ท่านรู้สึกพอใจที่ได้เข้าร่ วมในงานประเพณีไทยต่างๆ
ด้านพฤติกรรม
การปรับตัวทางวัฒนธรรม (ด้านพฤติกรรม)

ระดับความคิดเห็น
มากที่สุด

มาก

ปาน
กลาง

น้ อย

น้ อย
ที่สุด

1. ท่านชอบทานอาหารไทย
2. ท่านซื้อและใช้สินค้าไทย
3. ท่านพยายามใช้ภาษาไทยมากขึ้นในชีวิตประจาวัน
4. ท่านปฎิบตั ิตามสังคม ธรรมเนียมและวัฒนธรรมไทย
5. ท่านสนใจในข่าวสารบ้านเมืองของประเทศไทย
6. ท่านเลียนแบบและพยายามทาตามแบบพฤติกรรมของคนไทย
7.ท่านเรี ยนรู้เรื่ องราวต่างๆ ในสังคมไทยเพื่อเป็ นประโยชน์ต่อการใช้ชีวิต
8. ท่านเข้าร่ วมกิจกรรม ประเพณีของคนไทย
9. ท่านใช้ภาษาไทยหรื อภาษาอังกฤษในการติดสื่อสารกับคนไทย
10. ท่านเดินทางในที่ต่างๆ นอกเหนือจากที่ทางานได้ดว้ ยตนเอง
ตอนที่ 7 ข้อเสนอแนะ
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
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Questionnaire : Communication for the Foreign
Football Players’ Cultural Adjustment in Thailand
League Football Club
This questionnaire was designed for collecting information on dissertation. For
this study is a part of a doctor of philosophy program in communication arts and
innovation, National institute of development administration university (NIDA). Your
responses are important to the success of the study. Please answer every question
accurately. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential and will serve only for the
purposes of this study.
This questionnaire is divided into 7 parts:
Part 1 : Personal Data
Part 2 : Communication in Thai society both inside and outside the
field/stadium.
Part 3 : Attitude toward Thai people in Thailand.
Part 4 : Interpersonal communication behavior.
Part 5 : Media usage behavior.
Part 6 : Cultural adjustment
Part 7 : Suggestion
Part 1 : Personal Data
Directions : Please make (x) into the  for your answer to each of the following
questions.
1. Age ...................... years
2. Club affiliation (please specify) .....................................
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3. Education

1. Primary school

2. High School

3. Bachelor Degree

4. Others (Please specify) ...................

4. How long have you been living in Thailand? ...............Years
5. Nationality (Passport) .................................
6. Have you ever had overseas experience before you come to live in Thailand?
 1. No

 2. Yes

(please specify) .....................................
7. Do you have followers to live together? (Friend/Family/Agent)
 1. No

 2. Yes

(please specify) .....................................
Part 2 : Communication in Thai society both inside and outside the field/stadium.
Directions : Make (x) for your answer to each of the following questions.
Knowledge of communication in Thai society.
1. How are greeting each other In Thai society?
A. Thai greeting (Wai)

B. Hand shaking

C. Hugs / Cheeks

D. Bow

2. What words are Thai people always say for greeting?
A. Good weather in this day

B. Do you eat something yet?

C. Sa-wad-dee

D. Do you have finished your work?

3. What is name of the capital city of Thailand?
A. Chiangmai

B. Ayudthaya

C. Pattaya

D. Bangkok

4. Do you think what’s traditions are important for Thai people?
A. Christmas

B. Valentine

C. The Buddhist Lent Day

D. Chines new year

5. To communicate with Thai people, Which manners is always considered first?
A. Respect for elders

B. Catching head / Rubbing head

C. Hold the arm

D. Show off
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Motivation and ability to communicate Thai / English language.
6. Can you speak Thai?
1. Excellent

2. Fairly

3. A little

4. No

7. After practice / competition, you may……..
1. Don’t try to learn Thai language.
2. Try to learn Thai language.
3. Try to learn use Thai language as much as possible.
8. When you have trouble communicating to Thai people. What do you do?
1. Try asking Thai people when you don’t understand.
2. Use nonverbal language instead.
3. Do not communicate / change people.
9. Does Thai language necessary for communication / living / working in Thailand?
1. Not necessary

2. Need some

3. Very necessary

10. What is the short message you can say in Thai words? (Can answer more than
one)
1.Sa-wad-dee

2.Sa-bai-dee-Mai

3.Mai-pen-rai

4.Pai-nai-dee

5.Kho-thod

6.La-khon

7.Kin-khao-yung

8.Khob-khun

9.Laew-cher-khan

10. Others (Please specify) ..........................

11. Can’t speak Thai at all.

11. Please write your football club name in Thai words.
................................................................................................................. Can’t write
12. Can you speak English?
1. Excellent

2. Fairly

3. A little

4. No

13. Does English language necessary for communication / living / working in
Thailand?
1. Not necessary

2. Need some

3. Very necessary

14. In case you can communicate in English. Do you think that learning Thai is still
necessary?
1. Not necessary

2. Need some

3. Very necessary
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15. Please write your football club name in English words.
...............................................................................................................

Can ’t write

Part 3 : Attitude toward Thai people in Thailand.
Directions : Make (x) for your answer to each of the following questions.
5 = Very much 4 = Much 3 = Normal 2 = Little 1 = Very little
Attitude toward Thai people in Thailand.

Attitude Level
5

4

3

2

1

1. Most of Thai people are smiley, friendly and kindly.
2. Most of Thai people are generously.
3. Most of Thai people like to have party.
4. Most of Thai people are in hurry/live fast
5. Most of Thai people have discipline.
6. Most of Thai people are open to all religious/races.
Part 4 : Interpersonal communication behavior (Please answer both Thai people and
foreigners.)
Directions : Make (x) for your answer to each of the following questions.
5 = Very much 4 = Much 3 = Normal 2 = Little 1 = Very little
Interpersonal communication behavior
(Team players/ Coaches/Family/Others)

1. In daily life, how often do you talk to
Thai people or foreigners?
2. In working day (practice / competition),
how often do you talk to Thai people or
foreigners?
3. How often do you receive news from
Thai people or foreigners?
4. When you have a problem in your work

Level of practice
Thai people

Foreigners.

5

5

4

3

2

1

4

3

2

1
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Interpersonal communication behavior
(Team players/ Coaches/Family/Others)

Level of practice
Thai people

Foreigners.

5

5

4

3

2

1

4

3

2

1

(competition) or in daily life, how often do
you

discusses

with

Thai

people

or

foreigners?
5. When you go to other places apart from
work, how often do you go together with
Thai people or foreigners?
Part 5 : Media usage behavior.
Directions : Make (x) for your answer to each of the following questions.
1. Do you use media or not? (If you answer 1. Please continue on item 2 below / if
you answer 2. Please skip to Part 6)
1. Use

2. Not use

2. What types of media do you use? (Can answer more than one category and choose
the media of the country that usually used)
Media/Type

Television Radio

Printing

Internet

Thailand ‘s media (TH)
Home country ‘s media (HO)
Media used English language (EN)
3. Media used ’s frequency
Type

none

1-2

/Media

Television
Radio
Printing
Internet

days

week

a 3-5

days

a Everyday

week

TH H

EN TH H

EN TH H

EN TH H

O

O

O

O

EN
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4. Media used ‘s styles
Type /Media Follow

all Follow

some Follow a few None

media’s

media’s

media’s

program

program

program

TH H

EN TH

HO

EN

TH H

EN TH H

O

O

O

EN

Television
Radio
Printing
Internet
5. Media used ‘s place
Type /Media

Home/

Work place

Others

Dormitory/Cond
ominium
TH

HO

EN

TH

HO

EN

TH

HO

EN

Television
Radio
Printing
Internet

Part 6 : Cultural adjustment
Directions : Make (x) for your answer to each of the following questions
5 = Very much 4 = Much 3 = Normal 2 = Little 1 = Very little
Cognitive
Cultural adjustment (Cognitive)
1. You think that adaptation to Thai people is
beneficial for your life.
2. You think that living in Thailand society,
make your life better.

Level ‘s comment
5
4
3
2

1
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3. You think that playing football in Thai League
is just one step to better league in other
countries.
4. You think that living in Thai society is happy,
if Thai people accept you are part of society.
5. You think that you need to fluent in Thai
language?
6. You think that your football skills will help
you adjust easily.
7. You think that you can dress in Thai style
without feeling any difference or awkward.
8. You have no problem If Thai people have
persuade you to party or join Thai tradition
9. You have the desire to play football in
Thailand to get Thai citizenship and after
playing, you will continue to live in Thailand.
10. You think that Thai culture, weather, climate
is not major barriers to s adapt in Thailand.
Affective
Cultural adjustment (Affective)
1. You feel satisfied to change or move from
former life.
2. You feel satisfied to communicate with the
Thai people.
3. You feel satisfied to learning the society and
the culture are different form ever seen.
4. You feel satisfied to be in Thai society.
5. You feel satisfied with the Thai people in
terms of work. (Playing Football) in Thailand
6. You are satisfied in terms of wages that
received from your team.
7. You are satisfied to continue to live in
Thailand.
8. You feel confident and safe with Thai people.
9. You feel that you do not have to adjust much

Level ‘s comment
5
4
3
2

1
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Cultural adjustment (Affective)

Level ‘s comment
5
4
3
2

1

Level ‘s comment
5
4
3
2

1

when you are in Thailand.
10. You are satisfied to participate in Thai
traditions.
Behavior
Cultural adjustment (Behavior)
1. You like Thai food.
2. You use Thai products.
3. You usually try to use Thai language.
4. You usually follow Thai society, tradition and
culture.
5. You are interested in news or story of
Thailand.
6. You imitate and try to follow the behavior of
Thai people..
7. You learn many story in Thai society for
benefit with living.
8. You participate in Thai activities and tradition
9. You use Thai or English language to
communicate with Thai people.
10. You can travel by yourself.
Part 7 : Suggestion
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………
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............................................

Questionaire pour la thèse doctorat
demandant aux footballeurs des Clubs des Thai
Championnat
Pourriez-vous répondre aux questions à volonté ?
Vos réponses sont toujours confidentielles.
1 ère Partie : Information personelle
1. Age ...................... ans
2 Club de Football membré .................................................................
3. Niveau scholaire
1. Primaire

2. Lycée / Ecole professionelle

3. Diplome

4. D’autres……. …………………………..

4. La durée de séjour en Thailande………………… ans ………………….. mois
5. La nationalité (D’après le passport) ................................................................
6. l’expérience comme joueur de foot en étranger avant en Thailande
1. Non

2. Oui (Ou?.....................................................................)

7. Les personnes qui viennent avec vous
1. Non

2. Oui (Qui?....................................................................)

2 ème Partie La communication dehors /dedans le stade
Savez - vous ………….?
1 comment les Thais se saluent
1. Wai (presse les paumes au centre de la poitrine et courbe un peu la tête)
2. se serrent la main
3. s’embrassent
4. s’inclinent
2. la parole toujours à la bouch des Thais
1. Il fait beau aujourd’hui?

2. Avez-vous déjà croaqué?
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4. Finissez-vous le travail?

3. Bonjour
3. la capitale de la Thailande
1. Chiengmai

2.Ayuddhaya

3. Pattaya

4. Bangkok

(Krung Thep)
4. le jour important pour les Thais
1. Noël

2. Valentin

3. Le Carême buddhiste

4. Le Nouvel An au Chinois

5. l’étiquette toujours concernée avec les Thais
1. respecter aux âgés

2. toucher la tête

3. se serrer la main

4. toujours se présenter

La motivation / l’abilité de communiquer avec les Thais
6. Vous parlez Thai…..
1. couramment

2. suffisamment

3. Un petit peu

4. Pas du tout

7. Après le match / la pratigue, vous……
1. N’apprenez jamais Thai
2. Apprenez plus ou moins Thai
3. Toujours apprenez et utilisez Thai
8. La solution quand vous ne pouvez pas communiquer avec les Thais
1.Demander aux Thais

la signification des mots inconnus

2.Mimer l’action
3.Abandonner la communication / demander un traducteur
9. Pensez-vous que la langue Thai est indispensable pour vivre et travailler dans ce
pays?
1.Non plus

2.Assez

3.Le plus

10.marquez une X devant les expressions en Thai que vous pouvez parler (Plus d’un
choix possible)
1.Bonjour

2.Comment allez-vous?

4.Ou allons-nous?

5. Je suis désolé./Excusez-moi

7.Avez-vous mangé ?

8. Merci

10.D’autres .............................................

3.ça ne fait rien
6.Au revoir
9. A la prochaine

11.Je ne peux plus parler
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11 Ecrivez en Thai le nom de votre Club de Football
...................................................................................................

ne peux plus l’écrire

12. Pouvez-vous parler anglais?
1. couramment

2. suffisamment

3. Un petit peu

4. Pas du tout

13. Pensez-vous que l’anglais est indispensable pour vivre et travailler dans ce pays?
1.Non plus

2.Assez

3.Le plus

14. Vous pouvez parler anglais, pensez-vous que le thai est indispensable?
1.Non plus

2.Assez

3.Le plus

15. Ecrivez en Anglais le nom de votre Club de Football
........................................................................................

ne peux plus l’écrire

3 ème Partie L’attitude envers le peuple thaï et la société
Indiquez votre degré d’accord avec ces énoncés. Marquez une X dans la colonne de
5 = le plus 4 = beaucoup 3 = assez 2 = un peu 1 = le moins
L’attitude envers le peuple thaï et la
société

Degré d’accord
5

4

3

2

1

1. La plupart des thaïs sont faciles à rire
et sympas.
2. Ils sont généreux et aiment à partager.
3. Ils aiment aller à la fête et chatter.
4. Ils ont la vie quatidienne très pressé.
5. Ils sont disciplinés
6. Ils s’ouvrent à toutes les réligions ,
tous les teints et toutes les classes.

4 ème Partie La communication interpersonnelle
Indiquez votre degré de votre action envers ces énoncés.
Marquez une X dans la colonne de 5 = le plus souvent 4 = plus souvent 3 = assez
souvent 2 = rarement 1 = le moins souvent
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Votre action montré la communication
interpersonnelle

Degré de votre action
les thaïs
les étrangers
5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

1. La conversation quotidienne avec…
2. La conversation
au travail
(l’entraînement/le match) avec……
3. Vous apprenez les nouvelles
de……….
4. A propos des problems de travail,
vous demandez la solution de…………
5. Hors du travail, vous sortez
avec………

5 ème Partie Le comportement envers des médias de masse
Indiquez votre degré d’accord avec ces énoncés.
1. Vous suivez des médias de masse
2. Non ( Si votre réponse est “Non” , ne faites pas pas no.2,

1. Oui

mais continuez la 6 ème Partie)
2. Les quels? (Plus d’un choix possible)
Des pays / Sortes de médias

Télévision Radio

Journaux

Internet

De la Thaïlande
De votre pays
Médias en anglais
3. A quelle fréquence?
Sortes de 1-2 jours/semaine

3-5 jours/semaine

Tous les jours

médias

th

th

Télévision
Radio
Journaux
Internet

th

vo

an

vo

an

vo

an
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4. Combien de programmes /émissions/ rubriques suivez-vous?
Sortes de
média

Tous
th vo

Certains
an

th

vo

Un peu
an

th

vo

Non plus
an

th

vo

an

Télévision
Radio
Journaux
Internet
5. Ou utilisez-vous chaque média ?
Sortes
de

Résidence
th

vo

an

D’autres

Bureau/Stade
th

vo

an

th

vo

an

média
Télévisi
on
Radio
Journau
x
Internet
6 ème Partie L’adaptation culturelle
Indiquez votre degré d’accord avec ces énoncés. Marquez une X dans la colonne de
5 = le plus 4 = beaucoup 3 = assez 2 = un peu 1 = le moins
L’attitude
L’adaptation culturelle (L’attitude)
5
1. Il est très utile si vous pouvez vous
adapter aux gens locaux.
2. Vous pouvez gagner une belle vie en
Thaïlande.
3. Le concours dans le club de Football
League en Thaïlande est la porte pour
participer au club plus connu dans les autres
pays.

Degré d’accord
4
3
2

1
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L’adaptation culturelle (L’attitude)

Degré d’accord
4
3
2

5

1

4. Vous serez plus heureux si vous êtes
accepté par les gens locaux.
5. La communication sera effective si vous
pouvez parler le thaï.
6. Grâce au talent de football , vous pouvez
vous adapter facilement.
7. Vous pouvez vous habiller comme les
Thaïs sans embrassement.
8. Vous pouvez participer à un repas ou au
festival avec les gens locaux.
9. Vous voulez être un joueur dans le club si
longtemps que vous pouvez être naturalisé.
10. Vous ne pouvez pas vous adapter à
cause de ces éléments: la culture,
l’ambiance et le climat.
Le sentiment
L’adaptation culturelle (Le sentiment)
Vous êtes content de…..
1. changer/ déménager
2. communiquer facilement avec les gens
locaux
3. apprendre la nouvelle culture dans la
société différente
4. vivre dans la nouvelle société
5. travailler avec le staff hans le club
6. gagner assez d’argent
7. continuer à travailler dans ce pays
8. Vous vous sentez hors de danger avec les
gens locaux.
9. Vous vous sentez que vous pouvez vous
adapter bien à la société thaïlandaise.
10. Vous êtes content d’ aller au festivals
en Thaïlande.
L’action

5

Degré d’accord
4
3
2

1
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L’adaptation culturelle (L’action)
1

Degré d’accord
2
3
4

5

1. Vous aimez les plats thaïs.
2. Vous achetez des courses fabriqués en
Thaïlande.
3. Vous essayez de parler plus de la langue
thaïe.
4. Vous vous tenez bien dans la société
5. Vous vous intéressez aux nouvelles
quotidiennes dans la société.
6. Vous essayer de mimer les
comportements des gens locaux.
7. Vous essayez d’apprendre les évènements
qui se passent dans la société pour mener
bien la vie.
8. Vous participez toutes les activités dans
la société.
9. Vous parlez thaï avec les gens locaux.
10. Vous pouvez voyager seul.
7 ème Partie: Les suggestions
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
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アンケート：タイリーグの外国人サッカー選手の文化適応のためのコミュニ
ケーション能力について
本アンケートはコミュニケーションアート・イノベーション学部二ダ
ー大学博士論文であるタイリーグの外国人サッカー選手の文化適応のための
コミュニケーション能力についてのアンケートです。事実のある答えをはっ
きりさせていただきたいです。得られた答えや情報は論文分析のためにのみ
使うと確約します。アンケートは７部に分かれています。
第１部

一般情報

第２部

タイ社会、サッカー場内外、のコミュニ
ケーション

第３部

タイ人に対する考え

第４部

第５部

人の間のコミュニケーション行動につい
て（タイ人にも外国人にも対する行動を
答えてください）
マスコミ利用の行動

第６部

文化適応

第７部

提言

答えの案内：あなたの意見に合う答えのまえに×を付けて下さい。または空い
ているところに執筆してください。

第１部

一般情報

1.年齢.....................................歳
2. 所属チ－ム.....................................
3. 学歴
1.小学

2.中等教育／専門学校
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4. そのほか ...................

3.大学

4.タイに滞在期間（現在まで）.....................................年.....................................ヶ
月

5. 国籍..................................... .....................................
6.タイでプレーする前に海外のチームに所属してプレーをした経験
１．なし

２．有り（どこでどのチームか執筆）.....................................

7.付添いの有無（友達／家族／代理人）
１．なし

第２部

２．有り（どんな付添いか執筆）.....................................

タイ社会、サッカー場内外、のコミュニケーション

abcd のどちらかにバツを付けて下さい
タイ人ともコミュニケーション
1.タイの社会ではどんな挨拶をするか。

a. 両手を合わせながら挨拶する

b. 手を交わす

c. 抱き合う／ほっぺにチュで挨拶す d. お辞儀する
る

2. タイ人はどんなことばで挨拶するか。
a. 今日いい天気ですね。

b. ごはん、たべましたか。

c. サ ワ ッ デ ィ ー （ お 早 う ご ざ い ま d. お辞儀する
す・こんにちは／こんばんは

3.タイの首都の名前はなんですか。
a. チェンマイ

b. アユタヤー

c. パタヤー

d. バンコク

4. タイ人にとってどちらの習慣は重要だと思います。
a. クリスマスの日

b. バレンタインの日

c. カオ・パンサーの日（仏教の日）

d. チャイニーズ・ニューイヤー
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5. タイ人とのコミュニケーションにおいて気を使うマナーは何ですか。
a. 目上に敬意を払うこと

b. 相手の頭に触ること

c. 相手の手を握ること

d. 自己主張

タイ語／英語で話す能力とそのモチベーション

6. あなたはタイ語を話せますか。
1. よく話せます

2. まあまあ話せます

3. 少し話せます

4. まったく話せません

7. 試合や練習の後、あなたは….
1. タイ語の自習をまったくしません。
2. タイ語の自習をします。
3. タイ語の自習をしたり、できるだけタイ語を使ったりします。
8.タイ人とのコミュニケーションに問題が生じた場合、どうしますか。
1. タイ人に分からないことばを聞くことにします。
2. 言葉代わりに身ぶりや手まねなどを使います。
3. 話し合わないことにします／対話の人を変えます。
9. タイ語はタイでの日常生活や仕事に必要だと思いますか。
1. 必要ではありません。
2. ときどき必要です。
3. とても必要です。
10. あなたはどちらのタイ語会話ができますか。（一つ以上答えられる）
1. サワッディー

2. サバイディ・マイ

3. マイ・ペン・ライ

4. パ イ ・ ナ イ ・ デ ィ 5. コー・トード（すみ 6. ラーコン（さような
（大丈夫）

ません）

ら）

7. ギン・カオ・ルー・ 8. コーブクン（ありが 9. レェウ・ジョー・カ
ヤ ン （ ご は ん 、 た べ とう）

ン（また、会うね）
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た？）

10. そのほか.......................................

11. タイ語はまった く
話せません。

11.あなたが所属するタイのサッカーチームの名前をタイ語で書いてください。
.................................................................................................................

書けません。

12. あなたは英語が話せますか。
1. よく話せます

2. まあまあ話せます

3. 少し話せます

4. まったく話せません

13.タイでの生活や仕事などに英語は必要だと思いますか。
1. 必要ではありません。
2. ときどき必要です。
3. とても必要です。
14. 英語が話せた場合、タイ語学習はまだ必要だと思いますか。
1. 必要ではありません。
2. ときどき必要です。
3. とても必要です。
15. あなたが所属するサッカーチームの名前を英語で書いてください。
.................................................................................................................

第３部

書けません。

タイ人に対する考え

バツ（×）を付けて下さい。
5=非常に多い

4=多い

3=まあまあ

2=少ない

タイ人に対する考え

レベル
5

1. タイ人の多くは温厚でよく微笑みます。
2. タイ人は思いやりで、親切にもてなします。それに
人をよく助けるのです。
3. タイ人はパーティーや交際が好きです。

1=非常に少ない

4

3

2

1
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タイ人に対する考え

レベル
5

4

3

2

1

4. タイ人はさっさと仕事をしたり、何でも手早く進め
ます。
5. タイ人は規律を守ります。
6. タイ人は宗教や肌の色の差別がありません。

第４部

人の間のコミュニケーション行動について（タイ人にも外国人にも

対する行動を答えてください）
答えのところにバツ（×）を付けて下さい。
5=非常に多い

4=多い

3=まあまあ

人の間のコミュニケーション行動（チームメート、
コーチ、家族、ほかの人）

2=少ない

1=非常に少ない

行動のレベル
タイ人
5

外国人同士
4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

1. 生活上、タイ人と外国人同士のコミュニケーション
はどれぐらい果たしますか。
2. 仕事の上で（練習／試合）タイ人または外国人選手
とどれぐらい話しますか。
3. タイ人または外国人から情報をどれぐらい聞きます
か。
4. 仕事（練習／試合）に問題が生じた場合、タイ人ま
たは外国人にどれぐらい相談しますか。
5. 外出のとき、タイ人または外国人とよくいっしょに
行きますか。

第５部

マスコミ利用の行動

あなたの意見に合う答えにバツ（×）を付けて下さい。

1.マスコミをご利用になりますか。（１の答えの場合、以下の表２に答え、
２の答えの場合、パート６に答えてください）

1. 利用します。
2. 利用しません。

2. どこのマスコミをご利用になりますか。（一つ以上答えられます）
国／種類
タイのマスコミ

テレビ

ラジオ

新聞（紙媒体）

インターネット
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自国のマスコミ
英語のマスコミ

3. 利用頻度
種類

週に 1-2 日
タイ

週に 3-5 日
自国

英語

タイ

毎日
自国

英語

タイ

自国

英語

テレビ
ラジオ
新聞（紙媒
体）
インターネ
ット

4. 利用状態
種類

すべてのニュースや

一部のニュースや情報

ニュースや情報を少し

情報を利用する

を利用する

利用する

タイ

タ

自国

英語

自国

英語

タイ

自国

英語

まったく利用しません

タイ

自国

イ
テレビ
ラジオ
新聞（紙媒
体）
インターネ
ット

5. 利用の場所
種類

自宅／アパートメント

ロッカールーム／サッカー場

ほかの場所

タイ

タイ

タイ

自国

テレビ
ラジオ
新聞（紙媒
体）
インターネ
ット

第６部

文化適応

英語

自国

英語

自国

英語

英語
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あなたの意見に合う答えにバツ（×）を付けて下さい。
5=非常に多い

4=多い

3=まあまあ

2=少ない

1=非常に少ない

考え
文化適応（考え）

同意レベル
5
4

3

2

1

同意レベル
5
4

3

2

1

同意レベル
5
4

3

2

1

1. タイ人性格・社会に適応したことは生活上に役に立つ。
2.タイ社会の中で生活していることはあなたの生活をよくさせ
る。
3. あなたにとってタイのサッカーチームに所属することはほかの
国でプレーできることにつながると思う。
4. タイ人があなたを一員として認めれば、タイ社会の中で幸せに
暮らせると思う。
5. あなたはタイ語が正確に通じられることは必要だと思う。
6. あなたは自分のサッカー能力がタイの社会に簡単に慣れさせる
と思う。
7.タイ人のように衣装や服スタイルをすることが違和感を感じず
にできる。
8. タイ人に食事やタイのお祭りに誘われることに問題がない。
9. タイ国籍を取得するまでタイでプレーをし続けたいと思う。
10. タイの文化、環境、天気はタイに慣れるのに妨害物だと思
う。

感情
文化適応（感情）
1. 以前の生活から新しい生活に変わって満足する。
2. タイ人と話して通じられたことに満足する。
3. 異文化について分かったことに満足する。
4. タイの社会や文化の中を暮らせることに満足する。
5. タイでプレーしてファンたちや同僚から送られた応援に満足す
る。
6. タイのサッカーチームに所属して得られた収入に満足する。
7.タイで長くプレーし続けると思う。
8. タイ人が信用できる人だと思う。
9. タイの社会にいると今までの生活を変えなくてもいい。
10. タイの文化や習慣に参加できて満足する。

行動
文化適応（行動）
1. タイ料理が好きだ。
2. タイの商品を買って使う。
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文化適応（行動）

同意レベル
5
4

3

2

1

3. あなたはできるだけタイ語をどんどん使うことにしている。
4. あなたはタイの社会や文化の規定に従って行動する。
5. タイの社会に関するニュースなどに興味を持つ。
6. あなたはタイ人の行動や生活スタイルを真似ている。
7.生活するのにタイの社会のできごとを勉強する。
8. タイ人の文化や祭りなどに参加する。
9. あなたはタイ語または英語を使ってタイ人とコミュニケーショ
ンする。
10. あなたは職場を含んでタイの中のあっちこっちに自分で行け
る。

第７部提言
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
....................................................
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의사소통은 태국 리그에서 활동하고 계시는 외국인 축구 선수의
문화 적응하기에 영향을 끼친 것에 관한 설문지
이 설문지는 석사학위논문 “의사소통은 태국 리그에서 활동하고
계시는 외국인 축구 선수의 문화 적응하기에 영향을 끼친 것에 대한
실태조사”연구를 위한 내용으로 자료를 수집하기 위하여 작성된 것입니다.
설문에 협조하여 주신 귀하의 솔직한 답변을 연구에 귀중한 자료가 될
것입니다. 설문의

내용은

연구목적

이외에는

사용하지

않을

것임을

약속드립니다. 짧은 시간을 내주시어 거짓 되지 않은 정보로 답해주시면
감사하겠습니다. 본 설문은 7 부분으로 구성되었습니다.
1 부분 : 개인정보
2 부분 : 생활할 때와 경기할 때 의사소통을 하는 정보
3 부분 : 태국인에 대한 사회적 태도의 정보
4 부분 : 다른 사람과 의사소통을 하는 행동의 정보
5 부분 : 대중 매체를 이용한 정보
6 부분 : 문화 적응 정보
7 부분 : 제안
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설명: 해당되는 곳에 X 표 하여 주시거나 간단히 써 주시기 바랍니다.
바트 1 : 개인정보

1. 연령: 만 ...................... 세
2. 축구단 (축구팀 이름) .....................................
3. 최종학력
1. 초등학교 졸업

2. 고등학교/ 전문 학교 졸업

3. 대학교 졸업

4. 기타 ...................

4. 월급 ……………………………… 바트/미국 달러/기타 ........................................
5. 태국에서 사는 기간 ............. 년 ............. 월
6. 국적 .................................
7. 태국 리그에서 활동하기 전에 해외 리그에서 활동합니까?
1. 아니오

2. 예 ...................

8. 태국에서 계실 때 함께 살고 계시는 사람이 있습니까? (친구/가족/에이전트)
1. 아니오

2. 예 ...................

바트 2 : 생활할 때와 경기할 때 의사소통을 하는 정보
해당되는 곳에 X 표 하여 주시기 바랍니다.
의사소통에 관한 지식
1. 태국 사람의 인사하는 방법은 ?
. 태국 인사 방법 (와이)

. 악수하다

. 안아주다/뽀뽀하다
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. 고개를 숙이다
2. 태국 사람의 인사하는 말은?
. 오늘은 날씨가 좋아요?

. 밥을 먹었어요? . 안녕하세요?

퇴근했어요?

3. 태국의 도시는?
치앙마이

아유타야

. 밧타야

방콕

4. 태국 사람의 가장 중요한 명절은?
. 크리스마스 데이

. 발레인타인 데이 . 스님 입사일

중국 설날

5. 태국 사람과 대화할 때 주의해야 하는 것은?
연장자를 존경하다

. 머리 쓰다듬다

스킨쉽하다

자신감이 높다

자극과 언어(태국어/영어)능력

6. 태국어를 할 수 있습니까?
1. 잘 할 수 있습니다.

2. 할 수 있습니다.

3. 조금 할 수 있습니다.

4. 못합니다.
7. 연습하거나 경기한 후에 태국어를...
1. 공부 안 합니다.
2. 공부합니다.
3. 공부하고 태국어를 연습합니다.
8. 태국 사람과 의사소통을 못하면?
1. 모르는 단어가 있으면 태국 사람에게 물어봅니다.
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2. 몸짓으로 대화합니다.
3. 대화를 안 합니다./ 다른 사람과 대화를 합니다.
9. 태국에서 사는 외국인들의 생각은 태국어를 아는 것이...?
1. 필요 없습니다.

2. 필요합니다.

3. . 가장 필요합니다.

10. 말할 수 있는 간단한 태국어 문장은? (한 개 아상 답을 하셔도 됩니다.)
1.싸-왓-디

2. 싸-바-이-디-마-이 3. 마-이-뻰-라-이

4. 빠-이-나-이-디

5. 커-텃

6. 라-껀

7. 낀-카-우-르-양

8. 컵-쿤

9. 래-우-쩌-깐

10. 기타 ........................................

11. 태국말을 할 수 없어요.

11. 자기 축구팀 이름을 태국어로 써주세요.
.................................................................................................................

못합니다.

12. 영어를 할 수 있습니까?
. 잘 할 수 있습니다.

. 할 수 있습니다.

. 조금 할 수 있습니다. 못합니다.

13. 태국에서 사는 외국인들의 생각은 영어를 아는 것이...?
1. 필요 없습니다.

2. 필요합니다.

3. . 가장 필요합니다.

14. 영어로 말할 수 있으면 태국어를 공부하기가…?
1. 필요 없습니다.

2. 필요합니다.

3. . 가장 필요합니다.

15. 자기 축구팀 이름을 영어로 써주세요.
.................................................................................................................

못합니다.
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파트 3 : 태국인에 대한 사회적 태도의 정보
해당되는 곳에 X 표 하여 주시기 바랍니다.
5 = 매우 높음 4 = 높음 3 = 보통 2 = 낮음 1 =매우 낮음
태국인에 대한 사회적 태도의 정보

수준
5

4

3

2

1

1. 대부분 태국 사람들이 잘 웃는 사람이다.
2. 태국 사람들이 단정하고 친절한 사람이다.
3. 태국 사람들이 파티를 좋아한다.
4. 태국 사람들이 빨리 습관이 있다.
5. 태국 사람들이 규칙적인 생활습관이 있다.
6. 태국 사람들에 대해서 차별이 없다.

파트 4 : 다른 사람과 의사소통을 하는 행동의 정보
해당되는 곳에 X 표 하여 주시기 바랍니다.
5 = 매우 높음 4 = 높음 3 = 보통 2 = 낮음 1 =매우 낮음
다른 사람과 의사소통을 하는 행동의 정보

수준

(같은 팀 친구, 코치, 가족과 다른 사람)

태국인
5

1. 일상생활에서 태국 사람이나 외국인과
대화를 자주 나눕니까?
2. 연습하거나 경기할 때는 태국 사람이나
외국인과 대화를 자주 나눕니까?
3. 태국 사람이나 외국인에게서 태국 소식을
자주 받습니까?
4. 어떤 문제가 생겼을 때 태국사람이나
외국인과 이야기를 자주 나눕니까?
5. 직장(운동장) 외에는 다른 장소로 태국
사람이나 외국인과 자주 갑니까?

4

3

외국인
2

1

5

4

3

2

1
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파트 5 : 대중 매체를 이용한 정보
해당되는 곳에 X 표 하여 주시기 바랍니다.

1. 매체를 이용합니까? (1-1 만일 “예” 답했으면, 2 번 질문을 해주십시오. / 1-2 만일
“아니오” 답했으면, 6 번 질문을 해주십시오.)

1. 예

2. 아니오

2. 이용한 매체는? (한 개 아상 답을 하셔도 됩니다, 가장 자주 이용한 매제를
선택해 주십시오.)
매체의 유형

인쇄 매체

음성 매체

영상 매체

뉴스 미디어

(책, 잡지, 신문 등)

(라디오)

(텔레비전)

(인터넷)

태국의 대중 매체
한국의 대중 매체
영어 방송 매체

3. 매체를 이용한 빈도
매체의

일주일에 1-2 일

유형

텔레비전
라디오
책,

잡지,

신문 등
인터넷

일주일에 3-5 일

매일

태국의

한국의

영어

태국의

한국의

영어

태국의

한국의

영어

대중

대중

방송

대중

대중

방송

대중

대중

방송

매체

매체

매체

매체

매체

매체

매체

매체

매체
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4. 매체를 이용한 행동
매체의

모든

프로그램을

유형

팔로우한다

관심이

있는

몇 프로그램을 팔로우한다

프로그램만

모든 프로그램을 팔로우
안 한다

팔로우한다
태국

한국

영어

태국

한국

영어

태국의

한국의

영어

태국의

한국

영어

의

의

방송

의

의

방송

대중

대중

방송

대중

의

방송

대중

대중

매체

대중

대중

매체

매체

매체

매체

매체

대중

매체

매체

매체

매체

매체

매체

텔레비전
라디오
책, 잡지,
신문 등
인터넷

5. 매체를 이용한 장소
매체의
유형

집/숙소

라디오
책,

잡지,

신문 등
인터넷

다른 장소

태국의

한국의

영어

태국의

한국의

영어

태국의

한국의

영어

대중

대중 매체

방송

대중 매체

대중 매체

방송

대중 매체

대중

방송

매체

매체

매체
텔레비전

직장/운동장

매체

매체
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바트 6 : 문화 적응 정보
해당되는 곳에 X 표 하여 주시기 바랍니다.
5 =매우 높음 4 =높음 3 =보통 2 = 낮음 1 =매우 낮음
의견
문화 적응 (의견)

수준
매우

높음

보통

낮음

높음

매우
낮음

1. 태국 문화에 적응하는 것이 태국생활에게 도움이 된다.
2. 태국에서 사는 것이 당신의 삶을 보다 낫게 만들 수 있다.
3. 태국 리그에서 활동하기가 첫걸음이다. 앞으로는 다른 리그에서 활동할
것이다.
4. 태국에서 행복하게 살고 싶으면 태국 사람의 인정을 받아야 한다.
5. 태국어로 정확한 의사소통을 해야 한다.
6. 축구 능력 때문에 쉽게 적응할 수 있다.
7. 부끄럽지 않게 태국 사람처럼 태국 스타일 옷을 입다.
8. 태국 사람이 당신을 식사 하거나 태국 축제 함께 참여하라고 설득하면
좋아한다.
9. 태국 국적을 취득하기 위해서는 태국 리그에서 계속 활동하고 앞으로는
축구를 그만두고 태국에서 계속 살 것이다.
10. 태국 문화, 태국 환경, 태국 날씨 때문에 적응하기가 힘들다.

감정
문화 적응 (감정)

수준
매우
높음

1. 이사한 후에 새로운 주변환경에 살기가 좋다.
2. 태국 사람과 대화할 수 있는 것이 좋다.
3. 다른 나라의 문화를 배우기가 좋다.
4. 태국 사화에서 살기가 좋다.
5. 태국 사람과 일하는 것이 좋다.
6. 월급이 만족한 다고 생각한다.

높음

보통

낮음

매우
낮음
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문화 적응 (감정)

수준
매우

높음

보통

낮음

매우

높음

낮음

7. 태국 리그에서 계속 활동할 것이다.
8. 태국 사람에게 신뢰를 느끼다.
9. 태국 사회에 쉽게 적응할 수 있다.
10. 태국 축제에 참여하기가 좋다.

행동
문화 적응 (행동)

수준
매우

높음

높음

보통

낮음

매우
낮음

1. 태국 음식을 좋아한다
2. 태국에서 온 상품을 구입한다
3. 일상생활에서 한국어로 말하려고 노력한다
4. 태국의 관념, 문화로 생활한다.
5. 태국 뉴스에 대해 관심이 있다
6. 태국 사람이 하는 것은 따라 한다.
7. 잘 살기 위해서 태국에 대해 알아야 한다.
8. 태국 축제에 참여한다
9. 태국 사람과 대화할 때 태국어나 영어로 말한다
10. 직장(운동장) 외에는 다른 장소로 혼자 갈 수 있다.

파트 7 : 제안
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................

APPENDIX D
- Question with In-depth interview
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Question with In-depth interview
Questions to In-depth interview with Foreign footballers are as follows :
1. Name, Nationality, Country, Team to play, Period in Thailand
2. What is your educational background?
3. How long have you been playing professional football?
4. Why do you choose to play football in Thailand? Could you react on the
following characteristics of your transfer to Thailand? Salary, Level of the
football league, Thai culture / language (Un)employment / competition in
own country, Relational influence (family/partner, agent, club’s pressure)
5. In what way did you learn about your new football club and country?
6. Did you learn about Thai culture or language before coming to Thailand?
7. What were your own expectations of living and working in Thailand? Did
you meet your own expectations? And what were the Thai league club’s
expectations of you? Were these expectations realistic in your opinion?
8. Do you think understanding basic Thai Culture helps you to adapt?
9. How would you describe your first weeks of living in Thailand?
10. When you came to Thailand the first time, What did you think about Thai
culture? What do you do in your free time?
11. Did you have problems to adjusting to Thailand the first time and what
was the problem and how did you solve the problem?
12. How would you describe the club’s guiding in your first weeks and now?
(Cultural or language training, team mate tutor, housing, etc?)
13. Did you get any help to integrate in Thai football and society? Via the club
or city integration policy?
14. What is your emotional status when you are (alone?) at home? (home sick,
adventurous, as being on a holiday, etc.)
15. Knowing the Thai or English language necessary to work like you would
work in your own country? How often do you communicate with Thai or
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English, football fan, players and coach or team staff? Which language is
used and which language would you prefer to use?
16. When you are playing football and you have a problem to communication
with Thai players, how do you solve the problem?
17. What did you do when there were communication problems? To whom do
you go in times of problems? Does the club have a counselor?
18. Do Thai, Thai, football fan, players and coach or team staffs help you
adapt? If yes, What is adapt?
19. Does your cultural context affect your adaption with Thai culture?
20. Is a Thai football atmosphere different from others?
21. Have you met any international people or people from your own
nationality via the club, team mates or any other channels?
22. Do you think cultural aspects of your country and Thailand are different
and what is different?
23. Do you think the hierarchy in Thailand and your country are different and
does it affect your adjustment and how?
24. In your opinions how did you think about Thai people and this country?
25. What would you advice players from your own country when moving to
Thailand to play football?
26. Could you advice how to adapt in different country/language/culture for
Thai footballer who comes to play football in other country?
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Question with In-depth interview
Question for In-depth interview with Thai footballers, Head coach who had
intercultural experience in abroad are as follows :
1. Name, Team to play
1. Do you have problems to communicated with Foreign footballers? If
you have, what problem?
2. Which language did you used to communicate with foreign
footballers?
3. Do you have any problems or cultural differences to communicated
with footballers who come from the most continents or nations?
4. How do you solve the problem of communicated in practice or
competition with foreign footballers?
5. How did the football clubs have policies or practices to help foreign
footballers?
6. Currently, How did the football club have the guidelines or criteria for
selecting or screening foreign footballers? In addition, How did thw
football clubs have channels in search or hiring foreign footballers?
7. Outside the stadium or in free time, do you have activities with these
foreign footballers?
8. Do you think that the intercultural that is different between you and
foreign footballers in the team causing problems in communicatied
between your and foreign footballers or not?
9. Do you thinks if foreign footballers in the team understand about Thai
culture well that will help to succeed in communicating with Thai
footballers?
10. When new footballers is coming to the team, how did your
recommendations for adjustment?
11. Do you think about foreign footballers in your team who have adapted
to match the cultural context of Thailand or not?
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12. Do you think about foreign footballers in your team pay more attention
to inequality in Thai society?
13. How do you feel or have opinions about foreign team mates?
14. Today, these foreign footballers’s wages are higher than before. So
hiring these foreign footballers had worth or not? And in your opinons,
Do you think about foreign footballers from any nation who worth and
having high standard in football?
15. Could you explained your experience as a footballer in foreign
countries.
16. How do you advice how to adapt about your experience as a footballer
in foreign countries for the next generation of Thai footballers?
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Question with In-depth interview
Question for In-depth interview with Media Journalists who had intercultural
experience in abroad and local football league news are as follows :
1. Nane, Position on sport journalism.
2. What does the main problem in communicated between foreign
footballers with Thai footballers?
3. As a sports reporter, How do you solve the problem of communicated
with foreign footballers?
4. How did the football clubs have policies or practices to help foreign
footballers to adapt?
5. Do you thinks how did the Thai Football Association is currently
contributed to the football club in formulating guidelines or criteria for
selecting or screening foreign footballers?
6. Do you think that the intercultural that is different between Thai and
foreign footballers in the team causing problems in communicatied
between your and foreign footballers or not?
7. If foreign footballers in the team understand Thai culture very well,
Will it help to make communicate with Thai footballers to succeed?
8. When new footballers is coming to the team, how did your
recommendations for adjustment?
9. Today, these foreign footballers’s wages are higher than before. So
hiring these foreign footballers had worth or not? And in your opinons,
Do you think about foreign footballers from any nation who worth and
having high standard in football?
10. Please describe the professional comparison between Thai footballers
and foreign footballers?
11. Please briefly explained the process to the play football abroad for
Thai footballers.
12. How do you advice how to adapt about your experience as a sport
journalist in foreign countries for the next generation of Thai
footballers?
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Foreign footballers and coach
1) Name

: Bireme Diouf

Nationality

: Cote d'Ivoire

Birth

: 2 July 1984

Place of Birth

: Tiébissou

Age

: 34 years

Positon

: Forward/Right Winger

Club

: Sukhothai F.C

2) Name

: Hiromichi Katano

Nationality

: Japanese

Birth

: 6 April 1982

Place of Birth

: Funabashi, Chiba

Age

: 36 years

Position

: Defender

Club

: Sukhothai F.C

3) Name

: John Baggio Rakotonomenjanahary

Nationality

: Madagascar

Born

: 19 December 1991

Place of Birth

: Madagascar

Age

: 26 Years

Position

: Forward/Attacking midfielder

Club

: Sukhothai F.C

4) Name

: Jung Myung-oh

Nationality

: South Korean

Born

: 29 October 1986

Age

: 31 years

Position

: Defensive midfielder / Centre-back

Club

: Sukhothai F.C
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5) Name

: André Luís Leite

Nationality

: Brazilian

Born

: 19 February 1986

Age

: 32 Years

Position

: Striker

Club

: Royal Thai Navy F.C

6) Name

: Adefolarin Durosinmi

Nationality

: Nigerian

Born

: 2 January 1991

Age

: 27 Years

Position

: Winger

Club

: Royal Thai Navy F.C

7) Name

: Ricardo Jesus da Silva

Nationality

: Brazilian

Born

: 16 May 1985

Age

: 33 Year

Position

: Striker

Club

: Thai Honda F.C

8) Name

: Nicolás Leandro Vélez

Nationality

: Argentine

Born

: 4 July 1990

Age

: 28 Years

Position

: Second striker

Club

: Suphanburi F.C
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9) Name

: Adebayo Gbadebo

Nationality

: Nigerian

Born

: 30 May 1974

Age

: 44 Years

Position

: Director/Head coach

Club

: Suphanburi F.C

10) Name

: Diego Robert Pishinin Mendes

Nationality

: Brazilian

Born

: 1 January 1988

Age

: 30 Years

Position

: Asisitant coach/Translator

Club

: Suphanburi F.C

11) Name

: Matthew Terence "Matt" Smith

Nationality

: English-born Australian

Born

: 15 October 1982

Age

: 36 Years

Position

: Centre back

Club

: Bangkok Glass F.C

12) Name

: Daniel García Rodríguez “Toti”

Nationality

: Spaiish

Born

: 21 September 1987

Age

: 30 Years

Position

: Midfielder

Club

: Bangkok Glass F.C
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13) Name

:

Ryotaro Nakano

Nationality

: Japanese

Born

: 13 June 1988

Age

: 30 Years

Position

: Midfielder

Club

: Chonburi F.C

14) Name

: Bayano Sobze Henri

Nationality

: Cameroonian

Born

: Yaoundé

Age

: 32 Years

Position

: Striker

Club

: Phitsanuloke F.C
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Thai Footballers/Coachs
1) Name

: Khubfah Boonmatun

Born

: 12 March 1987

Age

: 31 Years

Position

: Midfielder

Club

: Sukhothai F.C

2) Name

: Nattaporn Punrit

Born

: 11 January 1982

Age

: 36 Years

Position

: Centerback

Club

: Royal Thai Navy F.C

3) Name

: Harn-narong Chunhakunakorn

Born

: 22 October 1983

Age

: 35 Years

Coaching

: Asistant Coach

Club

: Royal Thai Navy F.C

4) Name

: Acktaporn Chalitaporn

Born

: 22 September 1982

Age

: 36 Years

Coaching

: Head Coach

Club

: Thai Honda F.C

5) Name

: Thawil Butrsombat

Born

: 22 July 1987

Age

: 31 Years

Position

: Forward

Club

: Thai Honda F.C
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6) Name

: Sinthaweechai Hathairatanakul

Born

: 23 March 1982

Age

: 36 Years

Position

: Goalkeeper

Club

: Suphanburi F.C

7) Name

: Nattapong Samana

Born

: 29 June 1984

Age

: 34 Years

Position

: Left Back

Club

: Suphanburi F.C

8) Name

: Surachai Chaturapattharapong

Born

: 20 November 1969

Age

: 48 Years

Coaching

: Head Coach/ Director

Club

: Bangkok Glass F.C

9) Name

: Phipob On-moh

Born

: 28 April 1979

Age

: 39 Years

Position

: Striker

Club

: Chonburi F.C

10) Name

: Terdsak Jaimun

Born

: 29 September 1975

Age

: 44 Years

Coaching

: Head Coach

Club

: Chonburi F.C
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11) Name

: Teerathep Vinothai

Born

: 16 February 1985

Age

: 33 Years

Position

: Striker

Club

: Bangkok United
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Media Sport Journalists
1) Name

: Somtat Raisang

Pen-name

: E-Ka

Job

: Reporter and columnist Siam Sports Syndicate

Experience

: Reporting for the English league 2 years

2) Name

: Jitakorn Srikamkrue

Pen-name

: Yak Doi-dang

Job

: Reporter and columnist Siam Sports Syndicate

Experience

: Reporting for the leagues from England/Germany 2 Years

3) Name

: Arwut Jiworakan

Pen-name

: James La-Liga

Job

: Reporter and columnist Siam Sports Syndicate

Experience

: Reporting for the leagues from Spain/ Latin America

4) Name

: Buranij Rattanavichien

Pen-name

: Bor-Boo

Job

: Reporter and columnist Siam Sports Syndicate

Experience

: Reporting for the leagues from England/Portugal/Russia/
Japan/South Korea
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Table 6.3 Compare Foreign Football Players in Thailand League Football Club ’s Strength/Limited
Overview
Football Ability and Football Reputation
Communication Ability

Cultural Adaptation

Footballers’

Strength

Limited

Strength

Limited

Strength

Limited

- Central/Latin America

- Techniques/

- Low professional/Low

-

- Unable to

- Easy to live.

- Low

Ex. Brazil, Argentina,

Abilities/Flair/ aptitude are

teamwork

communicate in

- Environment/

discipline.

Uruguay, Bolivia /

very good.

- Fee/Wage is quite

English (Used

weather close to

- Too far from

Costa Rica etc.

- Fairy Physique

expensive but cheaper

Spainish/Portug

Thailand.

Thailand

- Many Footballers and

than western Europe.

uese)

Continent/Region/
Nationality which
popular in Thai
league

- Different in

Coach form same region.

social /
cultural.

- Europe (Western

- Techniques / Abilities /

- Fee/Wage is very

- Able to speak

Europe)

Team work are very good

expensive.

Ex. Germany, France,

- Have experience in high

- Usually comes at a

Spain, England,

level football

very old age.

Belgium etc.

- Very good Physique

social/cultural/

- Moderate Footballers and

weather.

- Good discipline

- Too far from

English very

/ High

Thailand.

well.

professionalism

- Very

- Very famous

different in
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Coach form same region.

-

Overview

Football Ability and Football Reputation

Communication Ability

Cultural Adaptation

Footballers’

Strength

Limited

Strength

Limited

Strength

Limited

- Europe (Eastern

-Techniques /Abilities/Team

- Fee/Wage is quite

- Able to speak

-

- Easy to live.

- Too far from

Europe) Ex. Serbia,

work are fairy good.

expensive but cheaper

English very

- Fairy good

Thailand.

Montenegro,

- Very good Physique

than western Europe.

well.

professionalism

- Very

Macedonia, Croatia,

- Moderate Footballers and

different in

etc.

Coach form same region.

social/cultural/

Continent/Region/
Nationality which
popular in Thai
league

weather.
- Asia (East Asia

- Techniques/Abilities are

- The Physique as same

- Able to speak

-

- Easy to live.

- Different in

region) Ex. Japan,

fairy good/Team work is

as Thai footballers.

fairy English.

- Environment

weather.

South Korea, North

very good.

social/cultural

Korea, China etc.

- Many Footballers and

are close to

Coach form same region.

Thailand.

- Had 1 Asian quota.

- Very good

- Fee/Wage is not

professionalism

expensive.

- Not so far from
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Thailand.

Overview

Football Ability and Football Reputation

Communication Ability

Cultural Adaptation

Footballers’

Strength

Limited

Strength

Limited

Strength

Limited

- Asia (Middle East

- Techniques/

- There are quite a few

-

- Speak a little

- Very good

- Very

region)

Abilities/Team work are

footballers from this

or unable to

professionalism.

different in

Ex. Iran, Bahrain,

fairy good.

region / not yet popular.

communicate in

because

religion

Lebanon etc.

- Very good Physique.

English.

Religious.

social/cultural/

- Had 1 Asian quota.

- The weather

weather.

- Fee/Wage is not

close to

expensive.

Thailand.

Continent/Region/
Nationality which
popular in Thai
league

- Not so far from
Thailand.
- Asia (Southeast Asia

- Had 1 Asian quota. (Next

-Techniques/

- Able to speak

region)

season)

Abilities/Team work are

Ex. Laos, Myanmar,

- Fee/Wage is very cheap.

-

- Low

fairy English.

-Environment/

discipline.

reasonable.

- Some

weather/religion/

Cambodia, Malaysia,

- There are quite a few

countries,

social/ cultural

Indonesia etc.

footballers from this

language

are close to

region / not yet popular.

structures are as

Thailand.
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- Easy to live

Overview

Football Ability and Football Reputation

Communication Ability

Cultural Adaptation

Footballers’

Strength

Limited

Strength

Strength

- The Physique as same

same as Thai.

Limited

Limited

Continent/Region/
Nationality which
popular in Thai
league
- The weather as

as Thai footballers.

same as
Thailand.

- Africa Ex. Ivory

- Techniques/

- Agent/visa/immigration

- Able to speak

Coast, Cameroon,

Abilities/Team work are

are illegal issues.

Ghana, Mali, Guinea,

-

- Easy to live.

- Low

fairy English.

- There is an

discipline.

fairy good.

(The country

attempt to adjust

(Depending on

Senegal, Nigeria,

- Fee/Wage is very cheap.

used to be a

due to the

people)

Madagasca, Namibia

(In the case of not having

European

existence of a

- Different in

etc.

much reputation)

colony)

poor continent.

religion

- Very good Physique.

social/cultural.

- Many Footballers and
Coach form same region.
- Australia

- Techniques/

-

- Able to speak

-

- Very good

- Different in

English very

professionalism.

social/cultural/

fairy good.

well.

- Not so far from

weather.
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Abilities/Team work are

Overview

Football Ability and Football Reputation

Communication Ability

Cultural Adaptation

Footballers’

Strength

Strength

Strength

Limited

Limited

Limited

Continent/Region/
Nationality which
popular in Thai
league
- Fee/Wage is not

Thailand.

expensive. (In the case of
not having much reputation)
- Very good Physique.
- Had 1 Asian quota. (Next
season) (Only Australian)
- North America and the

- Techniques/

- There are quite a few

- สื่ อสาร Able to

Caribbean

Abilities/Team work are

footballers from this

speak English

Ex.America, Canada,

fairy good.

region / not yet popular.

very well except

social/cultural.

Mexico, Trinidad etc.

- Fee/Wage is not

Mexico and

- Very far from

expensive. (In the case of

Caribbean

Thailand.

not having much reputation)

countries.

-

- Very good

- Different in

professionalism.

religion
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